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ABSTRACT

This is a study of the Nominal Piece and its Tem
porals in Dar£iyyah Arabic based on the Theory of Gov
ernment and Binding. Dar£iyyah is the hometown of the 
Saudi Royal Family and the informants participating in 
the collection of data from this Arabic dialect are aged 
women who have had very little exposure to foreign in
fluences, such as Classical or Egyptian Arabic. This 
restriction on the informants is because the new genera
tion no longer speaks this dialect of Arabic.

The analysis of this dialect of Arabic ie Darjiyyah 
Arabic Dialect (D.A.D.) has shown that sentential confi
gurations are of two different kinds: verbal or nominal. 
The verbal sentence has a VP category while the Nominal 
sentence has no VP category at any level of syntactic 
representation, rather it has an NP or a PP predicate. 
The NP predicate may have a noun, an adjective, an ordi
nal numeral, or a participle as its head because all 
these word classes in D.A.D. represent nominals. As for 
the PP predicate, it is composed of a preposition and 
its complement.
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The assumption that the D.A.D. nominal sentence is 
not derived from a sentential configuration that has a 
VP category at its Logical Form (ie LF) is verified by 
two basic premises. The first is the fact that the 
D.A.D. nominal sentence subsumes to different syntactic 
rules from those applicable to the verbal sentence. The 
second is the fact that time is indicated in the nominal 
sentence by means of an NP that is generated in its 
Comp, and is called a 11 temporal NP"; therefore, there is 
no logical necessity for the assumption that the nominal 
sentence has a VP category at its LF.

The first premise may be exemplified by the fact 
that the rule of subject inversion is only applicable to 
the verbal sentence, and not to the nominal sentence. It 
may also be demonstrated by the fact that the reflexive 
clitic in the nominal sentence is different from the 
verbal sentence ie in the nominal sentence, it is a 
nominal and in the verbal sentence it is a verbal affix. 
Furthermore, the NP predicate in a nominal sentence is 
assigned nominative Case whereas it is assigned object
ive Case in the verbal sentence.

As for the indication of time in the D.A.D. nominal 
sentence, it is solely dependent on the presence of a
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temporal NP in its Comp., contrary to the verbal sen
tence, in which it is partly indicated by the temporal 
NP in its Comp, and partly by the verb form ie whether 
it be perfective or imperfective. This not only demon
strates the difference in the syntactic behaviour be
tween a nominal sentence and a verbal one but also veri
fies the second premise ie as an NP in D.A.D. syntax is 
capable of indicating time, there is no need for the 
assumption that the nominal sentence in D.A.D. has a VP 
category at its LF or even an '‘abstract" VP category at 
all its levels of syntactic representation.

The non-feasibility of the presence of an "ab
stract" VP category in the D.A.D. nominal sentence for 
the sake of its time indication is not only refuted on 
the basis of the fact that the NP in D.A.D. syntax may 
also indicate time but also on the basis of the fact 
that a category may be empty if and only if its features 
are semantically recoverable by another element in the 
same sentence. Such is the case with the NP category 
when it is empty, for example in D.A.D., we have an 
argument small pro, an impersonal small pro, an NP-trace 
and a variable, all of which partition the syntactic 
distribution of the NP category and whose features are
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recoverable by a local determiner or an antecedent. If 
on the other hand, we assume that the VP category may 
also be empty, then its features must be recoverable by 
another element in the sentence. But this is not pos
sible in D.A.D. syntax because the verb form is asso
ciated with either the Perfective or the Imperfective 
aspect whereas the D.A.D. temporals, which are generated 
in Comp, as an N P , are associated with the syntactic 
features of present, past, future or continuous time 
reference; therefore, neither the temporal nor the verb 
can substitute for the other because each conveys a 
different time perspective.

Accordingly, it is maintained that whenever the 
perfective or the Imperfective aspect is required, then 
the sentential configuration has a VP category at every 
level of its syntactic representation and in such a case 
we have a verbal sentence. But whenever these aspects 
are not required, then there is no VP category at any 
level of its syntactic representation and we have a 
nominal sentence, whose present, past, future and conti
nuous time reference is indicated by the presence of a 
temporal NP in its Comp.
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The temporal in D.A.D. has been regarded as being 
of the NP category because it may have as its head a 
temporal nominal, which represents one of the subclasses 
in the general class for nominals in D.A.D. syntax. That 
is, as the time expressions in D.A.D. syntax have some 
of the syntactic behaviour of the noun in its syntactic 
system, they have been regarded as nominals and are 
called temporal nominals. In turn the category they are 
generated in is an NP category and it is called a tempo
ral NP. This in turn leads to the verification of the 
fact that there is no logical necessity for the assump
tion that every clause has a VP category (at least at 
its LF for its time indication) even when it does not 
appear at its surface structure.
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INTRODUCTION

This is a syntactic study of the Dar£iyyah Arabic 
Nominal Piece with special reference to its temporals in 
order to show the autonomy of the Nominal sentences in 
the syntactic system of this dialect. The dialect of 
Arabic called Dar£iyyah Arabic (ie D.A.D.) refers to the 
Arabic spoken in Dar£iyyah, a town in Najd of the Saudi 
Arabian Kingdom. In the description and the analysis of 
D.A.D. syntax, the theory of Government and Binding (ie 
G.B.) of Chomsky (1981a) and (1982) has been used as a 
framework.

1.0.1; D.A.D. in relation to the other dialects of 
Arabic in Saudi Arabia

DarJLiyyah is a city in Najd, which is in the center 
of the Saudi Arabian Kingdom and has been described as 
its largest region. Najd is divided into the following 
areas:
(i) /il£ariid/ area, in which the city of Dar£iyyah is 
found.
(ii) /ilxarj/ (iii) /ilhariij/ (iv) /ilaflaaj/
(v) /waadi-idoowassar/ (vi) /ilwa&b/ (vii) /siddeer/ 
(viii) /il^asjsim/, with /£aneeza/ as the most important
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city. (ix) /jabal gammar/, where /haayil/ is found.
(x) /iljoof/ (xi) /iifarj/.

As the above mentioned areas form one geographical 
region, they naturally share a historical background and 
in turn the Arabic dialects spoken in these areas share 
some of the syntactic and phonological features, accord
ing to which they are regarded as forming a kind of 
isoglass separating these dialects from the others spo
ken in the Saudi Arabian Kingdom. This illustrates why 
P. Abboud (1964) attempts an analysis of the syntax of 
Najdi Arabic in general. In 1971, he also attempted an 
analysis of the verbal system in Najdi Arabic. And in 
1971, al-Mohamad also attempted an analysis of the Noun 
phrase in Najdi Arabic.

The dialects of Najd, furthermore, are said to 
extend beyond the boundaries of the Saudi Arabian King
dom. This is shown by a study by T.M. Johnstone in
(1967) and by B. Ingham in (1982). That is, the dialects
of Najd whether only those in Saudia Arabia, or those 
that are outside the boundaries of Saudi Arabia share 
linguistic features that set them apart from the dia
lects of Arabic that are spoken in the Western region of 
the Saudi Arabian Kingdom, Accordingly, the former
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group of dialects is called the dialects of Najd whereas 
the latter group of dialects is called the Hijaazi dia
lects. The latter group of dialects share syntactic 
features and are described in a single study by M. Seiny 
(1972) .

More specific studies on the Hijaazi and Najdi dia
lects have also been undertaken. The former may be 
exemplified by *̂T.he Phonological and the morphological 
gtudy of Meccan Arabic"by M.H. Bakalla (1973) and'Meccan 
Speech'by B. Ingham (1971). The latter may be exempli
fied by the studies undertaken by S.M. Badawi (1965) on 
"Colloquial Riyadhi Arabic" and by T.M. Johnstone on "syl
labication in the Spoken Arabic of Anaiza." These stu
dies illustrate the fact that there are sufficient dif
ferences amongst the dialects of Najd and amongst the 
dialects of Hijaaz to warrant an independent study of 
each of these dialects.

In selecting the dialect of Dar£iyyah, the writer 
has depended on the geographical, historical and social 
importance of the city of Dar£iyyah. This importance is 
the result of its being the hometown of the Saudi Royal 
Family and is, therefore, a town that is located very 
near to the capital ie Riyadh. As a matter of fact, the
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new city design plans for Riyadh have incorporated Dar- 
Jiyyah within its boundaries.

Historically, Darjiyyah is one of the most impor
tant cities of Najd because it is linked to the Reforma
tion movement that took place in the area of Najd. In 
the middle of the 9th century of Hijra, a tribe called 
/ildiruu£/ settled in the area called /darjiyyah/ and 
gave their name to this city. The ruler of this tribe 
was the ancestor of the Saudi Royal Family.

In 1157, Mohamed Ibn Sa^uud, the great grandfather 
of Ring Abdul Azziz, established the first Saudi Arabian 
rule after he had made a treaty with Sheikh Abdul Wah- 
haab, who had started a movement aimed at correcting 
some deviant practices of the Muslims there. Mohamed 
Ibn Sa£uud said that he would give Sheikh Abdul Wahhaab 
help and protection in this Reform movement not only in 
Darjiyyah but in all of Najd. As a result of the suc
cess of this movement in Darjiyyah, students from all 
over Najd came to Dar§iyyah seeking the religious educa
tion of this Sheikh, whose hometown became the city of 
enlightment. In 1351 (ie 1923), Ring Abdul Azziz Al 
Sa£uud finally unified all of Najd and Al-Hijaaz into 
one country, calling it the Saudi Arabian Ringdom.
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The inhabitants of Dar£iyyah are either tribal or 
urban people but the population is essentially composed 
of the former. Consequently, the Arabic dialect that is 
spoken in Dar£iyyah is that of their grandfathers, whose 
traditions have been faithfully preserved by the older 
generations. This is due to the fact that the present 
older generation still maintains a very closed and con
ventional society; eighty per cent of which are illi
terates, five per cent literates and f if ten per cent 
semi-literates.

With the spread of literacy, however, many of the 
members of the new generation have moved to Riyadh. And 
as Riyadh has a cosmopolitan atmosphere, the Arabic 
dialect of Dar£iyyah as spoken by the older generation 
is gradually perishing with the death of the remaining 
members of the older generation especially as Classical 
and Egyptian Arabic have influenced by way of education 
the members of the new generation. Accordingly, in the 
collection of data from D.A.D. concentration has been on 
illiterate and aged women subjects. The literate sub
jects have only helped as interpreters.
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The method that has been used for the collection of 
the data is that of tape recorded speechl covering a 
variety of topics. This speech is usually spontaneous 
but sometimes elicited information.

The notation that has been used in this thesis can 
be illustrated by the following:
(A) Vocalic phonemes

/i/ and /ii/ high front, unrounded short and long 
vowels respectively.

/u/ and /uu/ high back, rounded short and long vow
els respectively.

/ee/ mid front, unrounded long vowel.
/oo/ mid back, rounded long vowel.
/a/ and /aa/ low central unrounded short and long 

vowels respectively.
There are a great variety of allophonic realizations 

of each phoneme but they are not our concern in this 
study.

^As the people of Dar£iyyah form a very closed 
society such tape recordings have been obtained only by 
a special permission from the princess responsible for 
the Center of Social Development in DarJLiyyah.
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(B) ConsonontaX phonemes 
Stops
/b/ voiced, bilabial stop.
/t/ and /d/ voiceless and voiced apical dental stops 
/k/ and /g/ voiceless and voiced velar stops.
/j/ and /?/ voiced palatal and voiceless glottal 

stops.
Fricatives
/f/ and /©/voiceless labiodental and interdental 

fricatives.
/s/ and / z/ voiceless and voiced dental grooved 

fricatives.
/§/, /x/ and /h/ voiceless palatal, uvular and glot

tal fricatives.
/$/ and /2f/ voiced interdental and uvular fricatives 
/h/ and /£/ voiceless and voiced pharyngeal fricat

ives .
Emphatics
/ t j dental, apical emphatic stop.
/s_/ and / $ / dental and interdental emphatic fricat

ives .
Affricates
/9/ and /^/ voiceless and voiced apical affricates.



Resonants
/r/ and /1/ trilled and lateral resonants 
Nasals
/m/ and /n/ bilabial and dental nasals. 
Semi-vowels
/w/ and /y/ velar and palatal semi-vowels
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1.0.2: The Theory of Government and Binding (G.B.) and 
D.A.D. Syntax 

The theory of Government and Binding (ie the GB 
framework) of 1981 and 1982 is an extension of the Ex
tended Standard Theory, which is in turn an extension of 
Chomsky’s theory expounded in Syntactic Structures 
(1957). In Syntactic Structures, Chomsky expressed his 
dissatisfaction with the analysis that concentrated on 
Immediate Constituents (IC) as its only tool of analysis 
since it fails to deal with syntactic structures such as 
coordination, passivization and relativization. Accor
dingly, he introduced three levels of grammatical analy
sis:

a) phrase structure
b) transformation
c) morphophonemics.

He was also dissatisfied with the logic of the previous 
school as it was inductive and physically oriented. This 
is due to the fact that the whole school was influenced 
by Behavourist psychology. As a reaction to this school 
and under the influence of the mentalistic school of 
psychology, Chomsky emphasizes the idea that language is
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intuitive and creative; therefore, his method in general 
is deductive and not inductive.

In 1965, in Aspects of the Theory of Syntax, Chom
sky draws attention to the fact that the grammar of a 
language is a description of the speaker-hearer1 s in
trinsic ncompetence'1. He also points out the fact that 
generative grammar is a system of rules that can be 
analyzed into three major components: the syntactic,
phonological and semantic components. The syntactic 
component must specify, for each sentence, a deep struc
ture that determines its semantic interpretation and a 
surface structure that determines its phonetic interpre
tation. The first of these is interpreted by the seman
tic component; the second, by the phonological compo
nent .

But in 1982 (ie Some Concepts and Consequences of 
the Theory of Government and Binding), Chomsky says that 
two perspectives can be distinguished in the study of 
grammar; one emphasizing rule systems and the other, 
systems of principles. In the recent versions of EST, 
the rule system consists of three basic parts:
[1] (A) Lexicon.

(B) Syntax (i) Base Component.
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(ii) Transformational component.
(C) Interpretative Components:

(i) Phonetic Form ie (PF) Component.
(ii) Logical Form ie (LF) Component.

The subcomponents of the rule system exemplify the 
notion of finiteness because a language makes infinite 
use of finite means. The rules of the LF component do 
not vary substantially from language to language. The 
rules of the PF component vary within finite bounds, and 
move c< rule collapses the transformational component 
into a single rule with parametric variation. The cate- 
gorial component (ie the base) is made meagre by the 
theory of X- bar as it makes only a finite class of base 
systems possible. And finally the lexicon also has the 
notion of "finiteness" as regards its subcategorization 
frames; therefore, the lexicon gives an infinite variety 
in the trivial sense.

Furthermore, as the goal of a grammar is to express 
the association between representation of form and re
presentation of meaning, Chomsky proposes the following 
three fundamental components:
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[2] Syntax

S-structure

PF LF
That is, the PF and LF components are mediated at a more 
abstract level called S-structure.

Accordingly, the theory of UG must specify the pro
perties of, at least, three systems of representations 
ie S-structure, PF and LF. It must also specify the 
three systems of rules; the rules of the syntactic com
ponent generating S-structures; the rules of PF compo
nent mapping S-structures to PF, and the rules of the LF 
component mapping S-structures to LF.

In (1981a) and (1982) , Chomsky has as his central 
focus the nature of S-structure and LF as well as the 
rules of grammar determining and relating them; there
fore, he focuses on the principles that hold of rules 
and representations and that fall under the following 
subsystems:
[3] (a) 0-theory.

(b) Case theory.
(c) Binding theory.
(d) Government theory.
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(e) Control theory.
(f) Bounding theory.
(g) X-bar theory.
0-theory, along with the Projection Principle, make 

the lexicon play an important role in the syntax because 
it is the lexicon that specifies the inherent properties 
of lexical items by stating the 0-marking properties of 
these lexical items that serve as heads of construc
tions. The theory of Case is concerned with the assign
ment of Case to elements that are in Case-marking posi
tions. The theory of binding is concerned with the rela
tions of anaphors and pronominals to their antecedents. 
The central notion of government theory is the relation 
between the head of a construction and the categories 
dependent on it. The theory of control is concerned with 
the choice of the antecedent for Pro ie the abstract 
pronominal element of [+ pronominal] and [+ anaphor] 
that is ungoverned. The theory of bounding specifies 
the locality conditions on the movement rules; there
fore, it holds only of the antecedent-trace relation. 
The theories of government, binding, Case and that of 0- 
theory will be discussed in more detail in a separate 
section in this introduction because they are relevant
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to the discussion of D.A.D. syntax* As for the theories 
of Control, bounding and X-bar, nothing more will be 
said about them since they are not relevant to the dis
cussion.1

The above subsystems of principles also interact in 
a variety of ways; for example the concept of government 
plays a central unifying role throughout in the system 
ic 0 role and Case assignment are under government. 
Certain relations also obtain between the sub-theories 
of (3) and the subsystems of the rules in (1), such as 
the relation between 0-theory and the Lexicon.

Chomsky also wishes to attain a theory of Language 
as a subpart of the theory of Language Acquisition. It 
is in this respect that he seeks to integrate the theory 
of markedness and Core Grammar into his Theory of Lan
guage Acquistion. That is, as his theory of markedness 
distinguishes between marked and unmarked phenomena and 
as his theory of Core Grammar is an attempt to establish 
a core of linguistic principles that characterize the 
full range of unmarked phenomena fouftd in natural lan

*For example, the theory of Control deals with the 
ungoverned Pro whereas D.A.D. has a properly governed 
pro. For a discussion of the properly governed pro see 
pp. 8 1 -1 1 1  of Introduction.
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guages, he suggests that children may be innately endow
ed with just such a theory of markedness and Core gram
mar which defines for them the set of unmarked rules 
that would be found in natural languages. This way 
children would then have genetic help in learning un
marked or core rules and hence would master these rela
tively quickly.

The above mentioned assumption may be demonstrated 
by a previous study undertaken by the writer on the 
acquisition of the phonological system of Egyptian 
Arabic;! which it was shown that the children under 
study acquired the labial stops, laryngeal and nasal 
consonants prior to the acquisition of the pharyngeal 
and alveopalatal consonants. That is, the emphatic and 
fricative consonants are the marked forms and so they 
are acquired after the unmarked forms. This is because 
children proceed to include more and more phonemes into 
their system and go about it in a universally consistent 
pattern that starts with the greatest possible distinc
tions to smaller and subtler distinctions. This is due

ISee H. Ghaly: The Morpho-Phonemic Patternings in 
the Speech of Two-Native Egyptian Arabic Speaking 
Children: M.A. Dissertation (1977), American University 
in Cairo.
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to the fact that ’’every phonemic system is a stratified 
structure, that is, it consists of layers of superim
posed layers. The hierarchy of these layers is nearly 
universal and consistent.” (Jakobson in Bar-Adon, 
1971:78). Therefore, ”U.G. is taken to be a characteri
zation of the child's prelinguistic initial state” 
(Chomsky, 1981a:7) ie "a fixed schematism that he uses 
... acquiring language”. (Chomsky, 1970:192) and which 
determines the ’’set of possible parameters of variation 
across languages”. (A. Radford, 1981:30).

However, despite the fact that evidence from psy
cholinguistics may be used in the delimitation of the 
domain of Core grammar, as distinct from marked peri
pheral elements in language, Chomsky proposes that we 

£
rely on grammar internal considerations and comparative 

» ( C k a n s K r ,  / W / a . - ? ;  
evidence. f This is because evidence from psycholinguis-
tics is for the time being insufficient. It is in this 
respect that the study of D.A.D., which is an Arabic 
dialect that has not been studied before, is believed to 
shed some light on "the search for meta principles which 
predict and hence explain as many properties as pos
sible” (Postal and Kayser, 1976:400) ”of the human bio
logical endowment ie 'the language faculty'” (Chomsky,
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1982:7). This is due to the fact that "work based on 
data from a wide range of languages" is crucial " if 
vitally important generalizations are not to be missed". 
(B. Comrie, 1981:27).

One of the most important generalizations associat
ed with D.A.D. is the fact that the sentences in its 
syntactic system may either be verbal or nominal.1 That 
is, it has nominal sentences, which have no VP category 
at any level of their syntactic representations, as well 
as verbal sentences, whxch have a VP category at every 
level of their syntactic representations. The fact that 
there are two different types of sentences (ie verbal 
and nominal) is not in keeping with Chomsky (1981a) in 
his belief that every sentence has a VP category, at 
least, at LF. It has, nevertheless, been the fact that the 
G.B. theory of Chomsky (1981a) deals with the NP cate- 
gory3 that has made it the most appropriate model for

l-For a discussion of D.A.D. Nominal sentence pat
terns see Chapter XX, part I.

2See Chomsky (1981a), p. 137.
^The theory of government discusses the government 

of NPs by heads of constructions; the theory of binding 
deals with the A-binding of NPs; the theory of Case 
deals with the assignment of Case to NPs and 0-theory 
deals with the 0-marking of NPs that have arguments. 
See pp. 36-162 of Introduction for further discussion 
of the above mentioned theories.
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the analysis of the D.A.D. nominal sentence. This is 
because it is regarded as an NP sentence in that it has 
an NP subject and an NP predicate.

However, this does not mean that some of the terms 
of the G.B. theory as postulated by Chomsky (1981a) and 
(1982) have not had to be modified to accomodate for the 
fact that D.A.D. syntax allows both verbal as well as 
nominal sentences and to account for the differences in 
syntactic behaviour between a verbal and a nominal sen
tence. That is, some terms of the G.B. theory have had 
to be modified, but as one of the virtues of this theory 
is its modular character, this has provided it with the 
capacity to account for a variety of complex phenomena, 
as Chomsky himself states in the following citation:

The G.B. theory has a highly modular cha
racter. Simple and rather natural princi
ples interact to provide for a variety 
of fairly complex phenomena and slight 
changes in the values of parameters proli
ferate through the system to yield what 
appears on the surface to be rather dif
ferent structures11 (Chomsky, 1982:89).
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1.0.2.1: The Theory of Government
The core notion of government has clear thematic 

content. This is illustrated by the following discussion 
of 0-theory in relation to D.A.D.
1.0.2.1.1: 0-theory

©-theory deals with the relation between an argument 
and the element that assigns it a 0-role. This assign
ment is controlled by the 0-criterion: a basic principle 
of 0-theory and a level of adequacy at LF.

(1) 0-criterion
The 0-criterion states that each argument bears one

and only one 9-role, and each 0-role is assigned to one
and only one argument.

The arguments are the complements of a lexical head 
of a construction. This includes in D.A.D. the subca
tegorized positions of O-level -categories such as V, N 
and P . 1

The preverbal position and the postverbal subject
position may also be 0-positions as 0-marked by the VP.
The prepredicate position in the D.A.D. nominal sentence 
is also a 0—positron as 0—marked by NP or PP predicate.

lln English, the 0-level categories are N, V, A and 
P. (see Chomsky, 1981a). In D.A.D., adjectives are nomi- 
nals. See Chapter II of Part II.
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The Comp. A-position is also a ©-position as ©-marked by 
S node. However, neither the prepredicate position nor 
the Comp. A- position is a subcategorized position ie 
they are simply ©-marked positions. This indicates that 
©-marking does not entail subcategorization despite the 
fact that subcategorization entails ©-marking.

In this study, the following ©-roles have proven to 
be necessary:

Numbers (i) - (iv) are ©-roles assigned to NP comple
ments whereas the 0-roles of (v) - (vii) are assigned to 
NP subjects. As for the 9-roles (viii) and (ix), they 
are assigned to the NP generated in the Comp. A-posi
tion. The 0-role "possessor" is assigned to the comple
ment (pro)nominal in an NP without AGR, except when the 
head nominal is a participle.l

-̂ -See the discussion and the examples in Chapter 
III of Part i i.

(2)
(i) patient

(ii) beneficiary
(iii) location 
(iv) identifier
(v) agent

(viii) topic of discussion 
(ix) temporal 
(x) possessor

(vi) that which is identified
(vii) that which is located
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1.0.2.1.1.1: The 6-marking of the subcategorized 
positions

The subcategorized positions are the complements of
0-level categories such as V, N and P. The 0-marking of 
the subcategorized position of a V is illustrated by the 
following sentences:

(1)
(a) /ilwalad Saaf ilbint/ The boy saw the girl.
(b) */il walad Saaf/ The boy saw.
(c) */il walad na£ar ilbint/ The boy looked the girl.
As the verb /Saaf/ subcategorizes for an NP complement, 
the NP /ilbint/ is 0-marked. It is 0-marked the 0-role 
’’patient11 by its governor ie V. Sentences (b) and (c) 
are ill-formed because there is a violation of the 0- 
criterion. That is, in (b) there is a 0-role and no 
argument and in (c), there is an argument and no 0-role 
because the verb /na^ar/ does not 0-mark its complement. 
Therefore, the O-level category V as exemplified by 
/Saaf/ 0-marks its complement, for which it subcatego
rizes .

The verb may also subcategorize for two complements. 
For example, the verb /yi£tiy/ ”to give” subcategorizes
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for two complements and this is illustrated by the fol
lowing sentence and its S-structure:

(2)
(a) /yi£tihum ilbint/ He gave them the girl.

(1)Tpronoun
small^ pro 
[3rd pers. 
masc. sing]

INFL 
[Imperfective 

aspect] 
AGR 

[3rd pers. 
masc. 
sing.]

yi£tihum
pronoun
small pro 
[3rd pers

pl]

ilbint

This verb ie /yi£tiy/ not only subcategorizes for NP(2) 
but also for NP(3) ; therefore it assigns NP(2) the 0- 
role "beneficiary" and NP(3) the 0-role "patient".

However, as 9-marking is under government, we must 
adopt the definition of government proposed by f \ o \ x n  a n d -
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S p c f i i c i i e (1981) and Chomsky (1981a) ,1 and not that of

ments of a verb with two complements.
This is because this definition of government allows 

the verb to govern both NP(2) and NP'''*'*

of this approach to government is that the head of a 
maximal projection governs exactly the categories that 
appear within this maximal projection. This is demon
strated by the following configuration, in which X is 
the head of X and so its governs Y and Z, its comple
ments, and Q, its specifier.

1-See "On the Formal Theory of Government" (1981) . 
Mimeograph, M.I.T. See also Chomsky (1981a) p. 164.

iiminimal c - c o m m a n d , "2 in the 0-marking of the comple-

That is, the general effect

(3) X

X
Q Y Z

Y Z

^See A. Radford (1981:367) for a definition of c- 
command and "minimal c-command."
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That is, according to this definition of government, X 
governs both of its complements, Y and Z even though it 
does not c-command z. It also governs its specifier ie 
Q, which is also not c-commanded by it. (A specifier 
differs from a complement in the sense that the former 
is not subcategorized for by X). However, X does not 
govern any element inside Y, Z or Q because they are 
protected by maximal projections. Therefore, the verb 
in S-structure 2(b) governs both NP(2) and NP(3) and in 
turn it 9-marks both NPs.

The D.A.D. nominal also subcategorizes for its 
complement. This may be illustrated by the following 
sentences and S-structures in which we have a head nomi
nal minimally c-commanding its complement and in turn 0- 
marking it.

(4)
(a) /?ummi [Saaditin bintig]/

NP
My mother is taking care of your daughter.

(b) /£aaf [ilbint ilhilwah]/
NP

He saw the pretty girl
(c) /haa"5i [gilmit il?awwaliin]/

NP
This is the word of the old generation.
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(5)

- Q

iummi

INFL
AGR

[ fem. 
sing,] active

particle

Pred P

Saaditin

> N
(1)-0 role 
"patient"

bintiy

NP(1) INFL 
[Perfective 
aspect]

(2) AGR 
small [3rd pers. 
pro masc, sing]

&aaf

Pred P

AGR 
[ fern.' sing*]
0-role 

ilbint "identifier" ilhilwah
1) For the discussion of the nominal status of partici
ples in D.A.D. syntax see Chapter III Part II
2) See pp 81-111 of Introduction for a discussion of small 

pro. in D.A.D. syntax-
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(c)

Comp Pred. P

NP INFL
AGR

[ f em. s ing.] if
9-role
’’possessor

il?awaaliin

In all of S-structures (5), we have a head nominal 
governing its complement. In (a), it is a participle and 
so it assigns to its complement the 0-role ’’patient". 
In (b) , it is a noun and it controls the agreement fea
tures of its complement; therefore, it assigns the 0- 
role "identifier” to its complement. In (c) , it is a 
noun that does not control the agreement features of its 
complement and that has a relation of possession with 
its complement. Accordingly, it assigns its complement 
the 0-role "possessor".

Despite the fact that the head nominals indicated 
in S-structures (5) assign different 0-roles to their 
complements, yet they all "minimally c-command" the NPs 
they ©-mark. That is, they govern these NPs in accord
ance with the definition of government as "minimal c-
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command". This demonstrates that the head nominal not 
only subcategorizes for its complement but also governs 
it in the sense of "minimal c-command".

Prepositions also subcategorize for their comple
ments. This is illustrated by the following sentences 
and their S-structures:

(6)
(a) /ilwalad filbarr/ The boy is in the field.
(b) /ilwalad raah libeetih/ The boy went to his house.

(7)
(a)

Comp

Pred PINFL
(1)

PP
N

» NP (2)© role 
'location

lTwalai



- Q NP INFL Pred
[Perfective 
aspect]

N AGR VP

ilwalad

raah li n

beetih 
0-role "location"

S-structures (7) illustrate that the P ’’minimally c- 
commands" NP (2) , therefore, it governs and assigns to 
it the 0-role ’’location".

However, in the following sentence and its S-struc
ture, it is shown that the complement of the preposition 
is assigned the 0-role "beneficiary", instead of "loca
tion" .

(8)
(a) /ilwalad yi£tiiha liihum/

The boy gives her to them.



- Q NP(1) INFL Pred
_ [Imperfective
N aspect]

ilwalad masc sing]
AGR 

[3rd pers
VP

V NP(2) PP

N ■>NP(3)p,
yi£tiiha

small proXX N
liihum

small pro
© role "beneficiary i i

The 0-role "beneficiary" is partly determined by the 
verb and partly by the preposition because it is the 
verb that requires the second complement ie NP(3) to be 
assigned the 0-role "beneficiary" and it is the prepo
sition that "minimally c-commands" NP(3). However, it 
is the preposition that governs and 0-marks NP(3) be
cause the operative notion of government is a structural 
one. Therefore, it requires the P to be the governor of 
NP(3) and not the verb because the maximal projection PP 
is a barrier to the government of NP(3) by V.
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1.0*2.1.1.2; The 6-marking of Non-Subcategorized 
Positions

The 0-marked positions that are not subcategorized 
for are the prepredicate position in S node and the Comp 
A-position in the D.A.D. sentential configuration. These 
positions are 0-marked by categories that are not 0- 
level; for example, the prepredicate position is 0-mark
ed by a VP with an active verb, an NP or a PP predicate.
The Comp. A-position is 0-marked by an S node that has a
coreferential NP or whose INFL has the syntactic feature 
[+time] . The 0-marking of each of the above mentioned 
positions will be dealt with separately.

1 .0 .2 .1.1 .2 .1 : The Q-marking of NP subject by its 
Predicate Phrase 

That the predicate phrase may ©-mark its NP subject 
is illustrated by the following sentences;

(1)
(a) /ilbint hilwah/ The girl is pretty.
(b) /ilbint filbeet/ The girl is in the house.
(c) /ilbint raahit/ The girl has gone.
The NP subject in sentence (a) is assigned the 0-role
"that which is identified" by the NP predicate [hilwah];

NP
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in (b‘) it is assigned the 0-role "that which is located"
by the PP predicate [filbeet] and in sentence (c) , it is

PP
assigned the 0-role "agent" by the VP with an active
verb ie [raahit].1 

VP
^-Passive verbs, on the other hand, do not 0-mark 

their subjects even though they do 0-mark their objects. 
And as the object of the passive verb becomes its sur
face subject, it can be said that the surface subject of 
a passive verb is assigned a 0-role by way of its trace. 
That is, the object of the passive verb is raised to 
become its surface subject and in preverbal position, 
the surface subject is assigned Case by INFL and a 0-role 
by way of its trace.

The following sentence with a passive verb and its 
D- and S-structures demonstrate that the surface subject 
of the passive verb is its complement at D-structure:
(a) /ilbamyah tintaakil/

The okra is edible.
(b) D-structure

Comp

PredINFL 
[Imperfective 

aspect]
AGR 

[fern sing]
VN

null category tintaakil

ilbamyah



In the 0-marking of the NP subject by its VP, or 
its NP or PP predicate, the definition of government by

may be utilized since it allows X to 
govern its specifier ie Q.. That is, in maintaining 
this definition of government, the NP subject is indi
rectly ©marked in accordance with the thematic proper

(c) S-structure

INFL 
Imperfective 

aspect 
AGR 

[fern sing]
ilbamyah

tintaakil

NP trace
Despite the fact that /ilbamyah/ is in preverbal posi
tion, yet it is assigned the 0-role "patient", and not 
"agent". This is because it acquires the 0-role "pa
tient" by way of its trace, which is the object of the 
verb. And as NP-traces transmit their 0-roles to their 
antecedent, /ilbamyah/ acquires the 0-role "patient. 
Therefore, even though the preverbal position of a VP 
with a passive verb is not a 0-position, the subject of 
a passive verb in D.A.D. still acquires a 0-role by way 
of its trace. But the subject of a passive verb ac
quires its Case by INFL, and not by way of its trace be
cause NP-trace is not assigned Case, ie, passive verbs 
do not assign Case to their objects.
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ties of these categories (ie NP, PP and VP) and these 
properties are projected to every level of syntactic 
representation by the projection principle.

This definition of government also allows the in
verted subject to be governed by its VP which has an 
active verb in order that it may be 0-marked. This is 
demonstrated by the following sentence and its S-struc
ture; in which the verb governs both NP(2) and NP(3) :

(a) /Saaf ilwalad ilbint/

S
Comp S

n: INFL red
- Q

pronoun
N

(1) [perfective |
aspect] VP(1)
AGR 

[3rd pers. 
n masc sing.] VP(2).] VP(2) A

impersonal 
small pro 
[3rd pers. 
masc sing.]

V NP(2) NP(3)

Saaf N N

irw'aTIdilbint

^See pp. 81-82 of Introduction for a discussion of 
impersonal small pro.
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As structure 2(b) demonstrates, the verb governs 
NP(3) because it is the head in this maximal projection 
ie VP(1). It also governs NP(2) because it is the head 
of VP(2). It is in this respect that the inverted sub
ject may be 0 marked by its VP, which has an active 
verb. This is because this definition of government 
also allows the government of the inverted subject and, 
accordingly, it may be 0-marked at LF.

This S-structure also draws attention to the fact 
that NP(3) is an A-position, following Chomsky (1981a). 
It is an A-position because it is neither the subject 
nor the complement, ie, the subject is the preverbal 
position (ie NP(1)) and the complement is NP(2), which 
is subcategorized by the verb. However, as NP(3) forms 
one function chain with the preverbal position and as it 
is NP(3) that has the argument in this function chain, 
it is the 0-position in this chain. Accordingly, NP(1) 
has a pleonastic element ie impersonal small pro.

At the surface structure the inverted subject is 
moved by a rule that takes places at the phonological 
component. This rule places the subject adjacent to the 
verb form, as shown by 2(a). In other words, sentence 
2(a) has the following D and S-structures:
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(3)
(a) D-structure

/ilwalad Saaf ilbint/
(b) S-structure

/Saaf ilbint ilwalad/
It is only at the phonological component that /ilwalad/ 
is raised to the postverbal position that is adjacent to 
the verb form. But at S-structure and LF, it is in a 
position where it may be indirectly 0-marked by the verb 
phrase, as shown by S-structure 2(b).

1 .0 .2 .1 .1.2 .2 : The 6-marking of the NP predicate in the
D.A.D. nominal sentence 

The NP predicate of the D.A.D. nominal sentence 
must also be 9-marked because arguments must be assigned 
9-roles, in accordance with the ©-criterion. But as the 
D.A.D. nominal sentence has no verb at any level of its 
syntactic representation, the NP predicate of the D.A.D. 
nominal sentence is not a subcategorized position. It 
is also not governed by the NP subject because of the 
structural conditions imposed on government ie the go
vernor has to be a X° category and maximal projections 
are absolute barriers to government. That the NP predi
cate of the D.A.D. nominal sentence is not governed by
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its NP subject is illustrated by the following nominal 
sentences and demonstrated by the following S-structure 
of sentence (l)(b):

(1)
(a) /ilwalad rijaal/ The boy is a man.
(b) /hiy hurmah/ She is a woman.

(2)
S

Comp

npY i) INFL 
AGR 

[fern, sing.]
Pred. P.
NP(2)

pronoun
[3rd pers. 
fern, sing]

hi

hurmah
That is, the NP subject ie /hiy/ cannot govern its pre
dicate ie NP(2) because maximal projections are obsolute 
barriers to government.

However, NP(2) has to be governed because it is 0 
marked by NP(1) and its agreement features are also con
trolled by NP(1).

That .the NP subject of' the ~D.A.D. nominal sentence
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controls the agreement features of its NP predicate may 
be illustrated by the following sentences:

(3)
(a) /iddar$iyyah hilwah/ Dar£iyyah is pretty.

[+ fem] [+fem]
[+ sing] [+ sing]

(b) /innaas hilwiin/ People are nice.
[+ pi.] [+ pi.]

(c) /ilwalad hilw/ The boy is pretty.
[+ masc] [+ masc]
[+ sing] [+ sing]

That is, the NP predicate in (a) is feminine and singu
lar in form because its NP subject is a feminine and 
singular noun. The same thing applies to (b) and (c). 
Despite the fact that this type of control may fall 
under the theory of binding, yet it is indicative of the 
fact that the NP subject does control its NP predicate 
even though it cannot be said to govern it.

As for the control exercised by NP subject over its 
NP predicate as regards 0-marking, this is demonstrated 
by the fact that the NP predicate in the above mentioned 
nominal sentences is assigned the 0-role "identifier" 
because it identifies the subject, that is, it is the NP
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subject that determines the 0-role of its NP predicate. 
However, as the NP subject does not govern its NP predi
cate, it is assumed to determine the 0-role of its NP 
predicate by way of its INFL. In other words, the NP 
subject of the D.A.D. nominal sentence determines the ©- 
role of its NP predicate but the governor and the 0- 
marker of this NP predicate is INFL because it is INFL 
that subsumes to the structural conditions imposed on 
government.

This analysis allows 0-marking to be always under 
government and maintains that the NP predicate of the 
D.A.D. nominal sentence is not a subcategorized position 
because it is governed by INFL, which is not a lexical 
item. Therefore, despite the fact that it Is the NP 
subject of the D.A.D. nominal sentence that determines 
the 0-role of its NP predicate, yet it is not its gover
nor or 9-marker because it does not subsume to the 
structural conditions on government.

1.0 .2 .1.1 .2 .3 : The 0-marking of the NP generated in Comp
There are two types of nominals that may be gener

ated in Comp: the temporal and the topic. These nominals 
may be generated in the Comp, of nominal as well as
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verbal sentences. This may be demonstrated by the fol
lowing sentences.
(1) : The Topic NP in Verbal and Nominal Sentences

%
(a) / / i l b i n t f a h u m  yiSifuurjha)/

The girl, they do see her.
(b) /yilbint/--> mahumb yisifuurjha]/

The girl, they do not see her.
(c) //innaaŝ /--> f a[hum| yakluun/

The people, they do eat.
(d) //Lddarftiyyah/- - > fa|hiy| hilwah/

Dar^iyyiah, it surely is pretty.
(e) //iddar$iyyah/--> mahLyb hilwah/

Dar^iyyiah, it is not pretty.
(2) : The Temporal NP in Nominal Sentences
(a) ^halhiin/--> iddar£iyyah hilwah/

Now, Darjiyyah is pretty.
(b) ŷmin ?awwal/ --> iddarjiyyah hilwah/

From first, Dar£iyyah is pretty. 
Darjiyyah used to be pretty.

(c) /min baaqjii/ --> iddar^iyyah hilwah/
From tomorrow, Dar£iyyah is pretty. 
Dar£iyyah will become pretty.

(d) /4nin hiin^/ - -> widdarjiyyah hilwah/
1 T t l s  im sh ’u J e S  +  ~ fk re  i i  «• s h ' f l1''* '
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From time immemorial, and Dar£iyyah is pretty. 
Dar£iyyah has always been pretty.

(3) : The Temporal NP in Verbal Sentences
(a) j halhiin/--> yihuttuun miSaat/

Now, they are putting mishat (in their hair).
(h) !/min ? awwal/ - - > yihuttuun mi&aat/

They used to put mishat.
(c) /min baaQir/--> yihuttuun mi&aat/

They will be putting mishat.
(d) //ilyoom/--> yihuttuun mi&aat/

Today, they are putting mishat = We will put mishat.
(e) //ilyoom/--> hattu migaat/

Today, they have put mishat = We have already put 
mishat.
When the D.A.D. sentence has an NP generated in its 

Comp., it is regarded as an emphatic sentence. The 
sentences of (1) are emphatic in the sense that the 
subject or the complement is emphasized by the genera
tion of a topic NP, which has a coreferential NP be 
it the complement or the subject in the S node it intro
duces. If this S node is verbal, this coreferential NP 
may be either the NP subject or the NP complement, but 
if this S node is nominal, then the coreferential NP
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must be the subject. This is demonstrated by the fol
lowing S-structures of sentences (1)

(4)
(a)

Comp topic

N
Det

il

emphatic 1 INFL Fred,
conjunction \ Imperfective

aspect 
NP AGR

fa
[3rd pers
pi] V NP

VP

N
bint

1'fem. ^  
sing]

pronoun
hum

[3rd pers pi]
yi&ifuunjha]

pronoun

^^local determiner --->
<5

smallpro 
[3rd pers, 
fern. s ing j

Comp 
Comp topic NP emphatic 

conj
N

Det
Iin

N
naas

fa
N
Ipronoun

INFL Pred 
Imperfect, 
aspect 
AGR VP

[3rd pers | 
pi.] V

hum
__t

(pi) (binding) (pl)3rd pers.
yakluun



Comp topic NP emphatic 
1 I conj. / AGR

NP [fem. sing]
N ' |

fa pronoun
Det N Adj N
J 1 iid dar£iyyah hiy N
[fem. [3rd pers. |
sing] binding fem. sing.] hilwah

S-structures (a) and (b) illustrate that the topic 
NP in a verbal sentence may bind either the NP subject 
or the NP complement. But if the sentence is nominal, 
it can only bind the NP subject, as shown by S-structure 
(c) . In either case, whether the topic NP is generated 
in a nominal or a verbal sentence, it makes such sen
tences emphatic because the NP subject or the NP comple
ment is emphasized by the generation of a topic NP with 
which it is coreferential. Therefore, D.A.D. has empha
tic sentences and non-emphatic sentences and an example 
of the emphatic sentence is the sentence that has a 
topic NP. In such sentences (ie emphatic sentences with 
a topic NP) the nominal generated as the topic NP needs 
to be assigned a 0-role because it is an argument.
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And as 9 marking is under government, S node must 
govern the NP it has in its Comp, in order that it may 9 
mark it. This is possible if we adopt the definition of 
government by R o i L r *  3  n d  S p c r i because it allows the 
government of the complement as well as the specifier. 
Assuming that S node is the head and Comp, is its speci
fier, S node may govern its Comp, in which case it 0 
marks the NP it has in its Comp. But S node is taken to 
be the head and its Comp, is the specifier only if it 
has a coreferential NP with the NP in its Comp. And in 
such a case S node governs that NP it has in its Comp, 
and in turn at LF it is assigned the 9 role "topic of 
discussion." This analysis is built on the analogy of 
the fact that a VP with an active verb 9-marks its NP 
subject. Similarly, an S node with a coreferential NP 
with the NP in Comp. 9-marks that NP in Comp, assigning 
to it the 0 role "the topic of discussion."

Sentences (2) and (3) demonstrate that the D.A.D. 
sentence also allows the generation of a temporal NP in 
its Comp, in which case the time reference of the sen
tence is regarded as being emphasized. Its time refer
ence is emphasized in the sense that its time indicator 
is on the sentence level, and not deduced from the pre
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vious discourse. That is, the D.A.D. sentence may be 
with or without a temporal NP and when it has a temporal 
NP, it has its time reference emphasized in the sense 
that it is indicated on the sentence level. This is not 
the case when the sentence has no temporal NP for such a 
sentence deduces its time reference from the previous 
discourse.

To see the difference between both types of sen
tences, we must first have a brief look at the D.A.D. 
sentence that has no temporal NP generated in its Comp, 
in relation to its previous discourse.

(5)
(a) /min ?awwal/ --> yiruhuun liddar£iyyah/

From first, they go to Dar£iyyah.
They used to go to Dar£iyyah.

(b) /yil£abuun/ [verbal sentence]
They are playing --> They used to play.

(c) /widdar£iyyah hilwah/ [nominal sentence]
And Dar£iyyah is pretty --> Dar£iyyah used to be 

pretty.
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The above sentences demonstrate that the D.A.D. 
sentence with no temporal NP in its Comp, acquires its 
time reference from its previous discourse. For example, 
sentence (c) is set in a past time dimension because it 
is in the context of sentence (a), which has /min ?awwal/ 
generated as its temporal N P . Similarly, the verbal 
sentence in (b) is set in the past because of its pre
vious discourse. That is, the past time reference of 
/min ?awwal/ generated as a temporal NP in sentence (a) 
is carried on to both sentences (b) and (c) because 
neither sentence has a temporal NP generated in its 
Comp. This indicates that the time reference of the 
temporal NP is carried on from one sentence to the other 
so long as these sentences do not have a temporal NP 
generated in their Comp.l

The above very brief discussion of discourse analy
sis in relation to the indication of time in D.A.D. 
syntax has shown that the verbal as well as the nominal 
sentence can be without a temporal NP but in such a case 
they deduce their time reference of present, past and‘ 
future perspectives from a temporal NP in the previous

*See Chapter III for further discussion on Time 
indication in D.A.D. verbal and nominal sentence.
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discourse. It is in this respect that such sentences are 
regarded as non emphatic in their time reference ie as 
their time reference is controlled by a temporal NP in 
the previous discourse and not by a temporal NP in their 
own Comp. On the other hand, the sentences of (2) and 
(3) are emphatic because they have a temporal NP gener
ated in their own Comp. It is this temporal NP that 
determines their time reference; therefore the time 
reference of these sentences is determined on the sen
tence level and they are regarded as emphatic sentences 
because their time reference is determined on the sen
tence level.

This type of emphatic sentence also has an NP 
generated in its Comp and so it needs to a be assigned a 
0-role. But it is assigned the 0 role '’temporal'1, and 
not "the topic of discussion". This is due to the fact 
that the temporal NP exercises time government on the S 
node it introduces. This may be demonstrated by the 
following S-structures of sentences (2)
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(6)
(a)

Comp temporal NP NP

~Q temporal N N

xddarJiyyah
hal

INFL 
[4- present 
time]
AGR 

[fem. sing]

• •  /m n  v $
&

[+ present time]

Pred. P

Adj N

hilwah

Comp temporal N'5

- Q temporal ~~

min ?awwall  ̂
[+ past time]

.rT* —

INFL 
[+ past time] 

AGR 
[fem. sing]

xddarjtiyyah

Pred. P

hilwah

^For a discussion why/min ?awwal/ is a temporal 
nominal, and not a PP, see Part II, Chapter IV and part I 
Chapter Iil.„ .



Comp temporal NP
| 1

* Q temporal N

(d)

INFL 
[+ future time] 

AGR 
[fem^Xsing]

Pred. P.

iddar^iyyaj3c^5^
min baa9irl O'

[+ future time]<£>

Adj N
IN

hilwah

Comp temporal NP
I

- Q temporal N

^  INFL Pred. P. 
continous \

^  from past NP
to present] I

, y. AGR •
min hiina'^'^ \  [fem. sing] N

[+ continuous Iddar^iyyah 
from past to
present] hilwah

As the above S-structures demonstrate, sentences 
(2) have the temporal nominals /halhiin/, /min ?awwal/, 
/minbaaijir/ and /min hiina/ generated in their Comp;

1 For a discussion of the temporal nominals /min 
baa9ir/ and /min hiina/ see Part II Chapter iv.
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therefore they are generated as the temporal NP In these 
sentences. The temporal NP governs the time reference 
of the S node it introduces; for example, the temporal 
NP in (a) makes the S node it introduces acquire the 
syntactic feature (+ present time] and this feature is 
registered in its INFL, which is the head of S node.

In order to assume that the temporal NP governs the 
time reference of the S node it introduces, we must 
adopt the definition of government by f t o L L  D  and 

This is because this definition of government 
does not require the temporal NP to c-command S node so 
long as the temporal NP is the head and S node is its 
complement. And as the temporal NP is generated in Comp 
and Comp is regarded at S-structure as the head of S, 
then S node is the complement. Therefore, at S-structure 
the temporal NP governs the S node it introduces and 
makes that S node register that time reference in its 
INFL.

At LF, that NP generated in Comp needs to be as
signed the 0 role "temporal". This is possible if we 
assume that at LF S node is the head and the temporal NP 
is its specifier. And as the definition of government 
by fli/utn d n d  aiso allows the head to govern its
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specifier, then S node may e-mark the temporal NP gener- 
ated in its Comp. But to ensure that'Ps node does not 
assign the 0-role "topic of discussion" to the temporal 
NP, we maintain that S node assigns the 0-role "tempo
ral" only when it has the time reference of a temporal 
NP generated in its INFL. That is, an S node with a 
coreferential NP assigns the 0 role "topic of discus
sion" but an S node with the time reference of a tempo
ral NP in its INFL assigns the 0-role "temporal". There
fore, the S nodes in the S-structures of (6) assign the 
0-role "temporal" to their temporal NPs at LF.

Sentences (3) also demonstrate that a temporal NP 
may be generated in the Comp, of D.A.D. verbal sentences 
The same procedure for Q-marking is applicable in these 
sentences, i.e., as these S nodes have the time refer
ence of the temporal NP registered in INFL, these S 
nodes 9-mark these NPs at LF, by assigning to them the
0-role "temporal". This is illustrated by the following 
S-structure of (3a).



Comp temporal NP NP INFL
I . [-hf present

time]
N g & L  Imperfective 

aspect]

Pred.

Q temporal F Vp

halhiin/ 
[+ present 

time]

pronoun AGR 
[3rd pers 

Pi]

V NP PP

small pronoun 
[3rd pers pi] raashum

yihuttuun

That is, as S Node has the syntactic feature [fpresent 
time] in its INFL, S node governs /halhiin/, in Comp, 
and assigns to it the relevant 0-role.

However, S-structure (7) also illustrates that INFL 
of the D.A.D. verbal sentence has aspect ie (Imperfect
ive or perfective aspects).! This is due to the fact 
that time is indicated in the D.A.D. verbal sentence 
partly by the temporal generated in its Comp and partly

!See Chapter III, Part I, for a discussion of Time 
Indication in D.A.D. verbal sentences.
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by the verb form ie whether it is perfective or imper- 
fective. It must accordingly be pointed out that S node 
does not 9 mark the NP in its Comp. ntemporal” on the 
basis of aspectual distinction in its INFL. This is 
because the Imperfective and the Perfective aspects in 
D.A.D. are associated with the verb forms and not a tem
poral generated in Comp. Therefore, S node only 0 marks 
the NP in Comp. "temporal" when it has a temporal in its 
Comp., apart from the presence of the perfective or im
perfective aspect when the sentence is verbal.

That the verb form partakes in the indication of 
time i n  the D.A.D. verbal sentence is demonstrated by 
sentence (3) (d) + (e) . This is because in both sen
tences we have the temporal nominal /ilyoom/, which 
indicates a present time reference, but the change in 
time reference in these sentences is the result of the 
change in the verb form from imperfective in (d) to 
perfective in (e) . In (d) , the present denotation of 
/ilyoom/ is set in a future time dimension because of 
the imperfective verb form but in (e), the present deno
tation of /ilyoom/ in collaboration with the perfective 
verb form conveys a very recent past denotation of time 
reference.
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As for sentences (3) (a) - (c) , they demonstrate 
that the temporal NP does nevertheless partake in the 
indication of time in the D.A.D. verbal sentence because 
all the verbs of these sentences are imperfective and 
the change in the time reference of these sentences is 
the result of the change in the time reference of the 
temporal NP due to the particular temporal nominal that 
is generated as its head. That is, the "imperfective

aspect" conveyed by the Imperfective verb in these sen
tences sets them in a progressive state that is set in 
the present time by /halhiin/, the future time by /min 
baapir/ and the past time by /min ?awwal/. Therefore, 
the time reference of these sentences is the net result 
of the temporal NP and the verb form.

The assumption that the temporal and topic nominals 
are assigned 0-roles in Comp by way of their governor 
(ie S node) is necessary in the analysis of the D.A.D. 
sentential configuration because topics and some tempo
ral nominals cannot be moved from Comp. That is, these 
nominals are in Comp at LF and need to be 0-marked, else 
there would be a violation of the 0-criterion since we 
would have arguments that are not 6-marked. Accordingly, 
the following sentences are ill-formed because the topic
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nominal /ilbint/ and the temporal nominal /min hiina/ 
are not ^-marked:

(8)
(a) */winhin fiiha --> min hiina/
(b) */ma yiSifuunha --> ilbint/
And they are not 0-marked because they have been moved 
out of Comp, which is "an initial position" in S, ie, 
"the position preceding the surface structure subject," 
(A. Radford, 1981:167).

The topic nominal must remain in Comp because it 
binds either the NP subject or the NP complement. Fur
thermore, it is the fact that the NP topic cannot be 
moved out of Comp that demonstrates that the syntactic 
behaviour of the NP topic is different from that of 
subject. The subject may be moved from preverbal posi
tion to a postverbal position by the rule of subject 
inversion and it controls the verb form making it agree 
with it whereas the topic cannot be moved from the sen
tence initial position in S because it controls an NP in 
S node and does not control the verb form.

As for the temporal nominals, some temporal nomi-
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rials such as /min hiina/, /min issubih/1 etc. cannot be
moved out of Comp. But some other temporal nominals 
such as /halhiin/ may be moved out of Comp. down to an 
adjunct position in S node by the optional rule called 
"Temporal Lowering" ie (TL)? as illustrated by the fol
lowing sentence and its S-structure:

To account for the 0 marking of /halhiin/, which is in 
an adjunct position at S-structure and LF, it is assumed 
that the 0-role is assigned to the variable and as both 
the variable and /halhiin/ form one function chain, 
there is no violation of the 0 criterion. Therefore,

■̂See Chapter IV of Part II for a discussion of 
these types of temporal nominals.

(9)
(a) /iddarJiyyah hilwah halhiin/ 

<b> S
Comp S

Comp temporal NP NP INFL Pred. P.

- Q temporal !

[+ pres(
variat
time] iddar£iyyah

hilwah halhiin
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even when the temporal nominal may be moved out of Comp, 
it still acquires its 0-role by way of its trace. And 
as this trace is in Comp at S-structure, it is Case 
markedl and in turn 0-marked by S node at LF.

The above discussion has shown how either a topic 
or a temporal nominal generated in Comp, may be 9 marked 
in Comp. But Comp, may also generate a topic and a 
temporal nominal at the same time and, of course, each 
must be assigned a different 0-role. This is illustrat
ed by the following sentence and its S-structure:

(10)
(a) ^lalhiin/ilbint/--> fahum yi&ifuunha/

Now, the girl, they do see her.

1-See discussion of Case theory on pp. 137-141 of In
troduction ahd Chapter III of Part I, pp. 327-336.
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Comp

topic
temporal /N(l)

Ihalhiin 
[+ present 

time]
il bint

[fern, sing]

lNFL 
[+ present 

time] 
[Imperfective 
aspect]

[3rd pers. pi]

conjunction 
I
fa

N(2)
I

pronoun
hum 
[ + pi] [3rd pers]

NP(2)

yi3ifuur{haj \ pronoun
small pro

local determiner

binding

When there are both a topic and a temporal in C o m p t h e  
dominating node is N so that S node can govern N(l) 
assigning it the 0-role "temporal” and N(2) assigning it
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the e-role "topic of discussion". Recall that maximal 
projections are absolute barriers to government and that 
the 0-role "topic of discussion" is assigned to the 
nominal that binds an NP in S node whereas the 0 role 
"temporal" is assigned to the nominal that governs the 
time reference of S node.

Comp, may also generate two different temporal 
nominals and each temporal nominal should be assigned a 
distinct 0 role. This is illustrated by the following 
sentence and, its S-structure;

(11)
(a) ^halhiin^issubihy— > iddar^iyyah barad/

Now in the morning, Dar?iyyah is cold.

Comp
Comp temporal N

- 9

hal

INFL 
[+ present 

time]
[- present 

time]
hiin-"""̂ issubih iddarJLiyyah 

[+ present [- present 
time] time]
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Having the syntactic feature [.+ present time] ? S node 
governs N(l) and assigns to it the 0 role "temporal(l), 
ie, [+ present time] n and as S node also has the syn
tactic feature [- present time] , it also governs N(2) 
and assigns to it the 0 role ntemporal(2), ie, [- pre
sent time]". The syntactic feature of [- present time] 
associated with /issubih/ indicates that the proposition 
in S node is a future state whereas the syntactic fea
ture [+ present time] sets this future action in the 
domain of the present time; that is, it is a near future 
proposition.!

The above discussion of the 0-marking of the NPs 
generated in Comp, of the D.A.D. sentential configura
tion has not only shown how these NPs are 9-marked in 
Comp, (ie by mean of their governor, which is S node) 
but has also pointed to the fact that there are differ
ent types of sentences in D.A.D. syntax. There are 
emphatic sentences and non-emphatic sentences: the
former are the marked forms and the latter are the un-

^For a more detailed discussion of the combination 
of the temporal nominal /issubih/ with other temporal 
nominals such as /halhiin/, T?awwal/ etc. , see pp. 548- 
549 of Chapter IV of Part II.
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marked forms. The non-emphatic sentences have no NP 
generated in their Comp, whereas the emphatic sentences 
have an NP generated in their Comp. This NP may have a 
topic or a temporal. When it has a topic, then the 
subject or the object is emphasized by being coreferen- 
tial with the topic of the discussion. But when it has a 
temporal, then its time reference is emphasized in the 
sense that it is explicitly indicated by means of a 
temporal in its Comp, and not deduced from the previous 
discourse.

It has also been shown that there are different 
degrees of emphasis with respect to the temporals. The 
highest degree of emphasis is when the temporal remains 
in Comp but there is a lesser degree of emphasis and 
this is when the temporal is moved from Comp to an ad
junct position in S node. Nevertheless, both types of 
sentences (ie with a temporal in Comp and with a tem
poral moved from Comp) are emphatic in their time refer
ence if compared with sentences that do not have a tem
poral. This is due to the fact that the latter' type is, 
as indicated earlier, non emphatic in its time refer
ence, ie, it deduces its time reference from its pre
vious discourse.
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This discussion of D.A.D. emphatic sentences and 
the fact that there are different degrees of emphasis 
brings to mind a similarity between the syntactic behav
iour of the temporal NP and the NP subject. This is 
because both NPs show different degrees of emphasis, ie, 
when the temporal NP is m  Comp, it conveys a greater 
degree of emphasis with respect to its time reference 
than when it is moved by the rule of (TL) to an adjunct 
position in S node, and similarly, when the NP subject 
with overt lexical material is in preverbal position, it 
conveys a greater degree of emphasis than when it is 
moved by the rule of subject inversion to a postverbal 
position. In both cases, the less emphatic form is the 
one that involves movement but this movement is always 
of "lowering", and not "raising." Furthermore, the mere 
presence of a temporal NP in the D.A.D. sentence whether 
in Comp, or in an adjunct position in S node indicates 
that the time reference of this sentence is emphasized 
in comparison with the D.A.D. sentence that has no tem
poral NP at all. That is, when the sentence has no 
temporal NP, there is no emphasis of its time reference 
but if it has a temporal NP in its Comp, this conveys 
the greatest degree of emphasis and when this temporal
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NP is moved from Comp to an adjunct position in S node, 
there is a lesser degree of emphasis of its time refer
ence. In a similar respect, the presence of an NP sub
ject with overt lexical material whether it be in pre
verbal or postverbal position indicates that the NP 
subject is emphasized in comparison with an NP subject 
with an empty category ie small pro.l And the NP sub
ject with overt lexical material generated in preverbal 
position conveys a greater degree of emphasis from one 
that has been moved from preverbal position to a post 
verbal position. Finally, both the temporal NP and the 
NP subject are similar in that in their non-presence in 
the D.A.D. sentence, their features can be sematically 
recovered by an NP in the previous discourse. That is, 
when the D.A.D. sentence has no temporal NP, its time 
reference is controlled by a temporal NP in its previous 
discourse and when it has no NP subject with overt lexi
cal material, the features of that NP subject are con
trolled by an NP in the previous discourse. But as 
every sentence must have a subject and as AGR of the 
D.A.D. verbal sentence has heavy inflections, sentences

ISee pp. 81-111 of Introduction for a discussion 
of the small pro in D.A.D. syntax.
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with no overt lexical material as their subject have a 
small pro as their subject and this small pro is locally 
determined by the heavy inflection found in the AGR of 
the D.A.D. verbal sentence.
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1.0.2.1.2: The Extended Projection Principle
The lexicon determines some properties of well- 

formedness and their properties are checked at LF after 
they have been projected from the lexicon to every level 
of syntactic representation by the projection principle. 
Accordingly, the projection principle projects the 0- 
marking properties of lexical items and of categories 
such as NP and PP predicate phrases as well as the VP 
with an active verb. However, as the VP with a passive 
verb does not 0- mark its subject, Chomsky (1981a) has 
postulated the base rule S --> NP INFL VP.

And in (1982) , he devises the Extended Projection 
Principle because phrase structure grammar has no stand
ing in UG. The Extended Projection Principle maintains 
the following:

(a) an EC is present whenever a 0-role is 
assigned but the corresponding 0-position 
contains no lexical material, and (b) the 
category S must always contain an EC as 
subject if no overt subject is present, as 
in infinitival clauses or finite clauses 
in pro drop languages with missing or 
inverted subject. (N. Chomsky, 1982:18).

An EC is an empty category that partitions the syntactic 
distribution of the NP category. In D.A.D., this empty 
category has the exponents: impersonal small pro, argu
ment small pro, NP-trace and variable. These exponents
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verify both (a) as well as (b) of the Extended Projec
tion Principle.

(b) may be demonstrated by the impersonal small 
pro, which is a pleonastic element, generated in pre
verbal position of the category S after the NP subject 
has been moved by the rule of subject inversion to a 
postverbal position, which is the 0-position of that 
function chain (ie impersonal small pro and inverted 
subject) .1

That the preverbal position of S must have a sub
ject even when it is not a ©-position may also be demon
strated in D.A.D. by the presence of an EC as the sub
ject of a passive verb when there is no overt lexical 
material. That is, despite the fact that the VP with a 
passive verb does not 9-mark its subject, it still has a 
subject which is an EC when there is no overt lexical 
material. This is illustrated by the following sentence 
and its D- and S-structures:

(i)
(a) /tintaakil/ It (fern, sing) is edible.

^See pp. 49 & 50 of Introduction for examples and 
further discussion as regards impersonal small pro.
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(b) D-structure

• 9

NP(1) INFL
_[ [ Imperfective
N aspect]
[ AGR
N [fem. sing.] V
| 3rd pers. |

null category tintaakil

Pred.

(c) S-structure

pronoun 
small^pro

[fem sing 
3rd pers

INFL 
Imperfective 

aspect 
N AGR
| [3rd pers.

pronoun fem. sing]
small pro. tintaakil
[fem. sing.
3rd pers.]

Pred.

V passive

NP-trace

As the VP has a passive verb, it does not 0-mark its 
subject; therefore, the preverbal position is not a 0- 
position. But the passive verb 0-marks its complement; 
therefore, we have an argument small pro as the comple
ment of the verb at D-structure. However, if this small
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pro remained in postverbal position, it would not be 
assigned Case because a passive verb does not assign 
Case. Accordingly, it is moved to preverbal position so 
that at S-structure, it is assigned nominative Case by 
INFL. At LF, the NP-trace transmits its 0-role ie ”pa- 
tient" to its antecedent (ie small pro) , which is the 
argument in this A function chain. Therefore, despite 
the fact that the VP with a passive verb does not 0-mark 
its subject, yet the requirement that every S must have 
a subject still holds. This is indicated by the fact 
that there is a small pro as the subject of a passive 
verb that has no overt lexical material as its subject.

And the presence of a small pro as the subject of a 
passive verb or, for that matter, any verb that has no 
overt lexical material as its subject is indicated by 
the heavy inflection carried by the verb form, allowing 
AGR to locally determine its generation as subject. 
Looking at the passive verb in S-structure (l)(c), we 
find that it has the form for the features 3rd person, 
feminine and singular and this indicates that there is a 
subject small pro with the features of 3rd person, femi
nine and singular. This type of small pro is an argu
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ment even though the passive verb does not 0-mark its 
subject. Therefore, the category S must always contain 
an EC as subject (if no overt material is present) even 
when the preverbal position is not a 0-position. Such 
is the case with a passive verb or with the movement of 
the lexical subject from preverbal position to a post
verbal position.

As for the assumption in (a) (of Chomsky, 1982:18), 
it requires that every 9-position with no lexical mate
rial to have an empty category ie EC. This allows the 
generation of an abstract pronominal in positions other 
than that of the preverbal position in the verbal sen
tence of D.A.D. and this assumption may be demonstrated 
by the following analysis of the D.A.D. pronominal sys
tem because it proposes that there are abstract pronomi- 
nals (ie an EC) in any 0-position that has no overt 
lexical material. This analysis is built on the fact 
that the D.A.D. pronominal system has a set of overt 
pronominal forms, which are free pronominal forms and 
are generated in the 0-position of the prepredicate 
position of both verbal and nominal sentences. And as 
these pronominal forms are restricted in their syntactic 
distribution, it is maintained that there is also a set
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of abstract pronominals which are arguments and which 
are generated as the subject of verbal sentences and as 
the complement of verbs, nouns and prepositions. It is, 
accordingly, maintained that in D.A.D. syntax there is 
an EC whenever a 9-role is assigned and the correspond
ing 0-position contains no overt lexical material and 
this is demonstrated by the following discussion of 
subject small pro, complement small pro and possessive 
small pro.

However, the generation of these abstract pronomi
nals, which are called small pro, requires local deter
mination and so their presence is determined on the 
basis of a set of pronominal affixes that are carried by 
verbs, nouns and prepositions. As a matter of fact, it 
is the presence of this set (ie the pronominal affixes) 
that has enabled the analyst to establish that D.A.D. 
has a set of abstract pronominals, which are free prono
minals and which are arguments. These pronominal affixes 
do not only indicate the person, number, and gender of 
the EC it locally determines but also its Case. Further
more, these affixes determine whether the verb form is 
perfective or imperfective. This is because different 
affixes are associated with the different verb forms ie
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Perfective or Imperfective. Therefore, the following 
discussion demonstrates how these affixes locally deter
mine the generation of the empty category small pro, 
which is an argument pronominal that may be generated as 
the subject of a verbal sentence; the complement of a 
verb; a preposition; or a nominal. And when it is the 
complement of a nominal^it is a possessive pronominal.
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1 .0*2.1.2.1: Subject Small Pro
Subject small pro is locally determined by pronomi

nal affixes that are carried by the D.A.D. verb. These 
pronominal affixes indicate not only the person but also 
the number and gender of that small pro. Furthermore, 
the set of pronominal affixes associated with the per
fective verb is different from that associated with the 
Imperfective verb. This is demonstrated by the follow
ing verbal sentences:

(1) With Imperfective verb forms
(a) /small pro /?ahutt /miSaat/

I put mishat (ie hair decoration)
(b) /small pro /yihutt/miSaat/

He puts mishat
(c) /small pro /^tihutt/mi£aat/

She puts mishat
(d) /small pro /nihutt/mjgaat/

We put mishat
(e) /small pro j yihuttuun/mi&aat/

They put mishat
(2) With Perfective verb forms

(a) /small pro /hatteet/misaat/
I have already put mishat
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(b) /small pro /hatt/migaat/
He has already put mishat

(c) /small pro /hattit/migaat/
She has already put mishat

(d) /small pro /hatteena/mi&aat/
We have already put mishat

(e) /small pro /hattu/mi&aat/
They have already put mishat 

Taking sentences (1)(a) and (b) as well as (2)(a) + (b) 
as examples, we have the following S-structures:

(3)
(a)

S
Comp

INFL
S

- Q Pred
[Imperfective 

aspect] VP
N AGR

[1st pers sing]

small pro 
[1st person 

singular]

pronoun

?ahutt

misaat
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(b)

Comp"
I

■ q NP 

N
Ipronoun

small pro 
[1st person 
singular]

• INFL 
Perfective 

aspect 
AGR

[1st pers sing]

Pred

V Perfective 
verb

hatteet

NP
I
N
I
N
1

misfaat

(c)

Comp

Q
NP

N
Ipronoun

INFL 
[Imperfective 

aspect] 
AGR 

[3rd pers 
masc sing]

small pro 
[3rd pers. 
masc sing]

Pred
I
VP

Imperfective
verb

yihutt

NP 
\_

N
I
N
4  ,misaat
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(d)
S

Comp S
NP INFL Pred

[Perfective
aspect]

pronoun masc sing] V Perfective NP 
I verb I

N AGR 
[3rd pers

small pro 
[3rd pers 
masc sing]

hatt
N
N

S-structures (3) (a) and (b) demonstrate that
despite the fact that both subject small pros have the 
features 1st person and singular, yet they are locally 
determined by different pronominal affixes as indicated,, 
by the forms of the verb. In a similar respect, both 
subject small pro in S-structures (c) + (d) have the
features 3rd person, masculine and singular, and yet
they are locally determined by different pronominal 
affixes. This is indicated by the difference in the 
verb forms. Therefore, the pronominal affixes associated 
with the Perfective verbs are' different from those asso
ciated with the Imperfective verbs despite the fact that 
both sets of pronominal affixes are the local determin
ers for a subject small pro.
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The above S-structures have also shown that the 
features of the subject small pro are indicated by the 
pronominal affix carried by the verb form and that these 
features include inflection for number, gender if sin- 
gularl and person. That is, these pronominal affixes 
represent heavy inflection, which is inflection for 
number, gender if singular and person. And as AGR is 
the abstraction of the agreement features in the sen
tence and has in the D.A.D. verbal sentence heavy in
flection, whenever the preverbal position has no lexical 
material it locally determines the generation of a 
subject small pro. That is, it is AGR that locally de
termines the presence of subject small pro because it is 
the governor of the preverbal position, and not the verb 
itself.

The view that AGR is the governor of the preverbal 
position is not only based on the notion that AGR is an 
abstraction of the agreement features in the sentence 
but also on the assumption held here that AGR is con
trolled by an NP in the previous discourse; the fact 
which allows the NP subject to control its predicate

T-The pr onominal for first person and singular in 
D.A.D. syntax has common gender; therefore, this is an 
exception.
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phrase, and not vice versa. That is, if the NP subject 
does not have lexical material, AGR governs and locally 
determines the generation of a subject small pro in that 
NP because AGR is controlled by another NP in the pre
vious discourse and the features of that NP are regis
tered in it. Accordingly, it functions as the local de
terminer for the generation, of a subject small pro and 
then these features are overtly manifested in the verb 
form in agreement with its NP subject; and if the NP 
subject has lexical material, then we have language 
redundancy because the features of the NP subject are 
not only indicated in AGR but also by the lexical mate
rial in the NP subject itself. As for the predicate 
phrase , it must also agree with its subject, which has 
lexical material. In turn, the verb form also overtly 
manifests the features of its subject in agreement with 
it (ie the NP subject). Therefore, despite the fact 
that the pronominal affixes that function as the local 
determiners for the generation of a subject small pro 
are carried by the verb form, yet it is AGR that is the 
governor and in turn the local determiner for the gener
ation of a subject small pro in the D.A.D. verbal sen
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tence whenever the preverbal position is a 9-position 
that has no lexical material.

The above discussion of subject small pro has shown 
that the NP subject of the D.A.D. verbal sentence may 
have lexical material or an abstract pronominal. That 
this is one of the characteristics of the verbal sen
tences in distinction with the nominal sentences is 
indicated by the fact that the NP subject of the D.A.D. 
nominal sentence has to have lexical material, and not a 
small pro. The requirement that the NP subject of nomi
nal sentences must have lexical material and not a small 
pro is illustrated by the following nominal sentences:

(4)
(a) // hiy/mirjiitin rijaalha/

She is pleasant to her husband.
(b) /*/small pro/ mirj^iitin rijaalha/
(c) / / hum / hilwiin marrah/

They are very pretty.
(d) /*/small pro/ hilwiin marrah/

Sentences (a) + (c) are well-formed whereas (b) +
(d) are ill-formed because the NP subject is a small pro 
and D.A.D. nominal sentences must have an NP subject 
with lexical material. This is due to the fact that AGR
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of the D.A.D. nominal sentence does not have heavy in
flection, which is inflection for number, gender if 
singular and person. That is, as AGR of the D.A.D. 
nominal sentence has only inflection for number and 
gender if singular but not for person, it cannot func
tion as the local determiner for the generation of a 
subject small pro, and consequently, the NP subject of 
the D.A.D. nominal sentence must be with lexical mater
ial .

As for its predicate phrase, if it has a nominal as 
its head, then that nominal overtly manifests inflection 
for number and gender if singular. For example, in 
sentence (a) /mir^iitin/ is the singular and feminine 
form and in (c) /hilwiin/ is the plural form. This 
indicates that the AGR of the D.A.D. nominal sentence 
has no inflection for person and so it does not have 
heavy inflection. It follows that its AGR cannot 
locally determine the generation of a subject small pro.

However, the D.A.D. nominal sentence may have a 
subject small pro if it has a local determiner in its 
Comp, This is possible when its Comp, has the comple
mentizer /?inn + pronominal suffix/ or the temporal
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nominal /taww + pronominal suffix/, as illustrated by 
the following sentences and their S-structures:

(5)
(a) /gaal ?innih jayy/ He said that he coming
(b) /tawwih - gaaymin min innoom/

Recently, he getting up from sleep
(6)

(a) S (1)

pronoun
small pro 
[3rd pers. 
masc. sing]

INFL 
[Perfective 
aspect] 
AGR(1) 

[3rd pers. 
masc sing]

Pred

[- Q]
Comple
mentizer 
/? innih/
[3rd p'ers 
masc/sing]

pronoun

local determiner

INFL 
AGR(2) 
[masc. 
sing]

Pred P .
NP
i

active N

small pro 
[3rd pers. 
masc. sing.]

participle N
Ijayy 

[masc. 
sing.]
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(b)

Comp
Comp temporal NP NP
I i i- Q temporal N N

INFL 
AGR 

[masc. 
sing.]

active N 
participle m m  mnoom

pronoun 
tawwi|h| ^  small pro N

[3rd pers local [3rd pers 
masc sing] deter- masc. sing]

miner gaaymin
[masc sing.]

S-structures 6(a) + (b) demonstrate that AGR of the 
D.A.D. nominal sentence shows only inflection for number 
and gender if singular. This is indicated by AGR of S- 
structure (b) and the embedded clause of (a) ie in AGR 
(2). As a result, the head of the predicate phrase in 
these S-structures inflects for number and gender but 
not for person. However, these nominal clauses never
theless, have a subject small pro but this is due to the 
fact that they have a local determiner in Comp. That 
is, the pronominal suffix carried by the complementizer

iFor a discussion of the temporal nominal /taww + 
pronominal suffix/ see pp. 615-625 ' of Chapter IV of 
Part II.

2For a discussion of the D.A.D. participles see 
Chapter IIIr Part II.
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/?innih/ and the temporal nominal /tawwih/ is the heavy 
inflection that functions as the local determiner for a 
subject pro. It is also to be noted that both /?innih/ 
and /tawwih/ in the above S-structures govern the NP 
subject because they are generated in Comp and Comp is 
the head of Sj therefore, it governs all the elements in 
S node that are not protected by a maximal projection. 
That is, both the complementizer /?innih/ and the tempo
ral nominal /tawwih/ govern and locally determine the 
generation of a subject small pro in these nominal sen
tences. This in turn demonstrates that subject small 
pro is basically generated as the NP subject of verbal 
sentences. As for the nominal sentences, it is only if 
these nominal sentences have a governor and local deter
miner fn their Comp, that makes the generation of a 
subject small pro possible.

1.0.2.1.2.2: Complement small pro:
The complement small pro, in a similar respect, is 

generated if it is governed by a verb or a preposition 
that has pronominal suffixes for its local determina
tion. Those pronominal suffixes are called the "Verbal 
Set" of pronominal suffixes because they are only asso
ciated with [-N] categories, ie, verbs and prepositions.
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That is, a verb or a preposition that has a pronominal 
suffix of the verbal set locally determines the genera
tion of a complement small pro. And in either case, the 
complement small pro is governed by the category that 
has its local determiner, whether it be a V or a P.

1.0.2.1.2.2.1: Complement Small Pro Governed by V.:
(1): With Imperfective Verb Forms

(a) /yi&ufni/ He sees me.
(b) /yiSuufih/ He sees him.
(c) /yiSufha/ He sees her.
(d) /yisufhum/ He sees them.

(2): With Perfective Verb Forms
(a) /Safni/1 He saw me.
(b) /&aafih/ He saw him.
(c) /Safha/ He saw her.
(d) /^afna/ He saw us.
(e) /^afhum/ He saw them.
Taking examples (1) and (2)(a) as sentences in which the 
NP subject as well as the NP complement is a small pro, 
we have the following S-structures:

"t _ VXD .A.D. has a phonological rule: V --> VCC. That is 
why the /a/ in (a) is short but it is long in (b).
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(3)

i (1)N
Ipronoun
I

small pro 
[3rd pers. 
masc. sing]

INFL 
Imperfective 

aspect 
AGR 

[3rd pers. 
masc. sing]

Pred.

V imperfective NP(2)
N
Ipronoun

small pro 
local determiner [1st pers.

yisufni

sing.]

N (1)

pronoun
ismall pro 

[3rd pers 
masc,

INFL 
Perfective 

aspect 
AGR 

[3rd pers. 
masc. sing]

ing]

Pred.

Perfective

saflni

local determiner

pronoun
s m a ll pro 
[1st pers. 
sing.]
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S-structures (3) (a) + (b) illustrate that in NP(1) 
there is a subject small pro and that in NP(2) there is 
a complement small pro. The complement small pro is 
locally determined by the pronominal suffix /-ni/, which 
is carried by the verb form. Both small pros are gener
ated in 0 positions that have no overt lexical material.

That small pro is in complementary distribution 
with overt lexical material is illustrated by the fol
lowing sentence, in which both the NP subject and the NP 
complement have overt lexical material and therefore 
have no small pro.

(4)
(a) /irrijaal yisuuf ilbint/ The man sees the girl.
(b)

S
Comp S

Nr INFL Pred
K D Imperfective

aspect
AGR

N [3rd pers. V
I masc. sing] I

VP
Det NP
ir rijaal 1(2)

N
yiSuuf

il bint
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As NP(1) and NP(2) do have overt lexical material, 
there is no small pro in these ©-positions, and in turn, 
as shown by S-structure 4(b) , the verb form does not 
have a pronominal suffix. This is due to the fact that 
NP(2) has overt lexical material and so it does not 
require a local determiner since local determination is 
for the generation of a small pro. Therefore, when the 
complement of the verb has overt lexical material, the 
verb does not carry any pronominal suffix of the verbal 
set of pronominal suffixes because these pronominal 
suffixes are the local determiners for the generation of 
a complement small pro.

Sentences (1) and (2) also demonstrate that the 
pronominal suffixes that function as the local determi
ners for a complement small pro are the very same set 
that is carried by both the Perfective and the Imper- 
fective verb forms. In this respect, they differ from 
the pronominal affixes that locally determine the gener
ation of a subject small pro because the latter affixes 
are divided into two different groups: one group is 
associated with Perfective verbs and the other group is
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associated with the Imperfective verbs.1 Furthermore, 
the same set of pronominal suffixes that is carried by 
verbs for the local determination of a complement small 
pro is also associated with the D.A.D. prepositions 
again for the local determination of a complement small 
pro.

1.0.2 .1 .2 .2 .2 : Complement Small Pro Governed by F :
That these pronominal suffixes are also associated 

with the D.A.D. preposition is demonstrated by the fol
lowing sentences:

(1): Nominal Sentences
(a) /huw fii(ni|/ It (masc. sing.) is in me. 

nThe unborn baby is in me".
(b) /huw fijha|/ It (masc. sing.) is in her.
(c) /huw fiijh]̂  He is in him.
(d) /huw fiajnaĵ  He is in us.
(e) /huw fiiJhumV He is in them.

(2): Verbal Sentences
(a) /daxalit fiijnî  She bumped into me.
(b) /daxalit fiijha)/ She bumped into her.
(c) /daxalit fii|ĥ  She bumped into him.

^See pp. 382-5 of Chapter I of Part II for the list 
of the D.A.D. pronominal forms.
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(d) /daxalit fiijnaĵ She bumped into us.
(e) /daxalit fiijhumj/ She bumped into them.

As with the verb, these pronominal suffixes locally 
determine a complement small pro. This is demonstrated 
by the following S-structures of sentences (1) + (2)(a).

(3)

npT D INFL

> NP(2)pronoun

pronoun

huw [3rd pers. 
masc. 
sing.]

fiini
local

determiner small [1st 
pro pers.

sing.]
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NP(l)

pronoun

INFL 
[Perfective 

aspect] 
AGR 

[3rd pers. 
fem. sing.]

small pro [3rd pers.
fem, sing.] daxalit *»NP(2) governor I

N

fiini [1st per. 
~ ^ ^ s ing.j .̂ 

local determiner

pronoun
small
pro

That the complement small pro in NP(2) is also in 
complementary distribution with overt lexical material 
is demonstrated by the following sentence and its S- 
structure:

(4)
(a) /huw filhurmah/ He is in the woman ie the unborn

baby is in the woman.



Q NP(l) INFL Pred. P.

P ^ NP(2)pronoun
huw [3rd pers.

masc. sing,]
fi

governor

Det N
-1 hurmah

As can be seen from S-structure 4(b) , NP(2) has overt 
lexical material ie the nominal /ilhurmah/, accordingly, 
it does not have a complement small pro. And as NP(2) 
does not have a complement small pro, the preposition 
which governs it does not have pronominal suffixes. 
That is, these pronominal suffixes are carried by D.A.D. 
prepositions for the local' determination of a complement 
small pro.

This discussion of complement small pro verifies 
the fact that the set of free pronominal forms in D.A.D. 
is restricted in syntactic distribution to the prepredi-

1-For the list of the D.A.D. free pronominal forms 
see Chapter IV, Part I, pp. 314-316.
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cate position and that it is only small pro that may be 
generated as the complement pronominal.

1.0.2.1.2.3: Possessive Small Pro
In the above discussion, it has been shown that 

every 0-position has lexical material and that when it 
does not, an empty category called small pro is gener
ated in it. It has also shown that small pro requires a 
local determiner for its presence; therefore it requires 
a pronominal affix for its generation. We have also 
seen that the D.A.D. verb may have a subject small pro 
because it always has pronominal affixes for the genera
tion of a subject small pro. And when the verb also has 
a pronominal suffix of the “verbal set" of pronominal 
suffixes, it locally determines the presence of a com
plement small pro. Furthermore, as even prepositions 
are associated with this set of pronominal suffixes 
called the “verbal set'1, they too locally determine the 
presence of a complement small pro.

In this section, a study is made of the D.A.D. 
nominals and it is shown that they are associated with a 
different set of pronominal suffixes from that with 
which verbs and prepositions are associated. As a re
sult, the pronominal suffixes associated with the nomi-
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nals have been called "The Nominal Set1, as distinct 
from the "Verbal Set", which is associated with verbs 
and prepositions.

The pronominal suffixes of the "Nominal Set" differ 
from those of the "Verbal Set" as regards the form of 
the first person and singular pronominal (i.e., the 
nominal set has the / — i/ suffix whereas the verbal set 
has the /-ni/ suffix). The pronominal suffixes of the 
"Nominal Set" also differ in that they function as the 
local determiners for the generation of a possessive 
small pro, and not a complement small pro. This is 
illustrated by the following sentences and S-structures;

(1)
(i) /haa*$a wala

This (masc. sing.) is her son.
(ii) /haa'fri bint bintjp/

This (fem. sing.) is the daughter of my daughter.
(iii) /ilbint bintijh]/

The girl is his daughter.
(iv) /ilbint bint^

The girl is my daughter.
(v) /ilbint bintjnaV
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The girl is our daughter.
(vi) /ilbint bintijkumj/

The girl is your (pi.) daughter.
(vii) /ilbint bintijhumj/

The girl is their daughter.
(2)

(a)
S

Comp S
- Q INFL

N
AGR 

[masc. 
sing.]

NP(2)
I

deictic (1) 
pronoun N

N Poss. Nhaatfa [masc.
sing.] local prono 

determiner |
walac(ha|_______ ^small

pro

I [3rd 
pronoun pers.

| fem.
(small sing]

V J

nominal construct

!See pp. 381-391. of Chapter I, Part II. for the 
complete list . of the D.A.D. pronominals deictic and 
non-deictic.



- Q
NP
J_
N
f

deictic
pronoun

INFL 
AGR 
[ fem. 
sing.]

haalsi [fem.
sing.]

Pred. P.

Poss. N.
Poss. N.
pronoun

bint bin|ti|.

[ 1 st 
pers.
sing.] small pro.

local determiner
nominal construct (1)

     -
nominal construct (2)

In S-structure 2(a), the pronominal suffix carried 
by /waladha/ is shown to function as the local deter
miner for the generation of a possessive small pro, 
thereby forming a nominal construct. In 2(b), the pro
nominal suffix carried by /bint |ij/ is shown to function 
as the local determiner for the generation of a posses
sive small pro, forming again a nominal construct. In
(2)(b) , it is also shown that the NP predicate also has 
another nominal construct that has the nominal /binti/ 
in a possessive relation to the head nominal ie /bint/. 
Therefore, in an NP or N without AGR, the head nominal 0-
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marks its complement assigning to it the 9 role "pos
sessor” and when there is no lexical material in that 9- 
position, there is a possessive small pro, which is 
locally determined by pronominal suffixes carried by the 
head nominal.

1.0.2.1.3: Government versus Proper Government
The above discussion shows that every 9-position 

must have either lexical material or an EG that is 
called "small pro." This has not only demonstrated that 
the D.A.D. free pronominal forms are restricted in 
their syntactic distribution to the prepredicate posi
tion but also that the non-subject pronominals in D.A.D. 
syntax are abstract pronominals, which are locally de
termined by pronominal suffixes carried by verbs, prepo
sitions for the generation of a complement small pro or 
by nominals for the generation of a possessive small 
pro.

The above discussion has also shown that small 
pro must be locally determined by its governor. It 
follows that it involves a stronger form of government, 
which is called "proper government". It is regarded as
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proper government because the relation between the 
locally determining governor and the small pro it 
locally determines is that between the head and its 
complement. Therefore, AGR of the D.A.D. verbal sentence 
properly governs the subject small pro it locally deter
mines j the verb and the preposition properly govern the 
complement small pro they locally determine and the
nominal properly governs the possessive small pro that 
it locally determines. As a result, AGR of the D.A.D. 
verbal sentence, V, P and N are proper governors in 
D.A.D. syntax.

As for AGR of the D.A.D. nominal sentence, we have 
seen that it cannot locally determine the generation of 
a subject small pro; consequently, it is not a proper 
governor. But it is, nevertheless, the governor of the 
NP subject. This in turn lead us to the conclusion that 
that government does not entail local determination 
whereas local determination not only entails government 
but also proper government. It can, therefore, be said 
that proper government is represented in D.A.D. syntax 
by the relation between a locally determining governor 
and the small pro it locally determines.
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Proper government in D.A.D. is also represented by 
the relation between the governor of an extraction site 
and the extraction site itself. This is because the 
governor is the head and the extraction site is its com
plement. This type of proper government in D.A.D. may 
be exemplified by AGR of the D.A.D. verbal sentence and 
the preverbal position after the application of the rule 
of subject inversion. Such a position has a trace of 
the inverted subject, which is called "an impersonal 
small pro , and in accordance with the Empty Category 
Principle ie (ECP) , traces must be properly governed. 
This is demonstrated by the following sentence and its 
S-structure:

(1)
(a) /§aaf ilwalad ilga£wah/

Saw the boy the cat.
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(b)
S

Comp S
K V W p r o i  INFL Pred.

•* Q \_ gov.IFerfective |
N aspect] VP
I AGR

pronoun [3rd pers.

[3rd pers. V NP NP
masc. sing.] I | |

impersonal masc. sing.] VP A
small pro. |

Saaf N N

iigatwah iiwalad

S-structure (1)(b) demonstrates that the subject

ing behind a trace of it, which is an impersonal small 
pro in accordance with 0-theory and the theories of 
government and binding. That is, as the preverbal posi
tion is an unbound position, we cannot have an- NP-trace* 
Furthermore, as the antecedent of this trace is in a 0- 
position, it must be a pro but it is a small pro because 
it is a properly governed position. And being a pleonas
tic element, it is an impersonal small pro.

This S-structure also shows that AGR properly gov
erns NP(1) because it is an extraction site. That is, 
AGR properly governs NP(1) not only because it locally

/iiwalad/ has been moved from preverbal position, leav-
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determines it since it is a small pro but also because 
it is an extraction site.

Proper government of extraction sites in D.A.D. 
syntax may also be exemplified by the complement of a 
passive verb, which has an NP-trace. This is demon
strated by the following sentence and its S-structure:

As the passive verb does not 0-mark its subject,

and prior to S-structure it is moved to preverbal posi
tion by a movement rule, therefore, it leaves behind an

Comp

(a) /ilgiriis yintaakil/ 
Girish is edible

1 S
-  Q INFL

N
[Imperfective 

Aspect] 
AGR

VP
[3rd pers. 
masc sing.]

V
passive

NP(2)
N

yintaalkil
NP-trace

/ilgiriiS/ is generated as the complement of the verb

1-The NP-trace transmits its 0 role to its antece 
dent at LF. NP(1) is also assigned Case by INFL.
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NP-trace. Being an extraction site, NP(2) is properly 
governed by the verb, which is one of the proper gover
nors in D.A.D. syntax.

The Comp A-position may also be an extraction site, 
in which case it is properly governed and we have a 
variable in it. Such is the case when the temporal NP 
is moved from Comp to an adjunct position in S node by
the rule of (TL). This is demonstrated by the following 
sentences and their S-structures:

(3)
(a) /iddar£iyyah hilwah halhiin/

Dar£iyyah is pretty, now.
(b) /raahit halhiin/

She has gone now.
(4)

(a)
S

Couijj u t iu ip u r i i i  L N r^ iy  w r INFL Pred. P.

N N
[+ present 

time]
AGR
time] NP £
AGR f |

variable 
[+ present

t ime] iddar£iyyahZ [fem. Adj. N tern- NP 
sing.] I poral I

N N
hilwah halhiin
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(b)

Comp
i
Q

As demonstrated by the above S-structure^ /halhiin/ 
has been moved from Comp down to an adjunct position in 
S node leaving behind a trace. And as this trace is A- 
coindexed and its antecedent is not in a ©-position, it 
is a variable. These S-structures also illustrate that 
S node properly governs NP(1) because it is an extrac
tion site; therefore also S node may be a proper gov
ernor and this is the case when the temporal NP has been 
moved out of Comp. It is accordingly maintained that S 
node is also a proper governor in D.A.D. syntax, but 
only when there is a temporal NP that has been moved

^For a more detailed discussion of the rule of 
"temporal lowering" ie (TL) see Chapter III of Part I 
and Chapter IV of Part II.

Comp 
temporal NP

I (1)
N

NP
!
N

variable 
[ + present 

time]

INFL 
[Perfective 
aspect]
AGR 

[3rd pers. 
fem. sing.] 

pronoun [+present V 
! time]

small pro

Pred.

temporal NP
raahit

halhiin
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from Comp, down to an adjunct position in it (ie S 
node). This assumption allows all extraction sites to 
be properly governed and all traces to be properly gov
erned, in accordance with the ECP-

S-structures 4(a) + (b) also illustrate that the 
variable in NP(1) also properly governs the S node it 
introduces. This is due to the fact that the variable 
is in Comp, and Comp, is the head of S, therefore, S 
node is its complement. That is, the variable properly 
governs the S node it introduces (even though it does 
not c-command it) because it is the head and S node is 
its complement.

Similarly, when the temporal NP does not subsume to 
the rule of (TL), it itself properly governs the S node 
it introduces since it is in Comp, at S-structure. This 
is demonstrated by the following sentence and its S- 
structure:

(5)
(a) /halhiin --> iddar£iyyah hilwah/
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(b)
S

Comp temporal NP
,vert^

NP INFL Pred. P.
-Q

halhiin 
[+ present 

time]

N
[+ present 
time]
AGR

N [fem. sing.] Adj N
N

iddar^iyyah
hilwah

Being in Comp at S-structure, /halhiin/ properly geverns 
the S node it introduces, making it register in its INFL 
the syntactic feature ['+ present time] .

The proper government of the variable or the tempo
ral NP on the S node it introduces is, however, differ
ent in kind from that exercised on argument small pro; 
impersonal small pro; NP-trace and the variable itself. 
This is due to the fact that the temporal NP and the 
variable exercise proper government on the S node they 
introduce so as to control its time reference whereas S 
node properly governs the variable in its Comp, because 
it is an extraction site. The same can be said of the 
proper government of NP-trace and impersonal small pro. 
As for argument small pro as well as impersonal small 
pro, they are properly governed because their presence
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requires local determination and local determination, as 
shown above, requires a relation stronger than just 
government and this is proper government.

Furthermore, argument small pro, impersonal small 
pro, NP-trace and variable are all properly governed 
because they are exponents of a single empty category 
and an empty category differs from an NP with lexical 
material in that it must be properly governed, and not 
just governed. They have been regarded as exponents of 
a single empty category because they partition the syn
tactic distribution of the NP category.

This analysis of the exponents of the empty cate
gory in D.A.D. syntax differs from Chomsky (1981a) and 
(1982) in that in D.A.D. there is an impersonal small 
pro and an argument small pro, both of which are pro
perly governed, while in Chomsky (1981a) there is an 
ungoverned Pro and in Chomsky (1982) there is a governed 
pro. Furthermore, argument small pro in D.A.D. is not 
restricted in its syntactic distribution to the prever
bal position. It is generated as the complement of a 
verb; a preposition and a nominal. It is also not re
stricted to principle (B) of the binding conditions. 
This is because small pro may also subsume to principle
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(A) of the binding conditions and such is the case when 
it is governed by a reflexive clitic or bound by a topic 
NP. 1 And finally the variable in D.A.D. also differs 
from that of Chomsky (1982) in that it is A-coindexed,

mm

and not A-bound. This is due to the fact that the ante
cedent of the variable does not c-command it.

The above discussion of the exponents of the empty 
category has also shown that "the resumptive pronoun 
strategy (Chomsky, 1982:60), which requires indexing of 
an A-position to be at LF and not at S-structure, does 
not hold in D.A.D. syntax. This is demonstrated by the 
fact that the D.A.D. variable is A-coindexed at S-struc
ture, subsuming to principle (c) of the binding condi
tions. As for argument small pro, its indexation is also 
at S-structure. If it is not bound in its governing cate
gory, it subsumes to principle (B) of the binding condi
tions and if it is bound in its governing category, it 
subsumes to principle (A) of the binding conditions. The 
latter case is when small pro is governed by a reflexive 
clitic or bound to a topic NP, which is generated in the 
Comp A-positron in the D.A.D. sentential configuration.

1-See pp. 141-162 of Introduction for a discussion of 
the Theory of binding in relation to D.A.D. See also 
Chapter IV of Part I.
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That is, this analysis maintains that Comp, in the 
D.A.D. sentential configuration has an A-position and 
not an A-position because it generates arguments, and 
these arguments are the temporal nominal and the topic 
nominal.1

1.0.2.1.4: The base rule S --> NP INFL VP
The discussion of the Extended Projection Principle 

has shown that at S-structure and LF of the D.A.D. sen
tential configuration, there are gaps that partition the 
syntactic distribution of the NP category. These gaps 
are exponents of a single empty category, whose features 
are semantically recoverable by other elements in the 
sentences that have formal shape at PF. These formal 
shapes may be heavy inflection, on the basis of which an 
abstract pronominal (ie small pro) is set at S-structure 
and LF. It may also be an antecedent; on the basis of 
which the features of NP-trace and variable are deter
mined. Therefore, these gaps are set up only by virtue 
of formal shapes at PF and as this is possible with the 
NP category in D.A.D. syntax, we have an empty category

1-See pp. 55-76 of 0-theory in relation to D.A.D. in 
the Introduction for examples.
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whose exponents are argument small pro, impersonal small 
pro, NP-trace and a variable.

The fact that there is in D.A.D. syntax at S-struc
ture an empty category that partitions the syntactic 
distribution of an NP helps us to maintain that every 
clause has a subject. That is, if the D.A.D. sentential 
configuration has no subject with lexical material, then 
it must have a subject which is one of the exponents of 
the above mentioned empty category. It may either be an 
argument small pro or an impersonal small pro due to the 
theory of government; the theory of binding and 0-theo
ry. It follows that the base rule S --> NP INFL VP as 
regards the presence of a subject in every clause does 
hold in D.A.D. syntax.

However, this base rule does not hold in D.A.D. 
syntax as regards the presence of a VP category in every 
clause. This is because in D.A.D. syntax there are, as 
above mentioned, two different types of clauses: verbal 
and nominal. The verbal clause has a VP category at 
every level of its syntactic represetation but the nomi
nal clause has no VP category at any level of its syn
tactic representation. Therefore, it is only the verbal 
sentence that subsumes to the above mentioned base rule
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whereas the nominal sentence requires the following base 
rule ie S --> NP INFL Pred. P.l

The assumption that sentences may be without a VP 
category has been refuted by Chomsky (1981), in which he 
claims that every clause must have a predicate and that 
every predicate has a VP category. This is due to his 
belief that "mood indication" is only brought about by 
the VP category. Accordingly, he assumes that every 
clause has a VP category, at least, at LF for the sake 
of its mood indication. Similarly, in (1980) J.R. Ver- 
gnaud and M.L. Zubizarretta also propose that there is 
an "abstract VP"2 at every level of syntactic represen
tation of even clauses that do not have a VP category at 
the level of surface structure. This proposal does not 
violate the projection principle, which projects the VP 
to every level of syntactic representation.

The assumption that there is an "abstract VP" at 
every level of syntactic representation or simply at LF 
in clauses that do not have a VP at the level of surface

1-See pp. 172—181 of Chapter I of Part I for a dis
cussion of the D.A.D. base rule.

^See "Mixed Representations and Virtual Categories" 
mimeographed, Univ. of Massachusetts and M.I.T.
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structure is another way of claiming that also the VP 
category can be an empty category. But the features of 
an empty category, as we have seen, must be semantically 
recoverable by another element in the sentence and that 
has formal shape at PF. Such is the case with the gaps

4

that partition the syntactic distribution of the NP 
category. This is not possible with the VP category 
because if there is no VP category, nothing in the sen
tence can provide the sentence with the aspect of Per- 
fectivity or Imperfectivity, characterizing the D.A.D. 
verb. This is due to the fact that the temporal NP 
conveys time distinctions other than that of the aspects 
of Perfectivity and Imperfectivity. It conveys time 
distinctions of present, past, future and continous 
perspectives. Therefore, neither the VP category nor the 
temporal NP may substitute for the other since each has 
got its own distinctive time reference.

This in turn leads us to the conclusion that when 
the Perfective or Imperfective aspect is required in the 
D.A.D. sentential configuration, a VP category is gener
ated at every level of its syntactic representation and 
in such a case we have a verbal sentence. And when the 
Perfective or Imperfective is not required in the D.A.D.
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sentential configuration, then there is no VP category 
at any level of its syntactic representation and in such 
a case we have a nominal sentence. Furthermore, the 
possibility of having nominal sentences, which have no 
VP category at any level of their syntactic represen
tation, is verified by the fact that even these sen
tences may indicate time but by means of a temporal TSIP, 
which indicates time distinctions of present, past, 
future or continuous perspectives.! Therefore, the base 
rule S --> NP INFL VP applies only to the D.A.D. verbal 
sentence, and not to the nominal sentence because in the 
latter type of sentence there is no logical necessity 
for the assumption that it has a VP.

1.0.2.1.5: The Theory of Case
In the Case Theory of Chomsky (1981a) , it is assum

ed that there is a Case Filter that takes place at PF 
and filters out any NP with phonetic matrix and no Case. 
Case is also regarded as the property of the syntax and 
so it is assigned to the NP as a whole. Then it goes 
down to the lexical head of the NP by a process of per-

1-See Chapters I and II of Part I for a discussion 
of D.A.D. nominal sentences and examples of this type of 
sentential configuration in D.A.D. syntax.
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eolation, satisfying the requirement that every noun 
with phonetic matrix must have Case.

For the Case assignment of the NP as a whole, 
Chomsky proposes that AGR of INFL assigns to the NP it 
governs nominative Case, and V as well as P also 
assign objective Case to the NPs they govern. Therefore, 
the Case assignment of nominative and objective Case is 
under government and by means of (-N) governors. As for 
the Case assignment of Genitive Case, this is assigned 
to NPs in the position of [^p-X] by means of a Case- 
assignment rule.

As D.A.D. also has a Case system, the theory of 
Case by Chomsky (1981a) has been applied despite the 
fact that it has required some modification. However, 
before embarking on these modifications, it is first 
necessary to demonstrate on what basis D.A.D. is said to 
have a Case system and this is demonstrated by its pro
nominal system since it has several sets of pronominal 
forms, each set of which is a manifestation of a differ
ent Case.

The pronominal forms that are only generated as 
subjects are illustrated by the following sentences:
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(1)
(a) /? inhin/nihattib wayyahum/

We plough with them.
(b) ^rntum /gaatriin marrah/

You (pi) are very clever.
(c) ^hiy /§aaditin binti9/

She is taking care of your (fem. sing.) daughter.
As shown by sentences (1) (a) - (c), there are pro

nominal forms that are generated as the subject of verb
al and nominal sentences, that is, they are generated in 
preverbal position in sentence (a) and in the prepredi
cate position of an NP-predicate in sentences (b) + (c) .

D.A.D. also has pronominal suffixes which demon
strate that its syntactic system has an objective and a 
possessive Case. The set of pronominal suffixes that 
demonstrate the presence of objective Case in D.A.D. 
syntax is associated with both verbs and prepositions 
and is characterized by the form /-ni/ for the prono
minal suffix for the features of first person, singular. 
As for the set of pronominal suffixes that demonstrate 
the presence of possessive Case, it is associated with 
nominals and is characterized by the form / — i/ for the 
pronominal suffix for the features of first person sin
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gular.l Therefore, on the basis of its pronominal 
system, D.A.D. has a Case system of nominative, object
ive and possessive Cases, all of which are formally 
manifested. And it is accordingly maintained that the 
D.A.D. Nominal System has a Case system of nominative, 
objective and possessive Cases on the analogy of its 
pronominal system despite the fact that these Cases are 
not formally manifested in the rest of the nominal sys
tem.

However, a Case marker appears in the nominals /min 
hjlinjâ / and /marrlah]/. In /marran/, we have the /-a-/ 
vowel in the suffix /-an/ and in /min hiina/, we have 
the /-a/ vowel as its suffix. The fact that the indi
cated vowel in the above mentioned nominals is a Case 
marker is demonstrated by looking at the related nominal 
/halhiin/, in which there is no Case marker. As Case is 
the property of the syntax and as /halhiin/ is not re
stricted in its syntactic distribution to the Comp. A- 
position, it does not have a Case marker. On the other 
hand, as /min hiina/ and /marran/ are restricted in 
their syntactic distribution to the Comp A position, the

ISee "The Extended Projection Principle" in the 
Introduction for a list of these sets of pronominals. 
See also pp. 314-316 of Chapter IV, Part II.
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vowel /-a/ in both nominals is taken to be a Case mark
er. But it is the Case marker of oblique Case, and not
nominative or objective Cases. This is due to the fact 
that nominals generated in the Comp. A-position are 
neither subjects nor complements. They are simply the 
head of the D.A.D. sentential configuration's illu
strated by the following sentences and their S-struc
tures :

(2)
(a) /min hiina/ - - > win hin fiiha/

From that time onwards, and we are in it (fern, sing)
We have always been in it.

(b) /marran/ - - > tiz£al wi marran --> tirtfa/
Sometimes, she gets upset and sometimes she is

pleased.
Focusing on sentence 2(a) and the first clause of 

sentence (b) , we have the following S-structures, in 
which it is shown that Comp.(2) governs NP(1) and as
signs to it Oblique Case.
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(3)

Comp(1)
temporal 

>

governor 
and Case N 
asslgner ie | 1 

[Oblique Case] min hiina 
[+ continuous time From 

past to present]

NP INFL Pred. P
(2) [+ con- 

_ tinous
N time from 

past to 
present]

prorfnoun
? inhin

fiiha
pronoun

small pro 
[3rd pers. 
fern, sing.]

temporal
governor 
and Case 
assigner 
ie
[Oblique
Case] marran 

[+ future 
time]

NP INFL ~Pred.
(2) [imperfective |

_ aspect][+ fu- VP
N AGR ture |
| [3rd pers. time] V

pronoun fern, sing]
small pro 
[3rd pers. tiz^al
fern, sing.]

1-For a discussion of why /min hiina/ is a nominal 
and not a PP see pp. 224-243 of Chapter III of Part I 
and pp. 476-485 of Part II.
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S-structures 3(a) + (b) demonstrate that /min hii-

in which they are governed and assigned oblique Case by 
Comp. (2). These S-structures also illustrate that 
oblique Case is formally manifested in these nominals.

These examples, however, are an exception because 
most nominals generated in the Comp. A-position do not 
have a formal manifestation of Case. This is illustrated 
by the following sentence and its S-structure:

na/ and /marran/ are generated in the Comp. A-position,

(a) /halhiin --> ilwalad saatir/ 
Now, the boy is studious

S

Comp temporal (2)  >poral NP NP INFL
 > (1) 1(2) [+ present

_ _ time]temporal jq ^

INFL Pred. P.

- Q
time]
AGR

NP(3)

Case governor 
assigner ie halhiin
oblique Case [+ present

ilwalad
sing.] N

time] Saatir
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Despite the fact that NP(1) is generated in the 
Comp. A-position and is governed and assigned oblique 
Case by Comp.(2), yet /halhiin/ has no formal manifesta
tion of Case. This is probably due to the fact that 
/halhiin/ is not restricted in its syntactic distribu
tion to that of the Comp. A- position, ie, it may also 
be generated in other A-positions such as the prepredi
cate position of the D.A.D. nominal sentence, as illu
strated by the following sentence and its S-structure: 

(5)
(a) /halhiin ?in £aamin tammah/

This time [ie the present time] is complete luxury.
(b)

Comp
NP (1) * Pred. P.INFL

AGR
NP(2)** Q temporal N governor [+ masc]

and assigns
nominative ____________

Case ? in ^aamin tammah
halhiin

Being generated as NP subject, NP(1) in S-structure
(5)(b) is assigned nominative Case by its governor INFL. 
That is, /halhiin/ in S-structure 4(b) is assigned 
oblique Case and in 5(b) it is assigned nominative Case.
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This is due to the fact that Case is the property of the 
syntax.

Therefore, it is maintained that /min hiina/ has a 
formal Case marker because it is restricted in its syn
tactic distribution to the Comp. A-position; and it re
presents in this respect a relic area in D.A.D. syntax. 
The importance of temporal nominals such as /min hiina/ 
is not only in representing a relic area but also in 
demonstrating that D.A.D. has a Case system that has 
another Case besides those of nominative, objective and 
possessive; ie, it also has an oblique Case.

The importance of Case in D.A.D. syntax is that it 
is one of the distinctive factors between the NP cate
gory and that of the VP. This is because it distinguish
es between the nominal and the verb and the nominal is 
the head of the NP category and the verb is the head of 
the VP category. That is, as both the nominal and the 
verb inflect for number and as some nominals also share 
with the verb their capacity to inflect for gender when 
they are singular in form, Case is taken to be one of 
the distinctive factors between nominals and verbs. 
Furthermore, as the D.A.D. nominals represent a general 
class which has several subclasses and each subclass
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shares some of the characteristics of the D.A.D. noun 
and yet there is not any specific nominal characteristic 
that is shared by all the subclasses of the Nominal 
Class, Case again represents a distinctive factor for 
all nominals ie unifying them and distinguishing from 
verbs. That is, the fact that they all have Case not 
only provides a common feature for all nominals in 
D.A.D. syntax, but also distinguishes between a nominal 
and a verb despite the fact that they share some inflec
tional properties such as that of number and gender. It 
naturally follows that Case also distinguishes between 
the VP category and that of the NP since Case is the 
property of the syntax.

In devising rules for the assignment of Case to NPs 
in D.A.D. syntax, the theory of Case by Chomsky (1981a) 
has been found to be roughly applicable in the D.A.D. 
verbal sentence; therefore, the verb assigns objective 
Case to the NP(s) it governs; the preposition assigns 
objective Case to the NP it governs and AGR of INFL 
assigns nominative Case to the NP it governs.1 But when 
the NP subject has been moved from preverbal position to

^See pp.320-325 which indicate that it is INFL 
that governs and assigns Case to NP subject.
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an adjunct position in postverbal position, it is as
signed nominative Case by way of its trace, with which 
it is coindexed and which is governed by AGR in INFL. 
Therefore, the postverbal subject inherits its Case from 
its trace and this indicates that "languages may have 
Case assignment rules not involving government" 
(Chomsky, 1981a:172) since the postverbal subject is not 
itself governed by AGR.

In the assignment of Case to NPs generated in the 
nominal S node, there has been some alterations to the 
theory of Case above mentioned. This is due to the fact 
that this theory has been devised to deal with senten
tial configurations that have a VP category whereas the 
D.A.D. nominal sentence has no VP category at any level 
of its syntactic representation. Therefore, both the NP 
subject and its NP predicate in the D.A.D. nominal sen
tence are assigned Case by INFL,1 which governs both NPs 
and which is found in every nominal sentence because it 
is an abstraction of the time reference in the sentence 
as a whole. This is in keeping with the fact that the

llNFL is the governor and not AGR because some of 
the patterns of the D.A.D. nominal sentence have no AGR. 
See pp. 202-220 of Chapter II of Part I. See also 
Chapter III of part I for a discussion of how time is 
indicated in the D.A.D. nominal sentence.
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D.A.D. nominal sentence is an equative sentence and so 
both the NP subject as well as its NP predicate are 
assigned nominative Case.

The D.A.D. sentential configuration whether nominal 
or verbal has been shown to generate an NP in its Comp, 
This NP has been shown to be assigned oblique Case by 
Comp(2). This is again another alteration that has been 
made to the theory of Case of Chomsky (1981a). This NP 
generated in Comp. may have either a temporal nominal or 
topic nominal, as shown above under the 0-theory in 
relation to D.A.D. syntax.1 It may also have both a 
temporal nominal and a topic nominal and the following 
sentence, and its S-structure illustrate this so as to 
demonstrate how both nominals are assigned Case.

(6)
(a) /halhiin/ilbint/--> fahum yi&ifuunha/

Now, the girl, they do see her.

ISee pp. 55-76.
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(b)

Comp(2)
governor

oblique Case 
NP(1)

- Q temporal AGR topic 
[+ definite]

[+ Case] 
halhiin 

[+ present 
time]

il bint 
[fem. sing]

emphatic 
conjunction

INFL 
[Imperfective 

aspect]
[+ present 

time]
AGR

[3rd pers. pi]
pronoun

[3rd pers. pi]

yisifuunha] 
local
determiner

NP(3)

pronoun
small pro 

>[3rd pers. 
fem. sing]

S-structure 6(b) demonstrates that NP(1) has AGR.
The NP generated in Comp always has AGR because both the 
temporal nominal and the topic nominal in D.A.D. syntax 
are associated with the syntactic feature j+ definite].
And it is the presence of AGR in NP(1) that allows the

'J. 0  o ' f ' o p i c ^  /tc't’h  / m l J

A/P he /i& /L  PA-c s  a^me. *

/ i  a ' * *  +0 U  ncp-^-^d - t U  k } p  nx>de JO, A  O  y  n J tU C
iuilSC- 0 Ke~ Ml' , (Se-C tp/tS,C'̂ sSt° if1 Pk.iT t i p ) .
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Case of the dominating NP to percolate down to both 
nominals in that NP, therefore, both nominals are as
signed oblique Case because NP(1) is governed and as
signed oblique Case by Comp.(2).

As for the assumption that the NP generated in 
Comp, is assigned Case by Comp(2) , this has accounted 
for the Case assignment of the NP generated in Comp of 
both embedded as well as matrix clauses. This is be
cause in the matrix clause the NP generated in Comp is 
not governed by an element in the higher clause and so 
it must be governed and assigned Case by an element 
within Comp itself. And this element is Comp(2), which 
"minimally c-commands" the NP generated in Comp. There
fore, despite the fact that there have been alterations 
made on the theory of Case by Chomsky (1981a) in its 
application to D.A.D. syntax, yet Case assignment on the 
basis of government as "minimal c-command" has neverthe
less been maintained.

This is also maintained in the Case assignment of a 
temporal NP that has been moved from Comp by the rule of 
(TL) down to an adjunct position in S node because the 
moved temporal NP is assigned oblique Case by way of its 
trace, which is in Comp, at S-structure. It is there-
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fore, governed and assigned Case by Comp(2), as illu
strated by the following sentence and its S-structure: 

(7)
(a) /ilbint --> fahum yisifuunha halhiin/

The girl, they do see her, now.
(b)

CompXTJ
CompU ^  temporal . NP(1)

governs 
and assigns 

oblique Case 
- Q temporal N AGR topic 1

[+ definite]
[+ Case ie Det 
oblique]

variable il bint
[+^present time]__________ [fem. sing.]
/Yemphatic NP     ~~~~~
//conjunction | [imperfective

aspect]
[+ present

Pred.

pronoun

£ifuur
temf 
NP

pronoun |
I Nsmall pro 

[3rd pers, 
fem sing]

halhiin
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S-structure 7(b) demonstrates that Comp(2) governs 
and assigns Oblique Case to NP(1). This Case percolates 
to both nominals in NP(1) *, therefore, both the topic 
nominal and the variable are assigned Oblique Case. It 
follows that the function chain (variable, temporal NP) 
is assigned Case by way of the variable, which is gov
erned by Comp(2).

1.0.2.2: The Theory of Binding
Chomsky proposes that "Case-marked S-structures 

undergo semantic interpretation, that is, they are sub
ject to a set of rules which map them onto an initial 
representation of their meaning which he refers to as 
Logical Form (lf.) ". (A. Radford, 1981:363).
An initial task for any theory of semantic interpretation 
is to determine whether, in sentences containing more 
than one NP a given NP can be interpreted as being core- 
ferential to another.1
Accordingly, Chomsky believes that there are three dif
ferent types of NPs:

a) anaphors.
b) pronominals.

1"Coreferential to" means referring to the same 
entity.
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c) R-expressions.
An anaphor is defined as an NP which can have no 

independent reference ie it takes its reference from 
some other expression in the sentence, which is its 
antecedent.

A pronominal can fulfil either of two functions; it 
can either take its reference from some other NP (ie its 
anaphoric use) or it can refer independently (ie its 
deictic use).

R-expressions are names or variables.
Chomsky also proposes a free indexing rule but 

unwanted coindexation is checked by the binding condi
tions , which state that:

(i)
A - An anaphor is bound in its governing category.
B - A pronominal is free in its governing category.
C - An R-expression is free.

The theory of binding is A-binding, and not A-binding. 
The former holds "when the c-commanding element is in an 
A-position and the latter holds when it is not." (N. 
Chomsky, 1981 a:184) .
And "an A-position is one in which an argument such as a
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name or a variable may appear in D-structure; it is a 
potential 0-position.n (Chomsky 1981a:47).
Therefore, oc binds p iff:

(2)
a) is in an A-position
b) oc c-commands £.1
And <X is the governing category of p iff:

(3)
a) c<is the minimal category containing p and the

governor of p.
b) NP or s2

Applying the theory of binding as proposed by 
Chomsky (1981a) to D.A.D. syntax, we find that the D.A.D 
pronominals are free in their governing category. This 
is illustrated by the following sentences and S-struc
tures of sentences (4)(i), (ii) and (iii)(a):

1"X c-commands Y if the first branching node domi
nating X dominates Y, and X does not dominate Y, nor Y, 
X". (A. ,Radford, 1981:367).

^The governing categories in English are NP or S. 
In D.A.D. it is slightly different. See the following 
discussion.
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(4)
(i) Sentences with Imperfective verb forms:

a) /(huw) yi&uufih/ He sees him
X Y X Y

b) /(huw) yaklih/ He eats it (masc. sing)
X Y X Y

(ii) Sentences with Perfective verb forms:
a) /(huw) Saafih/

He saw him 
X Y

b) /(huw) ?akalih/
He ate it (masc. sing)
X Y

(iii) Nominal sentences:
a) /huw minih/.

He is from it (masc. sing)
X Y

b) /hiy minha/
She is from it (fem. sing)
X Y
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v5)
a) 

Comp

- Q
NP(1)

pronoun
small pro 
[3rd pers. 
masc. sing] 

X

INFL 
[Imperfective 

aspect]
AGR 

[3rd pers. 
masc. sing]

Pred.

prop, gov > NP(2)

yiSuufih pronoun
small pro 
[3rd pers. 
masc. sing] 

Y

b)

Comp

- Q
NP(1)
J
N
Ipronoun

small pro 
[3rd pers. 
masc. sing] 

X

INFL 
[Perfective 

aspect]
AGR 

[3rd pers. 
masc. sing]

saafih

Pred.

> NP(2)gov.

pronoun
small pro 
[3rd pers. 
masc. sing] 

Y

.
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c
S

Comp S
NP(1) INFL Pred. P.

- Q N PP
P > NP(2)pronoun

huw 
[3rd pers. 
masc. sing]

proper
governor N

minih pronoun
X

small pro [3rd pers.
masc. sing]

Y

The governor of NP(2) in S-structures (a) + (b) is 
V; therefore, S is the governing category of NP(2) and 
the pronominal in NP(2) is free in its governing cate
gory. Similarly, NP(1) is also free in its governing 
category, which is S since it is governed by AGR of 
INFL. NP(2) in S-structure (c) is shown to be governed 
by P but as the PP has no "accessible SUBJECT", it is 
not its governing category. An "accessible SUBJECT" has 
been defined by Chomsky (1981a) as the presence of a 
subject with which there is possible coindexation in an 
NP or the presence of AGR in an S node. In D.A.D., an 
"accessible SUBJECT" is always an NP with which there is
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oible coindexation be it the NP subject or NP topic.1 
Looking at S-structure (c) again, we find that S node 
has NP(1) as its subject but as NP(2) is not coindexed 
with NP(1) , then NP(2) is not bound in its governing 
category, which is S node. Therefore, all the pronomi- 
nals in NP(2) in all of the S-structures of 5(a) - (c) 
are free in their governing categories, in accordance 
with principle (B) of the binding conditions.

The fact that D.A.D. pronominals are free in their 
governing categories does not, however, mean that acci
dental coreference is not possible. Accidental corefer
ence is illustrated by the following sentence and its S- 
structure, in which NP(2) may either have disjoint re
ference with NP(1) or may be coreferential with it.

(a) /yiruuh libeetih/ He goes to his home

1-This NP is the subject when there is a reflexive 
clitic or the topic when there is a coreferential NP in 
S node.
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Comp 

- <*
NP(1) INFL
J_ [Imperfective 
N aspect]
| AGR

pronoun [3rd pers.
| masc. sing.]

small pro(l)
[3rd pers. 
masc. sing]x

Pred.

yiruuh NP(2)

poss. N.
pronoun

beetilh 
local

|-->small pro(2) 
[3rd. pers. 

determiner masc. sing.]

©
In the first interpretation, small pro(2) is not 

coreferential with . small pro(l). In the second inter
pretation, small pro(2) is coreferential with small 
pro(l) , As the first interpretation subsumes to prin
ciple (B) of the binding conditions and is in keeping 
with the syntactic behaviour of the pronominals in sen
tences (4) , the second interpretation is regarded as 
accidental coreference. Therefore, pronominals in D.A.D.
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s1 ,x do subsume to principle (B) of the binding condi
tions .

However, there are a few cases in which the D.A.D. 
pronominals are bound in their governing category ie 
they subsume to principle (A) of the binding conditions, 
and not principle (B). These are pronominals which are 
bound to a topic NP or which are bound to the NP sub
ject, in which case they are governed by a reflexive 
clitic.

1*0 .2 .2 .1 : D.A.D. Pronominals bounds to a topic NP
The following.sentences illustrate that the D.A.D. 

pronominals may be bound to the topic NP generated in 
the Comp, of their S node.

(1)
(a) /ilbint/ - -> ma tisuuf irrijaal/

The girl, she does not see the man.
(b) //ilbint/--> malhî b tisuuf irrijaal/

The girl, she does not see the man.
(c) /ilbint/--> fjhiy! tisuuf irrijaal/ 

The girl, she does see the man.
(2)

(a) //ilbint/ --> ma yisifuunjhal/
The girl, they do not see her.
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(b) //ilbint/--> mahumb yisifuuijhal/
The girl, they do not see her.

(c) /lib int/ - - > f ahum yisifuurjhal/
The girl, they do see her.
(3)

(a) /iddarSLiyyah/--> fajhiy] hilwah/
Dar£iyyiah, so it is pretty.

(b) //iddar^jyyah/--> mahiylb hilwah/
Dar£iyyiah, it is not pretty.

(c) /*iddarffiyyah/--> inti [hiyj/
Dar£iyyiah, you (fem. sing.) are it (fem. sing.)
Sentences 1 (a)-(c) illustrate verbal sentences

that have the NP subject bound to the NP topic, which is 
generated in an A-position in Comp. In sentence (a) the 
NP subject is a small pro but in (b) it is an overt 
pronominal. And in (c) , we have an affirmative sentence 
with the emphatic conjunction /fa-/. The following S- 
structures demonstrate the internal structure of these 
sentences ie (l)(a) - (c):
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(4)

Comp topic NP(1) 
- Q N

Det
bint

particle
i

il
[fem. sing]

binding

NPX2) INFL Tred
J_ [ Imperfective 
N aspect]
| AGR

pronoun [3rd pers. VP
I fem. sing]

small pro 
[3rd pers. V NP(3)
fem. s ing.] ^

tisuuf^^ \  
D6t N
./ .. /lr rijaal

[masc. sing]

Comp topic NP(1) neg. 
particle
ma. .b

il bint
[fem. sing]

binding

NP(2) INFL Pred
[Imperfective 

N aspect]
AGR

pronoun [3rd pers. VP
| fem. sing"

hiy
[3rd pers. V NP
fem. sing.]

Det
/ Iir rijaal 

[masc. sing]



Comp topic NP(1) emphatic 
1 J_ conjunction

NP(2)-^ INFL Pred
J_ [imperfective 
N aspect]- Q N

fa AGR
Det N pronoun [3rd pers. VP
il bint

[fem. sing]
fem. si

[3rd pers. V NP
fem. sing.] |
hiyVbinding / IS

tisuuf
Det N
ir rijaal 

[masc. sing]

As indicated by S-structures (4) (a) - (c) , the
pronominal in NP(2) is bound in its governing category

though it does not c-command it. This is due to the 
fact that NP(1) is generated in Comp, which is the head 
of S and so has S node as its complement. This allows 
NP(1) to govern NP(2) and in turn to bind it since it is 
coindexed with it.

to NP(1). Its governing category is S because it i.s 
bcn,yi o{ to A/P f&pi'C  f u  XcA.. is  / n  i ~ C o

f i - p e j i i i Q A * It is to be noted that NP(1) binds NP(2) even

X f~& f' p-t

ZZO. V'AXZ/J, t u  pppf'c 
$  i L & J B C ~ r ~  X a j F ~ L  /'s X

'X 'U v e  t v r &  $  is  j \ q  y t / i r  1 ‘ 'f i
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Sentences 2(a)-(c) are verbal sentences that have 
the object NP bound to the topic NP. This is demon
strated by the following S-structure:

(5)

Comp
Comp topic NP(1) emphatic NP(2) INFL Pred
I I conjunction [ [imperfective

- Q N
Det
il

[fem. sing]

N 
I

bint

ie /fa/ 
or

negative 
particle 

ie
/ma..(b)/

N * aspect]
| AGR

pronoun [3rd pers. VP
|

hum 1 /  (3)
small pro.f 
s[3rd pers. 

pi. ]
V

yi^ifuunjha 
local determiner

NP
i
N

pronoun
» small pro 
[3rd pers 

fem. sing]

As shown by S-structure (5) , NP(1) binds NP(3) , 
which is a small pro. That is, as NP(1) is generated in 
an A-position and as it is coindexed with as well as c- 
commands NP(3), it follows that NP(1) binds NP(3) in its 
governing category, which is S. Therefore, in a D.A.D. 
verbal sentence the topic NP binds in its governing 
category either the NP subject or the object NP, which
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is in both cases a small pro. This demonstrates that a 
pronominal that is bound by a topic NP subsumes to prin
ciple (A) of the binding conditions, and not to princi
ple (B) .

Sentences (3) (a)-(c) also illustrate that a prono
minal may be bound to the topic NP in nominal sentences. 
But when the sentence is nominal, the pronominal bound

to the topic NP must be the NP subject. This is why 
sentence 3(c) is ill-formed. Furthermore, the pronominal 
in the NP subject of a nominal sentence is always an 
overt one, and not a small pro.l This is demonstrated 
by the following S-structure:

(6)
S

Comp S
Comp topic NP(1) INFL

conjunction J_ 
N f /fa I \ N

AGR
Pred. P

- Q N [fem. sing]
Det N negative pronoun
I | [particle! |

id darJLiyyah /ma. .b/ hiy 
[fem. sing] [fem. sin;

binding
[fem.sing] Adj N

NP(3)

N
hilwah

^Recall that the subject of a nominal sentence 
cannot be a small pro, unless it is locally determined 
by an element in its Comp.
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That is, it is S that is the governing category for the 
pro nominal /hiy/ because it is S that has its governor 
ie INFL and its accessible SUBJECT ie topic NP. 
Therefore, a pronominal in the governing category of an 
S that has an "accessible SUBJECT" (ie topic NP) is 
bound in its governing category, violating principle (B) 
of the binding conditions.
l.Q.2.2.2: D.A.D. Pronominals bound to the NP subject

D.A.D. pronominals may also be bound to the NP 
subject. Such is the case when the pronominal is gov
erned by a reflexive clitic. In the nominal sentences, 
the reflexive clitic is a nominal whereas in the verbal 
sentence it is a verbal affix. This is illustrated by 
the following reflexive sentences:

(1) Nominal sentences
(a) /huw mistansin [min [nafsih]]/

He is pleased with himself.
(b) /hiy mistanistin [min [nafsaha]]/

She is pleased with herself.
(2) Verbal sentences

(a) /yijtajzayyan lil9irs/
He decorates himself for the wedding.

(b) /yiOgahuun/
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He coffees himself ie He gives himself coffee.

The D.A.D. nominal reflexive sentences are just a 
set within a set of nominal sentences in which the pre
dicate phrase has an NP and a PP. It is demonstrated by 
the following non-reflexive sentences:

(3)
(a) /huw mistansin minha/

He is pleased with her.
(b) /huw mistansin minih/

He is pleased with him 
X Y

(c) /huw mistansin min ilwalad/
He is pleased with the boy.
As can be seen by a comparison of sentences (1) 

with those of (3) , reflexivity is associated in the 
D.A.D. nominal sentence with a PP that has the reflexive 
clitic ie /nafs + pronominal suffix/. It is the reflex
ive clitic ie /nafs + pronominal suffix/ that locally 
determines the presence of a small pro that is bound in 
its governing category. And the governing category of 
this small pro is S node because it is S node that has 
its governor and its "accessible SUBJECT",which is the NP
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subject. This is demonstrated by the following S-struc
ture of sentence (l)a, in which NP(3) is bound by NP(1).

Within NP(3) , we have the reflexive clitic /nafs + pro
nominal suffix/, which locally determines the generation 
of a small pro that is bound in its governing category 
(ie S node) . It is S node that has an accessible SUB
JECT ie NP subject and it is the reflexive clitic that 
indicates that there is coindexation between small pro 
and NP(1).

The D.A.D. verbal reflexive sentence is also just a 
set within a general set that has a complement small 
pro. And it is the presence of the verbal affix /-ta-/

(4)
S

INFL 
AGR 

[masc. sing]
NP(2)

NP(3)
min

PP
pronoun

N
huw 

[3rd pers. 
masc. sing]

N

binding
mistansin reflexive pronoun 

anaphor (
1 small pro

nafsijhj [3rd pers
local determiner

masc. 
sing.]
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that makes the complement small pro In the D.A.D. verbal 
reflexive sentence bound in its governing category. This 
is demonstrated by the following non-reflexive sentences 
and in comparison with the verbal reflexive sentences, 
afore mentioned.

(5)
(a) /yizayyanih lil£irs/

He decorates him for the wedding 
X Y

(b) /yigahwih/
He coffees him 
X Y
As can be seen from sentences (2) , the reflexive 

verb has the affix /-ta-/. As for the non reflexive 
verbs in (5), they do not have the affix /-ta-/ but have 
verbal affixes that locally determine a small pro that 
subsumes to principle (B) of the binding conditions. 
The verbal affix /-ta-/, on the other hand, locally 
determines the generation of a small pro that subsumes 
to principle (A) of the binding conditions because it 
indicates that this complement small pro not only has 
the same features as the NP subject but is also confe- 
rential with it. This is demonstrated by the following 
S-structures of sentence (5)(a) and 2(a):



■ Q
NP(1)'

N
pronoun
small pro 
[3rd pers. 
masc. sing] 

X

INFL 
Imperfective 

verb 
AGR 

[3rd pers. 
masc. sing]

Pred.

NP(2)

pronoun
local
determiner

yizayyanlh small pro 
[3rd pers. 
masc. sing] Y
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pronoun
Ismall pro 

[3rd pers. 
masc. sing]

X

INFL 
Imperfective 

verb 
AGR 

[3rd pers. 
masc. sing]

pronoun
local

lil^irs

1 pro 
[3rd pers. 
masc. sing] 

X

The complement small pro in S-structure 6(a) (ie in 
NP(2)) is free in its governing category, in accordance 
with principle (B) of the binding conditions. As for 
the complement small pro in S-structure 6(b) (ie NP 2) , 
it is bound in its governing category because it is 
governed by a verb that has the verbal affix /-ta-/, 
which in turn locally determines the presence of this 
small pro. The governing category of this small pro is 
S node because it is S node that has an accessible SUB
JECT ie NP(1) . That is, the reflexive verb is similar
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to the non-reflexive verb in that they both have affixes 
that locally determine a subject and a complement small 
pro, each of which has a separate 0 role. But they 
differ in that the reflexive verb indicates that this 
small pro, which is the complement, is coreferential 
with its NP subject.1

The above very brief discussion has shown that the 
D.A.D. pronominal may be bound in its governing category 
when it is governed by a verb or a nominal with a bind
ing agent, which has been called a reflexive clitic. It 
has also shown that the D.A.D. pronominal is also bound 
in its governing category when it has a topic NP, gener
ated in its Comp, and coindexed with it. The syntactic 
behaviour of these pronominals may be regarded as a 
violation of principle (B) of the binding conditions 
since these pronominals are not free in their governing 
categories. These pronominals may also be regarded as 
the reflexive anaphor in D.A.D. syntax, in which case 
they naturally subsume to principle (A) of the binding 
conditions. The second assumption is in keeping with 
Chomsky’s assumption that:

^For a more detailed discussion of reflexivity in 
D.A.D., see Chapter IV of Part I.



opacity conditions seem to hold of certain 
elements that do not function as anaphors 
in the narrow sense that applies to NP- 
traces, each other, Pro etc; hut that fall 
under a somewhat looser characterization 
of the notion. (Chomsky, 1981a:219)
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PART ONE

THE AUTONOMY OF THE D.A.D. NOMINAL SENTENCE

1.0: Introduction
In Part One, we discuss the autonomy of the nominal 

sentence in D.A.D. syntax. That is, it is not derived 
from the base rule that generates sentential configura
tions that have a VP category; therefore, it requires a 
distinct base rule that has no VP category at any level 
of its syntactic representation.

The autonomy of the nominal sentence is verified by 
the fact that it exemplies a different syntactic behav
iour from that of the verbal sentence. This difference 
may be demonstrated by the syntactic behaviour of a 
nominal sentence as regards reflexivity and reciprocity 
since each of them is conveyed in the nominal sentence 
by means of a nominal whereas in the verbal sentence it 
is by means of a verbal affix. It may also be demon
strated by the fact that the movement rules that apply to 
verbal sentences do not apply to nominal sentences. For 
example, the movement rule of nsubject inversion11 ap
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plies to the verbal sentence, and not to the nominal 
sentence.

The third and more important difference between the 
nominal sentence and the verbal sentence concerns how 
each sentence type conveys time. Time is indicated in 
the nominal sentence by means of a temporal NP, which is 
generated in its Comp. On the other hand, time is indi
cated in the verbal sentence by means of the temporal 
NP, which is generated in its Comp, as well as the verb 
form, which may be perfective or imperfective. This 
means that the D.A.D. nominal sentence with no temporal 
NP is a factual proposition, which is timeless unless it 
is associated with the previous discourse or it acquires 
the time reference of its speech reference.! As for the 
verbal sentence, it is associated with a time reference 
on the sentence level even when it has- no temporal NP. 
This is because a verbal sentence has a verb form which 
may be perfective or imperfective, and each verb form 
conveys a distinct aspect.2 And when the verbal sen

1-For a discussion of the Indication of Time in the 
D.A.D. nominal sentence see Chapter III, l?art I,-pp. 222-56.

2For a discussion of the Indication of Time in the 
D.A.D. verbal sentence see Chapter III, Part I, pp.256-67.
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tence also has a temporal NP , its time reference is 
partly determined by its verb form and partly by the 
time reference of its temporal NP.

This difference between the nominal sentence and 
that of the verbal sentence is important not only in 
indicating the autonomy of the nominal sentence but also 
in verifying the logical possibility of having a senten
tial configuration with no VP category. This is due to 
the fact that a D.A.D. sentential configuration without 
a VP category at any level of its syntactic representa
tion is still capable of indicating time. But it indi
cates time by a category other than that of the VP; it 
is an NP that is generated in its Comp, in which case it 
governs the time reference of the S node it introduces 
and is accordingly called a ntemporal NP".

The temporal NP has been regarded as being generat
ed in Comp, and not moved to Comp, on the following 
premises. Firstly, Comp of the D.A.D. sentential confi
guration not only generates temporal nominals but also 
topic nominals, according to which it has been maintain
ed that there is an A-position in the Comp, of the 
D.A.D. sentential configuration. The fact that the
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temporal is generated in Comp., and not moved in Comp, 
has previously been indicated by the incapacity of some 
temporals to be moved from the Comp. It follows that 
where the temporal is not in Comp., it is regarded as 
having been moved from Comp, by a movement rule and this 
rule has been called (TL) since it lowers the temporal 
from Comp, down to an adjunct position in S node.l In 
other words, the D.A.D. temporal is generated in Comp, 
snd is only moved by an optional rule from Comp. down to 
S node.

As for the topic nominal, it is also generated in 
Comp, and this is verified by the fact that it does not 
subsume to any movement rule. This is probably because 
it binds an NP in the S node it introduces. This differ
entiates the topic NP from the NP subject, i.e., the 
former NP is generated in Comp, and binds an NP in 
the S node it introduces whereas the latter NP (ie the 
subject) is generated in a preverbal position in S, 
controls the verb form and, does subsume to a move
ment rule that moves the NP subject from preverbal

1-See Part II, pp. 450-474 for a discussion of the 
rule of (TL).
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position to a postverbal position and that is called 
subject inversion. 1 On the other hand, the topic NP 
cannot be moved from Comp, and this indicates that the 
topic NP is different from the NP subject and that ac
cordingly the Comp, of the D.A.D. sentential configura
tion has an A-position which generates not only temporal 
nominals but also topics.

Secondly, phonological evidence may also be used to 
show that the temporal nominal as well as the topic are 
generated in a position prior to S node ie in Comp. 
This is demonstrated by the fact that there is a slight 
pause that follows them, as indicated by the small arrow 
in the following sentences:

a)
(a) ^halhiin/--> iddar£iyyah barad/

Now, Dar£iyyah is cold.
(b) //ilbint̂ --> fahiy tig^id filbeet/

The girl, she does sit at home.
That is, in sentence ( J a )  a temporal nominal is gener
ated in its Comp, and in (lb) a topic nominal is gener
ated in its Comp, and this is indicated by the slight

l-For an example, see pp. 50-52of Introduction.
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pause after both /halhiin/ and /ilbint/, indicating that 
they are generated prior to S node.

Thirdly, the assumption that the D.A.D. temporal is 
generated in Comp, enables the temporal NP to exercise 
"Time” government on the S node that it or its trace 
introduces. That is, if the temporal has not been moved 
by the optional rule of (TL), it directly exercises Time 
government on the S node it introduces but if it has 
been moved, it still exercises Time government by way of 
its trace, which is still in Comp., and Comp., as we 
have seen, is the head of S and so S node is its comple
ment . 1

The above discussion has summarized the fact that 
D.A.D. has two different types of sentences: one with a 
VP category and the other without a VP category at any 
level of its syntactic representation and that both 
types have an A-position in their Comp., which generates 
temporal and topic nominals. It has also shown that the 
temporal exercises time government on the S node it or 
its trace introduces and this in turn demonstrates that

l-See pp. 50-52 for a discussion of government as the 
relation between a head and its complement.
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the time reference of the D.A.D. sentential configura
tion may be indicated by a category other than a VP ie 
an NP that is called a Temporal NP. This verifies the 
feasibility of having a sentential configuration without 
a VP category, and consequently, there is no logical 
necessity for the assumption that every clause has a VP 
category at LF even when it does not appear at surface 
structure, as Chomsky (1981a) claims.

Accordingly, it is on the above mentioned assump
tions about D.A.D. syntax that Chapter I discusses the 
D.A.D. base rule, which generates a verbal as well as a 
nominal sentence. It also generates temporal and topic 
nominals in the Comp, of both verbal and nominal sen
tences .

In Chapter II, there is a description of the basic 
D.A.D. nominal sentence patterns; all of which have no 
VP category.

In Chapter III, there is a description of how Time 
is indicated in the D.A.D. nominal sentence, demonstrat
ing that it is dependent on the temporal NP. In this 
chapter, there is also a description of how time is 
indicated in the D.A.D. verbal sentence, showing that it 
is dependent on both the verb form and the temporal NP.
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In Chapter IV, there is a description of how the 
nominal sentence and the verbal sentence display a dif
ferent syntactic behaviour as regards reflexivity and 
reciprocity. In this chapter, it is also shown that the 
rule of subject inversion applies to the verbal sentence 
and not to the nominal sentence.

Chapter IV also shows that the general principles 
of language such as the theory of government and that of 
Case theory are applicable to the D.A.D. nominal sen
tence, apart from their applicability to the verbal sen
tence. This demonstrates the sentential status of the 
constructions called "nominal sentences" because these 
principles have been devised for an analysis on the 
sentence level. That is, the fact that the theory of 
government,! 0-theory,2 the theory of binding^ and the 
theory of Case are all applicable to the D.A.D. nominal 
sentence demonstrates that it is a construction of a 
sentential status. This in turn verifies the fact that

ISee the Introduction pp. 36-122 for a discussion 
of the Theory of government in relation to D.A.D.

2See the Introduction- pp. 36-111 for a discussion 
of 0-theory in relation to D.A.D.

3See the Introduction pp. 141-162 for a discussion 
of the theory of binding in relation to D.A.D. See also 
Chapter IV of Part I.
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the D.A.D. nominal sentence is not only a linguistic 
fact of this dialect of Arabic but also a logical possi
bility even in theory since the general principles of 
languages are applicable to it.
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CHAPTER I 
1.1: The D.A.D. base rule

Assuming that the D.A.D. sentence may be verbal or 
nominal and may generate an NP in its Comp., we propose 
the following base rule:

(1)
(i) S --> Comp. S

(ii) Comp. --> ([+ Ql (NP))
(iii) Comp . NP --> (temporal)(topic)
(iv) S --> NP INFL Pred.
(v) NP j (neg) (specifier) (Det) N ('fadj nominal

<
, • • xV[possessive nominalj

pro 

S
(vi) INFL1— > [+time] , ([+AGR])
(vii) Time --> (present), (past), (future), (conti 

nuous), (aspect)
(viii) Aspect --> Imperfective or Perfective 
(ix) AGR --> (person), (gender), (number)

1INFL is an abstraction of the features of time and 
aspect in the sentence. It also records agreement fea
tures in the NP subject and its predicate.
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(x) Pred --> r Pred. P
VP

I s J
(xi) Pred. P --> jprep) NP"

4
< S ,1 ( -

NP'

(xii) VP --> V (f(Prep) NP 1 ) jNP

(xiii) V --> aspectl 
(xiv) N --> Case2

The above base rule generates verbal as well as 
nominal sentences. However, this rule needs the follow

^The D.A.D. verb is distinguished from the nominal 
in that it inflects for aspect (ie perfectivity and 
imperfectivity). That is, despite the fact that both the 
verb and the noun in D.A.D. inflect for number, yet they 
differ in that the verb inflects for aspect. See Chapter
IV of Part I for a more detailed discussion.

2n = nominals in D.A.D. The nominal class is a 
large class that has subclasses such as adjectives, 
participles, and temporal nominals. Each subclass has 
different inflectional properties but nevertheless all 
the properties they exhibit are characteristic of the 
noun in D.A.D. syntax. A nominal characteristic that 
they all share is the fact that they have Case. See 
Chapter IV of Part I for a discussion of the Case as
signment in D.A.D. See also Part II for a description 
of some of the basic subclasses of the Nominal Class.
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ing constraint to supplement in the generation of the 
D.A.D. nominal sentence with an NP predicate.

1.1.1; The Nominal Sentence Constraint (N.S.C.)
If the predicate phrase of the nominal sentence is 

an NP and not a PP, then that NP may have a definite 
article only if the NP subject does not.

This constraint may be illustrated by the following 
sentences:

(2)
(a) /irrijaal rijaal/ The man is manly.

[-t-definite [-definite 
article] article]

[+masc.] [+masc.]
[+sing] [sing]

(b) /irrijaal balwah/ The man is a catastrophe.
[+definite [-definite 
article] article]
[+masc.] [+fem.]
[+sing.] [+sing.]

(c) /ilbanaat balawiyy/ Girls are catastrophes.
[+definite [-definite 
article] article]
[+pl.] [+pl.]
[+fem. ]

(d) /irrajajiil balawiyy/ Men are catastrophes.
[+definite [-definite 
article] article]
[+pl. [+pl.]
[+masc. ]
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(3)
(a) /^indina il^irs/ We have the wedding.

[-definite [+definite 
article] article]
[-̂ -definite] [^-definite]

(b) £indihum innaas/1 They have the people ie guests.
[-definite [+definite 
article] article]
[+definite][+definite]

In accordance with the nominal sentence constraint, 
the NP predicate of sentences (2) does not have a defi
nite article because its NP subject does have a definite 
article. As for the NP predicate in sentences (3), it 
does have a definite article but this is only possible 
because the NP subject does not have a definite article.

Sentences (3) also demonstrate that the syntactic 
feature [+definite article] is different from that of 
[+definite]. That is, both the NP predicate and its NP 
subject may be [+definite] but cannot be [+definite 
article]. As a matter of fact, if we have two nominals 
both of which have a definite article, then they con-

1-These sentences also illustrate that the NP predi
cate does not necessarily have to agree with its NP 
subject in number and gender. (See Chapter II, Part I 
for a discussion of some of the basic D.A.D. nominal 
sentence patterns).
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stitute a phrasal construction, and not a sentential 
one. This is illustrated by the following:
(4) /irrijaal irrijaal/ The manly man.

[^-definite [+definite 
article] article]

Therefore, the D.A.D. nominal sentence constraint is 
applicable to the syntactic feature [+definite article], 
and not that of [+definite].

This difference between both features is demon
strated by the following definition of definiteness in 
D.A.D. syntax:
(5) Definiteness in D.A.D. Syntax:

Any nominal has the syntactic feature [+definite] 
if it has any of the following:

(i) It has a definite article.
(ii) It is a pronoun.
(iii) It is a proper noun.
(iv) It forms a nominal construct, which is a phrasal 

construct that has the second nominal holding a 
possessive relationship to the head nominal.1

^See pp. 175-7 and No. (6) for examples.
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(v) It is a nominal that is qualified by a restrictive 
clause.1

Therefore, the syntactic feature [+definite] is a broad
er concept than that of [+definite article] . As a mat
ter of fact, the former incorporates the latter.

Having defined definiteness in D.A.D. syntax, we 
note that the Nominal sentence constraint applies only 
to the syntactic feature [+definite article] and, ac
cordingly, it does not constraint the NP subject and its 
NP predicate from their both being [+definite]. This has 
been demonstrated by sentences (3) and is also demon
strated by the following sentences:

(6)
(a) /ilwalad waladih/ The boy is his son.

[+definite article][+definite]
(b) /haa<fa waladih/ This one (masc. sing) is his son. 

[+definite][+definite]
The NP subject in these sentences is [+definite] because
in (a) it has a definite article and in (b) it is a
pronominal. The NP predicate is [+definite] because the

1-For example* the clause /?ams yoom &ift irrijaal/ 
ie has the temporal nominal /?ams/, which acquires defi
niteness because it is qualified by the restrictive 
clause /yoom gift irrijaal/ [ ie ’’Yesterday the day that 
I saw the men”]. See pp.561-74 of Part II for further 
discussion.
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pronominal suffix carried by the nominal locally deter
mines the generation of a possessive small pro, forming 
a nominal construct.1

1.1.2: The NP subject constraint
Apart from the Nominal Sentence Constraint, the 

D.A.D. Nominal Sentence also subsumes to another con
straint that requires its NP subject to be always 
[^-definite]. This is demonstrated by the following 
sentences:

(t)
(a) /halhiin --> bih hurmatin ISeexah/

Now, there is a woman chief.
(b) */halhiin --> hurmatin &eexah/

Now, a woman is chief.
(c) /^indih hurmatin masriyyah/

He has a wife Egyptian.
(d) */hurmatin masriyyah marratih/

An Egyptian woman is his wife.
(e) /ilgatwah hayawan/

The cat is an animal.
(f) */gatwatin hayawan/

iFor further discussion, see pattern XV in Chapter 
II of Part I.
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A cat is an animal.
Sentences (b), (d) and (f) are ill-formed because the NP 
subject is [-definite]. The indefiniteness of the NP 
subject is indicated by the /-in/ suffix carried by 
/hurmatin/, and /gatwatin/. On the other hand, sentences
(a) , (c) and (e) are well-formed because the NP subject 
is [+definite] . In sentence (a) , we have /bih/, which 
is a definite nominall. In (c), we have /£indih/, which 
is also a definite nominal.2 And in (e), we have /il- 
gatwah/, which is a noun that is introduced by a defi
nite article. Therefore, the D.A.D. NP subject of a 
nominal sentence has to have the syntactic feature 
[+definite] as indicated by the NP subject constraint.3 

The NP subject constraint also leads to the fact

1-For a discussion of /bih/ see pp. 212-4 of chapter 
II of Part I.

^For a discussion of /$indih/ see pp, 202-11 of Chap
ter II of Part I.

3lt seems that this constraint is also applicable 
to the verbal sentences of D.A.D. but as this thesis is 
basically concerned with the Nominal sentence, nothing 
further will be said in this respect, especially as it 
requires further investigation on the D.A.D. verbal 
sentence.
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that the following constructions are ill-formed as sen
tential configurations I .

(2)
a) /rijaalin rijaal/ A manly man 

[-definite] [-definite]
b) /bintin bint/ An unmarried girl.

[-definite][-definite]

But they are not ill-formed as phrasal constructions*, 
the fact which allows us to maintain that any two nomi- 
nals both of which are [-definite] are phrasal, and not 
sentential in D.A.D. syntax. And the indefiniteness of 
the nominals in (7) (a) + (b) is indicated by the fact 
that they do not have any of the syntactic properties of 
(5) and have the presence of the suffix /-in/, which 
only appears in non-prepausal positions.

The above mentioned constraints (ie the Nominal 
Sentence Constraint and the NP subject Constraint) allow 
any two nominals to be regarded as a sentential configu
ration in D.A.D. syntax so long as they subsume to these 
constraints. Xf, on the other hand, they do not subsume 
to the Nominal Sentence Constraint, they are phrasal, 
and not sentential. And if the first nominal of these
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two nominals is [-definite], then we also have a confi
guration that is ill-formed as a sentence but not as a 
phrase. Therefore, D.A.D. syntax not only has a nominal 
sentence in which there is no VP category, but also has 
constraints that regulate these nominals so as to gener
ate a nominal sentence. In the following chapter, there 
is a description of the basic nominal sentence patterns, 
demonstrating how the above mentioned constraints are at 
work in the D.A.D. nominal sentence.
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CHAPTER II

1.2: The Basic D.A.D. Nominal Sentence Patterns:
As pointed out earlier, the D.A.D. nominal sentence 

has no VP category at any level of its syntactic repre
sentation. This means that the nominal sentence is one 
that has a PP or an NP as its predicate phrase. That 
is, the D.A.D. nominal sentence is of two basic pat
terns: one with a PP predicate and one with an NP predi
cate. And the nominal sentence with an NP predicate may 
be subdivided into eight other patterns, depending on 
the internal structure of its NP predicate and that of 
its NP subject. The first five patterns to be discussed 
exemplify a differece in the internal structure of the 
NP predicate while the last three patterns exemplify a 
difference in the internal structure of the NP subject. 
As for the nominal sentence with a PP predicate, 
examples of this pattern are cited after the discussion 
of the nominal sentence with an NP predicate. Therefore, 
there are nine patterns that the D.A.D. nominal sentence 
may be divided into and examples of each pattern are 
given in the following discussion, in which it also is 
shown that the NP subject always has the syntactic fea
ture [+definite].
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1.2.1: Pattern One: NP subject with a (pro) nominal as 
head and an HP predicate with an Invariable 
Nominal

Invariable nominals include comparative nominals 
and the words /waajid/ "much or many" and / % e e r /  "dif
ferent from ie unique".

The comparative nominal is demonstrated by the 
following sentences, in which it is generated as the 
head of the NP predicate:

(1)
(a) /ilbint ?akbar/ The girl is bigger (older)
(b) /ilwalad ?akbar/ The boy is bigger (older)
(c) /ilwalad ?akbar min ilbint/

The boy is bigger than the girl.
(d) /ilbanaat ?akbar/ The girls are bigger.

The nominal /?akbar/ has an invariable form because 
it does not inflect for number or gender if singular. 
Accordingly, it does not show concordial agreement with 
its NP subject, ie, in sentences (a) - (c) the NP sub
ject is singular and in (d) it is plural but /?akbar/ 
has one invariable form. Sentence (c) also demonstrates 
that /?akbar/ is optionally followed by a PP ie /min 
ilbint/ "from the girl" that gives the compared with
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item. This PP always has the preposition /min/. The 
following S-structure of sentence (c) demonstrates its 
internal structure, as an example of the nominal sen
tence with a comparative nominal as the head of its 
predicate phrase:

The fact that /?akbar/ is nevertheless a nominal 
despite its invariability of form is demonstrated by its 
capacity to inflect for defiteness by carrying a defi
nite article. Such is the case when it is used adjec- 
tively and so it must agree with its head nominal in 
carrying a definite article even though it cannot agree 
with it in number or gender. This is illustrated by the 
following sentence and its S-structure:

(2)
S

Comp S

- Q NP INFL Pred. P.
N NP1 PP

De
il
[+definite] 
[+sing.]

Comparative N P
N min

? a k ia r  
[-definite]

NP
N

(3)
(a) /huw ilwalad il?akbar/
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He is the older boy.

INFL Pred. P .
[masc.
sing.]

pronoun
huw 

[+definite]

AGR 
[+definite 
article]

walad
[+definite]

? akbar

Being a comparative nominal, /?akbar/ cannot agree with 
its head nominal in gender or number because it does not 
inflect for gender or number, but as it is generated as 
an adjectival in the NP predicate, it inflects for defi
niteness in agreement with its head nominal.1 it is in 
this respect that the comparative is a nominal in D.A.D. 
syntax even though it does not inflect for gender or 
number, and it maintains an invariable form when 
it is generated as the head of the NP predicate and cha
racterizes this pattern of the D.A.D. nominal sentences.

1-See Chapter IX, Part II, for a discussion of 
D.A.D. adjectives.
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Another type of the invariable nominal is /waajid/^ 
which is a predicate to a singular NP subject if the 
noun is a mass noun and to a plural NP subject if it is 
a count noun. This is illustrated by the following 
sentences:

(4)
(a) /ilmuyyah waajid/ The water is much.

E+singular] [invariable 
[+mass noun] form]

(b) /ilbanaat waajid/ The girls are many ie There are
[+pl.] [invariable are many girls.
[+count] form]

(c) /irrajajiil waaj id/ The men are many.
[+pl.] [invariable 
[+count] form]

As with /?akbar/, /waajid/ does not inflect for number
or gender. But it differs from a comparative nominal
such as /?akbar/ in that it predicates only plural count
nouns, and not singular count nouns. The nominal status
of /waajid/, however, is indicated as with /?akbar/ on
the basis of the fact that it inflects for definiteness.
This is demonstrated by the following sentence!
(5) /innaas yihibbuun ilwaajid/

People love the much, the plenty.
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In sentence (5) /ilwaajid/ is generated as the comple
ment of the verb /yihibbuun/ and it carries a definite 
article, justifying its nominal status.

In a similar respect, the invariable /Xeer/ is a 
nominal ie despite the fact that it does not inflect for 
number or gender, yet it inflects for definiteness by 
means of a definite article. This is demonstrated by 
the following sentence and its S-structure:

(6)
(a) /haggit ilyeer hilwah/

Things belonging to others are nice.
(b)

S

haggit il Veer hilwah

But when /&eer/ predicates an NP subject with a mass 
noun, a plural count noun or a singular count noun, it 
characterizes pattern one of the D.A.D. nominal sen
tences and in such a case it does not inflect for defi
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niteness. This is illustrated by the following sen- 
tences:

(7)
(a) /nisaatum Jfeer/ Their cravings are different ie

tt+mass noun] The cravings of mothers bearing boys
are different from those bearing 
girls.

(b) /ilbanaat tfeer/ Girls are different (from boys).
T[+pl. count noun]

(c) /irrajajiil Yeer/ Men are different.
[+pl. count noun]

(d) /irrijaal haaifa 2feer/ This man is different 
[sing, count noun] (ie distinguished)
As can be seen from the above mentioned sentences, 

/tfeer/ maintains its invariable form which does not 
inflect for gender or number even though it can predi
cate a singular or a plural as well as a feminine or a 
masculine NP subject. Therefore, the nominal sentences 
of this pattern are characterized by a predicate that 
has an invariable nominal in the sense that it does not 
inflect for number or gender in agreement with its NP 
subject.
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1.2.2: Pattern two: NP subject with a (pro) nominal as 
its head and an NP predicate with an adjective as 
its head.

The NP predicate in this pattern is an adjective 
and so it agrees with its NP subject in number and gen
der if it is singular. This is illustrated by the fol
lowing sentences:

0)
(a) /iddar£iyyah hilwah/ Dar£iyyiah is pretty.

[+definite [-definite 
article] article]
[4-fem. [+fem.
+sing] +sing.]

(b) /inti hilwah/ You (fem. sing) are pretty.
[-{-definite] [-definite]
[+fem. [+fem.
-t-sing.] +sing]

(c) /hum hilwiin/ They are pretty.
[+pl] [+pl]
[-{-definite] [-definite]
When the NP subject has a pronominal with common

gender, for example, /?ana/ MIM, the adjective takes its
gender from the sex of the speaker. This is demonstrated
by the following sentences:
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(2)
(a) /?ana hilwah/ I am pretty (fem. sing)

[common [+fem 
gender +sing]
+sing]

(b) /?ana hilw/ I am pretty (masc. sing).
[common [+masc. 
gender +sing]
+sing]
Where the NP subject is inanimate plural, the 

agreement is different. Inanimate plural nouns give AGR 
the features [1-singular] and [+feminine] ; therefore, the 
NP predicate is feminine aud singular in form. This is 
illustrated by the following sentences and the S-struc
ture of the first sentence:

(3)
(a) /il?in £aam ittaamah hilwah/

The luxury the complete is pretty ie nice.
Complete luxury is good.

(b) /il?in £aam hilwah/
Luxury is good or nice.
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(4)

Comp S

- Q ^ N 1

N AGR(2) Adj N [fem.
[fem. sing.]

Det N sing] Det N

Pred. P.
NP

Adj N
il ?in £aam
[-animate 
+pl]

i t tammah
[fem. sing] hilwah 

[fem. sing]

N

It is not only the adjective in the NP predicate but 
also the adjective qualifying the head nominal in the NP 
subject that has the features singular and feminine. 
This is because both AGR(l) and AGR(2) have these fea
tures .

1.2.3: Pattern three: NP subject with a (pro) nominal as

This pattern is characterized by its having an 
indefinite noun as the head of its NP predicate. It 
includes nouns of occupation as the head of the NP pre
dicate; in which case there is agreement in number and 
in gender in both the singular and the plural . forms. 
This is illustrated by the following sentences:

its head and an NP predicate with an indefinite
noun as its head
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(1)
(a) /ilbint mudarrisah/ The,girl is a teacher.

[4-definite [-definite] 
article] [4-sing

[4-sing 4-fem]
4-fem]

(b) /irrijaal mudarris/ The man is a teacher
[4-definite [-definite] 
article] [4-sing.
[4-sing. 4-masc]
4-masc]

(c) ,/ilbanaat mudarrisaat/
[4-definite [-definite] 

article] E+pl*[4-pl. 4-fem]
4-fem]

(d) /irrajajiil mudarrisiin/
[4-definite [-definite]
article] [4-pl
[4-pl [4-masc]
4-masc]

Nouns of occupation have masculine and feminine forms in 
the plural as well as in the singular. The suffix /- 
aat/ is the feminine plural whereas /-iin/ is the mascu
line plural. In the singular, the suffix /-ah/ is the 
feminine form, as shown by , (a).

This pattern also includes nouns that are not nouns 
of occupation and in such cases they only inflect for
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number in agreement with the NP subject. This is illu
strated by the following sentences:

(2)
(a) /iddar£iyyah ma9aan/ Dar£iyyah is a place.

[-ffem. [+masc.
-fsing. -fsing.
-fdefinite p-definite ] 
article]

(b) /ilbint rijaal/ The girl is a man ie The girl has
manly qualities.

[+fem. [+masc.
+sing. +sing.
-fdefinite -definite] 
article]

The NP predicate in the above mentioned sentences agrees
with its NP subject in number but not in gender or in
definiteness.

The fact that the NP predicate of this pattern must 
agree with its NP subject in number is illustrated by 
the following ill-formed sentences, in which there is no 
agreement in number between the noun in NP predicate and 
its NP subject.

(3)
(a) */iddar£iyyah Tamaa^in/ Dar£iyyah is places.

[+sing] [+pl]
(b) */ilbint balawiyy/ The girl is catastrophes.

[•fsing] [+pl]
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Furthermore, the noun generated as the the head of 
the NP predicate characterizing this pattern is not

simply [-definite] but more specifically an indefinite 
noun. This becomes formally manifested if the head 
of this NP predicate is not in a prepausal position 
because in such a case it carries the indefinite marker 
/“in/. This is illustrated by the following sentences 
and S-structure:

(4)
(a) /issalaat nuurin filwajh/

Praying is light in the face.
(b) /issalaat rizgin lilinsaan/

Praying is the provider for mankind.
(5)

S
Comp S
- Q Nr INFL

AGR
[tsing.
+masc]

Pred. P.
N NP PP

Det N N
is saalaat filwajh

N indefinite
marker

nuur - in
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Therefore, the head of the NP predicate of this pattern 
is a nominal that is indefinite and this indefiniteness 
is formally manifested when it is not in a prepausal 
position. And it is its indefiniteness that differen
tiates it from the NP predicate of pattern (4) , which 
has the syntactic feature [+definite].

1.2.4: Pattern Four: NP subject with a (pro) nominal as 
its head and an NP predicate that has a nominal 
construct.

This pattern is characterized by its having an NP 
predicate, which has a nominal construct. In a nominal 
construct the (pro) nominals are not coreferential and 
each is in a possessive relationship to the one that 
precedes.^ Sentences of this pattern are illustrated by 
the following:

(1)
(a) /haa^i binayyit binayyiti/

This (fem. sing) is the daughter of my daughter.
(b) /ilbint bintih/

The girl is his daughter.

^This definition is taken from lectures on ’’The 
Structure of the Noun Phrase in Arabic” by B. Ingham, 
SOAS, University of London.
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(c) /huw ?ibin ?axuuy/
He is the son of my brother.
That the NP predicate of the above sentences has a 

nominal construct as its internal structure is demon
strated by the following S-structures of sentences (a) -f
(b).

(2)

NP(1)

deictic
pronoun
haa^i

[-fdefinite]

INFL
[-time]
AGR

[-f fem.
-fsing] N(l)1I

N
1 1

Pred. P .

Poss. N

bmayyit

binayyiti

Poss. N
Ipronoun
i

small pro 
[1st per. 
sing]

a nominal construpt
a nominal construct [-fdefinite]

1/binayyit/ is the dimunitive form of /bint/. The 
diminutive form is used for endearment. See Chapter I, 
Part II, for further discussion on the diminutive form 
in D.A.D.
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-

Det
I
il bint 
[+definite]

INFL 
[-time] 
AGR 
[ fem. 
sing]

Pred. P.

bintih

Poss. N
pronoun

s m a ll  pronoun 
[3rd pers. 
m asc. sing]

nominal construct [-^definite]

NP(2) in S-structure (2) (b) is [^-definite] because its 
head nominal has a possessive pronominal suffix, which 
generates a possessive small pro forming a nominal con
struct. NP(2) in S-structure (2)(a) is also [+definite] 
because we have the nominals /binayyit binayyiti/ forming a 
nominal construct ie N(2) holds a possessive relation 
with N(l) and N(2) itself is a nominal construct because 
it has a possessive pronominal.

The nominal construct may also have the internal 
structure in which the possessive nominal has a definite 
article. This is demonstrated by the following sen
tences and S-structure:
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(3)
(a) /haaifa dihin ilba£ariin/

This (masc. sing) is the fat of the camels.
(b) /haa"£l pilmit il?awwaliin/

This (fem. sing) is the word of the first people. 
This is the language of the old generation.

The possessive nominal has a definite article and to
gether with the head of the NP predicate it forms a 
nominal construct. This is demonstrated by the follow
ing S-structure of sentence 3(b).
(4)

NP(1) INFL
[-time]

N AGR
i [+fem.

deictic •fsing
pronoun -fdefinite] N(l)
haaSi N

[-ffem. 1
•fsing. cilmit
-fdefinite] [-ffem.

+sing]

Pred. P.
NP(2)

Poss. N(2)
Det^^" N

o Iil xawwaliin
[-fmasc.
-fsing]

[-fdefinite article] \ » /

[-fdefinite]
S-structure (4) also demonstrates that it is the 

head of the NP predicate that agrees with the NP subject 
in number and gender if singular. That is, N(l) is femi-
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nine and singular because its NP subject is feminine and 
singular. This is because N(l) is the head of NP(2) . 
As for the definite article, it is carried by the pos
sessive nominal ie /il ?awwaliin/, and not by the head 
of NP predicate. Altogether, NP(2) is [+definite] be
cause it is composed of a nominal construct. Therefore, 
the NP subject and its NP predicate characterizing this 
pattern of D.A.D. nominal sentences both have the syn
tactic feature [+definite] .

1.2.5: Pattern Five: NP subject with a (pro) nominal and 
an NP predicate with a participle as its head 

This pattern has a participlel as the head of the 
NP predicate. This may be illustrated by the following 
sentences:

(1)
(a) /?umayyiti ^aaditin binayyiti^/

My dear little mother taking care of your dear
t

little daughter (fem.sing)
(b) /hiy mirifiitin rijaalha/

She is pleasant to her husband.

^For a discussion of the nominal characteristics of 
D.A.D. particples, see Chapter III of Part II.
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The head of NP predicate in sentence (1)(a) is the act
ive participle /£aaditin/. It agrees with its NP subject 
in number and if singular in gender. It also carries 
the nominal inflection /-in/, which indicates indefi
niteness. Similarly, the passive participle in (b) 
agrees with its NP subject in number and if singular in 
gender. It is the head of the NP predicate and also 
carries the indefinite marker /-in/, as shown by /mir- 
Aiitiri/. These properties are demonstrated by the fol
lowing S-structure of sentence (l)(a).
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NP(1) INFL 
AGR 
[ f em. 
sing]

Poss. N

Pred. P.

?umayyit(i 
[ f em. 
sing]

N(l)

local
determiner

| active 
pronoun participle /

| N Inaefi
small pro 
[1st pers.

N(2)

sing

[+definite]

Poss. N
pronoun

saadit 
[ fern, 
sing]

binayyiti^
local——  /^Small pro
determiner v[2nd pers.

fern, sing]
With an NP predicate with a participle as its head, it 
is the participle that agrees with the NP subject in 
number and in gender if it is singular in form. As for 
the non-head nominal in NP(2) , it does not agree with 
the NP subject.

^The 0 marking of NP(1) is "that which is identi
fied" and it is assigned by the NP predicate. The NP 
predicate is assigned the 9 role "identifier" by AGR and 
i.t percolates to the head of this NP ie the participle. 
N(2) is assigned the 9 role "patient" by its head ie the 
participle. ̂ One of the verbal characteristics of the 
participle is that it assigns its complement the 9 role 
"patient". See Chapter III of Part II for further dis
cussion on the participles in D.A.D.
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1.2.6: Pattern Six: NP subect with /gind+pronominal suf
fix/ or /1i+pronominal suffix/ and an NP predi
cate with a noun as its head 

This pattern is characterized by its having /£ind + 
pronominal suffix/ or /Ii+pronominal suffix/ as its NP 
subject. Both /£ind+pronominal suffix/ and /li+pronomi- 
nal suffix/ are nominals because they inflect for pos
session ie they are associated with the Nominal Set of 
Pronominal suffixes. They are, however, unique in that 
they do not inflect for definiteness, indefiniteness, 
number or gender. They are, accordingly, regarded as 
characterizing a certain pattern of the D.A.D. Nominal 
sentences; in which case they are generated as the NP 
subject. The following sentences are examples of /£ind 
+ pronominal suffix/, generated as NP subject:

(1)
(a) /^indih beet/ His possession is a house.
(b) /£indaha beet/ Her possession is a house.
(c) /9-indi beet/ My possession is a house.
(d) /jtindihum beet/ Their possession is a house.

(2)
(a.) /£indip binti/ Your (fern, sing) possession is my

daughter.
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(t>) /£indik bintih/ Your (masc. sing) possession is his
daughter.

(c) /Jindina bintina/ Our possession is our daughter.
(d) /£indikum bintaha/ Your (pi.) possession is her

daughter.
(3)

(a) / .̂indih ilgatwah/
His possession is the cat.

(b) /£indi -lbanaat/
My possession is the girls.

(c) /^indihum il?awlaad/
Their possession is the boys.
Sentences (1) illustrate that /£ind+pronominal 

suffix/ is generated as the NP subject and that the NP 
predicate is an indefinite noun. In sentences (2) , it 
is generated as NP subject while the NP predicate is a 
definite noun because it inflects for possession. In 
sentences (3), /^ind+pronominal suffix/ is generated as 
NP subject while the NP predicate is a noun that carries 
a definite article. This is demonstrated by the follow
ing S-structures of sentences (a) of the above mentioned 
examples:



£indih

INFL 
[-time]l

Poss N

[+definite]

pronoun
lsmall pro 

[3rd pers. 
masc. sing]

NP 
I
N
I
N

u Ibeet 
[masc. sing] 
[-definite]

INFL 
[-time]

Pred. P

Poss N
£indic pronoun Poss. N.

small pro 
[2nd pers. 

[+definite] fern, sing]
binti
[+fem.
+sing]

pronoun 
small pro 
[1st pers. 

sing] 
[+definite]

1-See pp. 250-7 of Chapter III of Part I for a dis
cussion of INFL in D.A.D. syntax.
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INFL 
[-time]

Pred. P

Poss. N
pronounJrindih
small pro 
[3rd pers. 
masc. sing]

[+definite]

il gatwah
[+fem. 
+sing]

[+definite]

These S-structures also demonstrate that /£ind/ 
inflects for possession; and therefore it is a nominal 
since it behaves as a noun. This similarity between 
/£ind/ and nouns is particularly demonstrated by S- 
structure (b) since both /£ind/ and the noun /bint/ are 
shown to inflect for possession.

However, as /£ind/ differs from nouns in that it 
does not have gender and does not inflect for number, 
definiteness and indefiniteness, it is unique and, ac
cordingly, its generation as the NP subject character
izes this pattern of nominal sentences, which in turn 
does not have AGR.
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Another syntactic property of /£ind/ that demon
strates that it is a nominal, and not a preposition, is 
indicated by the fact that it may be introduced by a 
preposition. This is illustrated by the following sen
tences :

(5)
(a) /?ajiib ilfiluus min £indi/

I am bringing the money from my possession.
(b) /jaab ilfiluus min £indih/

He brought the money from his possession.
(c) */jaab ilfiluus min fiini/

He brought the money from in me.
Being a nominal^/^indi+pronominal suffix/ may be intro
duced by a preposition ie /min/ in sentences (5) . As 
for /fiini/, it cannot be introduced by a preposition 
because it is itself a preposition.

Apart from being distinguished from the nominal on 
the basis of the fact that it cannot be introduced by 
another preposition, a preposition in D.A.D. is asso
ciated with the verbal set of pronominal suffixes. The 
following is a list of the verbal set of pronominal 
suffixes, carried by a preposition, in comparison with
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the nominal set of pronominal suffixes, carried by 
/£ind/ and /bint/, both of which are nominals.
(6) Verbal set 

/f iijni]/ in me 

/ f iilnaj/ in us

/ fiijhl/ in him

/ fiilhal/ in her

/ fii[hum|/ in them

/ fiijkp in you
(masc. sing) 

/ f i #  in your 
(fem. sing)

/ f iilkumj/ in you 

(pl)

Nominal set 
(A)

/ £indl|/
my possession
/ gindljhal/
our possession
/?indti§/
his possession
/ $inda|ha|/
her possession
/ 9-indi|hum|/
their possession
/ ̂ indl^|/

your possession

(B)
/beet|2/
my house 
/beetijnaj/ 
our house 
/beeti(hj/ 
his house 
/beetjha!/ 
her house 
/beetlhuml/
their house 
/beetip/ 
your house 

/ £indi[9l/ your poss ./beeti[9~l/ 
your possession your house
/ $indi|kum|̂ /beetkum/
your possession your house

As indicated by the above list, the set of the 
verbal pronominal suffixes differs from that of the 
nominal pronominal suffixes in the form of the suffix
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for first person and singular features. That is, all 
the forms are identical except for the suffix for first 
person and singular features. However, they differ in 
function because the nominal set is the local determiner 
for a possessive small pro whereas the verbal set is the 
local determiner for a complement small. Therefore, 
/£ind + pronominal suffix/ is also a nominal because it 
is associated with the nominal set of pronominal suf
fixes, which indicates that it inflects for possession.

In a similar respect, /li + pronominal suffix/ is 
also a nominal because it is associated with the nominal 
set of pronominal suffixes ie it inflects for posses
sion. However, it differs from /£ind + pronominal suf
fix/ in that it may not be introduced by a preposition. 
That it is associated with the nominal set of pronominal 
suffixes and may be generated as NP subject, character
izing this pattern of nominal sentences, is demonstrated 
by the following sentences and S-structures:

(?)
(a) /lih beet/ His possession is a house.
(b) /liha beet/ Her possession is a house.
(c) f i t y beet/ My possession is a house.
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W

(a)/li^ waladi/ Your (fem sing) possession is my son.
(b) /lik binti/ Your (masc. sing) possession is my 
daughter.

(9)
(a) /lih ilgatwah/ His possession is the cat.
(b) /lihum ilgatwah/ Their possession is the cat.

CfW

Pred. PINFL 
[- time]

Poss. N

local 
determiner

pronoun
small pro 

->[lst pers. 
sing]

[+definite]
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Pred. PINFL 
t-time]

Poss. N
Poss. N.pronoun
pronounlocal 

determiner

[+definite]

small pro 
2nd pers. 
fern, sing] waladjij small pro

— -— >-[lst pers. 
local determiner sing]

[+definite]

As with /CpLnd + pronominal suffix/, /li 4- pronomi
nal suffix/ forms a nominal construct because it in
flects for possession; therefore both nominals are asso
ciated with the syntactic feature [+definite]. S-struc
ture (JQ) (t>) also demonstrates that /li + pronominal 
suffix/ is similar in its syntactic behaviour to the 
D.A.D. noun since both of them inflect for possession 
forming a nominal construct. But as /li + pronominal 
suffix/ does not inflect for number, indefiniteness, 
definiteness and does not have gender, it nevertheless 
differs from the noun and when it is generated as the NP
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subject, it characterizes this pattern of the D.A.D. 
nominal sentence.
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1.2.7: Pattern Seven: NP subject with /fih/ or /bih/ and 
NP predicate with a noun as Its head 

This pattern is characterized by its having the 
nominals /fih/ or /bih/ as its NP subject. Both /bih/ 
and /fih/ are regarded as nominals on the analogy of the 
nominals /£ind + pronominal suffix/ and /li + pronominal 
suffix/, ie, they are nominals whose internal structure 
has a pronominal suffix and which are restricted in 
their syntactic distribution to that of NP subject. The 
nominal status of /bih/ and /fih/ is also indicated by 
the fact that they differ from the prepositions /biih/ 
and /fiih/. That is, the prepositions have a long /i/ 
whereas the nominals have a short /i/.l

The nominals /fih/ and /bih/ characterize the 
seventh pattern of the D.A.D. nominal sentences because 
they differ from /£ind + pronominal suffix/ and /li + 
pronominal suffix/ in that they have invariable forms in 
which the pronominal suffix /-h/ has become part of 
their lexical composition. They also differ from /£ind 
4- pronominal suffix/ and /li + pronominal suffix/ in 
that they do not allow their NP predicate to have a noun

1Accordingly, the preposition conveys internal 
location whereas the nominal indicates "existence,” as 
is demonstrated by the following sentences.
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introduced by a definite article. The following sen
tences provide examples of this pattern:

beet/ There is a house.
(1)

(a)
tbita.

(b) /Cfih
Lbih

(c) / ( fih
(bih

(a)

(b)

(a)

(b)

naas/ There are people.

(2)
(fih} binti/ There is my daughter, 
{bih]

{fih} beetha/ There is her house, 
bihj
(3)
*(fih} ilbeet/ 
tbihj

*ffih} ilbint/
{bihj

Sentences (3) are ill-formed because the NP predi
cate has a noun with a definite article. As for sen
tences (1) and (2), they are well-formed and demonstrate 
that /fih/ and /bih/ have invariable forms that do not 
have gender and do not inflect for definiteness, indefi
niteness, and possession. They just have a fossilized 
pronominal suffix that has become part of their lexical
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composition. This is demonstrated by the following S- 
structure:

Nominal sentences with /fih/ or /bih/ as NP subject also 
do not have AGR because they have no gender or number 
denotation. , Such nominal sentences are also character
ized by their having a NP predicate with an indefinite 
noun or a noun that inflects for possession but not with 
a noun that is introduced by a definite article, as 
demonstrated by sentences (1), (2) and (3).

1.2.8: Pattern Eight: NP subject with a temporal nominal
and NP predicate with a noun or an adjective as 
its head

This pattern is characterized by its having an NP 
subject that has a temporal nominal as its head since 
temporal nominals form a separate subclass in the gen-

(4)
S

-Q NP INFL Pred. P 
[-time] |

NPN
N
N

beet
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eral class for D.A.D. nominals. This is due to the fact 
that they differ from nouns in their syntactic behaviour 
and this may be demonstrated by the fact that the tempo
ral nominals that characterize this pattern of D.A.D. 
nominal sentences have definite articles that have been 
fossilized to become part of their lexical composition. 
For example, the definite article carried by /issubih/ 
"the morning", /i^&hur/ "the noon", /halhiin/ "now" is 
part of their lexical composition so that its deletion 
leads to */subih/, */;£uhur/, */hiin/; all of which are 
not lexical items in the D.A.D. lexicon. On the other 
hand, a noun that designates time may be with or without 
a definite article because it has the syntactic behav
iour of a noun, eg. /illeel/ "the night" and /leel/ 
"night"! ie it does not have a fossilized definite 
article. It, therefore, is due to such structural dif
ferences that the generation of the temporal nominal as 
the NP subject of nominal sentences has been regarded as 
characterizing a distinct pattern.

The following sentences provide examples of this 
pattern:

iFor further discussion on the difference between a 
temporal nominal and a noun see Chapter III, pp .224-243 
and Chapter IV, Part II, pp. 450-475.
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(1)
(a) /issubih hilw/ The morning is nice.

[+masc. [+masc.
+sing] +singj

(b) /i"fr£uhurr ŝ een/ The noon is bad.
[+ masc. [+masc.
+sing] +sing]

(c) /il£asir harr/ The afternoon is hot.
[-f-masc. [+masc.
+sing] +sing]

(d) /iljri^a barad/ The dusk time is cold.
[+masc. [+masc.
+sing] +sing]

(e) /halhiin ?in Jaamin tammah/
[+masc. [+pl. [+fem.
-hsing] -animate +sing]
Taking sentences (1)(a) + (e) as examples, we have 

the following S-structures:
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(2)
(a)

NP(1)
temporal N

halhiin 
[4-definite article] 
[4-specifier /ha-/]
[-animate]
[+masĉ J

Pred. P.
NPC2)

INFL 
AGR 

[ 4-mas c]

N
Adj N 2 

[4-fem.] I 
Indefinite [4-sing.] N 
marker

? m£aam m
[-animate] 

[4-pl]

tammah
[4-fem
4-sing]

temporal N
issubi£i 

[4-definite article] 
[4-masc.
4-sing]

INFL 
AGR 

[masc. 
sing]

Pred. P

Adj N

hilw [4-masc
4-sing]

!For a lengthier discussion of some of the D.A.D. 
temporal nominals, see Chapter III of Part I and Chapter 
IV of Part II.

2For a discussion of D.A.D. adjectives see Chapter 
II of Part II.

i
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As shown by S-structures (2), the NP predicate of a 
D.A.D. nominal sentence with a temporal nominal as its 
subject may be a noun or an adjective. When it is an 
adjective, it must agree with its NP subject in number 
and in gender if it is singular, as illustrated by S- 
structure (2) (b) . On the other hand,when it is a noun 
(as illustrated by S-structure (2)(a)), it does not have 
to agree in number and gender with its NP subject, which 
has a temporal nominal ie /halhiin/. But as it is a 
noun that is generated as the head of the predicate 
phrase in a non-prepausal position, it inflects for 
indefiniteness ie /?in £aamin/.l

S-structures (a) + (b) also demonstrate that there 
may be overlapping as regards the patterns ie both sen
tences belong to pattern eight because they have a tem
poral nominal as the NP subject but (a) also belongs to 
pattern III because its NP predicate has an indefinite 
noun and (b) belongs to pattern two because its NP pre
dicate has an adjective.

1-See pattern three of the D.A.D. nominal sentences.
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U 2.9: Pattern Nine: NP subject with a (pro) nominal and 
a predicate phrase that is a PP 

This pattern is characterized by its having a PP as 
its predicate phrase. It is regarded as a nominal sen
tence in the sense that it does not have a VP category 
at any level of its syntactic representation. The fol
lowing sentences are examples of this pattern;

(1)
(a) /ilbint min iddarjfiyyah/

The girl is from Dar^iyyah.
(b) /ilbint filbeet/

The girl is in the house.
(c) /ilwalad filbarr/

The boy .is in the field.
(d) /ilbint lilbeet/

The girl is for the house.
The internal structure of this type of nominal sentence 
is demonstrated by the following S-structure of sentence 
(1)(a) :
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Det
i

il
N
I

bint

INFL 
[- time]1

Pred. P

m m

dar^iyyah

9

l*See Chapter III of Part I for a discussion of INFL in D.A.D. sentences.
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CHAPTER III

1.3: How Time Is Indicated in the D.A.D. Sentence
For a discussion of time indication in the D.A.D. 

sentence, we must discuss the time reference in the 
nominal sentence separately from that in the verbal 
sentence. This is because time in the D.A.D. nominal 
sentence is indicated in a different way from that of 
the verbal sentence. We will discuss the indication of 
time in the D.A.D. nominal sentence first because it is 
the nominal sentence with which this thesis is basically 
concerned; and in such a discussion it will be shown 
that time is indicated in the D.A.D. nominal sentence by 
a category other than that of the VP, verifying that 
there is no need for the assumption that the nominal 
sentence has a VP at LF. Then we will proceed to a 
discussion of the indication of time in the verbal sen
tence .

1.3.1: How the D.A.D. Nominal Sentence Indicates Time
All of the above mentioned patterns of nominal 

sentences have the same syntactic behaviour as regards 
time indication. That is, the time reference of the 
D.A.D. nominal sentence may be indicated by the genera-
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tion of a temporal in its Comp, or by a temporal in the 
Comp, of a sentence in its previous discourse. We will 
first discuss the generation of a temporal in its Comp, 
and proceed to discuss the time indication of a nominal 
sentence whose time reference is determined by its pre
vious discourse.

1.3.1.1: The D.A.D. Nominal Sentence with a Temporal in 
its Comp.

When a temporal is generated in Comp, of a nominal 
sentence, it governs the time reference of the S node it 
introduces and this time government of S node is record
ed in INFL because INFL is the head of S node. There 
are four different types of temporals in D.A.D. syntax. 
These are:
(1) (a) temporal nominals.

(b) temporal nominal constructs.
(c) temporal PPs.
(d) temporal clauses.
Despite the fact that we have different types of 

temporals, yet they all have the same function in rela
tion to the S node they introduce ie they govern its 
time reference and, therefore, should be assigned the 0 
role '’temporal’1. But for an element to be visible at
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LF, it must have Case. And as it is only an NP that is 
assigned Case, it is maintained that all four types of 
temporals are dominated by an NP.l

The assumption that all types of temporals are 
dominated by an NP is verified by the fact that some 
time expressions in D.A.D. are actually nominals that 
are called "temporal nominals." Being nominals, these 
time expressions are, naturally, the lexical head of the 
NP category. Another group of time expressions has the 
syntactic structure of a nominal construct, which is 
also dominated by an NP category. Therefore, two of the 
four types of temporals in D.A.D. are actually nominals 
and are naturally dominated by the NP category. As for 
the other two types ie the temporal PP and the temporal
clause, they have been assumed to be dominated by an NP
for the sake of proper 0 marking since they have the 
same function as the other two types of temporals in
relation to the S node they introduce.

In the following discussion, each type of temporal 
will be dealt with separately, showing how it exercises 
time government on the S node it introduces.

3-See the introduction of Chapter IV, Part II for 
further discussion on the temporals in D.A.D.
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1>3.1.1.1: Time government by a temporal nominal
The temporal nominals represent one of the sub

classes in the general class for nominals in D.A.D. 
syntax because they exemplify some of the syntactic 
properties of the D.A.D. noun; for example, some tempo
ral nominals have a definite article; some others in
flect for possession and some others are introduced by a 
preposition. It is in this respect that the time ex
pressions in D.A.D. are regarded as pertaining to the NP 
category and are called ’’Temporal NPs.”

However, as the definite article and the preposi
tion introducing the temporal nominals are fossilized 
parts of their lexical composition, the temporal nomi
nals cannot be said to inflect for definiteness and in 
such a case differ from nouns, which inflect for defi
niteness, indefiniteness, possession, and number. Ac
cordingly, temporal nominals may be described as nomi
nals that do not inflect for definiteness, indefinite
ness, number or gender but some of whose members have 
fossilized definite articles; some other members have
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fossilized prepositions and some other members inflect 
for possession.!

Apart from not having the full inflectional para
digm of the noun, the temporal nominal also differs 
from the noun in that it has a much more restricted 
syntactic distribution than that of the noun. The A- 
position all temporal nominals are generated in is that 
of Comp, in which they exercise time government on the S 
node they introduce. This is illustrated by the follow
ing sentences and their S-structures, which demonstrate 
that any of the above mentioned patterns of nominal
sentences may have a temporal nominal generated in its
Comp.

(a)

(i)

/(ii)

(iii)

(1)

min ?awwal 
(from first) 
halhiin 

(now) 
min baapir 
(from tomorrow)

The water used to be much.

-ilmuyyah waajid/ Now, the water

is much. 
The water will be much.

. ^piscussion of the basic members of the temnnrfll 
nominal subclass of nominals is in Chapter IV, Part II.
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(b)
(i) 

/( ii)

(iii)
(c)

(i)

'(ii)

'min ? awwal 
halhiin

min baa^ir^

min ?awwal

halhiin

(iii)

(d)

m m baa^iir

The girl used to be a teacher.
-ilbint mudarrisah/ Now, the girl is

a teacher.
The girl will be a teacher.

My mother used to take care of your 
daughter.

?ummi &aaditin binti^/ Now, my mother 
taking care of your (fern, sing) 
daughter.

Tomorrow, my mother will take care of 
your daughter.

(i)
/(ii)

(iii)

min ?awwal 
halhiin

The boy used to be in the field, 
-ilwalad filbarr/ Now, the boy is in

the field.
min baapir The boy will be in the field.

Taking sentences (a), (b) and (d) as examples, we
have the following S-structures, in which it is shown 
that the temporal nominal exercises time government on 
the S node it introduces.
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(2)

(b)

min ? awwal- 
[+past time' 
halhiii 

[+present timej, 
min baa^ir""^ 

[+future time]

INFL Pred.P 
^[+past time] 
[-t-present time] 
[+future time] NP

muyyah

\

N
I
N
Iwaaj id

Comp 
temporal NP 
temporal N

✓ j
min ?awwal- 
[+past timej 

 ̂ halhiin 
[-t-present timeL 

min baa9ir-^ 
[+future time]

S

bint

S
VINFL Pred.P

[+past time] 
-Hpresent time] 
[4-future time]

AGR 
[fem. sing] N

i
N

mudarrisah
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Comp temporal NP

walad

INFL Pred.P
[+past time] 
Ipresent time] 
t+future time]

temporal NS Imin ? awwal 
[+past time 
halhiin 

[+present time] 
min baacir 

[+future time]
\ ^

Det N
i i

-1 barr
As S-structures (a), (b) and (c) illustrate, the

time reference [-f-past] is recorded in INFL when the 
temporal nominal /min ?awwal/ is generated in the Comp, 
of any of the above mentioned patterns of nominal sen
tences. And when /halhiin/ is generated in Comp, of any 
of the above mentioned nominal sentences, the time re
ference [+present] is recorded in their INFL. As for 
the temporal nominal /min baacir/, it makes these sen
tences acquire futurity and so the time reference [ + 
future] is recorded in their INFL. That is, all these 
temporal nominals are generated in the Comp. A-position 
of D.A.D. nominal sentences for the determination of 
their time reference. The above mentioned temporal 
nominals, however, are by no means all the members of
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this subclass o£ D.A.D. nominals called "Temporal Nomi
nals . nl

When a temporal nominal is generated in the Comp. 
A-position of a D.A.D. nominal sentence, it exercises 
Time government on the S node it introduces. This is 
due to the fact that Comp, is the head of S and as the 
temporal is generated in Comp, then it is also the head 
of S and accordingly, S node is its complement. Adopting 
the definition of government as that of the relation 
between a head and its complement, it can be said that 
the temporal not only governs but also properly governs 
the S node it introduces even though it does not c-com
mand it. But this type of government is that of "time 
government" in the sense that it controls the time re
ference of the S node it introduces.

S-structures (2) also illustrate that the temporal 
nominals /min ?awwal/ and /min baapir/ have the preposi
tion /min/ as part of their lexical composition. That 
is, the preposition /min/ has been fossilized to become 
part of their lexical composition. The fossilization of 
the preposition is indicated by the fact that it does

iFor a discussion of these members as well as a few 
more members of the Temporal Nominal subclass, see Chap
ter IV, Part II.
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not behave like a regular preposition in the sense that 
it does not require the nominal it introduces to inflect 
for definite or indefiniteness.1

These S-structures also demonstrate that the defi
nite article and the specifier carried by /halhiin/ are 
part of its lexical composition* ie /halhiin/ is not 
decomposable into /ha-/, /-l-/ and /hiin/ because
*/hiin/ is not an acceptable lexical item in D.A.D. 
syntax. Therefore,/halhiin/, /min ?awwal/, and /min 
baapir/ each represents in D.A.D. syntax three words, 
and not phrases that may be decomposable into several 
words.

As a matter of fact, it is the presence of fossi
lized elements in the lexical composition of the tempo
ral nominals that distinguishes them from nouns of time 
of designation.2 That is, the temporal nominals, apart 
from being defective nouns in the sense that they do not 
inflect for definiteness, indefiniteness and number and

^See r>nnnc introduced by prepositions in Chapter I 
Part XX, p/Qf3 3 y  e  •

2nouh 5 o f  
temporal PB be; 
tioning as a te 
is generate •'*
I and pp.^&<?~&7

time designation will be discussed under 
'cause a noun of time designation func- 
mporal must be incorporated in a PP that 
Comp, see pp. 233-43 of Chapter III, Part 
of Chapter IV, Part XI.
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in the sense that they are restricted in their syntactic 
distribution, they are also defective in the sense that 
they exemplify fossilized elements in their lexical 
composition in the manner shown above.1

1.3.1.1.2: Time government by a Nominal Construct
Within my corpus of material, the only temporal 

nominal constructs that I have encountered are those 
referring to the days of the week. The following sen
tences provide examples of temporal nominal constructs:

(1)
(a) /jyoom. irribuu^T--> ilmuyyah waajid/

On Wednesday, the water is much.
(b) /yoom iQOiluuQ/--> ilmuyyah waajid/

On Tuesday, the water is much.
(c) /jy o o m il?ahadj--> ilmuyyah waajid/

On Sunday, the water is much.
(2)

(a) /yoom irribuu^jf --> irrijaal filbeet/
On Wednesday, the man is in the house.

(b) /yoom il?ahadj/--> irrijaal filbeet/
On Sunday, the man is in the house.

^See Chapter IV of Part II for a more detailed dis
cussion of the temporal nominals in D.A.D. syntax.
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The fact that the temporals in the above sentences 
have the internal structure of a nominal construct is 
demonstrated by the following S-structures of sentences 
(1)(a) and (2)(a) .
(3) (a)

Comp temporal Pred. PINFL 
[+future 

time]
Poss. N

muyyah
yoom

waaiid
nominal construct 
the day of the fourth 
Wednesday 

[+ future time]
(b)

Comp”
Comp 

temporal NP

Poss. N

irbuu£yoom

INFL 
[+future 
time]

nominal construct ie 
the day of the fourth - 
Wednesday 

[+ future time]'—

i x riiaal
fi

Pred. P

PP
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As shown by the above mentioned sentences and their 
S-structures, the temporal in D.A.D. may also have the 
internal structure of a nominal construct but this is 
the case only when it refers to the days of the week. 
And regardless of the difference of its internal struc
ture from that of the temporal nominal, the temporal 
nominal construct nevertheless exercises time government 
on the S node it introduces.
1.3.1.1.3: Time government by a temporal PP

The time reference of the D.A.D. nominal sentence 
may also be controlled by a temporal PP that is generat
ed in its Comp. That is, apart from being controlled by 
a temporal nominal or a temporal nominal construct, the 
time refernce of the nominal sentence in D.A.D. may be 
controlled by a temporal PP. This is illustrated by the 
following sentences.

(1)
(a) /ff illeel/ - -> iddar^iyyah hilwah/

At night, Dar^iyyah is pretty.
(b) /filleel --> ilmuyyah waajid/

At night, water is much.
(c) //f illeel/ --> ? ummi Saaditin binti/

At night, my mother taking care of my daughter.
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(d) illeel/ --> ilwalad filbeet/
At night, the boy is at home.
(2)

(a) y/figgita h a a t a T j - - > iddar£iyyah barad/
In this winter, Dar£iyyah is cold.

(b) //filyoom ittaali/--> ilmuyyah waajid/
In the next day, the water is much.

(c) //filyoom irraabig/--> ilmuyyah waajid/
In the fourth day, the water is much ie 
On the fourth day

(d) //fi^Saahir ittaali/ --> ilmuyyah waajid/
In the next month, the water is much.
As illustrated by sentences (1), a temporal PP is 

composed of a noun of time designation that is intro
duced by a definite article and governed by a preposi
tion. This is demonstrated by the following S-structure 
of sentence (1)(a):
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(3)
S

Comp
Comp temporal NP Pred. PINFL

[-t-future
time]PP NP

DetNP
fi

Det bar ad
leel-1

[-t-future time]^.

A temporal PP may also be composed of a noun of 
time designation that is introduced by a definite arti
cle and qualified by an adjectival, forming an NP that 
is governed by a preposition. This type of temporal PP 
is illustrated by sentences (2) and demonstrated by the 
following S-structures of sentences (2)(b) + (c) :
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(4)

NP(1) INFL 
[+future 

time]

muyyah

yoom

AGR
[masc.
sing]

[+ future time]-

Adj N

taali

Pred. P

waaj id

a



muyyah

yoom

o \ waajid
N

On the fourth day [+ future time]_^--^

S-structures (3) and (4) also demonstrate that both 
types of temporal PPs are dominated by an NP. This is 
for the sake of their 9 marking since these temporals

fact that they have the internal structure of a PP. 
That is, as both the temporals in S-structures (3) and
(4) are dominated by an NP, they are Case marked and 
this way they are visible at LF for 9 marking. And as

l i t  is to be noted that /irraabi^/ is an adjectival 
in relation to its head nominal whereas /irribuu£/ in 
sentences (1) of section 1.3.1.1.2. is a nominal holding 
a possessive relation with its head nominal, forming a 
nominal construct.

must be assigned to ©-role ’’temporal11 regardless of the
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they both exercise time government on the S node they 
introduce, they are assigned the 9 role "temporal."

The temporal PP also differs from the temporal 
nominal in that it requires a noun of time designation 
as its complement. And a noun of time designation dif
fers from a temporal nominal in that it is a noun and so 
it has the syntactic behaviour of a noun; an indication 
of which is the fact that it has the full inflectional 
paradigm of a noun. This is illustrated by the follow
ing paradigm of the noun of time designation ie /leel/ 
"night".

(5)
(a) /leel/ uninflected form.
(b) /illeel/ "the night" inflected for definiteness by a 

definite article.
(c) /layali/ "nights" inflected for number.
(d) /leelatin/ "a night" inflected for indefiniteness.
(e) /leelteen/ "2 nights" inflects for duality.
(f) /leelah/ inflects for gender ie feminine form.
(g) /leeli/ "my night" inflects for possession.

Being a noun of time designation and not a temporal 
nominalj /leel/ as with all other nouns of time designa
tion must be introduced by a preposition when it is
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generated in Comp. and functions ' as a temporal in 
relation to the S node it introduces. And as the prepo
sition that introduces a noun of time designation is not 
a fossilized part of its lexical composition, it governs 
this noun, which it introduces, and requires it to have 
a definite article. It also allows that noun to be 
qualified by an adjectival,! as demonstrated by sen
tences (2) and S-structure (4).

It follows that a noun of time designation generat
ed in Comp, and not introduced by a preposition is not a 
temporal, instead it functions as a topic NP. This is 
demonstrated by the following sentence and its S-struc
ture :

(6)
(a) //illeel/ - -> fahuw barad/

The night, it definitely is cold.

iNouns of time designation differ in this respect 
from temporal nominals ie a temporal nominal cannot be 
qualified by an adjective, for example, */ilhiin ittaa- 
ti/ is ill-formed because */ilhiin/ is qualified by an 
adjective (See Chapter IV, Part II, for a more detailed 
discussion of some of the D.A.D. temporal nominals).



Comp topic NP(1) emphatic jnp ẑ; 
| J[ conj . i INFL Pred. P 

[-time] j
NP-Q N N

fa
Det N pronoun N
il leel huw 

[masc. 
sing][masc. sing] bar ad

binding

Not being a temporal, NP(1) does not control the time 
reference of the S node it introduces. It simply binds

is a topic NP.
Consequently, it may be said that one of the basic 

differences between a noun of time designation and a 
temporal nominal is that the former must be introduced 
by a preposition when it functions as a temporal while 
the temporal nominal does not. This is demonstrated by 
the following sentences in which we have a comparison 
between a noun of time designation and a temporal nomi
nal generated as the temporal NP:

NP(2) in the S node it introduces. This is because it
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(i)

(a) j^filleelj - -> hiy b arad/
At night, it (fem. and sing.) is cold.

(b) ^issubih j--> hiy barad/
In the morning, it is cold.

(c) * /jfissubihj~-> hiy barad/
As /issubih/ is a temporal nominal# it functions as a 

temporal without being introduced by a preposition; 
therefore, sentence (b) is well-formed whereas (c) is 
ill-formed. As for the noun of time designation, it 
must be introduced by a preposition so as to function as

a temporal, as illustrated by sentence (a). Therefore, 
both /filleel/ and /issubih/ function as temporals in 
relation to the S nodes they introduce despite the fact 
that /issubih/ is not introduced by a preposition. This 
is demonstrated by the following S-structures.
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(8)

INFL Pred. P
[+future(

time 3 NP
Comp temporal

pronoun
hiy

[fern, sin^ $ 
3rd per/]

leel 
[masc. sing] 
[+future time]

Comp temporal NP INFL 
[+future 

time]
issubih 

[masc. sing]
[+future time

/hiy cjp 
fern. sing. 
3rd pers]

Pred. P

That /issubih/ functions as a temporal despite its non
introduction by a preposition is demonstrated by its not 
binding any NP in the S node it introduces; rather it 
simply controls its time reference. Therefore, a tempo-
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ral that is a PP should be distinguished from one that 
is not.
1.3.1.1.4: Time government by a temporal clause:

In this section, we deal with complex sentences in 
which we have a matrix clause and a temporal clause. 
And since we are discussing nominal sentences, the ma
trix clauses of the complex sentences discussed here are 
nominal clauses. As for the temporal clauses, they are 
always verbal in structure and may be introduced by a 
temporal particlel or a temporal nominal.2 The examples 
that will be tackled in this section are those temporal 
clauses that are introduced by temporal nominals and 
that are embedded in the Comp, of a D.A.D. nominal ma
trix clause. The purpose of their discussion here is 
simply to demonstrate that temporals in D.A.D. differ 
from topics*) which are also generated in Comp. This 
difference is that temporals are not only clausal in

1a temporal particle is a temporal clause introdu
cer that is not a nominal. For examples, see pp. 454-8 of 
Introduction of Chapter IV, Part II.

^There are two different types of temporal nominals 
those that introduce temporal clauses and those that do 
not. For examples of those that introduce temporal 
clauses see the Introduction of" Chapter IV, Part II. 
And for those that do not see pp. 224-231 of Chapter 
III of Part I, and Chapter IV of Part II.
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status but may also be clausal in structure as well. 
This reinforces the fact that a temporal even when it is 
phrasal in structure still has a clausal status because 
it represents a separate clause that is on par with the 
matrix clause and controls the time reference of that 
matrix clause. It differs in that respect from the 
topic nominal because the latter only controls a consti
tuent in the S node it introduces ie the NP it binds; 
therefore it is always phrasal in status as well as in 
structure.1

The following sentences are examples of such nomi
nal matrix clauses whose time reference is controlled by 
a temporal clause that is generated in their Comp.

(1)
(a) /min yoom tijiin/wana wayyahum/

From day you are coming and I am with them.
I've been with them eversince you have come.

(b) /ftugbima maat ?abu ftiylaani/ ?inni fi faggir/
After that died father of my children, I am in po 

verty.
When my husband died, I was in poverty.

1-See pp. 56, 59, .149-155 of Introduction and p. 167 
No. 2(6) of Introduction of Part I for examples of topic 
nominals.
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This is demonstrated by the following S-structures 
of sentences 1(a) + (b), which also demonstrate that the 
temporal clause is dominated by an NP. This is because 
the temporal clause must be assigned the 0 role "tempo
ral" at LF and it is only visible if it, has Case. And 
Case, according to the theory used in this thesis, is 
assigned to NPs; therefore, the temporal clause is domi
nated by an NP for the sake of Case assignment and 0 
marking.
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Comp
Comp temporal NP

Q

pronoun
(?) ana

NP" INFL Pred. P
__ [tcontinuous I 
N ie from past PP 
| to presem

min yoom

pronoun

ma^ahum
pronoun

INFL 
[Imper
fect ive 
aspect]

, AGR
small pro [2nd pers. 
[2nd pers. fern, sing] 
fern, sing]

small pro 
[3rd pers
Pi]

Pred

V

VP
I
V
i. * • * •tij n n

[+continuous ie from past to present]
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(b)

INFL Pred. P
[- continuous 
ie past time] PP

"\

Comp temporal

pronoun
Comp temporal i m m

Sugbima faqqirINFL 
[Perfective 
aspect] 

pronoun AGR
[3rd pers. 

impersonal [masc.
small pro sing]
[3rd pers. 
masc. sing]

[-Continuous] '(abu ^Liylaani

It is not our purpose to analize the internal 
structure of the temporal clause;1 examples of which 
have been incorporated in this section in order to show 
that the D.A.D. temporal may be phrasal or clausal in 
structure. Therefore, it is sufficient to say here that 
the temporal clause is a verbal clause and that its time

3-For a more detailed discussion of temporal clauses 
in D.A.D. see the Introduction of Chapter IV, Part II.
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reference is the net result of the time reference of its 
clause introducer (be it a temporal nominal or a temporal 
particle) and its verb form (be it perfective or imper- 
fective). And with some temporal clauses, the conjunc
tion /wa/, which introduces S node, also plays a part in 
the indication of the time reference of that S node.

This is verified by S-structures (a) + (b). In (a) 
we find that the matrix clause acquires the syntactic 
feature [+ continuous] because of the temporal clause 
that introduces it. This is because this temporal clause 
has the temporal nominal /min yoom/ as its introducer; 
has an imperfective verb form ie /tijiin/ and its S node 
is introduced by the conjunction /wa/. And in (b) , the 
matrix clause acquires [- continuous] because its tempo
ral clause is introduced by the temporal nominal /£ugbi- 
ma/ and its verb form is perfective. However, despite 
this difference in the syntactic feature ie [+ conti
nuous] both temporal clauses govern the S node they 
introduce because they determine the time reference of 
the matrix clause, which is a nominal clause.

In conclusion of this very brief discussion of the 
D.A.D. temporal clauses governing the time reference of 
nominal matrix clauses in whose Comp, they are generated^
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it can be said that the D.A.D. nominal clause has its 
time reference determined on the sentence level by a 
temporal clause or a temporal phrase in structure even 
though both the temporal clause and the temporal phrase 
are clausal in status since they are both on par with S 
node as a whole. The temporal phrase is also a nominal 
in structure in the sense that it does not have a verb 
and it may be composed of a temporal nominal that does 
not introduce temporal clauses,1 a temporal nominal 
construct or a temporal PP, as exemplified earlier. The 
temporal phrase may also be said to be associated with 
the time features present, past or future. As for the 
temporal clause, it is verbal in structure because it is 
always a verbal clause. It can also be said that it is 
associated with the syntactic feature of [+ continuous]. 
That is, it makes the matrix clause it introduces ac
quire the syntactic feature [+ continuous] and this is, 
of course, registered in its INFL, as shown above.

In the following section, we will briefly show how 
the time reference of a nominal sentence that has no 
temporal generated in its Comp, is determined. To do

1-For a more detailed discussion of this type of 
temporal nominal see Chapter IV of Part II.
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so, the analyst has to deal briefly with its previous 
discourse despite the fact that the analysis encountered 
in this thesis is essentially on the sentence level. 
The purpose of such an analysis is to show that the 
D.A.D. nominal sentence with no temporal generated in 
its own Comp, is still capable of time indication. But 
it is dependent in such a case on its previous discourse 
and, therefore, there is absolutely no necessity in 
assuming that the nominal sentence has a VP category at 
LF for the sake of its time indication even when it has 
no temporal in its Comp.

1.3.1.2: The D.A.D. nominal sentence without a temporal 
in its Comp.

A D.A.D. nominal sentence with no temporal in its 
Comp, registers in its INFL the syntactic feature [- 
time] because its time reference is not determined on 
the sentence level. Nevertheless, such sentences may 
still have their time reference determined by their 
speech reference or by the previous discourse.

By speech reference is meant that the nominal sen
tence is associated with the present time when it is 
spoken in the present. This is, of course, an implicit 
association that is not dependent on linguistic factors;
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and therefore, INFL does not register such a time asso
ciation. That is, INFL only registers the syntactic 
feature [+ time] when its Comp, has a temporal. For 
clarity of exposition, this is demonstrated by the fol
lowing sentences and their S-structures:

(1)
(a) /halhiin --> ilwalad mudarris/

Now, the boy is a teacher.
(b) /ilwalad mudarris/

The boy is a teacher.
(2)

(a)

Comp
Comp^^temporal I
I-Q N

halhiin 
[+present time]

SVINFL 
[+present 

time] 
AGR 

[masc. sing]
ilwalad

Pred. P

mudarris
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(b)
S

Comp S

- Q INFL
time
INFL 

t- time] 
AGR

Pred. P
N NP

[masc. sing]
N

ilwalad
N

mudarris

It is sentence (1)(a) whose INFL has' the syntactic fea
ture [+ present time] because its Comp, has a temporal. 
As for (lb), its INFL has the syntactic feature [- time] 
because it has no temporal generated in its Comp. Never
theless, if sentence (lb) is uttered in the present, it 
is implicitly associated with the present time. But as 
this association is dependent on its speech reference, 
and not on any formal manifestation on the sentence 
level, it is not registered in its INFL; and therefore 
INFL has the syntactic feature [- time] , as indicated 
earlier.

The time reference of the D.A.D. nominal sentence 
with no temporal in its Comp, may also be determined by 
its previous discourse; in which case a temporal in the 
Comp, of a previous sentence determines its time refer
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ence. This is illustrated by the following very short 
discourse;

From first, they are pulling from the well.
They used to pull water from the well.

(b) /wilmuyyah waajid/
And the water used to be much.

Sentence (a) has a temporal generated in its Comp, ie 
/min ?awwal/. As for sentence (b) , it does not have a 
temporal generated in its Comp but it is, nevertheless, 
associated with the past time because the temporal /min 
?awwal/ is generated in the Comp, of a sentence in its 
previous discourse. This may be demonstrated by the 
following S-structure of sentence (b).

(3)
(a) ^ain ?awwal/--> yiz £abuun min i^iliib/ 

(4)
S

Comp

[+DTR] 
[+past time]

N
N

INFL 
[ - time]

S
Pred. P

NP
N

ilmuyyah
N

waaj id
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As the time reference of sentence (b) is not determined 
on the sentence level (ie by means of a temporal in its 
Comp.), its INFL has the syntactic feature [- time]. But 
as its time reference is nevertheless formally manifest
ed (ie by means of a temporal generated in the Comp, of 
a sentence in its previous discourse) , it should be 
indicated at its S-structure, as shown by (4). It dif
fers in this respect from speech reference, as shown by 
S-structure (2b) .

The time reference of sentence (3b) , however, is 
registered in Comp, itself under [+ DTR] ie Discourse 
Time Reference, and not under INFL as shown by (4). 
This is to distinguish between a nominal sentence whose 
time reference is determined on the sentence level (ie 
by a temporal generated in its Comp.) and one whose time 
reference is determined by an analysis of its previous 
discourse (ie by a temporal in the Comp, of a sentence 
in its previous discourse). Therefore, INFL only regis
ters the time features on the sentence level whereas DTR 
registers the time features that are determined by the 
previous discourse.

DTR is under Comp, itself, and not under the Comp. 
A-position, because it registers a time feature, and not
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a temporal nominal. That is, temporal nominals are 
generated in the Comp. A-position but the time feature 
carried on from the previous discourse is registered 
under Comp, itself. And being registered in Comp itself, 
DTR, as shown by S-structure (4), does not require 
Chomsky adjunction. This allows it to "minimally c- 
command" the S node it introduces. That isr even in a 
nominal sentence that has no temporal generated in its 
Comp, its time reference is determined by a time feature 
that is generated in its Comp and that also governs the 
S node it introduces. This is because the syntactic 
feature [+ past time], carried on from the previous 
discourse, is registered in its Comp under DTR, as shown 
in S-structure (4).

The dependence of a nominal sentence with no tempo
ral in its Comp on the temporal of another sentence in 
its previous discourse verifies the claim that the 
D.A.D. nominal sentence has no VP category at any level 
of its syntactic representation. This is because even 
when it does not have a temporal in its own Comp, it is 
not dependent on the presence of a VP category at its LF 
for its time indication, rather it is dependent on an NP 
in a sentence in its previous discourse ie the temporal
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NP. Therefore, the D.A.D. nominal sentence with or 
without a temporal in its own Comp is totally not depen
dent on the category VP for its time indication.

The above discussion has also shown that INFL in 
the D.A.D. nominal sentence is an abstraction of the 
time reference on the sentence level only; therefore, it 
only registers the feature [+ time] when there is a 
temporal generated in the Comp of its S node. This 
points to the fact that there is a close relation be
tween INFL and the Comp A-position, which generates 
temporals. As for Comp itself and INFL, there is no 
such relation as shown by the fact that INFL does not 
register the time feature recorded under DTR. This 
demonstrates that INFL does not carry on the time refer
ence of a temporal in a sentence in the previous dis
course .

The above discussion has also shown that the time 
reference of the D.A.D. nominal sentence with a temporal 
in its Comp or without a temporal in its Comp is acquir
ed by means of the government of its S node by an ele
ment in its Comp. When the nominal sentence has no 
temporal generated in its Comp, the time reference of a 
sentence in its previous discourse is carried on to it
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and this time feature is registered under D.T.R. in its 
Comp.,1 which "minimally c-commands" the S node it in
troduces, and, therefore, governs the time reference of 
that S node. And when the nominal sentence does have a 
temporal generated in its Comp, its time reference is 
also determined by government even though the temporal 
does not c-command its S node since its involves Chomsky 
adjunction. That is, the temporal nevertheless governs 
its S node because Comp, is taken to be the head of S, 
and therefore, S node is its complement. As a matter of 
fact, the assumption that Comp, is the head of S and S 
node is its complement allows the temporal not only to 
govern its S node but also to properly govern it since 
proper government is the relation between the head and 
its complement.

1.3.2: How the D.A.D. verbal sentence indicates time
The verb forms in D.A.D. "have no specific markers 

of past versus present, although there are markers of 
aspect." (B. Comrie 1981:82). The perfective verb form 
conveys the perfective aspect and the imperfective verb 
form conveys the imperfective aspect. The latter aspect

1-See p . 253 S-structure (4) for an example.
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essentially pays attention to the "internal structure of 
the situation" (Comrie 1981:16) whereas the former as
pect "indicates the view of the situation as a single 
whole, without distinction of the various phases that 
make up the situation." (Comrie 1981:16).

However, "there is a close relationship between 
imperfective aspect and the present time, and between 
perfective aspect and past time in these languages with
out tense markers." (Comrie 1981:83). This may be illu
strated in D.A.D. by the following sentences:

Today, they went.
The change in time ie from present in (a) to past in (b) 
is basically the result of the change in the verb form 
from imperfective to that of perfective. This is demon
strated by their S-structures and the following discus
sion:

(X)
7-> yiruhuun/oom

Today, they are going or will go.
raahu/
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(2)

Comp
Comp NP
Q temporal N

ilyoom 
[+present 

time]

INFL 
[+Imper- 

fective 
I aspect]

pronoun [+present 
| time]

small pro AGR
[3rd pers. [3rd pers 

p H  pi]

Pred.

V Imper
fective

yiruhuun 
[3rd pers. 

pi]

(b)

Comp
Colnp NP
i i-Q temporal N

ilyoom
[+present

time]

NP"~ INFL Pred.
[+Perfect- [

N ive VP
| aspect] \

pronoun [+present V Per-
| time] fective

small pro AGR 
[3rd pers. [3rd pers. raahu

pi] pi] [3rd pers.
Pi]

The temporal NP has the temporal nominal /ilyoom/ and so 
it makes these sentences associated with the present 
time of "today". But this present time may be a near 
future time, and this is the case when it cooccurs with 
an imperfective verb, as exemplified by sentence 1(a)
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and its S-structure 2(a). The present time of /ilyoom/ 
may also be set in the very recent past if it cooccurs 
with a perfective verb. This is the case with sentence 
1(b) and its S-structure 2(b). Therefore, there is a 
close relationship between imperfective aspect and the 
present or near future time whereas there is a close 
relationship between perfective aspect and past time in 
D.A.D. syntax.

Nevertheless, it cannot be denied that the time 
reference of the D.A.D. verbal sentence is still partly 
determined by the temporal NP that is generated in its 
Comp. This has been demonstrated by sentences (1) and 
may be further demonstrated by the following sentences.

1.3.2.1: Sentences with imperfective verbs 
(1)

(a) /min ?awwal --> yihuttuun raashum ci3a/
From first, they used to put their head like this. 
They used to wear their hair like this.

(b) /min baa<jir --> yihuttuun raashum ci£a/
From tomorrow, they put their head like this.
They will be wearing their hair like this.

(c) /halhiin --> yihuttuun raashum cl£a/
Now, they are wearing their hair like this.
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(2)
(a) /min ?awwal --> innaas yiz£abuun min ilgilbaan/ 

People used to pull water from the wells.
(b) /min baa^ir --> innaas yiz£abuun min ilgilbaan/ 

They will be pulling water from the wells.
(c) /halhiin --> innaas yiz£abuun min ilgilbaan/

Now, they are pulling water from the wells.
(3)

(a) /min ?awwal --> nihutt mi^aat/
We used to wear mishaat (in our hair)

(b) /min baa^ir --> nihutt misaat/
We will be putting ie (wearing) mishaat (in 

hair)
(c) /halhiin --> nihutt mi&aat/

Now, we are putting (wearing) mishaat.
(4)

(a) /min ?awwal --> yakluun lahim innajdiyaat/
They used eat goat’s meat.

(b) /min baa9ir --> yakluun lahim innajdiyaat/
They will be eating goat’s meat.

(c) '/halhiin --> yakluun lahim innajdiyaat/
Now, they are eating (ie eat) goat's meat.

our
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(5)
(a) /min ?awwal --> nijiibha min ilmahassad/

We used to bring her from the field.
(b) /min baaqir --> nijiibha min ilmahassad/

We will be bringing her from the field.
(c) /halhiin --> nijiibha min ilmahassad/

Now, we are bringing her from the field.
(6)

(a) /min ?awwal --> yigruun/ They used to read.
(b) /min baa^ir --> yigruun/ They will be reading.
(c) /halhiin --> yigruun/ Now, they are reading.

All of the above mentioned sentences have imper
fective verbs, which convey the imperfective aspect and 
this aspect denotes the action in a progressive state. 
Consequently, these actions may be set in any time re
ference in accordance with the temporal NP that is 
generated in its Comp. Therefore, when the verbal sen
tence has an imperfective verb and the temporal nominal 
/min ?awwal/ generated as its temporal NP, it conveys a 
past continuous action but when it has an imperfective 
verb and the temporal nominal /min baa^ir/ is generated 
as its temporal NP, it conveys a future continuous ac
tion. And when it has an imperfective verb and the
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temporal nominal /halhiin/ as its temporal NP, it con
veys a present continuous action. It is in this respect 
that time is indicated in the D.A.D. verbal sentence 
with an imperfective verb partly by its verb form and 
partly by its temporal NP.1

1.3.2.2: Sentences with perfective verb form:
Discussion of verbal sentences with perfective verb 

forms also verifies the fact that their time reference 
is partly determined by the verb and partly by the tem
poral. This is demonstrated by the following sentences: 

(1)
(a) /min ?awwal --> jah/

From first, he came ie He came and is no longer 
here.
(b) /halhiin --> jah/

Now, he came ie He has just come.
(2)

(a) /min ?awwal --> raah/
From first, he went. He went away a long time ago 

and he may be back now.
(b) /halhiin --> raah/

-̂For more examples of D.A.D. temporals, see Chapter 
III, Part I, pp. 221-224 and Chapter IV, Part II.
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Now, he went ie He has just gone.
(3)

(a) /min ?awwal --> tajawwaz/
From first he married. He got married a long time 
ago.

(b) /halhiin --> tajawwaz/
Now, he married. He has just gotten married.
(4)

(a) /min ?awwal --> hajj/
From first, he pilgrimaged. He had been on a pil

grimage a long time ago.
(b) /halhiin --> hajj/

Now, he pilgrimaged. He has just been on a pilgrim 
age.
As the perfective verb is associated with the past 

time, the generation of /min baaî ir/ as its temporal NP 
is not possible. As for /min ?awwal/, it sets it in a 
distant time past whereas /halhiin/ sets it in one that 
is of the immediate past. Therefore, even the time re
ference of verbal sentences with perfective verbs is 
partly determined by the verb and partly by the temporal
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NP despite the fact that it is anomalous with the tempo-

This interdependence on the verb form and the tem
poral NP for the time reference of the D.A.D. verbal
sentence is also demonstrated by the following S-struc
tures of sentences (2)(a) and (1) (b), in which INFL
registers the time reference of both the verb and the
temporal.

ral nominal /min baa^ir/, which indicates futurity.

(5)
(a)

S
Comp

Comp temporal NP
S

- Q [4- past tim 
AGR 

[3rd pers

INFL Pre
[imperfect- |

ive aspect] VP
Pred.

[+ past time
min ? awwal

j fective 
yiz^abuun >

. pci. e>
pi] /

V Imper- PP
I fective A

min ilgibaan
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(b)
S

Com INFL Pred.
[+ Perfective

-Q
halhiin 

[+present time]

N r a S P e C t ]present
time]

VP
V

small pro Perfective 
[3rd pers. 
masc. sing] jah

As S-structure (a) has an INFL that has an imperfective 
aspect and the syntactic feature [+ past time] , the 
sentence has the time reference of that of a past conti
nuous time. On the other hand, as S-structure (b) has 
an INFL that has a perfective aspect and the syntactic 
feature [+ present time], the sentence conveys an imme
diate past time. Therefore, the time reference of the 
D.A.D. verbal sentence is indeed partly determined by 
the verb form it has and partly by the temporal if it 
has one.l

1-As this study is basically concerned with an anal
ysis on the sentence level, nothing is said about a 
verbal sentence in relation to its previous discourse. 
The nominal sentence in relation to its previous dis
course was very briefly discussed to show its non depen
dence on the VP category even when it does not have a 
temporal NP generated in its Comp.
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That the D.A.D. verbal sentence has its time refer
ence indicated in a different way from that which is 
used in the nominal sentence provides further evidence 
of the autonomy of the nominal sentence in D.A.D. syn
tax. That is, time in the D.A.D. nominal sentence is 
indicated by means of a temporal NP but in the verbal 
sentence it is indicated partly by the verb form and 
partly by the temporal NP. Therefore, the D.A.D. nomi
nal sentence should not be regarded as having an 
"abstract VP category" at any level of its syntactic 
representation.
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CHAPTER IV

1.4: Other Syntactic Differences between the D.A.D. 
Nominal Sentence and the Verbal Sentence for the 
Indication of the Autonomy of the Former 
Apart from the difference between the nominal sen

tence and the verbal sentence as regards time indication^ 
they also differ as regards the rule of subject inver
sion; the rules for reflexivity and reciprocity; and the 
rules for Case assignment, Such differences naturally 
verify the fact that the D.A.D, nominal sentence repre
sents an autonomous sentential configuration in its 
syntactic system,

1.4.1: The rule of subject inversion:
The rule of subject inversion, which applies to the 

D.A.D. verbal sentence, does not apply to the nominal 
sentence. This is another syntactic evidence that nomi
nal sentences are autonomous from verbal sentences,ie in 
the verbal sentence you can invert the subject whereas 
in the nominal sentence you cannot. This is demonstrat
ed by the following sentences:

(1) Nominal sentences:
(a) ^ilwalad /gaatir/ The boy is clever.
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(b) /^lbint^hilwah/ The girl is pretty.
(c) */&aatirinji.1 walad//
(d) * /hilwah/ilbinl^/

(2) Verbal sentences:
(i) /Saaf/ilwalad/ ilbint/

Saw the boy the girl.
(ii) /raah/ ilwalac^/

Went the boy.
(iii) /yjgifuun/irrajajii]/ ilbint/

They see the men the girl.
( iv) /yiruhuun /ilbanaat//

Go the girls ie The girls go.
(v) ^ilbanaatJyiruhuun/

The girls go.
(vi) ^irraj aj iilj yi&ifuun ilbint/

The men see the girl.
(vii) ^ilwalad/ raah/

The boy went.
(viii) ^ilwaladj & a a f  ilbint/

The boy saw the girl.
Sentences (1) illustrate that the NP subject in the 

D.A.D. nominal sentence must be in prepredicate posi
tion. It is in this respect that sentences (a) + (b)
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are well-formed whereas those of (c) + (d) are ill-form
ed. This verifies that the rule of subject inversion 
which moves the NP subject from prepredicate position to 
an adjunct position in the predicate phrase is not ap
plicable to the D.A.D. nominal sentence.

Sentences (2) , on the other hand, illustrate that 
the rule of subject inversion does apply to D.A.D. verb
al sentences. Sentences (v) - (viii) have their NP
subject in preverbal position whereas sentence (i)-(iv) 
have their NP subject in a postverbal position. That 
is, in the D.A.D. verbal sentence the NP subject may be 
moved from preverbal position to an adjunct position in 
a postverbal position.

The assumption that the NP subject of the verbal 
sentence in D.A.D. may be moved from preverbal position 
to a postverbal position presupposes that the D.A.D. 
verbal sentence is an SVO sentence. And the fact that 
D.A.D. is an SVO language is based on the following 
premises:

(3)
(a) An NP subject with a pronominal as its head must be 

preverbal, and not postverbal.
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(b) An NP subject with the Name of God as its head is 
usually preverbal, and not postverbal.
(c) An NP subject in a nominal sentence is always pre 
predicate.

The first premise is illustrated by the following 
sentences;

(d) */tikidd/hiy/$ala £iylaanha/
Sentences (a) + (b) are well-formed. As for sen

tences (c) + (d) , they are ill-formed because the NP 
subject is a pronominal that has been moved from prever
bal position to a postverbal position.

The second premise is illustrated by the following 
sentences:

(4)
(a) niruuh nihattib wayyahum/

We go to plough with them.
(b) //hLyj tikidd £ala £iylaanha/

She works to provide for her children.
(c) */niruuh/?inhin j niha11ib wayyahum/

(5)
(a) ' yirham haalna/

God may he be merciful to us.
(b) yiyfir iSSinuub killaha/
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God forgives all the sins.
(c) */yirham/?allaty haalna/
(d) */yiyfir/? allah/ i 35jnuub killaha/

Sentences (a) + (b) are well-formed. But those of
(c) + (d) are not because the NP subject with the name 
of God has been moved from preverbal position to a post- 
verbal position.

The third premise is illustrated by every example 
of the D.A.D. nominal sentence that has been cited in 
this thesis,1 indicating that the NP subject in the 
D.A.D. nominal sentence is always in a prepredicate 
position.

Therefore, it is maintained that the NP subject in 
the D.A.D. verbal sentence is also preverbal and that it 
is moved under certain conditions to a postverbal posi
tion. This allows us to have one base r u l e 2  for the 
sentence formation of both verbal and nominal sentences 
even though the NP subject of the D.A.D. verbal sentence 
may undergo to an optional movement rule that moves it 
from preverbal position to a postverbal position. This

1-See the sentences in Chapters IIf III and pp. 280- 
288 and of Chapter IV of Part I for examples of nominal 
sentences.

^See pp. 172-173 of Chapter I, Part I for the D.A.D. 
base rule-
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rule is optionally applied only when the NP subject of 
the D.A.D. verbal sentence is not a pronominal or the 
Name of God.

And the purpose of this movement rule is to make 
the NP subject less emphatic ie when the NP subject is 
in a preverbal position, it is more emphatic than when 
it is in a postverbal position. That is, the marked
form of the NP subject is the less emphatic form, in 
which case it is in a postverbal position. This does 
seem to be a general trend in D.A.D. syntax ie the mark
ed forms involve movement and movement is that of lower
ing, and not raising, therefore, the marked form is the 
less emphatic form. This has been substantiated by the 
movement of the NP subject from preverbal position to a 
postverbal position. It has also been substantiated by 
the movement of the temporal NP from Comp to an adjunct 
position in S node by the rule of Temporal Lowering 
(TL). That is, when the temporal NP has been moved from 
Comp by the rule of (TL) it becomes less emphatic.1

The inapplicability of the rule of subject inver
sion to the D.A.D. nominal sentence has demonstrated

^For examples and further discussion see pp. 72, 78-80, and 140 of Introduction-
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another difference in the syntactic behaviour between a 
nominal sentence and a verbal sentence, consequently, 
verifying the autonomy of the nominal sentence in D.A.D. 
syntax. It has also led to another difference between 
the nominal sentence and that of the verbal. This dif
ference concerns the syntactic distribution of one of 
the exponents of the empty category in D.A.D. syntax ie 
small pro. That is, the syntactic distribution of small 
pro in the D.A.D. verbal sentence is wider than it is in 
the nominal sentence. This is because in the verbal sen
tence small pro may be generated as the subject whereas 
in the nominal sentence it cannot. And this is due to 
the fact that AGR of the verbal sentence is a proper 
governor and so it can properly govern small pro! when 
it is generated as its subject. As for AGR of the 
D.A.D. nominal sentence, it is not a proper governor and 
so small pro cannot be generated as its subject. And 
AGR of the D.A.D. nominal sentence is not a proper gov
ernor because it is not a governor of an extraction 
site, which must be properly governed. That is, as the 
NP subject of the D.A.D. nominal sentence is not moved

•̂ •Recall that small pro in D.A.D. is properly gov
erned, and not just governed. See pp. 111-122 of Intro
duction.
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from the pre-predicate position, the pre-predicate posi
tion in the nominal sentence is not an extraction site; 
therefore, it is simply a governed position. And being 
simply a governed position, small pro cannot be gener
ated in it. Xt follows that small pro is more restrict
ed in its syntactic distribution in the nominal sentence 
than it is in the verbal sentence.

This difference in the syntactic distribution of 
small pro in turn leads to a difference in the nature of 
AGR in the D.A.D. nominal sentence from that of the 
verbal sentence. Apart from not being a proper governor, 
AGR of the D.A.D. nominal sentence also differs from 
that of the verbal sentence in that it does not have 
heavy inflection, which is inflection of number, gender 
and person. As a matter of fact, it is the presence of 
heavy inflection in the AGR of the verbal sentence that 
enables it to locally determine the presence of small 
prol and it is the non-presence of heavy inflection in 
the AGR of the nominal sentence that makes the local 
determination of a subject small pro not possible. And 
the fact that AGR of the D.A.D. nominal sentence has no
heavy inflection is indicated by its predicate phrase,

1-See pp. 92 - 98 of Introduction.
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which may have inflection for number and gender but 
never for person. On the other hand, the predicate 
phrase of the D.A.D. verbal sentence always has inflec
tion for number, gender and person; the fact which indi
cates that its AGR has heavy inflection. Therefore, 
despite the fact that both the nominal and the verbal 
sentence in D.A.D. have AGR, yet AGR in the nominal 
sentence has no heavy inflection and is not a proper 
governor whereas in the verbal sentence it has heavy 
inflection and is a proper governor.
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1.4.2: The Rule of Reflexivity and Reciprocity in D.A.D.
Syntax

In D.A.D. syntax, reflexivity is indicated in a 
different way from reciprocity ie it involves a slightly 
different rule from that involved in reciprocity. Fur
thermore, reflexivity in a D.A.D. nominal sentence in
volves a different rule from that found in a verbal 
sentence. And in a similar respect, reciprocity in a 
nominal sentence involves a different rule from that 
found in a verbal sentence. Such differences will be 
expounded in the following discussion because it pro
vides further evidence of the autonomy of the D.A.D. 
nominal sentence.

Such differences, however, are at the level of 
surface structure. At a more abstract level, both the 
verbal as well as the nominal sentences whether reflex
ive or reciprocal subsume to the binding conditions as 
postulated by Chomsky (1981a). The fact that both nomi
nal and verbal sentences subsume to the binding condi
tions, at a more abstract level ie at S-structure, not 
only indicates the universality of such a condition but 
more importantly the feasibility, in theory, of having 
nominal sentences, which are sentences with no VP cate
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gory at any level of their syntactic representation. 
That is, if it can be shown that the very conditions 
that account for reflexivity and reciprocity in the 
English sentence can also account for reflexivity and 
reciprocity in not only the D.A.D. verbal sentence but 
also the nominal one, then it can be maintained that the 
configuration with no VP category and that has been 
called na nominal sentence" in D.A.D. syntax is justly 
regarded as sentential, and not phrasal. This is because 
the very same principles that underlie reflexivity and 
reciprocity in the English sentence and the D.A.D verbal 
sentence also underlie the nominal sentence without 
having to assume that there is a VP at any level of its 
syntactic representation. This proves the feasibility 
of having a nominal sentence (ie a sentential configura
tion without a VP category) in theory, apart from its 
being a linguistic fact as indicated by D.A.D. syntax. 
Therefore, even when we maintain that the D.A.D. nominal 
sentence subsumes to the same principles that underlie 
the verbal sentence at a more abstract level as regards 
reflexivity and reciprocity, this does not diminish the 
autonomy of nominal sentences in D.A.D. syntax. On the 
contrary, it points to the fact that from the theoreti-
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cal point of view a sentence with no VP category is a 
feasible possibility since the principles that underlie 
the sentential configuration in English also do apply to 
it.

1.4.2.1: An Analysis of Reflexivity in D.A.D. Syntax
In D.A.D., reflexivity is indicated by means of a 

reflexive clitic, which is realized in the verbal sen
tence as a verbal affix and in the nominal sentence as 
a nominal.

1.4.2.1.1: Reflexivity in Nominal Sentences:
For the generation of a reflexive nominal sentence, 

the following base rule is required.
(1)

(i) S --> NP(1) INFL Pred. P.
(ii) Pred. P. --> NP(2) PP.
(iii) NP(2) --> has a participle as its head.
(iv) PP --> P NP(3).
(v) P --> f  /min/ with passive particples'J 

V, /bi/ with active particples )

(vi) NP(3) --> nominal construct with /nafs-h pronominal 
suffix/ as its head.
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The above base rule generates the following sen
tences, which are nominal and have the reflexive clitic 
/nafs + pronominal suffix/.

(2) Nominal sentences with a Passive Particple:
(i) /huw mistansin min/naf sify/

He is pleased with himself.
(ii) /hiy mistanistin min/nafsaha^y 

She is pleased with herself.
(iii) /?ana mistansin min/hafsiyf!

I am pleased (masc. sing) with myself.
(iv) /?ana mistanistin min/haf^i^

I am pleased (fem. sing) with myself.
(v) /?inhin mistansiin min /nafs in a/i

We are pleased (pi) with ourselves.
(vi) /hum mistansiin min/naf sihunp

They are pleased with themselves.
(vii) /?inta mistansin min/hafsil̂ /

You (masc. sing) are pleased with yourself.
(viii) /?inti mistanistin min ̂ afsi^/

You (fem. sing) are pleased with yourself.
(ix) /?intum mistansiin min yhafsikun^

You (pi) are pleased with yourselves.
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(3) Nominal sentences with an Active Particple:
(i) /hiy &aayi£tin bj&afsaha/

She is happy with herself.
(ii) /huw SaaySin bj^af

He is happy with himself.
(iii) /hum SaaySiin byfiafsihuaŷ

They are happy with themselves.
(iv) /?ana Saaysin bj/fiafsiy/

I am happy (masc. sing) with myself.
(v) /?ana Saayi&tin b^iafsiyj!

I am happy (fem. sing) with myself.
(vi) /?inhin &aay&iin bimafsixvejl 

We are happy with oursleves.
(vii) /?inta saay&in bj/iaf sik/

You (masc. sing) are happy with yourself.
(viii) /?inti SaayiStin b j/Safsig/

You (fem. sing) are happy with yourself.
(ix) /?intum &aay£iin b^nafsikun^

You (pi) are happy with yourselves 
Taking sentences (2)(i) and (iii) as well as (3)

(iii) as examples, we have the following S-structures:
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(4)

NP(1) INFL 
[- time] 
AGR 
[masc. 
sing]

Pred, P
pronoun
huw [3rd pers. 

masc.sing]
X

NP(2)

passive N 
particple

Indefinite 
marker

mistans

N Possm m
prop, govt 

reflexive n pronoun
clitic

local 
determiner

nafs

NP(1) binds 
NP(3)

small pro 
^^^^>[3rd pers. 

masc. sing]
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Pred. P

NP(1) INFL 
[- time] 
AGR 
[masc. 
sing]pronoun

?ana [1st pers.
sing]

X

passive N 
particple

Indefinite 
marker

mistans

NPC3)
min

reflexive ^ 
clitic

nafs

NP(1) binds 
NP(3)

N Poss N 
>

prop. govt
pronoun

local
determiner 

i(y) small pro
  >[lst pers.

sing]
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Pred. P

A NP(1) INFL
[- time]

[3rd pers.
pronoun
hum [3rd pers.pilX

NP(2)

active N 
particple

Plural
marker

&aayis
iin

Poss N 
>

prop, govt
pronounreflexive N 

cliticNP(1) binds 
NP(3) local

 determiner
afs^hu^) small pro

w [3rd {>ers.

S-structures (4)(a), (b) and (c) demonstrate that NP(1) 
binds NP(3) because NP(3) has a reflexive clitic ie 
/nafs + pronominal suffix/. The reflexive clitic has
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pronominal suffixes which locally determine the genera
tion of a possessive small pro that subsumes to prin
ciple (A) of the binding conditions. That is, it is the 
possessive small pro that is governed by a reflexive 
clitic that subsumes to principle (A) of the binding 
conditions.

The nominal status of /nafs + pronominal suffix/ is 
indicated by its association with the nominal set of 
pronominal suffixes, which is characterized by the / — i/ 
form for first person singular pronominal. This form is 
indicated in sentences (2)(iii), (3)(iii) and S-struc-
ture (4)(b).

The D.A.D. nominal reflexive sentences are just a 
set out of a wider set of data; therefore, the following 
sentences are non reflexive because they do not have the 
reflexive clitic ie /nafs + pronominal suffix/:

(5)
(i) /huw mistansin minni/

He is pleased with me.
(ii) /huw mistansin minha/

He is pleased with her.
(iii)/huw mistansin minih/

' X V
He is pleased with him.
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(iv) /huw mistansin minhum/
He is pleased with them.

(v) /huw mistansin minna/
He is pleased with us.

(vi) /huw mistansin minip/
He is pleased with you (fem. sing).

(vii) /huw mistansin minik/
He is pleased with you (masc. sing).

(viii) /huw mistansin minkum/
He is pleased with you (pi).

Taking sentences (5) (i) and (iii) as examples, we 
have the following S-structures, which demonstrate that 
these sentences are not reflexive:

(6)
S

S

NP(1)

pronoun

INFL 
[-time] 
AGR 
[masc. 
sing]

NP(2)

Pred. P

huw 
[3rd pers. 
masc. sing]

X

passive 
particple N

P ---------- > NP(3)
proper govt _l_

N
local |

min(ni) deter- pronoun 
miner |

Indefinite small pro
marker [1st pers.

mistans | sing]
-in

Y



[masc. NP(2) 
sing] > NP(3)pronoun P

proper govt
huw 

[3rd pers. 
masc. sing]

passive 
particple N

min deter- pronoun 
vjniner I

N
local I

X N Indefinite 
1 marker

mistans I
-in

-^small pro 
[3rd pers. 
masc.sing]

Y

S-structures (6) demonstrate that NP(3) is not bound to 
NP(1) because NP(3) does not have the reflexive clitic 
ie /nafs + pronominal suffix/. These S-structures also 
demonstrate that NP(3) is a complement small pro that is 
locally determined by the pronominal suffix carried by 
the preposition that properly governs it. Prepositions 
are associated with the verbal set of pronominal suf
fixes, which are characterized by the /-ni/ form for 
first person and singular pronominal as illustrated 
by S-structure (a). And a preposition that has a prono
minal suffix locally determines the generation of a 
complement small pro that subsumes to principle (B) of 
the binding conditions, and not principle (A). This is
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because such a small pro is not governed by a reflexive 
clitic.

The above analysis of reflexivity in D.A.D. nominal 
sentences demonstrates that its reflexivity is indicated 
by a nominal clitic since the nominal sentence has no VP 
category at any level in its syntactic representation. 
It also demonstrates that small pro in D.A.D. syntax 
subsumes to principle (A) of the binding conditions only 
when it is governed by a reflexive clitic, as exempli
fied by /nafs + pronominal suffix/. Therefore, the 
reflexive anaphor in the D.A.D. nominal sentence is a 
small pro that is governed by /nafs + pronominal suffix/ 
and locally determined by its pronominal suffix.

1.4.2.1.2: Reflexivity in Verbal Sentences:
Reflexivity in the D.A.D. verbal sentence is also 

indicated by a reflexive clitic but this clitic, as 
mentioned earlier, is a verbal affix. It is the pre
sence of this affix (ie the reflexive clitic) that dis
tinguishes between a reflexive verb and a transitive 
verb. This is illustrated by the following sentences:
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(1) Non reflexive verbal sentences:
(a) With Imperfective Verb Forms:

(i) /yigahhuun innaas/ They coffee the people,
(ii) /yilabbisuun £iylaanhum/

They dress their children.
(iii) /yizayyanuun ilbeet lil£irs/

They decorate the house for the wedding,
(iv) /tilabbis ilbizrah/

She dresses the clfrld.
(b) With Perfective Verb Forms:

(i) /gahhawu innaas/
They coffeed the people.

(ii) /labbasuw £iylaanhum/
They dressed their children.

(iii) /zayyanuw ilbeet/
They decorated the house.

(iv) /labbisit ilbizrah/
She dressed the child.

(2) Reflexive verbal sentences:
(A) With Imperfective Verb Forms:

I . the verb /zayyan/:
(i) /?a ftai zayyan/ I decorate myself.
(ii) /ni l~tal zayyan/ We decorate ourselves.
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(iii) /ti |ta| zayyaniin/ You (fem. sing) decorate
yourself.

(iv) /ti fta[ zayyan/ You (masc. sing) decorate
yourself.

(v) /ti ]ta| zayyanuun/ You (pi) decorate your
selves .

(vi) /yi [tal zayyan/ He decorates himself.
(vii) /tifta} zayyan/ She decorates herself,
(viii) /yi [tjaj zayyanuun/ They decorate themselves

II. other verbs:
(i) /yi Ita| gahhuun/ They coffee themselves,

(ii) /vi [tal labbisuun/ They dress themselves,
(iii) /ni [ta| _tayyab lil£irs/ We fix ourselves

for the wedding.
(B) With Perfective Verb Forms:

I. the verb /zayyan/:
(i) /Ital. zayyant/ I decorated myself.

(ii) /|ta| zayyanna/ We decorated ourselves.
(iii) /[tal zayyant/ You (masc. sing) decorated

yourself. •
(iv) /[tal zayyanti/ You (fem. sing) decorated

yourself.
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(v) /Ital zayyantuun/ You (pi) decorated your
selves .

(vi) /Ital zayyan/ He decorated himself.
(vii) /[ta| zayyanit/ She decorated herself.
(viii) A tal zayyanuw/ They decorated themselves .

* other verbs:
(i) /Ital gahhuw/ They coffeed themselves.
(ii) /Ttal labbasuw/ They dressed themselves.

(iii) /|ta| tayyabuw lil^irs/ They fixed them
selves for the wedding. 

The verbs in sentences (1) are transitive whereas 
those of sentences (2) are reflexive, the latter verb of 
which is indicated by the verbal affix /-ta-/. And it 
is the presence of this verbal affix ie /-ta-/ that is 
incompatible with an NP object at the surface structure 
of the D.A.D. verbal reflexive sentence. This is veri
fied by sentences (2), in which there is no NP object at 
the surface structure. On the other hand, sentences (1) 
have an NP object at the surface structure because they 
do not have the verbal affix /-ta-/.

Despite the fact that sentences (2) do not have an 
NP object at their surface structure, yet the verbal 
affix /-ta-/ triggers a semantic interpretation rule
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that states that the "agent” and the "patient” of these 
verbs are one and the same entity. But if we assign the 
same argument two different 0 roles, we violate the 0- 
criterion. Therefore, we cannot assume that the NP 
subject of the reflexive verb is assigned both the 0 
role "agent” and that of "patient”. As a result, the 
following S-structure is proposed for sentence (2)(A) I
(viii):

S-structure (3) demonstrates that there is a com
plement small pro generated in NP(2) and it is bound to 
NP(1) (ie the NP subject) because it is governed by a 
verb with a reflexive clitic (ie /-ta-/). The assump

(3)
S

- Q

Com
NP(1) INFL Pred.
N

[Imperfective 
aspect] VP

pronoun
AGR 

[3rd pers. 
pH

V proper NP(2) 
governor j_

small pro 
[3rd pers. 

P1] pronoun
N

yitazayyanuun
X small pro

NP(1) binds NP(2) 

X
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tion that there is a subject small pro as well as a 
complement smal pro in the D.A.D. verbal reflexive sen
tences does not violate the 0- criterion because the 
subject small pro is assigned the 9-role "agent" and the 
complement small pro is assigned the 9~ role "patient". 
The subject small pro is locally determined by AGR of 
the D.A.D. verbal sentence, as shown earlier. As for 
the complement small pro of a reflexive verb, it is 
locally determined by the verbal affix /-ta-/. This 
verbal affix indicates that there is a complement small 
pro that is coreferential with its NP subject; there
fore, the verbal affix /-ta-/ locally determines the 
generation of a complement small pro with the very same 
features as those of its NP subject.

This S-structure also demonstrates that small pro 
is the reflexive anaphor of the D.A.D. verbal reflexive 
sentence,* that is, this small pro subsumes to principle 
(A) of the binding conditions because it is governed by 
a reflexive clitic. But the reflexive clitic in this 
case is a verbal affix because it is a verbal sentence. 
Therefore, the D.A.D. verbal reflexive sentence differs 
from the nominal reflexive sentence in its reflexive 
clitic but not in its reflexive anaphor. The difference
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is due to the fact that the D.A.D. verbal sentence has a 
VP category at every level of its syntactic representa
tion whereas the nominal sentence has no VP category at 
any level of its syntactic representation.

As with the nominal reflexive sentences, the D.A.D. 
verbal reflexive sentences are just a set within a wider 
set; therefore, with the deletion of the verbal reflex
ive affix ie /-ta-/, we have non-reflexive sentences. 
And when the transitive verb has a pronominal suffix of 
the verbal set of pronominal suffixes, a complement 
small pro that subsumes to principles (B) of the binding 
condition is generated. This is demonstrated by the 
following sentences and S-structures:

(a) /yigahwih/ He coffees him
X Y

(b) /yilabbisih/ He dresses him.
X Y

(c) /yizayyanih/ He decorates him.
X Y
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(5)

Comp

- A
pronoun 
[3rd pers. 
masc. sing]

X

INFL 
[Imperfective 

aspect] 
AGR 

[3rd pers. 
masc. sing] proper

aovernor
V transitive

yigahwi(hj local
determiner pronoun

ismall pro 
S^[3rd pers. 
masc. sing]

The complement small pro in S-structure (5) ie 
NP(2) is not bound to NP(1) because it is governed by a 
transitive verb, and not a reflexive verb. The features 
of this complement small pro are locally determined by 
the verbal suffix ie /-h/ , which indicates that this 
complement small pro has the features 3rd pers, mascu
line and singular and that it subsumes to principle (B) 
of the binding conditions. Therefore, a complement small 
pro subsumes to principle (A) of the binding condi
tions only if it is governed by a reflexive verb. But
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when it is governed by a transitive verb, it subsumes to 
principle (B) of the binding conditions.

Apart from not violating the 9-criterion, the as
sumption that the verbal reflexive sentence has a core- 
ferential complement small pro with its NP subject at S- 
structure also helps in maintaining a uniform subcatego
rization frame for each Verb whether it*be transitive or 
reflexive. For example, verbs like /zayyan/ "to deco
rate" and /yigahwiy/ "to coffee" are verbs that require 
a complement whether they are transitive or reflexive. 
When they are in the transitive form, their complement 
is either a nominal or a pronominal that subsumes to 
principle (B) of the binding conditions.1 And when they 
are in the reflexive form, their complement is a prono
minal that subsumes to principle (A) of the binding 
conditions. 2 -phe small pro that is governed by the 
transitive verb is locally determined by the pronominal 
suffix that is carried by the verb and that belongs, to 
the verbal set of pronominal suffixes. As for the small 
pro that is governed by the reflexive verb, it is 
locally determined by the reflexive affix /-ta-/, re-

1-See sentences (1) and (4) for examples pp 289 & 294
^See S-structure (3) p. 292.
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quiring it to have the same features as its NP subject 
since it is coreferential with it.ti

By pctling for a little while and looking at another 
Arabic dialect ie Egyptian Arabic,l we can see the 
feasibility of the assumption that the reflexive verb in 
D.A.D. has a coreferential complement to its NP subject. 
In Egyptian Arabic (ie EA) , the verbal reflexive sen
tence as well as the nominal reflexive sentence has 
/nafs + pronominal suffix/. This is demonstrated by the 
following verbal sentence and its S-structure, taken 
from Egyptian Arabic:

(6)
(a) /yizayyin nafsih/ He fixes himself up.

^Egyptian Arabic happens to be the native dialect 
of the researcher.
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(b)
S

Comp S
-i NP(1) iLNtx, FredINUL,

N
[Imperfective 

aspect]
pronoun

AGR 
[3rd pers 
masc. sin

VP

small pro 
[3rd pers. 
masc. sing]

V N proper Poss. N 
governor |

N pronoun
localX yizayyin

naf sriT)de terminer
—?-small pro 
[3rd pers. 

masc. sing]
X

As EA has no reflexive verb, it has /nafs + prono-

determines the generation of a small pro that subsumes 
to principle (A) of the binding conditions. But as 
D.A.D. does have a reflexive verb, the reflexive affix 
itself locally determines the generation of a small pro 
that subsumes to principle (A) of the binding condition. 
In either case, however, the verb does have a complement 
that is coreferential with its NP subject. But 
/nafs + pronominal suffix/ in D.A.D. has been restricted 
to nominal reflexive sentences and it is incompatible 
with the /-ta-/ affix in the verbal reflexive sentences.

minal suffix/ also in the verbal sentence and it locally
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This is verified by the following ill-formed sentences 
in D.A.D.:

(7)
(a) */yizayyin nafsih lil£irs/

He decorates himself for the wedding,
(b) */yigahuun nafsihum/

They coffee themselves.
(c) */yitazayyanuun nafsihum lil^irs/

They decorate themselves for the wedding.
Sentences (a) + (b) are ill-formed in D.A.D. syntax 
because they have /nafs + pronominal suffix/ and the 
verb form does not have the reflexive affix ie /-ta-/. 
As for sentence (c) , it is also ill-formed because it 
has /nafs + pronominal suffix/ in addition to the re
flexive affix /-ta-/.

1.4.2.2: An Analysis of Reciprocity in D.A.D. Syntax:
There are features in certain sentences, both nomi

nal and verbal, that make the recognition of reciprocal 
sentences necessary. The nominal sentences require a 
plural subject, a participle and an invariable preposi
tional phrase ie /bibaJsS/. The verbal sentences require 
the verbal affix /-ta-/ and an overt anaphor, which is 
the invariable nominal /ba£.S/.
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1.4.2.2.1: Reciprocity in Nominal Sentences:
For the generation of the D.A.D. reciprocal Nominal 

sentence, we need the following base rule:

(i) S --> NP(1) INFL Pred. P
(ii) NP(1) [+ plural]
(iii) INFL --> [+ plural]
(iv) Pred. P --> NP(2) PP
(v) NP(2) --> participle
(vi) PP --> P NP(3)

(vii) P --> /bi/
(viii) NP(3) --> /ba£S/

The above base rule generates the following nominal 
reciprocal sentences:

(1)

(2)
(a) /(?inhin) mistansiin/bi ba^M

(hinna )
We are pleased with each other.

(b) /intum mistansiin/bi ba£j^
You (pi) are pleased with each other.

(c) /hum mistansiin/bi bagt/f

They are pleased with each other.
(3)

(a) /(?inhin) ^aay^iin/bi ba9^ 
(hinna )
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We are happy with each other.
(b) /?intum gaaySiin/bi bag3/

You (pi) are happy with each other.
(c) /hum ^aay^iin/bi ba£$j/

They are happy with each other.
(4)

(a) /(?inhin) faarihiin/6i bag?/ 
 (hinna ) —
We are joyful with each other.

(b) /?intum faarihiin/bi bâ ffi
You (pi) are joyful with each other.

(c) /hum faarihiin /fai baftf//
They are joyful with each other.
Taking sentences (2)(b) and (3)(a) as examples, we 

have the following S-structures:



-Q NP(1)
_l
N

pronoun
/? inhinL 
\hinna/r+pu
[1st pers]

INFL 
[- time] 
AGR 
[+pl]

active 
particple

Pred. P
NP(2)

plural reci- 
marker procal 

I anaphor 
-iin

N (invari
able 
form)

ba§?
[ P13

Hist pers]

saayiS

binding

S
/  INFL 

[- time] 
AGR 
[+pl]

Pred. P

pronoun
. Iintum 

[plural] 
[2nd pers]

passive 
particple

mistans-

plural reci- 
marker procal 

anaphor
*  ' •-iin

NP(1)
binding 

binds NP(3)

ba<*fr
[ pluralj 
[2nd pers]
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As these S-structures demonstrate, reciprocity in 
the D.A.D. nominal sentence is indicated by the anaphor 
/ b a ^ / , which is bound to its plural NP subject and 
introduced by the preposition /bi/. Despite the fact 
that /ba^S"/ has an invariable form, it acquires, as 
indicated in S-structure (a), the features first person 
plural by its binder ie NP(1) and in S-structure (b) the 
features second person plural by its binder ie NP(1) . As 
a matter of fact, it is its invariable form that allows 
the analyst to maintain that it is an anaphor and not a 
reciprocal clitic. This is due to the fact that the 
clitic, as demonstrated by the reflexive clitics afore 
mentioned, has access to a pronominal affix that func
tions as the local determiner for the generation of an 
anaphor and which is, in the above mentioned cases, a 
small pro that subsumes to principle (A) of the binding 
conditions. And as /bâ S"/ has no pronominal affix that 
may function as the local determiner for a small pro, 
it itself is the anaphor. This differentiates between 
reciprocity and reflexivity in D.A.D. syntax; recipro
city is expressed by an overt anaphor ie /bâ 5*/ whereas 
reflexivity is expressed by an anaphor that is an empty
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category and that is locally determined by pronominal 
affixes carried by the reflexive clitic.

As with the D.A.D. nominal reflexive sentences, the 
nominal reciprocal sentence is also just a set out of a 
wider set of data. This is illustrated by the following 
nominal sentences:

(6)
(a) /(?inhin) mistansiin bilbint/

(hinna j
We are pleased with the girl.

(b) /(?inhinl mistansiin biiha/
(hinna j
We are pleased with her.

(c) /(?inhin) mistansiin biihum/
(hinna )
We are pleased with them.

(d) /(?inhin) mistansiin bibaQi/
(hinna )
We are pleased with each other.

In all of the above sentences of (6), there is a plural 
NP subject; a participle as the head of the predicate 
phrase and a prepositional phrase with the preposition 
/bi/. It is only in sentence (d) that the complement of 
the preposition is coreferential with its NP subject and 
this is because the complement of this preposition is a 
reciprocal anaphor ie /ba^/.
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1.4.2.2.2: Reciprocity in Verbal Sentences:
Reciprocity in D.A.D. verbal sentences is realized 

by the verbal affix /-ta-/ as well as the reciprocal 
anaphor ie /ba^/. This is illustrated by the following 
sentences:

(1)
(a) Sentences with Imperfective Verb Forms:

(i) /yiftajtugguun/bagj//
They beat each other.

(ii) /ni
We beat each other.

(iii) /titabugguun/ b a £§//

Ydu (pi) beat each other,
(b) With Perfective Verb Forms:

(i) /Mtuggeenaf b a j S / j

We beat each other.
(ii) /jtajfcuggeetu/baS'M

You (pi) beat each other.
(iii) jtajtugguw,/basW

They beat each other.
Just as with the reflexive verbal sentences, in the 

reciprocal verbal sentences the imperfective verb has /- 
ta-/ as an infex and in the perfective verb as a prefix.
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But with the reciprocal verbal sentences, there is also 
/ba^!/ as the reciprocal anaphor. That is, it can be 
said that reciprocity in the D.A.D. verbal sentence is 
expressed by a discontinuous morpheme that is composed 
of the verbal affix /-ta-/ and the overt anaphor /ba££/. 
This is demonstrated by the following S-structure of 
sentence (1)(A)(i), in which NP(2) is bound by NP(1).

(2)

pronoun

INFL 
[Imperfective 

aspect]
AGR

[3rd pers. V reciprocal NP(2)
small pro,̂  
[3rd persT 

pi]

pi] anaphor
yitatugguun

N
1
N

NP(1) binds NP(2)
ba

[3rd pers
p H

/baji/, being an argument, 1 is the anaphor that is 
bound in its governing category. As for the verbal 
affix /-ta-/, it is simply the binding agent, indicating 
that NP(2) is bound by NP(1). When this binding agent

Vba§£/ literally means "some".
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(ie /-ta-/ in the verb form) does not occur with /ba£"f/ 9 

it indicates reflexivity. But when it does cooccur with 
/ba^fy, it indicates reciprocity and in such a case /ba£ 

is open to taking its agreement from its binder de
spite the fact that it has an invariable form.

The D.A.D. verbal reciprocal sentences are also 
just a set out of a wider set of data. This is illu
strated by the following sentences:

(3)
(a) /yitugguun £iylaanhum/ They beat their children.
(b) /yitugg xlbizrah/ He beats the child.
(c) /yituggaha/ He beats her.
(d) /yitatugguun ba£?/ They beat each other.

Taking sentences (3)(a) and (c) as examples, we 
have the following S-structures, in which the verb /yi
tugg/ "to beat" is subcategorized for an NP complement.
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(4)

NP(1)

pronoun
small pro 
[3rd pers.

p H

pronoun
small pro 
[3rd pers. 
masc. sing]

/INFL 
[Imperfective 

aspect] 
AGR 

[3rd pers. 
P-U

Pred

yitugguun

NP(1)
SrINFL

[imperfective 
aspect] 
AGR 

[3rd pers. 
masc. sing]

yitugg^ha]

£±ylaanhum

local 
determiner

NP(2)

pronoun

^small pro 
[3rd pers. 
fern, sing]

This NP (ie NP(2) as shown by S-structure (4)) is not 
bound by NP(1) because there is no binding agent ie the 
verb form does not have the verbal affix /-ta-/. On the 
other hand, sentence (d) (as demonstrated by S-structure
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(2)) has NP(2) bound by NP(1) because it has a binding 
agent ie the /-ta-/ verbal affix. And as it also has 
/baj^/ as the anaphor, the binding of NP(2) by NP(1) is 
that of reciprocity, and not reflexivity.

The above analysis of reflexivity and reciprocity 
in D.A.D. syntax not only maintains a uniform subcatego
rization frame for each lexical item but also does not 
violate the 0-criterion, which is a basic principle in
0-theory. It has also shown that both reflexivity and 
reciprocity in the D.A.D. sentential configuration, 
whether nominal or verbal, subsume at a more abstract 
level (ie at S-structure) to the binding conditions. 
This is due to the fact that they have anaphors that are 
bound in their governing categories. However, at the 
surface level, it is not only the reciprocal sentence 
that differs from the reflexive sentence but also the 
nominal sentence whether reflexive or reciprocal also 
differs from the verbal sentence. The nominal sentence 
has the reflexive clitic /nafs + pronominal suffix/ for 
the indication of reflexivity and the reciprocal anaphor 
/ba£ <§■/ for the indication of reciprocity. As for the 
verbal sentence, it has the binding agent, ie the /-ta-/ 
verbal affix, for the indication of reflexivity and /-
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ta-/ as well as the reciprocal anaphor /ba£$y for the 
indication of reciprocity.
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1.4.3: The Rules for Case in D.A.D. syntax
If we look at the Case system in D.A.D. syntax, we 

find that it too demonstrates the autonomy of the nomi
nal sentence from the verbal sentence. This is because 
the NP subject and its predicate in the D.A.D. nominal 
sentence are both assigned nominative Case whereas in 
the verbal sentence, it is only the NP subject that is 
assigned nominative Case. This difference in the D.A.D. 
nominal sentence is due to the fact that it has no VP 
category. That is, as the nominal sentence has no VP 
category, it does not have V as one of its Case assign- 
ers, therefore, the NP predicate is assigned Case by 
INFL, which is the governor of both the NP subject and 

its NP predicate. Accordingly, both NPs in the D.A.D. 
nominal sentence are assigned nominative Case.

Before embarking on the details of the Case assign
ment rules in D.A.D. syntax, we would like to draw the 
attention of the reader to the important role played by 
Case in its syntactic system. Case, for example, is one 
of the distinctive features in D.A.D. between the NP 
category and the VP category. This is because it dis
tinguishes between the NP category and the VP category 
despite the fact that both categories in D.A.D. convey
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time. That is, the temporal NP conveys the time dis
tinctions of present, past and future perspectives and 
the VP category conveys perfective and imperfective 
aspects, all of which convey time in the broad sense. 
Nevertheless, it is only the NP category that is asso
ciated with Case,

Case in D.A.D. is also useful in distinguishing 
between a matrix clause and an embedded clause. This is 
because it is only the embedded clause that is dominated 
by an NP and in turn it is assigned Case, on the basis 
of which it is also assigned a 0 role at LF. That is, 
an embedded clause is assigned a 0 role, apart from the 
0 roles that are assigned to the NPs generated in that 
embedded clause. As for the matrix clause, it is not 
assigned a © role because it is not dominated by an NP, 
which allows it to be assigned Case and in turn to be 
made visible at LF. Therefore, the NPs in a matrix 
clause are 0 marked but the matrix clause as a whole is 
not because it is not visible at LF for 0 marking. And 
the non-visibility of the matrix clause at LF is because 
it does not have Case.

Finally, Case also differentiates between the 
D.A.D. nominal and the verbal because it is only the
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former that is associated with Case, which it acquires 
by means of its dominating NP. This not only demon
strates that Case is the property of the syntax, and 
not the lexicon, but also that Case is associated with 
all the D.A.D. nominals because they are generated in 
the NP category. In this respect, Case unifies all the 
members of the subclasses of the D.A.D. nominal class 
because it represents the syntactic property of the 
D.A.D. noun that is shared by all the nominals. That 
is, despite the fact that the members of each subclass 
of the D.A.D. nominal classl are associated with syntac
tic properties pertaining to the noun in D.A.D. syntax, 
yet there is no specific property that they all share 
except Case; therefore, it is Case that represents the 
syntactic property of the D.A.D. noun that is shared by 
all the nominals. In turn, it differentiates between 
the D.A.D. nominals in general and the verbals ie the 
nominals have Case whereas the verbals do not.

Having viewed the importance of Case in D.A.D. 
syntax, we would like to look at some of the formal 
manifestations of Case in D.A.D. which may be demonstrated by

1-For a discussion of some of the nominals in the 
general class for nominals in D.A.D. syntax, see Part
II.
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looking at its pronominal system. The presence of Gase 
in the D.A.D. pronominal system is formally manifested 
by the fact that there are several sets of pronominal 
forms, each set of which represents a different Case. 
There are basically three sets of pronominals that re
present three differnt Cases. The first set to be dis
cussed represents the free pronominal forms that are 
generated as the subject of verbal or nominal sentences 
ie in the prepredicate position of verbal and nominal 
sentences. This set has the following forms:

(1)
__ Singular PluralPerson

1st person

2nd person 
masc.
feminine

(ana

? inta 
? inti

f? inhinl 
Ihinna J
inturn (common gender)

3rd person 
masc
fern

huw
hiy hum (common gender)

The second set of pronominals in D.A.D. are prono
minal suffixes that are carried by verbs and preposi
tions and that locally determine the generation of com-
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plement small pro.l This set has the following pronomi
nal suffixes:

(2)
Person Singular Plural
1 st person /-ni/ /-na/
2nd person

masc /-k/
fern /-9/

3rd person
masc /-h/

/-kum/

/-hum/
fern /-ha/
The third set of pronominals is also a set of pro

nominal suffixes but these pronominal suffixes are car
ried by nominals and function as the local determiners 
for the generation of a possessive small pro.2 This set 
has the following pronominal suffixes:

(3)
Person Singular Plural
1 st person / — i/ /-na/
2nd person

masc. /-k/
fern /-9/

/-kum/

Isee Introduction pp. 98-107. 
^See Introduction pp. 107-111.
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3rd person 
masc /-h/

/-ha/
/-hum/

fern
It is clear from (2) and (3) that these pronominal suf
fixes are identical in form except as regards the form 
for the first person and singular pronominal. This 
difference, however, indicates that they form different 
sets and in turn each represents a different Case.

The set of pronominals in (3) represents possessive 
Case because they locally determine the generation of a 
small pro that holds a possessive relation to the nomi
nal whose pronominal suffix locally determine its pre
sence. The set of pronominals in (2), on the other 
hand, represents objective Case because they locally 
determine the generation of a complement small pro to 
both verbs and prepositions. As for the set of pronomi
nals of (l), they represent nominative Case because they 
are restricted in their syntactic distribution to the 
prepredicate position of verbal and nominal sentences ie 
they are generated only as subjects. Therefore, by 
looking at the D.A.D. pronominal system, we have a 
formal manifestation of three Cases (ie nominative, 
objective and possessive) and it is on the analogy of 
the pronominal system that the same Cases are attributed
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to the rest of the members of the nominal system in 
D.A.D. despite the fact that Case is not formally mani
fested in them.

In a few rare cases, however, the D.A.D. nominal 
has formal manifestation of Case. This is demonstrated 
by the D.A.D. temporal nominals /min hiina/ nfrom time 
immemorial until the present time'1 and /marran/ "some
times” . As both these temporal nominals are restricted 
in their syntactic distribution to the Comp A-position, 
the /-a/ suffix in /min hiina/ and /marran/ is assumed 
to be the Case marker of the Case assigned to NPs gener
ated in the Comp A-position. And as the Comp A-position 
generates neither a subject nor a complement,1 it is 
associated with a Case that has been called ’’oblique 
Case” as distinct from nominative, objective and pos
sessive Cases.

Therefore, D.A.D. has a formal manifestation of 
four Cases: nominative, objective, possessive and
oblique. The first three are formally manifested by its 
pronominal system and the last Case is formally mani-

1ft is not a complement because it is not governed 
byaV,P or an N and it is also not a subject because it 
does not control the agreement features of the predicate 
phrase in the sentence.
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fested by a few examples of temporal nominals , which 
represent a subclass of the D.A.D. nominal class and one 
which represents a relic area in D.A.D. syntax. This is 
because temporal nominals demonstrate nominal properties 
some of which have been fossilized and amongst which is 
the presence of a Case marker in some temporal nominals 
such as /min hiina/ and /marran/.
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1.4.3.1: The Assignment of Case to NPs generated in the 
D.A.D. Sentence 

Both S node and Comp, in the sentences of D.A.D. 
generate NPs. When S node is verbal, the Case assign
ment rules are the same as those adopted by Chomsky 
(1981a) in his theory of Case. This is because the 
D.A.D. verbal S node is similar to that of English in 
the sense that it has a VP category^ and consequently, 
the assignment of Case to the NPs in the D.A.D. verbal S 
node is discussed first since it involves the least mo
dification to the above mentioned theory. Then the 
assignment of Case to the NPs generated in Comp, is 
discussed since they may be generated in both verbal and 
nominal sentences. And finally the assignment of Case 
to the NPs generated in the nominal S node is discussed, 
demonstrating that it involves some modification in the 
above theory since the nominal S node has no VP cate
gory.
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1.4.3.1.1: The Assignment of Case to the NPs generated 
in the verbal S node 

In the verbal S node, an NP is assigned either no
minative Case or objective Case, depending on its gov
ernor. Objective Case is assinged to NPs governed by 
either a V or a P. Nominative Case is assigned to NPs 
governed by INFL ie the NP subject. And as also INFL 
may be regarded as a [ —N] governor since it is asso
ciated with verbal inflection in the verbal sentence, it 
can accordingly be maintained that all the Case assign- 
ers in the D.A.D. verbal S node are [-N] governers ie
V = [ -N ]; P = [-N]; and INFL is also [-N].1

[+V] [-V]

In the analysis of the D.A.D. verbal S node, INFL 
itself has been regarded as the governor and Case as- 
signer of its NP subject, rather than AGR. This not 
only allows all the Case assigners in the verbal S node 
to be [-N] governors but also allows us to have a uni
form governor for the NP subject whether in the verbal S 
node or the nominal S node. That is, as some nominal

^-Despite the fact that INFL has AGR and AGR is a 
pronominal feature equal to Pro, yet INFL as a whole is 
a [-N] governor in the D.A.D. verbal sentence.
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sentences do not have AGR and nevertheless always have 
INFL,1 then INFL is the common governor of the NP sub
ject in both the verbal and all the types of the nominal 
sentences. It is in this respect that INFL is regarded 
as the Case assigner of the NP subject In the verbal S 
node despite the fact that it always has AGR*

lit is also to be noted that INFL in the nominal 
sentence is taken to be the abstraction of the time 
reference in the sentence and it is not in this respect 
a [-N] governor since time in the D.A.D. nominal sen
tence is indicated by a temporal NP, and not by the VP 
category, as shown earlier (See pp. 337-41 for a discus
sion of the assignment of Case in the nominal S node).
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1.4.3.1.1.1: The Assignment of Nominative Case:
When the NP subject is in a preverbal position, it 

is governed by INFL, which assigns to it nominative 
Case. But when the NP subject has undergone the rule of 
11 subject inversion1’, it is no longer governed by INFL, 
which still governs the trace of the moved subject'. 
Therefore, the trace of the moved subject, which is an 
impersonal small pro, is assigned nominative Case and by 
way of it the moved subject itself is assigned nominative 
Case because it is coindexed with it.

The following sentences are examples of verbal 
sentences with an NP subject in preverbal position, in 
which case the NP subject is directly assigned Case by 
INFL.

(1)
(a) /&l?awwaliin/fyakluun/

People of the older generation eat ie eat a lot.
(b) /{̂ ilwalad/̂ aaf ilgatwah/

The boy saw the cat.
(c) //[ttawaal V  yigruun/

The people of this generation read.
Being in the preverbal position at S-structure, the 

NP subjects in the above sentences are assigned Case by
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means of their governor ie INFL. This is demonstrated 
by the following S-structure of sentence (a):

(2)

Pred.

yakluun

-INFL 
[Imperfective 

aspect] 
AGR

assigns [3rd pers.
nominative pi]

?awwaliin Case

The assignment of nominative Case to an NP subject 
in postverbal position is demonstrated by the following 
sentences and S-structure:

(3)
(a) /yakluunf i X I awwaliin/ilgirsaan/

They eat (the people of the first) pies.
(b) /saaf /ilwalad/ ilga£wah/

He saw (the boy) the cat.
(c) /?akal /ilwalad/ittimeerah/

He ate (the boy) the date.



pronoun
and Case aspect] 
assigner AGR 
un [3rd pers.

masc. sing]
NP(2)

VP

A
impersonal 
small pro 
[3rd pers. 
masc.

il walad

yaakil N NP(3)

Even though NP(3) is not governed by INFL, it is 
assigned nominative Case by way of its trace, which is 
governed by INFL and shows agreement with the inverted 
subject. The trace of the moved subject is an imper
sonal small pro because it is not assigned a 9 role, 
rather it is the postverbal subject that is assigned a 9 
role. In this, the researcher is following Chomsky 
(1981a) in making the preverbal subject a pleonastic 
element in order not to violate the 9 criterion. She is
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also following Chomsky in allowing the postverbal sub
ject to inherit Case from its trace.

1.4.3.1.1.2: The Assignment of Objective Case:
Objective Case is assigned in D.A.D. syntax to the 

object NP governed by a V or a P.

1 .4 .3 .1.1.2.1: The Assignment of Objective Case by V :
The following sentences are examples of sentences 

with an object NP that is governed by a verb:
(i)

(a) /il?awwaliin yakluun/lahim innaj diyyaat^
The first people eat the meat of goats.

(b) /irrijaal £aaf/ilcalb/
The man saw the dog.

(c) /yijma9uun ./innaas/
They collect the people.

That the NP object in the above mentioned sentences is 
governed by the verb is demonstrated by the following S- 
structure of (b):
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(2)

NP(1)

irrrij aal

INFL 
[Perfective 

aspect] 
AGR 

[3rd pers. 
masc. sing]

governs 
and assigns 
objective 
Case

Saaf

NP (2)

II9alb

1.4 .3 .1 .1.2 .2 : The Assignment of Objective Case by P :
The following sentences have object NPs that are 

governed by a preposition.
(i)

(a) /yijma^uun innaas fiAbeet^
They collect the people in the house.

(b) /raah li/lb art//
He went to the field.

(c) /ma ti£har min/beetha^
She does not go out of her house.

(d) /ma tiruuh lillnaas//
She does not go to the people.

This is demonstrated by the following S-structure of 
sentence (b):
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(2)

NP(1)

small pro 
[3rd pers. 
masc. singl-

INFL 
[Perfective 

aspect]
AGR 

[3rd pers. 
masc.. sing] V

raah

Pred

P governs 
and
assigns 

obj ective 
case

li
N

Det
I1

N
barr

1.4.3.1.2: The Assignment of Case to the NP generated in 
Comp whether verbal or nominal 

In the Introduction, it was shown that an NP may be 
generated in the Comp of the D.A.D. sentential configu
ration. This NP may have a topic or a temporal; a topic 
and a temporal, or two temporals. This NP generated in 
Comp is generated in embedded as well as matrix clauses; 
therefore, it must be assigned Case by an element in 
Comp itself and not by an element in a higher clause.
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Therefore, assuming that government for the sake of 
Case assignment requires "minimal c-command", it may be 
maintained that Comp(2) in the following diagram governs 
NP(1) and assigns to it oblique Case.

That is, an NP generated in Comp, of any D.A.D. sen
tence whether verbal or nominal is assigned oblique Case 
by Comp.(2).

The following sentences represent examples of NPs 
generated in Comp of D.A.D. sentences whether verbal or 
nominal,

(1)
S

Comp(l)
Comp(2)

- Q

(2)
(a) //Yilbint/--> ma yiSifuuhha/

The girl, they do not see her.
(b) /?ilbint/--> ma yi^ifuunha irrajajiil/ 

The girl, not they see her the men.
(c) /halhiin/ilbint/--> yisifuunha/ 

Now the girl, they do see her.
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(d) ffialhiin/issubih/--> yiruuh lilbarr/
Now in the morning, he goes to the field.
(3)

(a) ^lialhiin/--> iddar£iyyah bar ad/
Now, Dar£iyyah is cold.

(b) /?iddar$.jyyali/ - -> fahiy barad/
Dar£iyyah, it is cold.

(c) ^halhlln/lddarglyyah/'--> fahiy barad/
Now Dar^iyyah, it is cold.

(d) /halhiin issubih/--> iddar^iyyah barad/
Now in the morning, Dar£iyyah is cold.
Taking sentences (2) (c) + (d) as well as (3) (c) +

(d) as examples, we have the following S-structures:
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(4)
(a)

Comp(l)
Comp(2) > NP(1)

governs and \ — ■— —
assigns obliqu^/^&GR topic 
Case definite

Q temporal N + Case]
I Det

halhiin I
•5 1

[+ present time
bint

[ fern.

INFL ^  Pred
[Imperfeetive 
aspect]£+ pre- 
AGR sent

[3rd pers. time!
pl] VP

pronoun

small pro 
[3rd pers

pl]

binding

v  > N P
proper 
govern N

pronoun
yi&ifuun|ha|

“small pro 
[3rd pers. 
fern, sing]
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(b)

Comp(l)-
Comp (2).

[ governs and 
assigns oblique 
( Case _

-Q temporal N

NP (1)
AGR temporal N 

[+ definite [
+ Case] issubih

[-present
halhiin

i[+ present time]
i

time government

time]

INFL 
[Imperfestive 
aspect] 

‘t+presen 
time]

I [- present^
[3rd pers. time]
masc. sing] AGR

[3rd pers. 
masc. sing]

Pred

yiruuh
lilbarr

1-See pp. 541-60 of Chapter IV of Part II for a dis
cussion of the temporal nominal /issubih/, which is 
associated with the syntactic feature T-present time].



halhiin
[ + present time]

emphatic
conj

fa

id dar£iyyah 
fern, sing]

pronoun

INFL \ 
[+present 

time] 
AGR 

[fem. sing]
hiy 

[fem. sing 
3rd pers.]

Pred
NP
_i
N
I
N

barad
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(d)

Comp(l)
Comp (2)-

governs + 
assigns oblique/ AGR temporal N 

Case _/ [+ definite
-Q temporal N + Case] issubih

halhiin time]

>NP(1)

[+ present time

iddar^iyyah

INFL ̂  
[+present] 

time]
[- present] 

time]
AGR 

[fem. sing.]

Pred

barad

As demonstrated by all of the S-structurs of (4), 
Comp(2) governs NP(1); therefore, it assigns to it 
oblique Case. This Case percolates down to both nomi
nal s in NP(1) because it is an NP with AGR.1 According
ly, both temporals in S-structures (b) + (d) and the

^See pp.341-8 of Chapter IV of Part I for a discus
sion of Percolation in NPs with AGR.
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temporal as well as the topic in S-structures (a) + (c) 
are assigned oblique Case by their dominating NP.

Apart from demonstrating that the NP in Comp, is 
assigned Case by Comp (2), S-structure 4 (a) also demon- 
trates that the topic has a different syntactic behav
iour from the subject, ie, the subject controls the 
agreement features of the verb form whereas the topic 
does not. This is why the verb form has the features 
3rd person plural whereas the topic is feminine singu
lar. It is due to such differences between the topic 
and the subject that justify that the latter nominal 
should be assigned a different Case. And it is assigned 
^ different Case from the subject because it is generated 
in the A-position in Comp., and not in the A-position in 
the preverbal position in S node.

Sentence (2)(b) and its following S-structure also 
verify the syntactic difference between the topic and 
the subject, ie, the subject subsumes to the rule of 
subject inversion, which moves it from preverbal posi
tion to a post verbal position, but the topic cannot be 
moved from Comp, because it binds an NP in S node:-
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(5)

Comp(l)
Comp(2) neg 

particle
. topic N

pronoun
il bint 
[fem. sing]

INFL 
[Imper- 
fective 
aspect] 
AGR

, T ̂ rd pers .
impersonal pl]
small pro 
[3rd pers. ^ 

pH __-

Tred.

> NP(3) NP(4)

pronoun

proper J_ 
governor N

irraj aj n l

local determiner
V small pro 
^->[3rd pers. 

fem. sing]

As NP(1) is a topic, it cannot be moved from Comp, where 
it binds an NP in S node ie NP(3). But as NP(2) is the 
subject, it may be moved by the rule of subject inver
sion. It is moved to an adjunct position in postverbal 
position ie NP(4). Therefore, as topics have a different 
syntactic behaviour from that of subjects, they are 
generated in different A-positions and are assigned 
different Cases. The topic is generated in the Comp. A-
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position and assigned oblique Case whereas the subject 
is generated in the preverbal position in S node and is 
assigned nominative Case. It follows that each has a 
different governor; the subject is governed by INFL 
while the topic, along with the temporal, is governed by 
Comp(2).
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1.4.3.2: The Assignment of Case to the NPs generated in 
the D.A.D. Nominal Sentence

D.A.D. nominal sentences are similar to verbal 
sentences in that they are composed of an S node and a 
Comp node. The NP generated in Comp of the D.A.D. nomi
nal sentence is assigned oblique Case in the manner 
shown above. As for the NPs generated in the S node of 

nominal sentences, they require some modification in the 
Case Theory of Chomsky (1981a) because the D.A.D. nomi
nal sentence does not hav§ the VP category at any level 
of its syntactic representation; consequently, it does 
not have the Case assigner V.

The D.A.D. nominal sentence, however, has the gov
ernors AGR of INFL and P. But as both AGR and P are 
optional elements in the nominal sentence, it is only 
INFL that is the obligatory element in the D.A.D. nomi
nal sentence and it is, accordingly, maintained that 
INFL in the D.A.D. nominal sentence with a predicate 
phrase that is an NP governs both its NP subject and its 
NP predicate and assigns to both NPs nominative Case. 
This is illustrated by the following sentences and their 
S-structures:
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(1)
(a) /?ilwalad &aatir/

The boy is clever.
(h) /^indina beet/ Our possession is a house,
(c) /fih beet/ There is a house.

(2)

INFL

walad

[-time] goveri 
AGR and
[masc. assigns sing] nominative 

Case

Pred. P

saatir

NP (l) <■

Poss. N

S
7

INFL 
[-time] govi 

and 
assigns 
nominative 

Case
£indina pronoun [1st ^ers 

small pro

Pred. P
t
NP(2)
N
I
N
beet



N
[ - timi

governs  ̂NP(2) 
and assigns J_
nominative N

Case |
N

N
fih

beet

S-structures (2) demonstrate that not all nominal 
sentences have AGR and that they all have INFL, which is 
the abstraction of time in the sentence. They also 
demonstrate that INFL '’minimally c-commands" both the NP 
subject and the NP predicate, therefore, it governs 
and assigns to both of them nominative Case.

In nominal sentences in which the predicate phrase 
has a PP, it is the P that governs its object since it 
"minimally c-commands*rt r and not INFL. This is demon
strated by the following sentence and its S-structure.

(3)
(a) /?ilbint filbeet/ The girl is in the house.
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NP(1)< INFL Pred. P
[- time]

governs and 
Det N assigns
I [ nomiantive

?il bint Case
P ----------->

governs and 
fi assigns 

obj ective 
Case

NP(2)

As S-structure (3) (b) demonstrates, NP(2) is assinged 
objective Case by its governor ie P and NP(1) is assign
ed nominative Case by its governor ie INFL.

$
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1.4.3*3: The Assignment of Case to Nominals generated In 
the NP category

In the previous sections, the assignment of Case to 
the NPs in D.A.D. verbal and nominal sentences has been 
discussed. In this section, the assignment of Case to 
the nominals in an NP are discussed. The NP category 
in D.A.D. syntax has two different types of Internal 

structures: an NP with AGR and an NP without AGR.

1.4.3.3.1: The Assignment of Case to Nominals in an NP 
with AGR

It will be shown in Part II that adjectives and 
participles are nominals in the syntactic system of 
D.A.D.; and therefore, it is not only the head nominal 
of an NP that must be assigned Case by way of its domi
nating NP but also its adjectival, which may be an ad
jective or a particple.

In the following sentences, we have verbal and 
nominal sentences whose NP complement is composed of a 
head nominal and an adjective, which must agree with its 
head in number, gender and Case.

(1)
(a) /la tax jiin/Virwin/ Kariiy /̂

Dont you (fem. sing) take a conceited young man.
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(b) /ma bih
There are not full boxes.

hamrah jj 
I saw a red cloth.
In sentence (a), we have the NP/*irwin Xariir/ 

governed by the imperative verb /tax£iin/. Within this 
NP / iTirwin/ is the head and /yariir/ is its adjective, 
which is also a nominal. It follows that the Case of 
the dominating NP, "objective" in this example, must 
percolate not only to the head nominal but also to the 
adjective since it is also a nominal and so must also 
have Case. This may be maintained if we assume that the 
head nominal acquires the Case of its dominating NP by a 
process of percolation (following Chomsky 1981a) and 
that that head nominal controls the nominals that agree 
with it in that NP. That is, objective Case percolates 
to / Jfirwin/ from its dominating NP and / tfirwin/ itself 
control / Variir/, by requiring it to agree with it not 
only in number and gender but also in Case. Therefore, 
the Case of the dominating NP percolates not only to the 
head but also to its adjectival.

The same thing applies to the nominals /sinaad^in/ 
and /mallaat/ in sentence (b) except that they are as

sinaad^in /mallaat^
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signed nominative Case because their dominating NP is 
assigned nominative Case. And in sentence (c), the 
nominals /sideertin/ and /hamrah/ are assigned objective 
Case because their dominating NP is assigned objective 
Case. Taking sentence (1)(c) as an example, we have the 
following S-structure, which demonstrates the above men
tioned discussion:
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(2)
S

Comp
NP (1) INFL 

[Perfective 
aspect] 
AGR 

[1st pers. 
sing]

Pred.pronoun
small^ pro 
[1st pers. 

sing]
NP(2)

governs and 
assigns 
objective /  
Case /

Sift

Indefinite
marker

sideert- - in Adj N
AGR

[+fem]
[+sing]
[+Case]

ie
(objective)

N

hamrah
That is, the verb /Sift/ governs NP(2) and assigns to it 
objective Case and as this NP has AGR, the Case of the 
dominating NP not only percolates to the head nominal 
but also to its adjectival. This is because the adject
ive agrees with its head nominal in an NP not only in 
gender and number but also in Case.
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The above discussion has shown that nominals in an 
NP with AGR are assigned the Case of their dominating NP 
because Case percolates to the head nominal and the head 
nominal itself controls the other nominals in that NP by 
requiring them to agree with it in number, gender and 
Case, Such is the case with the nominals generated in 
NPs in an S node of either nominal or verbal sentences.

The same process is applicable to the nominals 
generated in NP >n Comp. This is demonstrated by the 
following sentence and its S-structure:

(3)
(a) ^jialhiin j ilbin~tj - - > fahum yigifuunha/

Now, the girl, they do see her.



oblique
Case AGR topic N 

_ [definite]
Q temporal N [HCase] Det N

[
fa NP(2) 

N
N

halhiin 
[+present time] 

[+definite]

binding

bint pronoun 
[fem,sing]
[+definite]

hum 
[3rd pers.

pi] INFL 
[Imper- 
fective 
aspect] 

[+present 
time] 
AGR 

[3rd pers 
Pl]

Pred

proper 
governor N

local
determiner

yi^ifuur >
pronoun

mall pro 
[3rd pers 
fem. sing]

As NP(1) has AGR, oblique Case passes from it down to 
the temporal as well as the topic. That is, NP(1) is 
assigned oblique Case by Comp(2) and this Case perco
lates to both nominals in this NP since it has AGR. The
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NP generated in Comp has AGR because both nominals must 
be [+definite] ; 1 therefore both nominals have oblique 
Case ie the topic agrees with the temporal not only in 
definiteness but also in Case.

^Topics in D.A.D. are always [+definite] and tempo
ral nominals are also [+definite] . See Chapter IV, Part 
II for a discussion fo some of the D.A.D. temporal nominals.
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1.4.3*3.2: The Assignment of Case to Nominals in an NP 
without AGR

In an NP without AGR, it is only the head nominal 
that is assigned the Case of its dominating NP and this 
may be achieved by a process of percolation, as devised 
by Comsky (1981a). As for the other nominals in the NP 
without AGR, they hold a relation of possession to the 
head nominal and should accordingly be assigned posses
sive Case. This may be achieved by a language specific 
rule that is called the Possessive Case rule (ie PCR).

The following sentences provide examples of NPs 
with no AGR:

(1)
(a) Nominal sentences:

(i) /haa~fa /binayyit binayyit j//
This (fem. sing) is the daughter of my 

daughter.
(ii) /?ilbint/bintit^ The girl is his daughter,
(iii) ^nisaat/il?awlaad/lihaalha/

Craving for boys is different ie Mothers 
bearing boys have different symptoms of crav
ings from those bearing girls.
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(b) Verbal sentences:
(i) /yakluun/dihin/ilbafiariii^ They eat fat of the

camel.
(ii) /ma nidrl gan^pilmitj il?awwaliii^ We do not 
know about the word of the first, ie.

We do not know the language of the previous 
generation.

Taking sentences (1)(a)(i) and (iii) as well as
(b)(i) as examples, we have the following S-structures, 
which demonstrate that an NP with no AGR has the intern
al structure of a nominal construct.
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(2)

deictic
pronoun
haL^i [fem.

sing]

INFL 
[-time] 
AGR 
[ fem. 
sing]

Pred. P
NP(2)

Poss. N
> Poss.

I proper governor
binayyit

binayyitjilŝ  local pronoun 
determiner 
[1 stNperssingjN^

small proX _______ ,_______ i

nominal construct
X  t

nominal construct

1-For a discussion of the D.A.D. pronouns, see 
Chapter I pp.381-91 in Part II.
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. INFL 
[-time]

Pred. P

Poss
NP (2)

? awwaliin
------- j

nominal construct
N ---------> Poss. N

proper governor | 
pronoun

haalhum [3rd pers pi] small pro
nominal construct

NP(l)

pronoun

INFL 
[Imperfective 

aspect]
AGR 

[3rd pers.
P1]small pro [3rd pers.

p1] yakluun

Pred.

NP(2)
Poss. N

dihin
ba£ari:

nominal construct
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As NP(2) in S-structure (a) is assigned nominative 
Case by INFL, this Case percolates to the head of this 
NP, which is /binayyit/. As for /binayyiti/, it holds a 
possessive relation to /binayyit/; therefore, /binayyiti/ is 
assigned possessive Case, and not nominative Case. It 
is assigned possessive Case by the possessive Case rule, 
which assigns possessive Case to the possessive (pro) 
nominal(s) in an NP with no AGR, which has the internal 
structure of a nominal construct.

The head nominal in NP(1) of S-structure (b) (ie 
/nisaat/) is assigned nominative Case by its dominating 
NP. As this NP has no AGR, /il ?awwaliin/ holds a pos
sessive relation to the head nominal, and accordingly, 
/il ?awwaliin/ is assigned possessive Case by the pos
sessive Case rule. In a similar manner, small pro in 
NP(2) of S-structure (b) is assigned possessive Case.

In NP(2) of S-structure (c) , /dihin/ is assigned 
the Case of its dominating NP, which is objective Case. 
As for /ilba^ariin/, it is assigned possessive Case by 
the possessive Case rule. This is because this NP has 
no AGR, indicating that it has the internal structure of 
a nominal construct.
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The above discussion has shown that the nominals 
generated in an NP are also assigned Case. The Case of 
the NP percolates down to the lexical head of that NP. 
This verifies the fact that Case is the property of the 
syntax, and not the Lexicon. If that NP has AGR, then 
the head nominal controls the agreement features of its 
complement nominal and this control takes the form of 
making its complement agree with it in number, gender 
and Case. On the other hand, if the NP has no AGR, then
the head nominal has no control on the other nominal(s)
in that NP, allowing them to be assigned possessive Case 
by the language specific rule the ’’Possessive Case 
Rule”.

1.4.3.4: The Assignment of Case to the D.A.P. embedded 
clause

The assignment of Case to embedded clauses proceeds 
in the same manner as that of the assignment of Case to 
the NP as a whole. This is because the embedded clause 
in D.A.D. syntax is dominated by an NP. For example, a
temporal clause is dominated by an NP and this can be
illustrated by the following sentences and S-structure:
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(1)
(a) !/nlin yoom maat ?abu $iylaani/wana ?akiddi $ala 

£iylaani/
From day died the father of my children and I am 
working for my children.
Eversince my husband died, I've been working to pro
vide for my children.

Day they bought for their wives, they got me this 
(fem. sing).

That is, the temporal clause is an embedded clause that 
is generated in the Comp, of the matrix clause and domi
nated by an NP. This is demonstrated by the following 
S-structure of sentence (l)(a):

1-See Chapter IV, Part II for a discussion of some 
of the D.A.D. temporal nominals, some of which introduce 
temporal clauses.

1

(b) uuni £iyy/
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Comp(l)

Comp (2) >NP (1)
oblique 
Case

INFL 
[ Imper- 

N fective
| aspect]

pronoun [+conti-

- Q
temporal S 

Comp(l)

(?a)na 
[1st per. 

sing]

nuous]
AGR 

[1st pers. 
sing]

? akiddi

Pred.

$?ala 
$iylaani

Comp(2) N

-Q
temporal

N
min yoom

NP 
i_
N

pronoun

INFL 
[Perfective 

aspect]
AGR 
[masc. 
sing] VP

Subject inversion
impersonal 1 
small pro

V abu 
£iylaani

The temporal clause as a whole is assigned oblique Case 
because it is dominated by an NP which is governed and

^The rule of subject inversion is obligatory for 
the NP subject in a temporal clause. See the Introduction of Chapter IV, Part II for a more detailed discus
sion of the temporal clause in D.A.D. syntax.
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assigned Case by Comp(2). As for the internal structure 
of NP(1), it is analyzed as a verbal clause, whose NPs 
are assigned Case in the above mentioned manner.

Embedded clauses generated in S node are also domi
nated by an NP. This is illustrated by the following 
sentences and S-structure:

(3)
(a) /gaalit ?innih jayy/

She said that he coming.
(b) /gaal ?innaha jat/

He said that she came.
(c) /Saaf ?innaha jat/

He saw that she came.
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pronoun
small pro 
[3rd pers. 
fem. sing]

INFL 
[Perfective 

aspect] 
AGR 

[3rd pers. 
fem. sing]

Pred.

V ------------->NP (2)
objective Case |

gaalit

[ -Q] 1
[+comple- 
mentizer, 

ie / ? i n n M
:minerl

N

INFL Pred.P 
AGR |

[masc. 1
sing] NP

local determiner!pronoun
small pro 

[3rd pers. 
masc. sing]

N
active
parti
ciple

jayy

As S(2) is dominated by an NP (ie) NP(2), it is assigned 
Case. This Case is objective Case because NP(2) is 
governed and assigned objective Case by the verb.

^The complementizer /?inn + pronominal suffix/ does 
not require Chomsky adjunction because it is not a nomi
nal. It is therefore generated in Comp, and not in the 
Comp. A-position in the D.A.D. sentential configuration. 
It also carries pronominal suffixes that function as the 
local determiner of a subject small pro in this nominal 
clause ie S(2) .
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The above dioscussion has provided a few examples 
of how embedded clauses in D.A.D. syntax are also as
signed Case. This is due to the fact that they are 
dominated by NPs. The assignment of Case to embedded 
clauses is important in that it makes these clauses 
visible at LF for 9 marking. That is, an embedded 
clause in D.A.D. differs from a matrix clause in that it 
has Case, making it visible at LF and allowing it to be 
assigned a 9 role. As for the matrix clause, the NPs in 
it are assigned Case and in turn 9 marked but the matrix 
clause as a whole is not assigned Case. This is because 
it is not dominated by an NP.
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PART II
THE NOMINAL CLASS IN D.A.D, SYNTAX

2.0: Introduction
In Part I, it was shown that the nominal sentence 

represents an autonomous sentential configuration in 
D.A.D. syntax. Its autonomy has been shown to be due to 
the fact that it has no VP category at any level of its 
syntactic representations. And the non-presence of the 
VP category in the D.A.D. nominal sentence is because 
its time reference is indicated by means of a temporal 
NP, and not by means of an assumed VP at LF.

In Part II, it will be shown that the non-presence 
of the VP category in the D.A.D. nominal sentence is 
because the time expressions in D.A.D. are nominals in 
structure (called "temporal nominals"); and, therefore, 
they are generated as a temporal NP in the syntactic 
configuration. The non-presence of the VP category in 
the nominal sentence is also due to the fact that ad
jectives, ordinal numerals and even participles in 
D.A.D. are nominals in structure; therefore, they are 
generated as an NP predicate when they are the head of 
the predicate phrase . That is, even a participle 
generated as the head of the predicate phrase generates
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an NP predicate, and not a VP predicate. It follows 
that the D.A.D. nominal sentence is a sentence that has 
no VP category but that may have a PP or an NP predicate 
and its NP predicate may have a noun, an adjective, an 
ordinal numeral or a participle as its head.

Accordingly, the discussion in Part II Is meant to 
provide syntactic evidence of the nominal status of the 
word classes: adjectives, ordinal numerals, participles 
and the time expressions in D.A.D, called "temporal 
nominals". Such evidence is provided by showing syntac
tic similarity between the above word classes and the 
noun in D.A.D, syntax. Therefore, a description of the 
D.A.D. noun and its proform (ie the pronominals) is 
given in Chapter I. In Chapter II, there is a descrip
tion of the adjective and the ordinal numeral since 
these word classes display a greater similarity with the 
noun more than the participle or the temporal nominal 
subclass. In Chapter III, there is a description of the 
participle, showing its similarity with the D.A.D. noun 
and at the same time stating its characteristics that 
are similar to the verb. In Chapter IV, there is a 
description of some of the D.A.D. temporal nominals, 
demonstrating their similarity with the noun. Therefore,
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despite the fact that the adjective, the ordinal numer
al, the participle and the temporal nominal are not 
nouns, yet they represent different subclasses in a 
general class of nominals in D.A.D. syntax and as a 
result they are generated in the D.A.D. sentential con
figuration as an NP category. This in turn verifies the 
fact that there is no logical necessity for the assump
tion that the D.A.D. nominal sentence has a VP category 
at its LF since even its time reference is indicated by 
an NP.

The assumption that the adjectives, the ordinal 
numerals, the participles, the temporal nominals as well 
as the nouns and the pronouns each forms a subclass in a 
general class for nominals in D.A.D. allows us to hold 
the view that all the word classes in D.A.D. may be 
classified under one of the following classes:

(1) (i) Nominals (ii) Verbals (iii) Particles: 
Word classes such as the adjective, the ordinal numeral, 
the participle and the temporal nominal have been clas
sified as nominals because they show similarity with the 
noun in D.A.D. syntax. As for the D.A.D. prepositions, 
they are classified under the Verbals because they are 
similar to the verbs in that they are associated with
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the Verbal set of pronominal suffixes. And word classes 
that show no affiliation to the verb or the noun are 
classified as particles, examples of which are the nega
tive participle (ie /ma...(b)/) and the conjunctions 
/wala)/ and /fa/.

And as this study is concerned with the "nominal 
piece", we will only be dealing with the nominal class 
with special reference to the nouns, pronouns, adjec
tives, ordinal numerals, participles and the temporal 
nominals. These word classes play an important role in 
D.A.D. syntax in that they verify the fact that the 
D.A.D. nominal sentence does not havetVP category. That 
is, as the adjective, the ordinal numeral and the parti
ciple are nominals, they naturally generate an NP predi
cate when they are generated as the head of the predicate 
phrase; therefore, a D.A.D. sentence even with a parti
ciple as the head of its predicate phrase cannot be said 
to have a VP category since the participle itself is a 
nominal in D.A.D. syntax. In a similar respect, as the 
time expressions in D.A.D. are nominals, they also 
generate an NP that indicates the time reference of the 
sentence and is therefore called a "temporal NP". And 
if the time reference of the nominal sentence in D.A.D.
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syntax is indicated by an NP, then there is no logical 
necessity for the assumption that even nominal sentences 
have a VP category at LF.

Apart from the relevance of the above word classes 
to the autonomy of the nominal sentence, the description 
of these word classes is also meant to show the gradual 
decrease in the inflectional system of the nominals in 
D.A.D. syntax. That is, the nominal class in D.A.D. 
incorporates word classes that are fully inflected and 
those that are invariables. In between, there are those 
that are partially inflected. The nouns represent the 
fully inflected forms since they inflect for definite
ness, indefiniteness, possession and number. The ad
jectives, the ordinal numerals, and the participles 
represent the partially inflected forms ie the adjective 
inflects for definiteness, number and gender; the ordi
nal numeral inflects for gender and number (apart from 
the fact that it is always introduced by a definite 
article); and the participle inflects for definiteness 
and indefiniteness and in the latter case only it also 
inflects for number and gender. As for the temporal 
nominals, these represent the least inflected nominals 
as some temporal nominals only inflect for possession
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and some other temporal nominals even maintain invari
able forms, which do have nominal properties that have 
been fossilized to become part of their lexical composi
tion. Therefore, the nominal in D.A.D. ranges from 
being a fully inflected form to one that has an invari
able form.

This wide range of the nominal in D.A.D. syntax is 
because the nominal is different from the noun. A noun, 
even if it designates time, inflects for definiteness, 
indefiniteness, possession and number. On the other 
hand, a temporal nominal is a kind of defective noun in 
the sense that it is more restricted in its syntactic 
distribution than the noun ie some temporal nominals may 
only be generated in the Comp. A-position. It is also 
defective in the sense that if it shows any inflection 
at all, it simply inflects for possession, and not for 
definiteness, indefiniteness or number. Furthermore, 
there are some temporal nominals that have invariable 
forms but as these invariable forms display nominal 
properties that have been fossilized to become part of 
the lexical composition of these forms, they have been 
regarded as nominals even though they cannot be regarded 
as nouns. That is, the temporal nominals represent a
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heterogenous group of nominals some of which show more 
noun characteristics than the other but they all show a 
different syntactic behaviour from the nouns of time 
designation. This difference is not only in their in
flectional capacity but also in the fact that the noun 
of time designation only functions as a temporal when it 
is incorporated in a PP. It is due to such differences 
between the noun and the temporal nominal that the lat
ter has been regarded as a distinct subclass in the 
general class for the nominals in D.A.D. syntax.
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CHAPTER I

2.1: The Noun Subclass
The noun subclass is composed of the word class for 

nouns as well as that for pronouns, the proforms of the 
nouns. The D.A.D. noun has the capacity to inflect for 
definiteness, indefiniteness, possession and number. 
The pronoun shares with the noun its capacity to show 
number and its association with the syntactic feature 
[+definite] but it does not inflect for number or defi
niteness, rather it simply has variable forms that indi
cate number and gender distinctions and that are always 
associated with the syntactic feature [+ definite]. It 
is in this respect that the noun and the pronoun each 
forms a separate subdivision within this subclass, which 
is one of the subclasses in the general class for D.A.D. 
nominals. They have nevertheless been grouped together 
forming a subclass because the pronoun is the proform of 
the noun in the sense that it may substitute for a noun, 
generated as the lexical head of the NP category.
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2.1.1: The D.A.D. noun
The noun in D.A.D. syntax is generated as the lexi

cal head of the NP whether it be in the A-positions in S 
node or in Comp. When it is generated in the Comp A- 
position, it is the topic NP but when generated in the 
prepredicate position in S node, it is the subject. And 
when it is generated in the predicate phrase, it is the 
NP predicate, which may be governed by a V , a P or an 
INFL. That is, the noun is not restricted in its syn
tactic distribution to any specific A-position.l

There are two types of nouns in D.A.D : count nouns 
and mass nouns. Both types of nouns inflect for defi
niteness and possession but count nouns also inflect for 
number and indefiniteness. This is demonstrated by the 
following discussion, which deals with each of the above 
inflectional properties separately.

2.1.1.1: Inflection for definiteness
The following sentences provide examples of the 

D.A.D. noun inflecting for definiteness.

lit differs in this respect from the temporal nomi
nal as some temporal nominals are restricted in their 
syntactic distribution to the Comp A-position (see Chap
ter IV of Part II).
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(1) Nominal sentences:
(i) /Albint/hilwah/ The girl is pretty.
(ii) /ftindina/ilbint/ We have the girl.

(ill) /$indina/ilSirs/ We have the wedding.
(iv) //llmuyyah/ f j/lbeet// The water is in the house.

(2) Verbal sentences:
(i) aruus/tihawwal/

The bride is transferred.
(ii) /^aharuuha min/ilQiliit//

The pulled her out of the well.
(iii) /£ift/ilbint/ I saw the girl.
(iv) /yifcassiluun bi/lmuvvafŷ

They wash up with water.
The above sentences provide examples of nouns that are 
introduced by a definite article ie /-il/, in which case 
they are regarded as inflecting for definiteness. In 
sentences (1) and (2) (i) , the noun and its definite 
article are generated as the NP subject. But in sen
tences (ii) - (iv) of both (1) and (2) the noun and its 
definite article are generated as the NP predicate. All 
the nouns in sentences (i) - (iii) of both (1) and (2) 
are count nouns but in (iv) , we have /il muyyah/ as an
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example of a mass noun, indicating that the mass noun 
also inflects for definiteness.

2.1.1.2: inflection for possession
The following sentences provide examples of the 

D.A.D. noun inflecting for possession; which makes the 
noun also associated with definiteness.

(1) Nominal sentences
(i) /'nisaatjhum/ freer/ Their cravings are different.

(ii) //ruzzfi-ly e e v /  My rice is different.
(iii) /banaat^hum/hilwiin/ Their daughters are pretty, 
(iv) /hiy $ind/£ anaa tjiW

She is at her daughters (place).
(v) /hiy/Sint/i// She is my daughter.

(2) Verbal sentences
(i) /ft> anaa t/hum/ yitharuun/

Their daughters do go out.
(ii) /?imsik/tariityllfr/

Hold on to your principles.
(iii) /?ag£id ^ala/-rkaabyj/ha'froo 1 a/

I sit on my knees these.
(iv) /?akil /ruz^i/

I eat my rice.
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Sentences (1)(i) - (ii) demonstrate that a noun inflect
ing for possession may be generated as the NP subject of 
a nominal sentence. Sentences (l)(iv) and (v) demon
strate that it may be generated as the NP predicate of a 
D.A.D. nominal sentence. And finally sentence (1)(ii) 
also demonstrates that the D.A.D. mass noun, as exempli
fied by /ruzz/ "rice” , does inflect for possession.

Sentence (2) (i) provides an example of a noun in
flecting for possession and generated as the NP subject 
of a verbal sentence. In sentences (2)(ii) + (iii), the 
noun is generated as the NP predicate of a verbal sen
tence. And sentence (2)(iv) provides an example of a 
mass noun inflecting for possession and generated in a 
verbal sentence. Therefore both mass nouns and count 
nouns may acquire definiteness either by means of carry
ing a definite article, as sliown earlier, or by inflect
ing for possession. In the latter case, the noun is 
associated with one of the pronominal suffixes. And in 
both cases, the noun is not restricted in its syntactic 
distribution ie a noun introduced by a definite article
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or inflecting for possession may be generated in any of 
the A-positions in S node or Comp.l

2.1.1.3: Inflection for number
It is only the count noun that inflects for number 

and this is illustrated by the following count nouns:
(1)

(i) /walad/ "boy" (ii) /waladeen/ "2 boys”
(iii) /?awlaad/ "boys".

(2)
(i) /bint/ "girl" (ii) /binteen/ "2 girls"
(iii)/banaat/ "girls"
As can be seen from the above examples, the D.A.D. count 
noun has a singular form, a dual form and a plural form.

There are, however, cases in which the mass noun 
inflects for number and this is when it has the suffix 
/-ih/, which transforms the mass noun into a count noun. 
The suffix /-h/ transforms into the infex /-t-/ when the 
noun is in a non-prepausal position. This is demonstrat
ed by the following inflectional paradigm.

^A noun carrying the indefinite marker /-in/, on 
the other hand, is restricted in its syntactic distribu
tion (See pp. 372-79 for discussion).
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(3) /dihin/ "fat11 ie mass noun 
(i) /ildihin/ l!the fat"
(ii) /dihni/ ”my fat”

(4) /dihnih/ "a piece of fat11 ie a count noun 
(i) /ildihnih/ "the piece of fat"
(ii) /dihniti/ "my piece of fat"
(iii) /dihuun/ "various types of fat"
(iv) /dihniteen/ "2 pieces of fat"
(v) /dihnitin/ "a piece of fat"

2.1.1.4: Inflection for indefiniteness
The count noun also inflects for indefiniteness,

which is indicated by the presence of the marker /-in/
in a non prepausal position. This is illustrated by the
following sentences:

(1) Nominal sentences
(i) /issalaat yfnmylry filwajh/

cl
The prayers are?light in the face.

(ii) /haa^a^gaytaaryin/min iSSayatiin/
This (masc. sing) is a devil of the devils.

(iii) /ma bih/sinaadgi-n/giQiirah/
There are not boxes many.

(iv) /liy/saahyiry^gaatir/
I have a friend clever.
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(2) Verbal sentences
(i) /?a^har /lahtyin/min beethum/

He took out meat from their home.
(ii) /huttaha fi/beetin/firriya^/

Put her in a house in Riyadh.
(iii) /ilhamiir yadawaruun/hamiii/iry7miQilhum/

The donkeys search for donkeys like them ie 
Birds of a feather flock together.

(iv) */hamiirin yadawaruun hamiirin miOilhum/
A donkey searches for a donkey like itself.
It can be seen from the above sentences that a noun 

inflecting for indefiniteness is generated in the predi
cate phrase of both verbal and nominal sentences. This 
is also demonstrated by the following S-structures of 
sentences l(i) and (iii) as well as 2(i) and (iii):
(3) (a)

salaat

INFL 
[- time] 
AGR 
[masc. 
sing]

Pred. P

f i 1 w aj h
Indefinite

marker
nuur- - in
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neg.
particle

ma

INFL 
[ - time]

smaaad

Pred. P

AGR 
[fern. 

Indefinite sing]
- m

Adj N
i
N
I

ci0iirah

(4)

T
pronoun
small pro 
[3rd pers. 
masc. sing]

7
INFL 

[Perfective 
aspect] 
AGR 

[3rd pers. 
masc. sing]

? a^har min beethum

lahm
Indefinite 
marker

i
-in



-Q NP' INFL Pred
N

[Imperfective
aspect] YP

De
AGR

N [3rd pers. V
i Pi.] I

NP PP
11 hamiir N miQilhum

yadawaruui
N Indefinite

marker
hamiir

-in

In S-structures 3(a) + (b), it is shown that a noun 
inflecting for indefiniteness is generated as the NP 
predicate of a nominal sentence and in S-structures 4(a) 
+ (b) , it is generated as the NP predicate of a verbal 
sentence, S-structure (4)(b) also demonstrates that the 
NP subject has a noun inflecting for definiteness where
as the NP predicate has a noun inflecting for indefi
niteness despite the fact that the translation of sen
tence 2(iii) indicates that its NP subject does not 
refer to a specific or definite group of donkeys. This 
indicates that the definiteness of the NP subject in 
sentence 2(iii) is syntactic, and not semantic. There
fore, it may be said that the NP subject in D.A.D. syn
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tax has to have the syntactic feature [+definite] even 
when it is not definite in reference. Accordingly, 
sentence 2(iv) is ill-formed because its NP subject has 
a noun that inflects for indefiniteness; ie, nouns in
flecting for indefiniteness are not generated as the NP 
subject of verbal or nominal sentences in D.A.D. syntax.

It is in this respect that nominals of indefinite 
reference are always generated as the NP predicate even 
when they are the subjectl of the discussion and in such 
a case the definite nominals /fih/, /bih/, /liy/ or 
/pindi/ are generated as the NP subject. This is demon
strated by the following nominal sentences, in which one 
of the above nominals is generated as the NP subject and 
a noun with an indefinite marker is the NP predicate:

(5)
(a) /bih/sinaadg|/Ln/ 9i0iirah/

There are a good many boxes.
(b) /1 iy /saahf/iq/ £aatir/ I have a friend who is clever 

ie A friend of mine is clever.
(c) /1 iy /saahb/in/ iraab/ I have a friend who has absented 

himself ie A friend of mine is absent.

l-The term "subject" is used in a non-grammatical 
sense.
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le(d) /bih /bint/in/ tigta^al/ There is a girl working 
A girl is working.
Therefore, whenever there is a noun of indefinite 

reference, D.A.D. syntax requires it to be generated as 
the NP predicate, in which case the NP subject is a 
nominal indicating existence such as /bih/ or a nominal 
indicating possession such as /liy/. This is demonstrat
ed by the following S-structures of 5(b) and (c):

(6)

Pred. PINFL 
[-time]

[+definite]
saahb

AGR 
[masc. 

Indefinite sing] 
marker

Adj N
I
N
I

&aatir
-in

lit is definite because it has a pronominal suffix 
ie /iy/. See pp.202-14of Chapter II of Part I for fur
ther discussion on /liy/, which is a possessive nominal.
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INFL 
[ - time]

Pred. P

saahb-
Indefinite 

marker
- m

INFL Pred
[Perfect- | 

ive VP
aspect I 

pronoun AGR V
j [3rd pers 

small pro masc.
[3rd pers. sing]
masc. sing] 2raab

Accordingly, it may be said that the noun in D.A.D. 
syntax inflects for indefiniteness but this inflection 
is restricted to its being in a non prepausal position 
and its being generated as the NP predicate of verbal or 
nominal sentences. That is, the /-in/ marker in D.A.D. 
is restricted to the predicate A-position and is not
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carried by all nouns indefinite in reference and that are 
generated in other A-position.l

2.1.1.5: Diminutivization:
The final characteristic of the D.A.D. noun to be 

discussed is its capacity to subsume to the rule of 
diminutivization. This rule is a phonological rule that 
involves the raising and, in some cases, the diphthongi- 
zation of the vowel after the second radical. The dimi- 
nutivized form is used in D.A.D. for the indication of 
endearment or smallness in size. The following sentences 
provide examples of the diminutivized forms of the nouns 
/bint/ "girl", /walad/ ’’boy", /? umm/ "mother” , and
/£ee£/ "bread."

(1)
(i) /sift (ilwilayyidl ?ams/ I saw the dear little 

(ilwileed J boy, yesterday.
(ii) /ilwilayyidaat tadiyyanu min ijjam^iyyah/

1-NP subject in sentence 2(iii) is indefinite in 
reference and yet it has a definite article. Sentence 
2(iv) is ill-formed because the subject noun carries the 
suffix /-in/. The definite article is a syntactic mar
ker of definiteness which does not necessarily equate 
definiteness in meaning. Similarly, the suffix /-in/ is 
a syntactic marker of indefiniteness but does not neces
sarily equate indefinitess in meaning. (See discussion 
of participles in D.A.D. for further evidence that the 
/-in/ suffix is a syntactic marker.)
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The dear little boys borrowed from the social insur
ance.

(iii) /hiy binayyit binayyiti/
She is the dear little daughter of my dear little 
daughter.

(iv) /?umayyiti Saaditin binayyitip/
My dear little mother is taking care of your dear 
little daughter.

(v) /ma gilt mid giyayyjg/
X have never said a little and a very small quan
tity of bread ie I’ve never begged for the least 
quantity of bread.

In sentence,(1)(i) the /-a-/ after the second radi
cal in /walad/ has been raised to /wileed/. And in 
/wilayyid/, it has been diphthongized. It is also to be 
noted that /wilayyid/ indicates a greater degree of 
endearment than /wileed/. The same process is found in 
(1)(ii), in which the plural form /ilwiladaat/ has had 
the vowel after its second radical raised and then diph
thongized to become /ilwilayyidaat/. In sentences (1)
(iii) and (iv), the third radical disappears and a diph
thong is inserted after the second radical; therefore, 
we have /binayyih/ and /?umayyih/ instead of /bint/ and
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/?umm/. The feminine suffix / — h/ in /binayyih/ and
/?umayyih/ transforms to the / -1—/ inf ex when it is in a
non-prepausal position. Therefore, we have /binayyit/ 
and /binayyiti/ in sentence (l)(iii) and /?umayyiti/ and 
/binayyitip/ in (l)(iv). This is due to the fact that 
/binayyiti/, /?umayyiti/ and /binayyitip/ also inflect 
for possession, in which case the inflection /-h/ be
comes the inflex /-t-/. As for /binayyit/, the inflec
tion /-h/ has become /-t-/ because it is not in a pre- 
pausal position. And in sentence (1)(v) , the second 
radical ie /y/, which is only visible in the diminuti- 

 ̂ vized form, is followed by a diphthong; therefore, we
I have / £iyayyi£/? instead of the non-diminutive form

/£eeS/.

2.1.2: The D.A.D. pronouns:
The D.A.D. pronominal system may be divided into

deictics and non-deictics. A deictic pronominal has
spatial or temporal dimensions whereas a non-deictic 
pronominal is simply a pro form of the noun, in which 
case it subsumes to principle (B) of the binding condi
tions. And as the non deictic pronominals have been 
previously referred to in the Introduction and in Chap
ter IV of Part I in the section related to Case Theory,
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they are described first and as briefly as possible. 
Our main concern is with the deictic pronominals since 
they have temporal dimensions and are, accordingly, 
generated as part of the lexical composition of some of 
the D.A.D. temporal nominals.

2.1.2.1: The non-deictic pronominals:
The D.A.D. non-deictic pronominals are of two dif

ferent types: free pronominal forms and pronominal af
fixes that are carried by verbs, prepositions and nomi
nals and these pronominal affixes are the local deter
miners for the generation of a small pro. These affixes 
may be briefly illustrated by the following verbs, pre
positions and nominals.

(1) Pronominal affixes for the generation of a sub
ject small pro
(A) Perfective verb forms:

(i) /ruht/ I went.
(ii) /ruhna/ We went.
(iii) /raah/ He went.
(iv) /raahit/ She went.
(v) /raahu/ They went.
(vi) /ruht/ You (masc. sing)
(vii) /ruhti/ You (fem. sing)
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(viii) /ruhtum/ You (pi) went.
(B) Imperfective verb forms:

(i) /?aruuh/ I go.
(ii) /niruuh/ We go.
(iii) /yiruuh/ He goes.
(iv) /tiruuh/ She goes.
(v) /yiruhuun/ They go.

(vi) /tiruuh/ You (masc. sing) go.
(vii) /tiruhiin/ You (fem. sing) go.

(viii) /tiruhuun/ You (pi) go.
(2) Pronominal affixes for the generation of a com
plement small pro:

(A) Verbs:
(i) / xa^hi/ He took me.
(it) /xatna/ He took us.

(iii) /xa£ih/ He took him.
(iv) /xa'S’ha/ He took her.
(v) /xafhum/ He took them.
(vi) /xaS'ik/ He took you (masc. sing)

(vii) / xa-̂ ip/ He took you (fem. sing).
/ • • • \(vill) / xa’Jkum/ He took you (pi).

(B) Prepositions:
(i) /fiini/ in me.
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(ii) /fiina/ in us.
(iii) /fiih/ in him.
(iv) /fiiha/ in her.
(v) /fiihum/ in them.
(vi) /fiik/ in you (masc. sing).

(vii) /fii9/ in you (fem. sing).
(viii) /fiikum/ in you (pi).

(3) Pronominal affixes for the generation of a pos
sessive small pro:
(A) Nominals:

(i) /waladi/ "my son".
(ii) /waladna/ "our son".
(iii) /waladih/ "his son".
(iv) /waladha/- "her son".
(v) /waladhum/ "their son".

(vi) /waladik/ Your ( mas. sing) son.
(vii) /waladiy/ Your (fem. sing) son.

(viii) /waladkum/ Your (pi) son.
As can be seen from the above examples, the prono

minal affixes for the generation of a subject small pro 
are only carried by verb forms whereas those for the 
generation of a complement small pro are carried by both
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verbs and prepositions. As for those for the generation 
of a possessive small pro, they are carried by nominals.

The free pronominal forms constitute a smaller set 
of pronominals in D.A.D. syntax. This set is restricted 
in its syntactic distribution to the prepredicate posi
tion in which it is generated as the NP subject. Despite 
the fact that it has been listed before in the Introduc
tion, it is repeated here for clarity of exposition:

(iii) /inta/ second person, masc. sing.
(iv) /inti/ second person, fem. sing.
(v) /intum/ second person, plural.
(vi) /huw/ 3rd person, masc. sing.

(vii) /hiy/ 3rd person, fem. sing.
(viii) /hum/ 3rd person, plural.

2.1.2.2: The D.A.D. deictics
There are various kinds of deictics in D.A.D. Some 

are used adjectivally; others are used pronominally and 
some others are used as specifiers. The adjectival and 
pronominal deictics have variant forms that show dis

(i) /?ana/ first person singular 
(ii) f/?inhin/l first person plural
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tinctions of gender and number. As for the specifier 
deictics, they have invariant forms, each form of which 
indicates a certain distance whether in space or time. 
We will first discuss the D.A.D. deictic pronominals 
because this section mainly deals with the pronominal 
system. However, as the deictic specifiers do play an 
important role in the determination of the time refer
ence of the temporal nominal in which they are generat
ed, there will also be a small discussion of the deictic 
specifiers. This in turn requires us to differentiate 
between the deictic specifier and that of the adjecti
val .

2.1.2.2.1: The deictic pronominals:
There are two different kinds of deictic pronomi

nals: /haa-/ prefixed forms and non-/haa-/ prefixed
forms. The former forms (ie /haa-/ prefixed) are re
stricted in their syntactic distribution to the prepre
dicate A-positions whether as NP subjects or NP topics. 
As for the non-/haa-/ prefixed forms, they are generated 
in the predicate A-positions. This is demonstrated by 
the following discussion, in which the /haa-/ prefixed 
forms are discussed first and then the non-/haa-/ pre
fixed forms are discussed afterwards.
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2.1.2.2.1.1: /haa-/ prefixed forms:
The /haa-/ prefixed forms generated in the prepre

dicate A-positions of verbal and nominal sentences are 
illustrated by the following sentences:

(1) Nominal sentences:
(i) /haa^a Saklina/

This (masc. sing) is our way.
(ii) /haa^i bint/

This (fem. sing) is a girl.
(iii) /haa^oola rajaj iii/

These (pi. masc) are men.
(iv) /haa^ooli banaat/

These (pi. fem) are girls.
(v) /haa'ia --> fahuw rijaal/

This one (masc. sing), so it is a man.
(2) Verbal sentences:

(i) /haatf'a yim&iy/
This (masc. sing) goes away or walks.

(ii) /haa'ii tig£id/
This (fem. sing) stays.

(iii) / h a a ' & o o l a  raahu/
These (pi. masc) went away,

(iv) /haa^ooli raahu/
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These (pi. fem) went away.
(v) / h a s r & a --> fahuw yaS’wiy beetih min il£i3a/

This one (masc. sing), so he goes into his house 
at dusk time.

Sentences (1) altogether demonstrate that the 
deictic pronominals have distinctive forms showing gen
der distinction in both the singular and the plural 
forms. In sentences (i) - (iv), the deictic pronominal 
is generated as the NP subject and in sentence (v) , it 
is generated as the NP topic; as demonstrated by the 
slight pause after / h a a ' t a / and that is formally indicat
ed by the small arrow ie /->/ and the presence of the 
emphatic conjunction /fa-/.

Sentences (2) demonstrate that these very same 
forms may be generated in verbal sentences. In sentences
(i) - (iv), they are generated as NP subject and in (v), 
it is generated as NP topic.

Apart from the above mentioned /haa-/ prefixed 
forms, the following forms have also been recorded with
in my corpus of D.A.D.

(3)
(i) /haataak yin'fam/

That one (masc. sing) is to be cherished.
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(ii) /haa^iik il ?awwaliin/
That one (fem. sing) is the old generation.

The forms /haa&.aakJ  and /haa^iik/ have deictic force 
that refers to distant places. They differ in this 
respect from the forms cited in (1) and (2). They also 
differ in that they do not have number distinction since 
only two forms have been found ie one for masculine 
entities and one for feminine entities.

2.1.2.2.1.2: Non-/haa/ prefixed forms:
The non-/haa/ prefixed deictic pronominal forms are 

restricted in their syntactic distribution to the A- 
positions in the predicate phrase of verbal or nominal 
sentences. This is demonstrated by the following sen
tences :

(1) Nominal sentences
(i) /mahuub mi0il i a /

He is not like this one (masc. sing).
X Y

(ii) /mahiyb mi0il $1/
She is not like this one (fem. sing).
X Y

(iii) /mahumb mi0il 'Sooli/
They are not like these (fem, pi).
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(iv) /mahumb mi0il i r o o l a /
They are not like these (masc. pi).

(2) Verbal sentences
(i) /nifsax fe/

We take off this (masc. sing).
(ii) /nifsax ^i/

We take off this (fem. sing).
(iii) /^aafu l£oola/

They saw these (pi. masc).
(iv) /&aafu ‘if'ooli/

They saw these (pi. fem).
Sentences (1) demonstrate that non /haa-/ prefixed 

deictic pronominals may be generated in nominal sen
tences but are restricted to the A-positions in its 
predicate phrase. Sentences (2) demonstrate that these 
very same forms are generated in the predicate phrase of 
verbal sentences. In both cases, however, the non /haa-/ 
prefixed deictic pronominals resemble those which are 
/haa-/ pref ixed in that they have variable forms that 
inflect for number as well as for gender whether they be 
in the singular or the plural form.

Similarly, the non /haa-/ prefixed deictic pronomi
nals have forms that refer to more distant items but
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these forms inflect for gender only ie there are only 
two forms: one for masculine entities and the other for 
feminine entities. This is demonstrated by the following 
sentences:

(3)
(i) /jaana ^aak/

We got that one (masculine).
(ii) /jaana "Siik/

We got that one (feminine).

2.1.2.2.2: The deictic specifiers:
The following sentences demonstrate that D.A.D. 

also has deictic specifiers, which have invariable forms 
that do not inflect for gender or number and introduce 
nominals that inflect for definiteness ie by means of a 
definite article.

(1)
(i) //̂ â  gab a at/ $ala-nnaar/

This youthful figure is for Hell.
(ii) /gindaha /frafl-biniv/lkibaar/

She has those big girls.
(iii) /yihibbi /frgflqa.Vc/l 

He loves this dog.
(iv) /?ana ?axift/ja/-rrijaal//
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I took this man.
(2)
(i) /haa/ggabaab/<jrala-nnaar/

This youthful figure is for Hell.
(ii) /yihibbi/haa/1 gatwahĵ

He loves this cat.
(iii) /$indaha/haa/lbiniy/lkibaar/

She has these big girls.
(3)

(i) /ruuhi lissaai arah/£iik/ilfilanivvah^
You (fem. sing) go to the that particular tree.

(ii) /huu fi/£aak/ilbeety^
He is in that house.

(iii ) ^~iik/if had/- - > ma nakil ilia dihin bagar/
That period of time in the past, we used to eat 
only cow fat.

As shown by sentences (1), (2) and (3), D.A.D. has 
the forms /3a-/, /haa-/, /^iik/ and /3aak/, which repre
sent deictic specifiers in D.A.D. syntax. These speci
fiers are invariable forms that do not inflect for 
gender or number; therefore, they differ from the D.A.D. 
deictic pronominals afore described. In sentences (1) , 
/t a-/ maintains its invariable form despite the fact
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that it introduces masculine singular nominals in (i) ,
(iii) and (iv) ; a feminine singular nominal in (ii) and 
a plural nominal in (v). In sentences (2), /haa-/ main
tains its invariable form despite the fact that it in
troduces a masculine singular nominal in (1); a feminine 
singular nominal in (ii), and a plural nominal in (iii). 
As for /^iik/ and /"Saak/, it is clear from sentences 
3(i) and (iii) that /£iik/ maintains its invariable form 
despite the fact that it introduces a masculine singular 
nominal in (iii) and a feminine singular nominal in (i). 
It follows that /feak/ is not the masculine form of 
/-£iik/; rather each of the above forms represents a dis
tinct deictic specifier and each of which conveys a 
specific semantic range.

To illustrate the difference between IS-a-/ and 
/haa-/, on the one hand, and /"Siik/ and /^aak/ on the 
other hand, we have to look at the following temporal 
nominals, which have these specifiers as part of their 
lexical composition.

(4)
(i) ^alhiin/--> ?ajiib iS^aahi/

Immediately, I am bringing the tea.
(ii) ^halhiiry - -> ?ajiib i&Saahi/
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Now, I am bringing the tea.
(iii) //^aakilyoon/ - - > saar ma £indi ta£aam/

That day, it became that I had no food.
(iv) /̂ iikilhiiny -̂"> ma bih sihhiyaat/

That period of time in the distant past, there 
were no hospitals.
On the basis of the intuitions of the native 

speaker of D.A.D., /'£alhiin/ refers to the immediate 
present time whereas /halhiin/ simply refers to the 
present in general. Similarly, /^aak ilyoom/ refers to 
a less distant past than /<̂ iik ilhiin/. This difference 
is probably due to the fact that /£a/ is a deictic spe
cifier that refers to closer objects than that of /haa-/ 
And similarly, /l^aak/ refers to less far objects than 
/^iik/. And as they qualify temporal nominals in/2alhi- 
in/, /"Saak ilyoom/ and /^iik ilhiin/, they maintain 
these semantic distinctions but within a temporal per- 
spectivel

When, on the other hand, they specify nouns, as 
illustrated by sentences (1) , (2) and (3) , they acquire 
a spatial perspective. Therefore, the nouns introduced

1-For a more detailed discussion of D.A.D. temporal 
nominals, see Chapter IV, Part II.
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by / t a - /  are regarded within a pointing distance ie they 
are near enough to be pointed at. As for those intro
duced by /haa-/, they are near but not as near as those 
introduced by /"£a-/. In a similar respect, the nouns 
introduced by /Saak/ are far away and yet not as far as 
those introduced by /Siik/.

The deictic specifiers are of importance to us in 
this thesis as some of them qualify some of the D.A.D. 
temporal nominals, in which case they become part of 
their lexical composition. In such cases, they acquire 
a temporal perspective, as shown above. And it is also 
interesting to note that the lexical composition of the 
D.A.D. temporal nominal allows the presence of a deictic 
specifier but not an adjectival even if that adjectival 
is a deictic. That is, D.A.D. syntax has / t alhiin/, 
/halhiin/, /^aak ilyoom/, Miik ilhiin/etc but not */il- 
hiin£a/, */ilhiin haa£a/, */ilyoom 2faak/ etc. This is 
beacuse the D.A.D. temporal nominal is not a noun and 
differs its syntactic behaviour from a noun ie it may be 
qualified by a specifier but not by an adjectival and in 
such a case the specifier is part of its lexical compo
sition.
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2.1.2.2.3; The deictic adjectivals
Apart from deictic specifiers, D.A.D. syntax also 

has deictic adjectivals, which may qualify a noun but 
not a temporal nominal. The deictic adjectivals are 
similar to the deictic pronominals in that they inflect 
for gender and number. But being adjectivals, they do 
not function as proforms of nouns;' rather, they qualify 
nouns and must agree with these nouns in gender and 
number. This is illustrated by the following sentences: 

(X)
(i) /tig<Jid ^ala-rkaabha^/ha^qqT^

She sits on her knees these (pi. masc).
(ii) /niruuh biiha -Heelahf h a a t i j

We go with her this (fem. sing) night.
(iii) /£uufi ?uxtum$>jjj

You (fem. sing) see this (fem. sing) sister of 
theirs.

(iv) /£indaha bintin min irriiaal f'S'el/ 
She has a daughter from this (masc. sing) man.
In sentence (l)(i), /haa^oola/ agrees with its head 

nominal in gender and number. The same applies to 
/haaJi/, /^i/ and /$~a/ in sentences (ii) , (iii) and
(iv). These examples do not only demonstrate that the
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deictic adjectival inflects for gender and number but 
that it may be introduced by /haa-/ or not. That is, 
the D.A.D. deictic adjectivals allow the free variation 
of the /haa-/ prefix. It differs in this respect from 
the deictic pronominal. It is also to ̂ be noted that 
/-lleelah/ is a noun of time designation, and not a 
temporal nominal. This is why it may be qualified by an 
adjectival. Therefore, the deictic adjectivals do not 
have invariable forms and only qualify nouns; the fact 
which distinguishes them from the deictic specifiers.

Apart from the above structural differences between 
a deictic adjectival and a specifier, there is also a 
difference in emphasis. A noun qualified by a deictic 
adjectival does acquire more emphasis than one that is 
qualified by a deictic specifier.
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CHAPTER II

2.2: The Adjective Subclass
In Chapter I, it was shown that the D.A.D. noun 

inflects for definiteness, possession, number and inde
finiteness. As the D.A.D. adjective shares with the noun 
its capacity to inflect for definiteness and number, it 
is regarded as belonging to the general class for D.A.D. 
nominals but as it does not inflect for possession or 
indefiniteness, it nevertheless differs from the noun, 
forming a separate subclass in this general class for 
nominals.

This subclass incorporates the adjective as well as 
the ordinal numeral because they both share the capacity 
to inflect for gender, number and to have a definite 
article. That is, despite the fact that the D.A.D. noun 
does not inflect for gender but simply has gender, both 
the adjective and the ordinal numeral inflect for gender 
and as they also share the capacity to inflect for num
ber and have a definite article, they constitute a dis
tinct subclass in the general class for nominals in 
D.A.D. The fact that they form a distinct subclass from 
that for nouns is also demonstrated by their incapacity
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to inflect for possession and indefinitess, contrary to 
the noun in D.A.D. syntax.

2.2.1: The D.A.D. Adjective
If the adjective is generated in an NP, it agrees 

with its head nominal in gender, number and [+ definite
ness] . But if it is generated as the NP predicate, it 
agrees with its head nominal (ie the NP subject) in 
gender and number, but not in [+ definiteness].

2.2.1.1: The Syntactic Behaviour of the Adjective in an 
NP

The following sentences demonstrate that the adjec
tive generated in an NP agrees with its head nominal in 
gender, number and [+ definiteness].

(1) Nominal sentences
(i) /[issamin ilxa^ar] min ilba£ariin/

NP
The green butter is from the camel.

(ii) /[ildihin ilxa^ar -->] fahuw dihin ilbaSariin/
NF~ ““
The green fat, it is the fat of the camel.

(iii) /hallhiin [?in Jaamin tammah]/
NP

This time (ie present time) is complete luxury.
(iv) /hiy [binteertin hamrah marrah]/

NP
It (fern, sing) is a cloth very red in color.
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(2) Verbal sentences
(i) /la tax&Lin [ Jfirwin ^ariir]/

NP
Dont you (fem. sing) take a conceited young man.

(ii) /subbi Jaliih [issaamin ilxajar]/
NP

Pour you (fem. sing) on it green butter.
(iii) /wajiib min ilbaatin [irraamil il?ahmar]/

NP
And I bring from the valley the red sand.

(iv) /[ilhurmah ittayyibah] raahit/
NP
The kind woman is gone.

The adjective generated in an NP whether in a 
verbal or a nominal sentence agrees with its head nomi
nal in gender, number and [+ definiteness]. This is 
demonstrated by the above sentences which illustrate 
that this is the case regardless of the A-position in 
which it is generated. In (l)(i), the adjective is 
generated in the NP subject of a nominal sentence and 
it agrees with its head nominal in gender, number and 
definiteness ie it is masculine, singular and has a 
definite article. In (l)(ii), it is generated in the NP 
topic, and again it agrees with its head nominal in 
gender, number and definiteness ie it is masculine, 
singular and has a definite article. In sentences (1)-
(iii) and (iv) , it is generated in the NP predicate,
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and it also agrees with its head nominal in gender, 
number and the syntactic feature [+ definite].

In sentence (l)(iv), the adjective is feminine and 
singular in form in agreement with its head nominal ie 
/binteertin/. But as the adjective does not inflect for 
indefiniteness /hamrah/ does not have the indefinite 
marker ie /-in/. Nevertheless, it still agrees with its 
head nominal in the syntactic feature [-definite] and 
this is indicated by the fact that it does not have a 
definite article. The same can be said of sentence (1)
(iii) as regards the syntactic feature [-definite] ie as 
the adjective does not inflect for indefiniteness, it 
simply indicates that it has the syntactic feature 
[-definite] in agreement with its head nominal by not 
having a definite article. Therefore, /tammah/ agrees 
with its head nominal /?in Jaamin/ in being [-definite] 
but this [-definiteness] is indicated by its not having 
a definite article, rather than by inflecting for inde
finiteness. That is, the /-in/ inflection is an inflec
tion that is not associated with the D.A.D. adjective.

Sentence (1)(iii) , however, represents a special 
case as regards its gender and number agreement. The 
adjective is feminine singular in form whereas the head
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nominal is a plural inanimate noun ie /?in£aamin/. There 
is, nevertheless, syntactic agreement in gender and 
number between the adjective and its head nominal but 
this agreement subsumes to a syntactic rule that re
quires plural inanimate nouns in D.A.D. to be qualified 
by feminine singular adjectives.

Looking now at the verbal sentences, we find that 
the same rule holds as regards adjectives generated in 
an NP. In sentence (2) (i) , the adjective /^ariir/ agrees 
with its head nominal in gender, number and its [-defi
niteness] ; therefore, it is masculine, singular and does 
not have a definite article. Sentences (ii) - (iv), on 
the other other hand, illustrate that the adjective 
agrees with its head nominal in gender, number and the 
presence of a definite article. In sentences (ii) and
(iii), the adjective is masculine and singular whereas 
in sentence (iv), it is feminine and singular. There
fore, whether the adjective is generated in an NP sub
ject or an NP object of a verbal sentence, it agrees 
with its head nominal in gender, number and the syntac
tic feature £+ definiteness) .
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2.2.1.2; The Syntactic Behaviour of the Adjective in an 
S

When the adjective is generated as the lexical head 
of the predicate phrase, it agrees with its head (ie the 
NP subject) in gender and number, but not in [+ defi
niteness] . This is illustrated by the following sen
tences :

(1) Nominal sentences
(i) / ilgalb /taahir//

The heart is pure.
(ii) /guluubhum/taahrai^

Their hearts are pure.
(iii) /inti /xabraty/

You (fem. sing) know ie understand.
(iv) /inta/xabix/l

You (masc. sing) know.
(v) /?ana /mifrrî j/

I am married (masc. sing).
 I

(vi) / ? ana /niftrisfy/
I am married (fem. sing).

(vii) /? inhin/miftrisiiq/
We are married (pi) .
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(2) Verbal sentences 
(i) /^irti sihiiha/

You (fem. sing) have become healthy.
(ii) /ilbaab saar mahjuuj/

The door has become closed.
(iii) /ifaadit hamrah/

She has become red.
(iv) /sjlrti xayfah min innaas/

You (fem. sing) have become afraid of the people.
The adjective /taahir/ generated as the NP predi

cate in sentence (1)(i) agrees with its NP subject in 
gender and number but not in definiteness; therefore, 
the a^jVct.ViSgenerated as NP predicate is masculine and 
singular in agreement with its NP subject ie /ilgalb/ 
"the heart", but it does not agree with it in definite
ness. That is, the NP subject has a noun that is intro
duced by a definite article whereas the NP predicate 
does not. As for sentence (1) (ii) , it illustrates the 
above language specific rule that requires a plural 
inanimate noun to be qualified by a feminine and sin
gular adjective; therefore, this rule also holds con
trolling the agreement of the adjective generated as the 
NP predicate with its NP subject. It is in this respect
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that the adjective /taahrah/ is feminine and singular in 
form whereas its head ie the NP subject has a plural 
inanimate noun ie /guluub/ ’'hearts".

Sentences (iii) and (iv) also illustrate the non
agreement between the NP predicate and its subject as 
regards the syntactic feature [+ definiteness] but the 
NP subject is made definite in this case by having a 
pronominal, which are always associated with definite
ness in D.A.D. syntax. These sentences also demonstrate 
that there is agreement in gender and number between the 
NP predicate with an adjective as its head and its NP 
subject; therefore /xabrah/ is feminine and singular 
because its NP subject is feminine and singular whereas 
/xabir/ is masculine and singular because its NP subject 
is masculine and singular. The same sort of agreement 
in gender and number between the NP predicate with an 
adjective as its head and its NP subject is demonstrated 
by sentences (v) - (vii) accordingly, in (v) the adject
ive is masculine and singular; in (vi) it is feminine 
and singular, and in (vii) it is plural. That is, de
spite the fact that the first person singular pronominal 
in D.A.D. has a form with common gender as shown by 
sentences (v) and (vi), the adjective generated as its
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NP predicate agrees with the sex of the referent of that 
pronominal, which is generated as its NP subject. There
fore, even when the NP subject has common gender, the NP 
predicate with an adjective as its head agrees with it 
in number and with the sex of the referent of that sub
ject but never in the syntactic feature of [+ definite].

The D.A.D. adjective may also be generated as the
NP predicate in a verbal sentence with a linking verb,
which is defined here as a verb which allows the NP sub
ject to control the gender and number of its NP predi
cate whether it be with an adjective head or noun head.l 
Therefore, the adjectives /sihiiha/, /hamrah/, and 
/xayfah/ generated as the NP predicate of sentences (2)
(i) , (iii) and (iv) are feminine and singular in agree
ment with their NP subject. In sentence (2)(ii), the 
adjective /mahjuuj/ is masculine and singular in agree
ment with its NP subject ie /ilbaab/. That is, the 
control exercised by the NP subject on its NP predicate 
with an adjective head as regards agreement in gender

l*An example of a noun as the head of the NP predi
cate with a linking verb is /ilwalad saar mudarris/ nThe 
boy has become a teacher”. The NP predicate of a link
ing verb is a noun or an adjective but the NP predicate 
of a reflexive verb is an anaphor. (See pp. 141-62 of In
troduction and pp. 277-311 of Chapter IV of Part I).
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and number still holds in verbal sentences that have 
linking verbs.

As for the non agreement between the NP subject and 
its NP predicate as regards the syntactic feature Inde
finite] , this also holds in verbal sentences with link
ing verbs. This is demonstrated by the fact that the NP 
subject of sentences (2) (i) - (iv) are all definite but 
the adjective generated as the NP predicate is not defi
nite. This is also demonstrated by the following S- 
structures of sentences (2)(i) and (ii):

(3)
a) S
Comp S

I-Q NP(1) INFL Pred
[Perfective

aspect]
AGR

INFL
N VP

pronoun [ fem. s ing 2nd persj?small pro 
[+ fem.
+ sing.
+ definite] 
[+ 2nd pers.]

linking V Adj NP(2)

[+ fem. 
+ sing]

sihiiha 
[- definite]
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NP (1)

Det
Iil

[ + masc.
+ s ing.
+ definite 

article]

S7INFL
[Perfective 

Aspect] 
AGR 

[masc. sing. 
3rd pers]
linking V 
verb I 

saar
Adj NP(2)

N 
N

[4- masc 
+ sing]

mah j uuj
[- definite]

Therefore, the D.A.D. adjective is a nominal be
cause it inflects for number, gender and definiteness. 
But when it is generated as the NP predicate, it does 
not inflect for definiteness not because the adjective 
is incapable of inflecting for definiteness, rather it 
is a syntactic constraint on the syntactic behaviour of 
adjectives that are generated as the NP predicate of 
either nominal or verbal sentences.

Ilf the NP subject binds its NP predicate when it 
is governed by a linking verb, then we have a violation 
of principle (c) of the binding conditions. This is 
because the R-expression generated in the NP predicate 
governed by a linking verb is not free, rather it is 
bound in its governing category.
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Apart from the above nominal properties verifying 
the nominal status of the D.A.D, adjective, the rule of 
diminutivization may also be used in verifying the nomi
nal status of adjectives in D.A.D. syntax. Being a 
nominal, the adjective behaves like a noun in its capa
city to be diminutivized. This is demonstrated by the 
following sentence, in which the NP subject has a noun 
qualified by an adjective and both the noun and its 
qualifying adjective have subsumed to the rule of dimi
nutivization.

(4)
(i) } Llwileed lilcibayyimitawwa*Sif/ 

Llwilayyidj
The boy the big is employed.

NP



il wilayyid il qibayyir N
[^definite article] [+ definite article] | 
t+ singular] [+ singular] mitawwa£if
[+ masculine] [+ masculine]
[+ diminutive form] [+ diminutive form]l

2.2.2: The D.A.D. Ordinal Numeral
The D.A.D. ordinal numeral inflects for gender and 

number. It is also always introduced by a definite 
article. It is in this respect that it is regarded as a 
nominal in general and an adjectival in particular. Its 
capacity to inflect for gender and number as well as its 
requirement to have a definite article is illustrated by 
the following sentences:

(1)
(i) //l1/? awwal/saatir/

The first one (masc. sing) is clever.

!See Chapter I (section on D.A.D. nouns of Part II 
for details of the phonological rule of diminutivization),
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(ii) /Ai/? awaa? il/gatriin/
The first ones (ie the top students) are clever 
(pl) •

(iii) Ai£^3aal9ah/jat/
The third one (fem. sing) came.

(iv) /^r^alQaat/rahu/
The third ones (ie the third top students) went, 

(v) /gift /ir)4:aab$i hjf
I saw the fourth (fem. sing) one.

The above sentences demonstrate that the D.A.D. 
ordinal numerals always have a definite article. They 
also demonstrate thet they inflect for gender and num
ber. In sentence (1) (i) , we have the masculine and 
singular form; in (1)(ii) we have the plural form and in 
(iii) , we have the feminine and singular form. In sen
tence (iv), we have the plural form of the ordinal nomi
nal 11 the third”. Sentences (i) - (v) also demonstrate 
that the ordinal numeral may be generated as the NP 
subject or the NP object; in sentences (i) - (iv), it is 
generated as the NP subject and in sentence (v) , it is 
generated as the NP object.

The D.A.D. ordinal numeral may also qualify a noun 
and in such a case the numeral agrees with its head (ie
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the noun) in gender and number. The following sentences 
illustrate when the ordinal numeral qualifies a noun 
that is generated as its head within an NP; ie, both the 
noun and the ordinal numeral are in the same A-position:

(2)
(i) /?ana ?ahibb [irrijaal il?awwal]/

NP
I love the man the first (masc. sing)
I love the first man.

(ii) /biyirgid Jind [maratih il?uulah]/
NP

He will be sleeping at his first (fem. sing) wife.
(iii) /yijtiiha l[il?awlaad il?awaa?il]/

NP
He gives it (fem. sing) to the top students.

In sentence (2)(i), the ordinal numeral /il?awwal/ 
agrees with its head nominal in gender and number ie the 
ordinal numeral is masculine and singular in agreement 
with /irrijaal/. In (2)(ii), it is feminine and singular 
in agreement with its head nominal ie /maratih/ and in
(2) (iii) , it is plural in agreement with its head nomi
nal ie /il?awlaad/.

The ordinal numeral may also qualify a nominal that 
is in a different A-position. This is illustrated by 
the following sentences:
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(3)
(1) /hiy/Ti?uulah^

NP
She is the first (fem. sing) (ie the top student).

(ii) /huwA 1 ?awwal//
NP

He is the first (masc. sing).
(iii) / hum /il ? awaa? il//

NP
They are the top (students) .

Despite the fact that the ordinal numeral is generated 
in the predicate A-position, it is nevertheless control
led by its head nominal, which is the NP subject. That 
is, the NP predicate which has an ordinal numeral as its 
head agrees with its NP subject in gender and number. In
(i) , it is feminine and singular in agreement with 
/hiy/; in (ii) , it is masculine and singular in
agreement with /huw/ and in (iii) , it is plural in 
agreement with /hum/.

These sentences also illustrate that the NP predi
cate with an ordinal numeral also agrees with its NP 
subject in definiteness. The NP subject in these sen
tences is definite because it has a pronominal and its 
NP predicate is also definite because it has an ordinal 
numeral, which is always introduced by a definite ar
ticle. It is to be noted that sentences (3) do not
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violate the NSC (ie Nominal Sentence Constraint) since 
it is only the NP predicate that has the definite 
article.

As a matter of fact, it is due to the NSC that the 
following are ill-formed sentences:

(4)
(i) /ilbint i90aal0ah/

The third girl.
(ii) /ilwalad irraabi£/

The fourth boy.
(5)

(i) /ilbint --> i90aal9ah/
"The girl", "the third"

(ii) /ilwalad --> irraabij/
"The boy", "the fourth".
As the NSC constrains the NP subject and its NP 

predicate from both having a definite article, the con
structions in (4) are ill-formed if they are to be re
garded as sentences. But if they are regarded as phras
es?, they are well-formed and there is no violation of 
the NSC since it is a constraint on sentential configu
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rations, and not phrasal configurations. Therefore, the 
configurations in (4) are phrasal because they do not 
subsume to the NSC and this correlates with their mean
ing, as indicated in (4).

As for the constructions in (5) , these too are not 
sentential in accordance with the NSC. Their non-sen
tential status is also indicated by the slight pause 
after /ilbint/ and /ilwalad/. This pause indicates that 
both /ilbint/ and /ilwalad/ in (5) are the NP topic and 
not the NP subject, which has been deleted. Therefore, 
the configurations in (5) are incomplete sentences that 
have had the ellipsis of the NP subject. Taking sen
tence (5)(i) as an example, it naturally has the follow
ing configuration as its D- and S-structure, in which 
the NP subject is the pronoun /hiy/.
(6) /ilbint --> fahiy i0@aal0ah/

The girl, so she is the third one (fem. sing) 
Therefore, as the configurations in (5) are incomplete 
sentences and as that of (6) subsumes to the NSC, there 
is no violation of the NSC

Apart from being generated as the NP predicate of 
the D.A.D. nominal sentence, the ordinal numeral may 
also be generated as the NP predicate of the verbal
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sentence with a linking verb, in which case it is never
theless controlled by its NP subject in gender and num
ber. This is illustrated by by the following sentences: 

(7)
(i) /ŝ irti i00al9ih/

You (fem. sing) have become the third (fem. sing) 
one.

(ii) /b'aadit il?uulah/
She has become the first (fem. sing) one.

(iii) /ilwalad saar irraabi£/
The boy has become the fourth (masc. sing) one.
As with the adjective, the ordinal numeral may be 

generated as the NP predicate of a verbal sentence with 
a linking verb. In such a case the NP predicate agrees 
with its NP subject in gender and number. Therefore, 
the NP predicate in (7)(i) + (ii) is feminine and singu
lar in agreement with its NP subject and in (7)(iii), it 
is masculine and singular in agreement with its NP sub
ject.

This agreement of the NP predicate with an ordinal 
numeral to its NP subject may be demonstrated by the 
following S-structure of (/)(i):



" Q NP(1) INFL Pred
VP

N
[Perfective
aspect]
AGR

pronoun [2nd pers. 
fem. sing]

small pro 
[2nd pers. 
fem. sing]

V linking 
I verb

Ordinal NP(2) 
numeral I

[+ definite] N
Det N
i9 OaalQih 
[+ fem]
[+ sing]
[+ definite]

That is, both NP(1) and NP(2) are feminine singular, as 
shown by S-structure (£) . This is because NP(1) controls 
the agreement features of NP(2), which is governed by a 
linking verb. However, the syntactic feature of defi
niteness in NP(2) is not in agreement with its NPs sub
ject ie NP(1) . This is due to the fact that NP(2) has 
an ordinal numeral, which has a definite article as part 
of its lexical composition. Therefore, the NP predicate 
with an ordinal numeral as its head has a similar syn
tactic behaviour to that with an adjective head since
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they both agree with their NP subject in gender and 
number, but not in definiteness.

As with the adjective head, the control of the NP 
predicate with an ordinal numeral as its head by its NP 
subject may be regarded, as binding since NP(1) not only 
c-commands NP(2) but is also coindexed with it. But as 
both the adjective and the ordinal numeral are nominals 
in D.A.D. syntax, they are R-expressions that are bound 
in their governing category, violating principle (c) of 
the binding conditions.!

ISee pp. 141-62 of Introduction and pp. 277-311 of 
Chapter IV, Part I, for a discussion of the binding con- 
tions.
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CHAPTER III

2.3: The D.A.D. Participle Subclass
The participle in D.A.D. occurs in a variety of 

grammatical structures, some verbal, some nominal; and 
it also exhibits features of both. It resembles the 
verb in that it is associated with the verbal set of 
pronominal suffixes and in that it has voice distinction 
(ie an active and a passive voice) . It resembles the 
noun in that it may be introduced by a definite article, 
may be diminutivized, is associated with the nominal 
suffix /-in/ and behaves as a nominal within the D.A.D. 
phrase structure rule. As for its capacity to inflect 
for number, it resembles both the verb and the noun but 
as it pluralizes by the suffix /-iin/, it is similar to 
nominals in general and adjectives in particular. There
fore, despite the fact that it shares with the verb some 
of its characteristics, as above mentioned, it is never
theless regarded within D.A.D. syntax as a nominal be
cause it shares more characteristics with the nominals 
whether that of the noun or the adjective than it does 
with the verb especially as it differs from verbs in its 
incapacity to inflect for perfectivity and imperfectivi- 
ty.
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Another important difference between the participle 
and the verb is demonstrated by the fact that the pas
sive participlel allows the presence of both the agent 
and the patient but the passive verb allows only the 
presence of the patient. This is demonstrated by the 
following sentences with passive participles in compari
son with the sentences with passive verbs:

(1) Sentences with passive participles 
(i) /?ana/makiltin/ilbamyah/

I eaten the okra ie The okra has been eaten by me.
(ii) /?ana/miyasiltin/min ha/

I am cleansed (fem. sing) from it (fem. sing).
(iii) /huw/mitSal^in/filgabd/

He is hung in the liver.
(2) Sentences with passive verbs
(i) /huw /yintaakil//

It (masc. sing) is edible [masc. sing]
(ii) / ilbamyah/tintaakil//

The okra is edible [fem. sing]
(iii) */hiy/tintaakilha^

She eaten it [fem. sing]

1-See p, 424 for a definition of the passive parti
ciple in D.A.D. syntax.
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As sentences (1) have a passive participle, it is 
possible to have both the agent and the patient o£ the 
action. This is demonstrated by sentence (l)(i), in 
which there is /?ana/ as the agent and /ilbamyah/ as the 
patient. It is also possible to have only the patient 
and this demonstrated by sentence (1) (iii) , in which 
/huw/ is the patient. On the other hand, when there is 
a passive verb, the NP subject may only be the patient 
of the action and this is demonstrated by sentences (2)-
(i) and (ii) . When there is also the agent of the ac
tion, we have an ill-formed sentence, as demonstrated by 
sentence (2) (iii) . Therefore, the passive participle 
differs from the passive verb in that it allows the 
presence of both the agent and the patient of the ac
tion. This is demonstrated by the following S-structure 
of sentence (1)(i), in which the passive participle /ma- 
kiltin/ has both an "agent1’ and a "patient."
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(3)
S

Comp S
NP(1)
N

INFL 
AGR 
[ fem. 
sing]

Pred. P
NP(2)
\pronoun

N(l)l N(2)
? ana 

[1st pers.
passive
participle

N
ilbamyah

patient1’

makiltin

Therefore, the D.A.D. participle cannot be regarded 
as a verbal because it differs from the verb in that it 
does not inflect for perfectivity and imperfectivity and 
in its syntactic behaviour in allowing even the passive

^Being a nominal, the participle cannot assign Case 
to its complement, and therefore, /ilbamyah/ will remain 
Caseless especially as percolation is not applicable to 
NP(2)(ie it has no AGR) and possessive Case cannot be
assigned to N(2) because it does not hold a possessive
relation to N(l) . In order to see to it that it is 
assigned Case we have to amend percolation slightly so 
that it assigns Case to the complements of participles 
despite the fact the the NP with a participle as its 
head does not have AGR. That is, the revised version of
percolation states that the Case of the dominating NP
percolates down to the head of that NP and its comple
ments when that NP has AGR and when the head of that NP 
is a participle. With the less constrained view of 
percolation, Case percolates from NP(2) down to both 
N(l) and N(2), assigning to both nominals Nominative
Case.
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participle to have both the "agent” and the "patient” of 
the action, as shown above. It is also not a noun or an 
adjective despite its many similarities with both the 
noun and the adjective in D.A.D. syntax. It is in this 
respect that the participle is classified under a sepa
rate subclass in the general class for D.A.D. nominals. 
This subclass shares some characteristics with the noun, 
the adjective and the verb, each characteristic of which 
is to be dealt with separately in the following discus
sion.

2.3.1: The Verbal Characteristics of the D.A.D. Parti
ciple

Two of the characteristics of the D.A.D. participle 
are verbal. These are its capacity to share voice dis
tinction with the verb and its association with the 
verbal set of pronominal suffixes, which locally deter
mine the generation of a complement small pro. The 
second verbal characteristic leads to the fact that the 
participle subcategorizes for a complement that is as
signed the 0 role "patient".
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2.3.1.1: The Voice Distinction of the D.A.D. Participle 
The fact that the D.A.D. participle has an active 

and a passive voice is a verbal characteristic. The 
active voice is characterized by the phonological struc
ture /CaaCic/; and the passive voice may be character
ized by the prefix /MV-/. It is nevertheless not to be 
denied that the passive participle incorporates other 
structures and that not all sets of radicals have both 
an active and a passive participial form. However, it 
is sufficient for the purpose of this discussion to show 
that the D.A.D. participles have a voice distinction (ie 
an active and a passive voice) and this is taken to be 
one of the verbal characteristics associated with the 
participle in D.A.D. syntax.

This voice distinction in the D.A.D. participle may 
be demonstrated by the following sentences, in which the 
first sentence has an active participle and the second 
sentence has a passive participle:

CD
(i) /huw/Saayiffaa gubl yidxil £aliiha/

He seeing her before he marries her.
(ii) /hiy/ma/dRuugatin/bibrah/

She is battered by an injection ie She has fallen
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ill because of an injection.
In discussing the other characteristics whether verbal 
or nominal of the participle, many more examples indi
cating the presence of active and passive participial 
forms in D.A.D. syntax are to be provided.

2.3.1.2: The Association of the Participle with the 
Verbal Set of Pronominal Suffixes 

The second verbal characteristic of the D.A.D. 
participle is its association with the verbal set of 
pronominal suffixes, which have the /-ni/ form for the 
pronominal features of first person singular. These 
pronominal suffixes function as the local determiners 
for the generation of a complement small pro. This is 
illustrated by the following sentences and their S- 
structures:

(1) Active participles
(i) /hiv/yaavWit&iA fi 3a/

It (fern, sing) absenting me there ie When I was

iThe pattern of the active participle is /Caacic/ 
ie /yaayib/ but the vowel / — i—/ has been deleted because 
of the insertion of the feminine marker /-t-/. And to 
break this four consonant cluster of /y- b- t- n/, an 
epenthetic vowel has been inserted ie /-i-/ after the 
final radical ie /-b/ and before the feminine marker ie 
/-t-/.
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there, my menstrual period stopped coming.
(ii) /huw/§aayiflW/ 

He seeing her.
(iii) /huw/saayifhun^

He seeing them.
(2) Passive participle
(i) /rij aali /miha a sir/til̂

My husband has imprisoned me.
(ii) /rijaalha/mihaasii/h^//

Her husband imprisoned her.
(iii) /haa£i --> huw/maxiffha/ gublihum/

This one (fern, sing), he taken her before them.
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(3)

pronoun

INFL 
[ - time] 
AGR 
[ fem. 
sing]

hiy 
[3rd pers. 
sing, fem]

active
participl

N

Pred. P

proper governor

yaayib
feminine verbal 
marker pronominal 

I suffixl
pronoun
small pro 

-t- | [1st pers.
-ni sing]

local determiner

^The D.A.D. participle may carry pronominal suf
fixes and it differs in this respect from Egyptian Ara
bic, which happens to be the native Arabic dialect of 
the writer. In EA, sentence 3(i) is as follows: /hiyya 
yaabit £anni/ "It (fem. sing) is absent from me." The 
verbal suffix ie /-ni/ is not carried by the participle 
itself; rather it is carried by the preposition that 
follows the participle ie /£anni/.
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pronoun
huw

I NFL 
[-time]
AGR 

[masc. sing]
active

participle

Pred. P

N proper 
A governor

N Verbal
pronominal 

suffix

pronoun

^aayif - h a ----- > small pro
local determiner [3rd pers.

fem. sing]
(iii)

N --- > Poss. N
proper I
governor • 

rijaal(2 pronoun
local-------> |
determiner small pro 

[1st pers. 
sing]

V- — -------  /nominal construct

I NFL 
[- time]
AGR 

[masc. sing]
passive 

participle N

Pred. P

proper 
governor 

Verbal pronoun
pronominal 

suffix 
mihaasir- |

-ni -- > small pro
local determiner [1st pers.

sing]

^See p. 422 for a discussion of the Case assign
ment of the complement of the participle. Note that it 
is an NP without AGR and yet should not be assigned 
possessive Case.
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The above sentences and their S-structures demon
strate that the D.A.D. participle is associated with the 
verbal set of pronominal suffixes, which are carried by 
the D.A.D. verb and the preposition. It is in this 
respect that the D.A.D. participle is regarded as having 
a verbal characteristic. These sentences and S-structu
res also demonstrate that the verbal set of pronominal 
suffixes are identical in form with the nominal set 
except for the form of the first person singular. And 
despite their identicality of form, they differ in func
tion since they locally determine the generation of a 
complement small, and not a possessive small pro.

Another verbal characteristic of the D.A.D. parti
ciple and one that is related to its association with
the verbal set of pronominal suffixes is the fact that
it assigns to its complement the 9 role "patient". This
complement may be a small pro that is locally determined
by the verbal set of pronominal suffixes, as shown by 
sentences (1) and (2) as well as their S-structures, and 
it may also be a noun, as demonstrated by the following 
sentences:
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(4) Active participles
(i) /hiy /j aayibtin/wileed/

She is bringing a baby boy.
(ii) /hiy/$aabidtin7raabaha/

She is praying her God.
(iii) /huw/haafrin/ gabrih/

He is digging his grave.
(5) Passive participle
(i) /hiy /maxiiStin/harrij aal/

She taken (fem. sing) this man.
(ii) /ilbint/ maxi^tin/harrij aal/

The girl taken this man.
As can be seen from sentences (4), the participles 

have the complements /wileed/, /raabaha/, and /gabrih/. 
They are assigned the 0 role ’’patient’1 by their governor 
ie the participle. Similarly, the noun introduced by 
the specifier /ha-/ and the definite article (ie /har- 
rijaal/ in sentences (5)) is assigned the 0 role ’’pa
tient" because it is the complement of a participle. 
Therefore, the participle shares with the verb the fact 
that it assigns its complement the 0 role "patient".!

^The complement of the noun, on the other hand, is 
assigned the 0 role "identifier" when the NP has AGR and 
"possessor" when it does not. (See Introduction, pp. 37- 
47.
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2*3.2: The Nominal Characteristics of the D.A.D. Parti
ciple

The nominal characteristics of the D.A.D. parti
ciple are indicated by its similarity to the noun and 
the adjective since both the noun and the adjective form 
subclassess in the general class for D.A.D. nominals.

2.3.2.1: The Adjective Characteristics of the D.A.D. 
Participle

The D.A.D. participle is similar to the adjective 
in its capacity to inflect for gender and to inflect for 
number by carrying the suffix /-iin/.

2.3.2.1.1: Inflection for Gender
The participle in D.A.D. inflects for gender and 

this is demonstrated by the following sentences:
(1) Active participle
(i) /hiy /jaayitytfi.n7bint/

She bringing (fem. sing.) a girl.
(ii) /huw/jaayibin/bint/

He bringing (masc. sing) a girl.
(iii) /?ana/gaayiVt/in7hurmah/

I carrying (fem. sing)a woman
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( iv) / ? ana/£aaylin/ hurmah/
I carrying (masc. sing) a woman.

(2) Passive participle
(i) /? ana/mawluudin/ fil £amiyyah/

I am born (masc. sing) in £amiyyah.
(ii) /?ana/mawluudq/t/in/ fil £amiyyah/

I am born (fem. sing) in £amiyyah.
(iii) /huw/mawluudin/ fil £amiyyah/

He is born in £amiyyah
(iv) /hiy/mawluud^t/in/ fil £amiyyah/

She is born in £amiyyah.
In sentences (1)(i) and (iii), the participle in

flects for gender in agreement with its NP subject. That 
is, in (1)(i), the NP subject is the pronominal /hiy/ 
and the participle agrees with it in gender, becoming 
feminine in gender as indicated by the /-t-/ infix found 
in /jaayibtin/. This infex is also found in (l)(iii) 
because the participle agrees with the sex of the refe
rent of the pronominal /?ana/, which has common gender. 
Accordingly, this infex /-t-/, disappears in (1)(ii) 
because the subject is masculine in gender. This demon
strates that the D.A.D. active participle inflects for
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gender by means of the influx /-1-/ -
In a similar respect, the passive participle also 

inflects for gender. This is also indicated by the / — t/ 
inf*x in sentences (2)(ii) and (iv). In these sentences 
the participle is feminine in form in agreement with its 
NP subject. In (2)(iv), the gender of the NP subject is 
indicated by the pronominal /hiy/ and in (2)(ii), it is 
indicated by the sex of the referent of the pronominal 
/?ana/.

Therefore, the D.A.D. participle is similar to the 
adjective in that it inflects for gender. It is also 
similar to the adjective in that it inflects for gender 
only when it is singular in form. But it differs from 
the adjective in the form of the feminine marker ie the 
inf<x /-t-/ is the feminine marker in the participle but 
it is the suffix /-h/ that is the feminine marker in the 
adj ective.

Apart from demonstrating that the participle in
flects for gender, the above discussion has also shown 
that the participle is also similar to the adjective and 
the noun in that it does not inflect for person. This 
is verified by the fact that the infj.x / — t— / appears in
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the singular feminine forms of the active and the pas
sive participle regardless of the person of its NP sub
ject; therefore, it appears in sentences (l)(i) and
(2) (iv) as well as (1) (iii) and (2) (ii) . And the inca
pacity of the D.A.D. participle to inflect for person 
provides further evidence of its nominal status since 
nominals do not inflect for persons whereas verbs do. 
Therefore, by looking at the participles capacity to 
inflect for gender, we come across another but related 
nominal characteristic of the participle, ie, its inca
pacity to inflect for person.

2.3.2.1.2: Inflection for number
The participle also inflects for number and it is 

associated with one of the plural suffixes that is only 
carried by nominals. That is, despite the fact that 
both the verb and the noun in D.A.D. inflect for number, 
yet the participle inflects for number only by means of 
a nominal suffix, and not by means of the plural suffix 
carried by verbs. It is in this respect that its capa
city to inflect for number is regarded as a nominal 
characteristic. And as this plural suffix that is asso
ciated with the D.A.D. participle is the plural suffix 
by which all adjectives are pluralized, it is regarded
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not only as a nominal characteristic on the general 
level but on a more particular level as an adjectival 
characteristic. This in turn verifies its nominal sta
tus since adjectives have been shown to be nominals in 
the D.A.D. syntactic system.

The following sentences illustrate that the parti
ciple does inflect for number by means of the nominal 
suffix /-iin/, which is one of the nominal suffixes for 
the indication of plurality.

(1) Active participle
(i) /hum/gaa

They getting (pi.) up from the sleep.
(ii) /intum/haaf i/iin/gabrikum/

You (pi.) digging (pi.) your (pi.) grave.
(iii) /?inhin/ftaabffiLin/raabina/

We praying (pi.) our god.
(2) Passive participle
(i) /hum/mi gayy it/Lin/wi mi^aasiin/

They are decorated and clothed (ie dressed).
(ii) /banaat hum/mij wifffir/'

Their daughters are marriageable.
The above sentences illustrate that both the active 

and the passive participle in D.A.D. inflect for number

ytylin/min innoom/
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by carrying the suffix /-iin/, which is the suffix that 
pluralizes all adjectives and some masculine nouns.

The similarity between the participle and the ad
jective as regards inflection for gender and number has 
been given as evidence of the nominal status of the 
participle in D.A.D. syntax. However, the participle 
does not belong to the same subclass to which the ad
jective belongs. This is because the feminine marker 
for the participle, as indicated earlier, is the infi.x 
/-t-/ whereas it is the suffix /-h/ for the adjective. 
This is demonstrated by the following sentences, the 
former group of which has a participle and the latter 
group of which has an adjective:

(3) Active participle
(i) /intum/jaaygiin/ willa la?/

You (pi.) are hungry or not.
(ii) /inti/jaayi$(t|Lry' willa la?/

You (fem. sing) are hungry or not.
(iii) /inta/jaayffin/willa la?/

You (masc. sing) are hungry or not.
(4) Adjective
(i) /intum/jiwi$iin/willa la?/

You (pi.) are hungry or not.
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(ii) /inti jiwigjih] willa la?/
You (fem. sing) are hungry or not.

(iii) /inta jiwij willa la?/
You (masc. sing) are hungry or not.
Therefore, despite the fact that both the parti

ciple and the adjective inflect for plurality by means 
of the plural suffix /-iin/, yet they differ as regards 
the feminine marker. This difference is demonstrated by 
sentences (3)(ii) and (4)(ii) ie in the former sentence 
it is the infl.x / — t— / but in the latter sentence it is 
the suffix /-h/ that is the feminine marker. The adjec
tive also differs from the participle in that the parti
ciple also has the suffix /-in/, which is discussed 
under the similarity between the participle and the 
noun. This suffix is found in the participles in sen
tences (3)(ii) and (iii). It is due to such differences 
that the participle forms a distinct subclass in the 
Nominal class despite its above mentioned similarity 
with the adjective.
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2.3.2.2: The Noun Characteristics of the D.A.D. Parti
ciple

The noun characteristics of the D.A.D. participle 
are its capacity to be introduced by a definite article, 
to carry the suffix /-in/, to diminutivize and to behave 
in the D.A.D. phrase structure rule as a noun, and not 
as a verb. That is, it requires a free pronoun or a 
noun as its NP subject and not a small pro.

2.3.2.2.1: Inflection for definiteness
The participle in D.A.D. also inflects for defi

niteness ie it may be introduced by a definite article. 
This is illustrated by the following sentences:

(1) Active participle
(i) //ll/fraabin /firi#a ?allah/

The sadness is in the pleasure of God ie One 
should only be sad when one disappoints the Lord,

(ii) /i$feaabir/?axyar min ittaajir/
The patient man is better than the rich man.

(iii) //i^aakir/? axyar min ittaajir/
The thankful man is better than the rich man.

(iv) /?allah yihibb/i§/gaabir?/ ■

God loves the patient man.
(2) Passive participle
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(i) / timsik/iymig$idih^
She holds her bottom (so as to help her to give 
birth to her child)

(ii) /yikinisuun §ugb /jl/fnuuj ibih^
They sweep after the place for gathering ie after 
the festival.

(iii) /mahuub sirjiil min hayVmuuiamma^
He is not dishonourable from these gangsters ie

av-o u ̂  cL
The people who hangtuselessly.

The boxed words in sentences (1) are active participles 
because they have the phonological pattern /CaaCic/ and 
those of sentences (2) are passive participles because 
they are nominals that have the prefix /MV-/. And as 
shown by sentences (1) and (2) both the active as well 
as the passive participle may be introduced by a defi
nite article.

The fact that the boxed nominmals in sentences (1) 
and (2) are participles and not nouns or adjectives is 
indicated firstly by the pattern /CaaCic/ for the active 
participle and secondly by their invariable forms that 
do not have gender and do not inflect for number. This 
points to the fact that the participle differs from both 
the noun and the adjective in that it inflects for de
finiteness (ie by having a definite article) , and yet main
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tains an invariable form that does not show gender or 
number distinction. It is in this respect that the boxed 
forms in (2) are participles, and are not adjectives 
with the prefix /MV-/ since adjectives inflect for gen
der and number even when they are introduced by a defi
nite article.

Similarly, the boxed forms in (1) and (2) are not 
nouns because nouns have gender distinction and inflect 
for number even when they are introduced by a definite 
article. Therefore, the boxed forms in (1) and (2) are 
participles inflecting for definiteness, in which case 
they maintain invariable forms. This provides further 
evidence why the participle forms a distinct subclass in

the general class for D.A.D. nominals despite its simi
larity with nominals such as the noun and the adjective.

2.3.2.2.2: The Diminutivization of the D.A.D. Participle
The D.A.D. participle is similar to the noun and 

the adjective in that it subsumes to the rule of diminu
tivization. But the examples of diminutivized parti
ciples that have been cited in my corpus are all active 
participles. This is illustrated by the following sen
tences, which have the diminutive form of the active 
participle /i#aa£if/ ie "the weak or the poor".
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(1)
(i) /i^aSayyif ?axyar min ittaajir/

The poor are better than the rich.
(ii) /huw l£a£ayyif/

He is poor or weak.
In both sentences (1)(i) and (ii) , the active participle 
/■^aajif/, which has the phonological pattern of /CaaCic/ 
has been diminutivized to become / (i^^aJSayyif/l

2.3.2.2.3: The D.A.D. Participle and the Suffix /-in/
The syntactic distinction between definiteness and 

indefiniteness m  D.A.D. does not equate a distinction 
in reference between definiteness and indefiniteness.2 
This has been demonstrated by the fact that a noun inde
finite in reference carries the /-in/ suffix only when 
it is generated as the NP predicate in the D.A.D. sen
tential configuration whether verbal or nominal. On the 
other hand, when it is generated as the NP subject it is 
not only incapable of carrying the /-in/ but it may even

-J-For.a discussion of the phonological rule of dimi- 
nitivization, see Chapter I, Part II, pp. 379-381.

^See pp_ 372-9 of Chapter I, Part II, for further 
discussion of this distinction as regards the D.A.D. noun.
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be introduced by a definite article. This is demonstrat
ed by the following sentences:

(1)
(i) /ilhamiir yidawaruun hamiirin mieilhum/

Donkeys search for donkeys like them, ie 
Birds of a feather flock together.

(ii) /ilmuyyah waajid/
Water is plentiful.

(iii) /ilbanaat balawiyy/
Girls are catastrophes.

The nouns /ilhamiir/, /ilmuyyah/ and /ilbanaat/ in 
the above sentences are introduced by a definite article 
even though they are not definite in reference ie /ilha
miir/ does not refer to a definite group of donkeys; 
/ilmuyyah/ does not refer to a specific amount of water; 
and /ilbanaat/ does not refer to a definite group of 
girls. On the other hand, /hamiirin/ carries the suffix 
/-in/ because it is generated as the NP predicate. That 
is, despite the fact both nouns ie /ilhamiir/ and /hami
irin/ in sentence (1)(i) do not refer to a specific 
group of donkeys, yet the former noun is introduced by a 
definite article whereas the latter noun carries the 
suffix /-in/ and this is due to the fact that /ilhamiir/
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is generated as the NP subject and /hamiirin/ is gener
ated as the NP predicate.

Apart from being restricted to the NP predicate, 
the /-in/ suffix is also restricted to nouns that are 
not in a prepausal position. That is, a noun may be 
indefinite in reference and may be generated as the NP 
predicate, and yet it does not have the /-in/ suffix 
because it is generated in a prepausal position. This 
is demonstratred by the following sentences, in which 
the first sentence has a noun with the /-in/ suffix and 
the second sentence does not because it is in a pre
pausal position:

(2)
(i) /gindih/bint/in/filbeet/

He has a daughter at home
(ii) /feindih/bint^/ He has a daughter.
Therefore, the /-in/ suffix is a nominal suffix that is 
not so much associated with indefiniteness in reference 
as it is a syntactic marker that is carried by nominals 
that are generated as the NP predicate that is not in a 
prepausal position.

It is in this respect that the /-in/ suffix is 
associated with the D.A.D. participle. That is, as the
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participle does not inflect for perfectivity and imper- 
fectivity and displays nominal properties, it is a nomi
nal in D.A.D. syntax; and in turn, it carries the /-in/ 
suffix whenever it is generated as the NP predicate that 
is not in a prepausal position. But as the participle 
is not a noun, it differs from the noun in that it 
carries this suffix /-in/ only when it is singular in 
form ie a plural participle, unlike a plural noun, does 
not carry the /-in/ suffix. This is demonstrated by the 
following sentences:

(3)
(A) Active participles
(i) /hiy/jaayib^inybint/

She bringing a girl.
(ii) /huw/gaayryln/min innoom/

He getting up from sleep.
(iii) /huw/haafpin/gabrih/

He digging his grave.
(iv) /hiy/ftaabidl/in7raabaha/

She praying her God.
(v) /? ana/gaayift/iuV'hurmah/

I seeing a woman.
(B) Passive participle
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(i) /?ana/mawluuffiln/filffamiyyah/
I am born [masc. sing] in El-£amiyyah.

(ii) /hiy/nitallagi^/in/min rijaalha/
She is divorced [fem. sing] from her husband.

(iii) /?anayfaitallagitin/minih/
I am divorced [fem. sing] from him.

As can be seen from sentences (3) , both the active 
and the passive participle carry the suffix /-in/ when 
they are generated as the NP predicate that is not in a 
prepausal position and when they are singular in form.

It is this nominal characteristic of the D.A.D. 
participle that also distinguishes it from the D.A.D. 
noun as well as the adjective. This is because the noun 
whether singular or plural in form carries this suffix 
when it is generated as the NP predicate that is not in 
a prepausal position. As for the adjective, it
never carries that suffix even when it is generated as 
the NP predicate that is not in a prepausal position. 
Therefore, the association of the participle with the 
/-in/ suffix not only indicates its nominal status but 
also differentiates it from both the noun and the adjec
tive and this provides one of the reasons why the parti
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ciples have been classified under a separate subclass in 
the general class for D.A.D. nominals.

2.3.2.2.4: The Participle and the D.A.D. Phrase Struc 
ture Rule

The syntactic behaviour of the participle within 
the D.A.D. phrase structure rule is similar to the noun 
in that it requires a free pronoun or a noun as its NP 
subject. This is because the participle, being a nomi
nal, does not inflect for person and, accordingly, does 
not have heavy inflection, which functions as the local 
determiner for the generation of a small pro. Conse
quently, when the participle is generated as the head of 
the predicate phrase, it requires a free pronoun or a 
noun and cannot have a small pro as its subject. It 
behaves in this respect not only as a noun generated as 
the head of the predicate phrase but also as an adject
ive because both the noun and the adjective are nominals 
and this is the syntactic behaviour of a nominal in 
D.A.D. syntax.

The following sentences demonstrate the fact that 
the D.A.D. participle generated as the head of the pre
dicate phrase requires a free pronoun or a noun as its 
subject:
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(1) Active participles
(i) /hiy/gaay imt in/bibee tha/

She taking care of her house.
(ii) /hiy/saayintin/ $ir£ih/

She preserving his good name.
(iii) /?umayyiti/Saaditin/binayyitig/

My dear little mother taking care of your (fem. 
sing) dear little daughter.
(2) Passive participle

(i) /banaathum/mijwiziirjy
Their daughters are marriageable.

(ii) /hum/mi9aasiiqy
They are clothed ie dressed.

(iii) /huw/mitftal^in/fil9abd/
He hung in the liver ie a difficult case of 
delivery.

In sentences (1)(i) and (ii), the subject is a free 
pronoun and in (1) (iii) , it is a noun. Similarly, in
(2)(ii) and (iii), the subject is a free pronoun whereas 
in (2) (i) , it is a noun.

Small pro, on the other hand, can only be the sub
ject of a sentence with a participle as the head of its 
predicate phrase when that sentence has a local determi-
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ner in its Comp for its generation. Such is the case 
with the following sentences:

(i) /tawwahal --> jaayibtin wileed/
Recently, she bringing a baby boy.

(ii) /tawwih -*-> gaaymin min innoom/
Recently, he getting up from sleep.

That these sentences have a small pro as their NP sub
ject is demonstrated by the following S-structure of 
sentence 3(i):

As with the noun and the adjective, the participle 
generated as the head of the predicate phrase cannot 
locally determine the generation of a subject small pro

(3)

(4)
S

INFL

- Q

taww<

! I AGR *N N [fem. NPX I NP
pronoun

N
small pro active 

local determiner [3rd pers. parti-
fem. sing] ciple jaayibtin

N
wileed

1-See pp.615-25 of Chapter IV for a discussion of 
/taww + pronominal suffix/.
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but the nominal sentence it is generated in may have a 
subject small pro if that small pro is locally determin
ed by an element in Comp. And this incapacity of the 
participle to locally determine the generation of a sub
ject small pro is because a nominal does not inflect for 
person. This again verifies the nominal status of the 
participle in D.A.D. syntaxj and accordingly, it behaves
in the D.A.D. Phrase Structure Rule as a noun, and not 
as a verb.
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CHAPTER IV

2.4: The D.A.D. Temporal Nominal Subclass
Before embarking on the description of some of the 

D.A.D. temporal nominals, we would like to differentiate 
between the temporal nominal and the temporal. The 
former is a word class that shows similarity with the 
noun whereas the latter is a phrase or a clause that is 
generated m  Comp. and determines the time reference of

the matrix clause it introduces. The following sen
tences represent the various types of temporals that are 
found in D.A.D. syntax:

(1)
(i) /min yoom tijiin7wana wayyahum/

From day that you are coming, and 1 am with them 
X ve been with them eversince the day you came

(ii) //feilleeV - -> iddar^iyyah barad/
At night, Dar£iyyah is cold.

C111) ^yoom irribuuC/--> ilmuyyah waajid/
Wednesday, the water is plentiful.

(iv) /^ialhiin/--> ilmuyyah waajid/

This time (ie Now), the water is plentiful.
In sentence (l)(i) , the temporal is a verbal clause^ in
(ii) , it is a PP; in (iii) , it is a nominal construct
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and in (iv), it is a temporal nominal. This is demon
strated by the following S-structure of the above sen
tences :

(2)
(i)

Co.mp

ComfT temporal NP 
I

- Q S
Comp

Comp temporal "NP

- Q

s

NP' INFL 
__ [+continuous] 
N

prcjnoun
(?a)na [1st 
pers. sing]

Pred, P

m m  yoora

pronoun

s

INFL ^
[Imper- Pred
fective i
aspect] VP

AGR 1
[2nd pers. V

wayyahum pronoun
small pro 
[3rd pers. 

pi]

[2nd pers. 
fem. sing]

tij iin

[+ continous]
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(ii)

Comp Temporal NP

- J

leel

Det

/
INFL 

[+future 
time] 
AGR 

N [ fern. 
sing]

id dar^iyyah

Pred. P
I
NP
j_

N
I
N
I

barad

[+ future time]

(iii)

Comp temporal INFL 
[+future 
time]

Pred. P
Poss. N

Det N
lr ribuu£ il muyyahyoom

waajidnominal construct 
t+future time]
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(iv)

Cora]
Comp temporal NP Pred. PNP' INFL

[-Hpresent
time] NP

Det
halhiin 

[+ present time
il muyyah

waaj id

As can be seen from S-structure (2)(1), the tempo
ral clause makes the S node it introduces acquire the 
syntactic feature [-^continuous] , which is registered in 
its INFL. The temporal PP in (2)(ii) makes the S node 
it introduces acquire the syntactic feature [+future 
time). Similarly, the temporal nominal construct in(2)-
(iii) makes its S node acquire the syntactic feature 
[-1-future time] and the temporal nominal in (2(iv) makes 
the S node acquire the syntactic feature [+present 
time]. That is, all these syntactic features are re
gistered in INFL since INFL is the head of S node and 
the temporal in D.A.D. may, therefore, be defined as a 
clause or a phrase (ie PP, a nominal construct or a tem
poral nominal) that is generated in Comp, for the deter-
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ruination of the time reference of the S node it intro
duces and regardless of its internal structure, it is
always dominated by an NP, as shown by S-structures (2), 
for the sake of its 9 marking.

The four types of temporals, above mentioned, may 
be grouped into two basic types: nominal and verbal. 
As the temporal PP, the temporal nominal construct, and 
the temporal nominal do not have a VP category, they are 
regarded as being nominal in structure. As for the 
temporal clause, it is verbal in structure because it 
has a VP category. And as the interest of this thesis 
is basically on the nominals, very little is said on the 
temporal clause, which is always verbal in structure.

Accordingly, it is sufficient to point out here 
that a temporal clause is a verbal clause that may be 
introduced by a temporal nominal or a temporal particle. 
When the temporal clause is introduced by a temporal 
particle, it refers to factual events that make no re
ference to past events but when it is introduced by a 
temporal nominal, it refers to specific past events. 
This may be demonstrated by the following sentences, in 
which there are temporal clauses:
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(3) Temporal clauses introduced by a temporal 
particlel

(i) llila jah ig§i~ta/ jfaharna/
When winter comes, we leave.

(ii) /ila jat il gazayyim/yirbisum nafs - iddaragah/
When the feast comes, they wear the same dress ie 
same type of dress.

(iii) /niggid /ileen ?allah yijiibih^
We sit until God brings him.

(4) Temporal clauses introduced by a temporal nominal
(i) /huw haafrin gabrih/gublima yimuut/

He digging his grave before he dies.
(ii) /ftugbima maat ?abu giylaani/?inni fi faggir/

After the father of my children died, I surely am 
in poverty ie After my husband died, I was in com
plete poverty.

(iii) ftyoom xalaaha/xa^aha/

^The study of the D.A.D. temporal clauses should be 
undertaken as a separate study because it involves in
tricate factors such as the control exercised by the 
temporal clause on the verb of the matrix clause and 
the control of the temporal particle or nominal on the 
verb of the temporal clause. The importance of the 
temporal clause in this thesis is to show that the tem
poral may also be clausal in structure and not just 
clausal in status.
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Day he left her, he took her.
X Y Z Y

(iv) ^yoom ? innaha darat/ /yoom ? innih xajah^
The day she became aware (ie of his infidelity),
the day he married this other woman.

That is, sentence (3)(i) refers to the general idea that 
"in winter, we leave"; (3)(ii) refers to the general 
idea that "Everyone wears the same type of dress during
the feast"; and (3)(iii) indicates that it is the tradi
tion of these people to wait until God brings back the 
missing man. Sentences (4), on the other hand, refer to 
specific past events ie in (4)(i) there is reference to 
the time before his death; in (4)(ii) there is reference 
to the time after her husband's death; in (4)(iii) there 
is reference to the day he left her; and in (4) (iv) 
there is reference to the day she became aware of his 
infidelity and it is the day he married his second wife.

Apart from the above difference in meaning between 
a temporal clause introduced by a temporal particle and 
that introduced by a temporal nominal, there is also a 
difference in structure since the temporal clause in the 
former case is introduced by a particle whereas in the 
latter case, it is introduced by a nominal. The nominal 
status of /gublima/ and /£ugbima/ is indicated by the
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fact that the relative pronoun /ma/ is part of their 
lexical composition. As for the nominal status of /yoom 
(?inn + a pronominal suffix)/, it is indicated by the 
presence of a pronominal in its lexical composition and 
the fact that /yoom/ itself is a nominal of an invari
able form. That is, /yoom/ as a temporal nominal differs 
from /yoom/ as a noun of time designation in that the 
former has an invariable form that introduces temporal 
clauses but the latter is a noun and so has the inflec
tional paradigm of the noun ie it inflects for definite
ness, indefiniteness, possession, number and duality.1 
Therefore, the temporal clauses introduced by /gublima/, 
/^ugbima/ and /yoom (?inn) + pronominal suffix/ etc have 
nominals as their introducers, and not particles.

Despite the above differences between a temporal 
clause introduced by a temporal particle and that intro
duced by a temporal nominal, yet both share the fact 
that they demonstrate that a temporal may be verbal in 
structure and that it is not only clausal in status but 
may also be clausal in structure. It is in this respect 
that the above very brief discussion of the temporal

1/ilyoom/ nthe day", /yoomin/ "a day", /yoomi/ "my 
day", /?ayyam/ "days", /yoomeen/ "2 days".
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clause has been given to show that the temporal may 
be verbal and clausal in structure. But as the main 
emphasis of this thesis is on the nominal piece, no more 
will be said on the temporal clause because it is verbal 
in structure.

As for its clausal structure, this has reinforced 
the clausal status of the temporals that are in reality 
phrasal in structure, such as the temporal PP, the tem
poral nominal construct and the temporal nominal. That 
is, as they too are on par with the matrix clause they 
introduce determining its time reference, therefore, 
they are regarded as clausal in status even though they 
are phrasal in structure.

It is in this respect that a temporal differs from 
a topic, which is also generated in the Comp, of the 
D.A.D. sentential configuration. That is, the topic is 
phrasal in structure and in status whereas the temporal 
is clausal in status even when it is phrasal in struc
ture. This is because the topic holds a relation with a
constituent in S node ie the NP it binds but the tempo
ral holds a relation with all of the S node it intro
duces because it determines the time reference of all of 
S node.
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Accordingly, when there is both a temporal and a 
topic generated in the D.A.D. sentence, it is the tempo
ral that introduces both the topic and its S node. This 
is demonstrated by the following sentence and its S- 
structure:

(6)
(i) /hallhiin iddar^iyyah --> fahiy hilwah/

Now Dar^iyyah, it (fern, sing) really is pretty.
(ii)

time govComp
Q temporal/ N AGR topic 

| [-t-definite] 
^halhiin
.-{-present Det 
time]

N

empha- NP\^ INF 
tic J [+pres 

conjunc- N time] 
tion | AGR 

pronoun [fern
fa

il dar£iyyah 
[fem. sing]

hiy 
[ fem. 
sing]

binding

sing]

Pred.P
I
NPI

Adj N 
I
N
I

hilwah
As shown in S-structure 5(ii) , the temporal (ie 

/halhiin/) introduces both the topic and its S node 
because it determines their time reference, that is, the
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temporal is on par with not only the matrix clause but 
also its topic. On the other hand, the topic holds a 
relation only with the NP it binds, and not with the 
matrix clause as a whole. This difference in the syn
tactic behaviour of the temporal and the topic is due to 
their difference in status ie the temporal is clausal in 
status whereas the topic is phrasal in status even 
though both of them hjd y be phrasal in structure, as 
demonstrated by S-structure (5)(ii).

S-structure (5)(ii) also demonstrates that the 
temporal is a temporal nominal, and not a temporal PP or 
a temporal nominal construct. That is, despite the fact 
that the above temporals are nominals in structure, yet 
they nevertheless differ in their internal structures. 
It is in this respect that the nominal temporals are 
further subdivided into three groups: temporal PPs,
temporal nominal constructs and temporal nominals.

The temporal PP differs from the temporal nominal 
and the temporal nominal construct in that it is com
posed of a noun of time designation introduced by a pre
position that has not lost its property as a governor 
and so it requires the noun it introduces to inflect for 
definrteness (ie to be preceded by the definite article
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as a marker of definiteness). The temporal nominal, on 
the other hand, may be composed of a nominal that is not 
introduced by a preposition, as shown by /halhiin/ in S- 
structure ($)(ii), and it may also have a preposition 
but one that has lost its property as a governor; and 
therefore, has been fossilized to become part of its 
lexical composition.

That the preposition carried by a temporal nominal 
has l ost its property as a governor is demonstrated by 
its incapacity to make the nominal it introduces inflect 
for definiteness. This is demonstrated by the following 
sentences, in which some of their temporals are composed 
of temporal PPs and some others are composed of temporal 
nominals with a fossilized preposition:

(«
(i) H filleel/--> iddar^iyyah hilwah/

In the night, Dar£iyyah is pretty.
(ii) //filleel/--> ninaam/

In the night, we sleep or are sleeping.
(iii) /feinnihaar/ --> niStaVal/

In the daylight, we work or are working.
(7)

(i) fain ?awwal7--> iddar£iyyah hilwah/
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From first, Dar£iyyah is nice ie 
Dar^iyyah used to be nice.

(ii) fain baaqir/--> iddar£iyyah hilwah/
From tomorrow, Dar£iyyah is nice ie 
Dar£iyyah will be nice.

(iii) fain ? awwal/ - - > yakluun/
From first, they eat ie They used to eat a lot.

(iv) fain baaĉ ir/ - -> yimSuun/
From tomorrow, they are leaving.
In sentences (&) , we have temporal PPs. This is 

demonstrated by the fact that the nouns /leel/ and 
/nihaar/ inflect for definiteness prior to their intro
duction by a preposition, which in turn forms a temporal 
PP since it has not lost its governing property. And 
both /leel/ and /nihaar/ are said to inflect for defi
niteness because they have uninflected forms as well as 
inflected forms ie / le e l / ^ /illeel/ and /nihaar/ ^  
/innihaar/. The former forms are the uninflected form 
whereas the latter forms are the inflected forms. It is 
in this respect that both /leel/ and /nihaar/ are nouns 
of time designation,and not temporal nominals.

As for sentences ('/) , these demonstrate temporals 
that have temporal nominals that have a preposition as
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part of their lexical composition. That the preposition 
/min/ in these sentences is fossilized is indicated by 
its incapacity to require the nominal it introduces to 
inflect to definiteness. That is, as neither /?awwal/ 
nor /baapir/ is introduced by a definite article; there
fore, /min/ in /min ?awwal/ and /min baap-ir/ is regarded 
as part of their lexical composition, forming a temporal 
nominalP and not a temporal PP. This difference in the 
internal structure of /filleel/ as distinct from /min 
?awwal/ is demonstrated by the following S-structures of 
sentences (&)(i) and (/) (i) :

W)
(i)

CQmp
Coitfp temporal NP NP
-Q temporal N - rI /

min ?awwal/ Det 
[+past time] | |

id dar^iyyah

INFL Pred. P
[+past time] I 

AGR NP
[fem. sing] J 

Adj N
N
I

hilwah
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NP INFL
pi>^[+£uture time] 

N AGR
/ \ [ f e m .  sing]

N iddar^iyyah 
leel hilwah

V-------------------- r_______    S

[+ future time]
S-structure (^)(ii) demonstrates that the temporal 

/filleel/ is decomposable into the preposition /fi/, the 
definite article and the noun /leel/. It also shows 
that despite the fact that it is a PP, it is dominated 
by an NP for the sake of 0 marking since the PP as a 
whole must be 0 marked "temporal" in relation to the 
matrix clause it introduces. And as we have seen, the 
theory used in this thesis allows only Case marked ele
ments to be visible at LF; and since only NPs are Case 
marked, the temporal PP has to be dominated by an NP.

S-structure 00 (i), on the other hand, demonstrates 
that /min ?awwal/ is not a PP and so it is not decompos
able into a preposition and a nominal. Its incapacity 
to be decomposed is because it is a temporal nominal, 
which exemplifies a fossilization of structure and the 
fossilization in this example is the preposition /min/ 
since it is part of its lexical composition. Therefore,
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a temporal nominal is indeed different from a temporal 
PP even when that temporal nominal has a preposition and 
it is in this respect that the temporal PP should be 
distinguished from a temporal nominal even though they 
are both temporals that are of a nominal structure.

Another syntactic behaviour of the temporal nominal 
that distinguishes it from the other temporals that are 
nominal in structure is its capacity to be generated as 
the temporal even without being introduced by a preposi
tion. This has been demonstrate by S-Structure (5”) (i) , 
which has the temporal nominal /halhiin/. It is also 
illustrated by the following sentences and their S- 
structures, which demonstrate that a noun of time desig
nation has to be preceded by a preposition if it is to 
function as a temporal and not as a topic, while the 
temporal may be generated as a temporal and not a topic 
even when it is not preceded by a preposition so long as 
it does not bind an NP in the S node it introduces.

(-9)
(i) ^issubih/--> iddar^iyyah hilwah/

The morning, Dar£.iyyah is nice ie In the morning, 
Darfiyyah is nice.

(ii) H filleel/--> iddar£iyyah hilwah/
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In the night, Dar£iyyah is nice.
(iii) * ̂illeel/ - -> iddar£iyyah hilwah/

(11)
(i) //,illeel/ --> fahuw barad fiddar£iyyah/

The night, it really is cold in Dar£iyyah.
(ii) //issubihy'--> fahuw barad fiddar£iyyah/

The morning, it really is cold in Dar£iyyah.
In sentences ( 9)(i) and ( 9)(ii), both /issubih/ 

and /filleel/ function as the temporal in relation to 
the matrix clause they introduce ie they determine the 
time reference of the S node they introduce. This is 
demonstrated by the following S-structure of sentence 
( 9)(i) to be compared with that of ($)(ii):

(10)
Comp

Comp^ temporal KP
1-Q temporal N

S
7qO'J INFL

^t+future 
N time]

AGR 
[ fem.issubih

[+future time] iddarfiyyah sing]

Pred. P

Adj N

hilwah

As can be seen from S-structure (10), /issubih/ is gen
erated as the temporal even though it is not introduced
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by a preposition. On the other hand, /illeel/ in S- 
structure ( $ ) (ii) is introduced by a preposition. This 
is because /illeel/ is a noun of time designation where- 
as /issubih/ is a temporal nominal. That is, for a noun 
of time designation to function as a temporal, it must 
be introduced by a preposition and this is why sentence

(iii)) is ill -formed since /illeel/ is a noun of time 
designation functioning as a temporal and not intro
duced by a preposition. Sentence (10.) (i), on the other 
hand, is well-formed because /illeel/ is a topic NP and 
so it is not introduced by a preposition. That it is a 
topic NP, and not a temporal, is indicated by the NP it 
binds in the S node it introduces.

The temporal nominal, as shown by sentences (^f)(l) 
and (10)(ii) does not subsume to this constraints, rath
er it functions as a temporal whenever it holds a rela
tion with all of S node and functions as a topic when
ever it binds an NP in S node. In either case, if the 
temporal nominal does not have a preposition as part of 
its lexical composition, it remains without a preposi
tion.

The syntactic differences between a noun of time 
designation and a temporal nominal may not only be demon
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strated by the requirement of the former to be intro
duced by a preposition whenever it functions as a tem
poral but may also be demonstrated by their internal 
structures. Going back to S-structure (S)  (ii) , we find 
that the noun of time designation is decomposable into a 
definite article and the noun itself. But if we look at 
S-structure (11) , we find that the temporal nominal 
involves no such decomposition. This is because the 
definite article carried by a temporal nominal is also 
part of its lexical composition ie /issubih/ has an 
invariable form in which the definite article is part of 
its lexical composition. It is in this respect that the 
temporal nominal cannot be said to inflect for definite
ness since D.A.D. does not have ^/subih/ as the unin
flected form of /issubih/. It is, consequently, due to 
such syntactic differences between a noun of time desig
nation and nominals, such as /issubih/, /min ?awwal/ 
etc. that has made it necessary to classify the latter 
under a distinct subclass in the General Glass for Nomi
nals in D.A.D. syntax. This subclass has been called 
the "Temporal Nominal Subclass'1.

The members of this subclass generate temporal NPs 
when they are generated in the Comp. A-position and do
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not bind an NP in the S node they introduce. And when 
they do bind an NP in the S node they introduce they 
function as topics, as illustrated by /issubih/ in sen
tence (lP)(ii). They behave in this respect like a noun 
since nouns may be generated as the topic, an example of 
which is sentence (10)(i). But again the temporal nomi
nal differs from the noun in that it is not decomposable
into a definite article and the nominal even when it is

is
generated as the topic NP . This f demonstrated by the 
following S-structures of sentences (10.) (i) and (ii):

(11) 
(i)

Comp topic NP emphatic NP' conj _
N

fa
Det N pronoun

INFL 
AGR 

[masc. 
sing]

[masc. il 
sing]

leel
binding

huw [masc. 
sing]

Pred. P

T
hilw



Comp topic NP emphatic N INFL
AGR

Pred. P
-Q temporal N

issubih

conj
N [masc

sing]
NP

[masc. 
sing]

pronoun Adj N
huw [masc. N

binding sing]
hilw

That is, despite the fact that both the temporal nominal

NPs in S-structures (11)(i) and (ii), yet they neverthe
less differ in their internal structure ie the noun of
time designation is decomposable whereas the temporal 
nominal is not.

The temporal nominal also differs from the temporal 
nominal construct, which is also another nominal tempo
ral. It differs in that it does not have the internal 
structure of a nominal construct but it is similar to 
the temporal nominal construct in that neither one of 
them requires the prior introduction of a preposition 
when they function as a temporal. It is in this respect 
that they both differ from the noun of time designation. 
The following sentence and its S-structure demonstrate 
the internal structure of a temporal nominal construct

and the noun of time designation are generated as topic
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and that it functions as a temporal without the intro
duction of a preposition.

(i) ^yoom irribuu$/--> niruuh lilbarr/
The day of the fourth ie Wednesday, we are going to 
the desert.

As can be seen from S-structure (12) (ii), the tem
poral nominal construct is a nominal construct that is 
generated in the Comp. A-position for the sake of the 
time determination of the matrix clause it introduces 
and it does not require the introduction of a preposi
tion for its generation as a temporal.

However, the only temporals with the internal 
structure of a nominal construct that the researcher has 
come across in her corpus are those referring to the

(12)

(ii)
S

S
Comp tempral NP

N aspect]
I [+future time] 

pronoun AGR /
small
pro niruuh

NP INFL Pred.
-Q N Poss. N

N Det N
yoom ir ribuu^L small

• p r o
(on Wednesday) [1st pers 

nominal construct 
[+ future time}-----
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days of the week. Xt does accordingly seem to be the 
case that any other time reference is conveyed by means 
of a temporal PP, apart from the time reference conveyed 
by the temporal nominals or temporal clauses. For ex
ample, if the time reference is the fourth day, and not 
Wednesday, the internal structure of the temporal is a 
PP, and not a nominal construct. This is demonstrated 
by the following sentence and its S-structure:

(13)
(i) ^filyoom irraabi£/--> niruuh liddar£iyyah/PP

On the fourth day, we go to Dar^tiyyah

temporal NP

niruuh liddar£iyyah 
INFL 

[+ future time]

AGR Adj N 
[masc 

N sing] Det N
yoom ir raabi£

[+ future time!
As S-structure (13)(ii) indicates, the temporal is 

a PP and not a nominal construct. This is because the time 
reference is not the days of the week, rather it refers
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to the fourth day. It is in this respect that we have 
the noun of time designation /ilyoom/ introduced by a 
preposition and qualified by an adjectival ie /irraabi^/. 
That is, it is only the time expressions that refer to 
the days of the week that constitute a temporal with the 
internal structure of a nominal construct, otherwise the 
temporal has the internal structure of a PP if it is not 
a temporal nominal or a temporal clause.

S-structure (l$)(ii) also points out another charac
teristic of the noun of time designation that is not 
found in the temporal nominal< This is the capacity of 
the noun of time designation to be qualified by an ad
jective, which is in this case the ordinal numeral ̂ ir- 
raabi^r/ . That is, the temporal nominal, as will be 
shown, may have the internal structure of a specificer, 
definite article and bound morpheme but cannot have the 
internal structure of definite article, nominal and 
adjectival.

It is due to the above mentioned differences be
tween a temporal nominal on the one hand and the other 
temporals whether those of nominal structure or those of 
verbal structure that the temporal nominal has been 
elsssified by itself as a word class that shares some of
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the characteristics of the noun and yet differs in many 
other respects. The uniqueness of the syntactic behav
iour of the members of this word class has not only en
titled their description but more importantly has led to 
the fact that the time expressions in D.A.D. are nomi
nal s that are nevertheless distinct from nouns. This 
naturally verifies the fact that the temporal in D.A.D. 
has the category NP and that D.A.D. does not have the 
category Adv. P. for the generation of its time expres
sions .

The following discussion deals with some of the 
members of the temporal nominal subclass and these are 
associated with the present, past, future and continuous 
time perspectives. This chapter has been divided into 
two sections. Section I deals with the temporal nominals 
with invariable forms and it is shown that these forms 
have nominal characteristics. Section II deals with 
temporal nominals that have variable forms, two members 
of which inflect for possession. Both types of temporal 
nominals whether variable or invariable in form consti
tute a subclass in the general class for nominals in 
D.A.D. because they not only differ from nouns but also 
from adjectives and participles, and exemplify a fossil-
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ization of structure, such as having a definite article 
that has become part of their lexical composition and 
their incapacity to inflect for definiteness, indefi
niteness or number.

2.4.1: Temporal Nominals with Invariable Forms
There are various types of temporal nominals with 

invariable forms in D.A.D. syntax. There are invariable 
forms that have the preposition /min/; invariable forms 
that have a definite article; and invariable forms that 
have neither a preposition or a definite article. Re
gardless of the fact that only some of these temporal 
nominals with invariable forms have a definite article 
while the others do not, all the temporal nominals of 
this group are associated with the syntactic feature 
[-{-definite]. As a matter of fact, it will be shown that 
a temporal nominal whether of this group or of the group 
with variable froms is always associated with the syn
tactic feature [+definite]. The association of the 
temporal nominals with the syntactic feature [-{-definite] 
is demonstrated by their syntactic behaviour and this is 
indicated in the discussion of each temporal nominal 
separately.
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2.4.1.1; Temporal Nominals with the preposition /min/
As indicated in the introduction, the preposition

/min/ introducing temporal nominals is part of their
lexical composition and it is in this respect that such
a preposition is regarded as a fossilized preposition. 
The temporal nominals with the /min/ preposition are
associated with the syntactic feature [+continuous] , 
which is defined as describing "a situation which is 
characteristic of an extended period of time, so ex
tended in fact that the situation referred to is viewed 
not as an incidental property of the moment but pre
cisely as a characteristic feature of a whole period." 
(B. Comrie, 1981:28).1

A situation characterized as being associated with 
the syntactic feature [+continuous] may be set in the 
domain of the past time, as exemplified by /min ?awwal/; 
in the domain of the future, as exemplified by /min 
baa9ir/; and may also be set in a past time dimension 
that extends up to the present time and this is exempli-

^The term [ + continuous] has been used instead of 
the "aspect of duration", as used by Comrie. This is 
because D.A.D. only has a Perfective and an Imperfective 
aspect, both of which are conveyed by the verb forms in 
D.A.D. ie the perfective verb conveys the perfective 
aspect and the Imperfective verb conveys the Imperfect
ive aspect.
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fied by /min hiina/. It may also be associated with a 
time reference that starts in the morning and goes on to 
the present time, as exemplified by /min is_subih/. 
Therefore, the temporal nominals that are to be discus
sed in this section are as follows:

(1)
(i) /min hiina/ "from time immemorial on

wards "
(ii) /min ?ams/ "from yesterday onwardd1 
(iii) /min ?awwal/ "from first onwards"
(iv) /min baa9ir/ "from tomorrow onwards"
(2)
(i) /min issubih/ "from the morning onwards"

(ii) /min ifeahur/ "from the noon onwards"
(iii) /min il^asir/ "from the afternoon onwards"
(iv) /min immatfarib/ "from sunset onwards"
(v) /min il£i&a/ "from dusk onwards"

The /rain/ introduced temporal nominals in (2) also 
have a fossilized definite article. It is in this res
pect that they are associated with the syntactic feature 
[-fdefinite] . And on the analogy of the temporal nomi
nals of (2), those of (1) are also regarded as having 
the syntactic feature [+definite] even though they do
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not have a definite article. That is, it will be shown 
that all temporal nominals are associated with the syn
tactic feature [+definite] even when it is not overtly 
manifested in their structural composition in the form 
of a definite article or inflection for possession and 
that the semantic correlation of this syntactic feature 
of definiteness found in all temporal nominals is that 
it defines the, time reference of the sentence. This is 
because instead of leaving the time reference of the 
sentence implicit it explicitly states it, thereby mak
ing its time reference definite so as not to depend on 
the previous discourse or the speech reference of the 
sentence under question.

In the following section, each of the above /min/ 
introduced temporal nominals is dealt with separately so 
as to give as detailed a description of its syntactic 
behaviour as possible.
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2.4.1.1.1: /min hiina/ ’’From time immemorial onwards11
The temporal nominal /min hiina/ is composed of the 

fossilized preposition /min/; the bound morpheme */hiin/ 
and the Case marker /-a/. This bound morpheme ie */hiin/ 
is also found in other temporal nominals, such as /halh- 
iin/, /J'alhiin/, /'3‘iikilhiin/ but it does not exist as 
a lexical item by iteself in D.A.D. syntax.

As for the fact that /min hiina/ has a Case marker, 
it not only indicates its nominal status but also that 
Case is the property of the syntax. That is, as the 
temporal nominal /min hiina/ is restricted in its syn
tactic distribution to the Comp. A-position, it has an 
overt Case marker which is taken to be the Case of the 
nominals generated in this A-position. And the overt
ness of the Case marker in the temporal nominal /min 
hiina/ also demonstrates that the subclass of nominals 
to which it belongs (ie the temporal nominal subclass) 
represents a relic area in D.A.D. syntax. This is be
cause one of its members which is restricted in its syn
tactic distribution to the Comp. A-position has preserv
ed an overt Case marker, which has also become fossili
zed to become part of its lexical composition.
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In the following discussion, /min hiina/ is shown 
to be generated in the Comp. A-position of the D.A.D. 
nominal sentence and then afterwards in that of the 
verbal sentence. In either case, /min hiina/ exercises 
time government on the S node it introduces.

2.4.1.1.1.1: /min hiina/ generated in the Comp, of the 
D.A.D. Nominal Sentence 

The fact that /min hiina/ may be generated in the 
Comp. A-position of a nominal sentence is demonstrated 
by the following sentences:

(1)
(i) //inin hiina/--> winhin fiiha/

From time immemorial until the present time, and we 
are in it (fem. sing)

(ii) fain hiina/--> wahiy filbeet/
From time immemorial until the present time, and 
she is in the house ie she does not go out.

(2)
(i) fain hiina/--> widdar$iyyah hllwah/ '

From time immemorial until the present time, and 
Dar£iyyah is pretty.

(ii) fain hiin^ --> wilxeer 9ieiir/
From time immemorial until the present time, and
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goods are plentiful.
Taking sentences (1)(i) and (2) (i), we have the 

following S-structures, in which it is shown that /min 
hiina/ is generated in the Comp. A-position of a nominal 
sentence:

(3)
(i)
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The above S nodes have been set in a time perspective 
that starts in the distant past and continues to the 
present because they are introduced by the temporal 
nominal /min hiina/, as demonstrated by S-structures (3)
(i) and (ii).

The S nodes introduced by the temporal nominal /min 
hiina/ must also be preceded by the conjunction /wi/, 
which in turn does not allow the temporal NP to subsume 
to the rule of (TL). This rule (ie (TL)) moves the tem
poral NP from Comp, down to an adjunct position in S 
node. That the temporal nominal /min hiina/, generated 
as a temporal NP, does not subsume to the rule of (TL) 
is indicated by the following ill-formed sentences.

(4)
(i) */winhin fiiha /min hiinq/
(ii) */widdar£.iyyah hilwah /min hiinq/
These sentences are ill-formed because /min hiina/ has 
been moved from Comp, down to an adjunct position in S 
node.
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2.4.1.1.1.2: /min hiina/ generated in the Comp, of the 
D.A.D. Verbal Sentence 

When /min hiina/ introduces a verbal S node, it 
requires the verb of that S node to be imperfective, and 
not perfective. This is illustrated by the following 
sentences:

(1)
(i) ^min hiina/~ - > winhin niruuh lissuug/

From time immemorial until the present time and we 
do go out to the market.

(ii) ^min hiina/ --> winhin niruuh nihattib wayyahum/
From time immemorial until the present time and we 
go out to plough with them.

(iii) *^min hiinq/ --> winhin ruhna lissuug/
Sentences (1) (i) and (ii) are well-formed because the 
verbal clauses /min hiina/ introduces have imperfective 
verbs ie /niruuh/ in (i) and /niruuh nihattib/ in (ii) . 
As for sentence (iii), it is ill-formed because the verb 
is perfective, and not imperfective. This points to the 
fact that the temporal NP that has /min hiina/ as its 
temporal nominal not only governs the time reference of 
the S node it introduces but also the verb form that is
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generated in that S node, requiring it to be imperfect
ive and not perfective.

/min hiina/ introducing a verbal S node has a simi-
lar syntactic behaviour to that introducing a nominal S 
node in the sense that it requires that S node to be 
preceded by the conjunction /wi/ and does not subsume to 
the optional rule of (TL). This is illustrated by the 
following sentences, which are ill-formed because /min 
hiina/ has been moved by the rule of (TL):
(2) (i) */winhin niruuh lissuug/min h i i n a //

(ii) */winhin niruuh nihattib wayyahum /min hiinq//

2 .4 .1 .1.2 :/min ?ams/ "From yesterday onwards'1
As with /min hiina/, /min ?ams/ has a fossilized 

preposition that is part of its lexical composition, 
requires the S node it introduces to be preceded by the 
conjunction /wi/; requires the verb of that S node to be 
imperfective; does not subsume to the rule of (TL) ; is 
associated with the syntactic feature [fcontinuous]; and 
is restricted in its syntactic distribution to the Comp 
A-position. On the other hand, it differs from /min 
hiina/ in that it does not have a Case marker and in the 
range of its continuity, ie, it starts yesterday and 
goes on to the present day.
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2.4.1.1.2.1: /min ?ams/ generated in the Comp, of the 
D.A.D. Nominal Sentence
The temporal nominal /min ?ams/ may be generated in 

the Comp, of the D.A.D. nominal sentence and this is 
illustrated by the following sentences:

(1)
(i) ^min ?ams/--> wihuw za^laan/

From yesterday until now, and he is sad.
(if) /fain ?ams/--> wihum &aay&iin/

From yesterday until now, and they are joyful,
(iii) /'min ?ams/--> wihiy filbeet/

From yesterday until now, and she is at home ie 
in the house.

The temporal nominal /min ?ams/, generated as the tempo
ral NP, sets the nominal S node it introduces in a time 
perspective that starts in the past ie yesterday and 
goes on to the present time.

2 .4.1.1.2.2: /min ?ams/ generated in the Comp of the 
D.A.D. Verbal sentence 

The syntactic behaviour of /min ?ams/ generated as 
the temporal NP in a verbal sentence is the same as that 
in a nominal sentence except that in the verbal sentence 
it requires the S node it introduces to have an imper-
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fective verb, and not a perfective verb. This is illu
strated by the following sentences:

(i)
(i) /fain ?ams/--> wihuw yi&taifal/

From yesterday until now, and he is working.
(ii) /min ?ams/--> wihum yikinisuun/

From yesterday until now, and they are sweeping,
(iii) hmin ?ams/--> winhin nihattib/

From yesterday until now, and we are ploughing.
As shown by sentences (1) , the temporal nominal 

/min ?ams/, generated as the temporal NP also sets the 
verbal S node it introduces in a time perspective that 
starts in the past (ie yesterday) and goes on to the 
present time.

2.4.1.1.3: /min ?awwal/ ufrom first onwards"
As with /min hiina/ and /min ?ams/, /min ?awwal/ 

has a fossilized preposition ie /min/; is associated 
with the syntactic feature [-^continuous] ; and requires 
the verbal S node it introduces to have an imperfective 
verb, and not a perfective verb. However, /min ?awwal/ 
differs from the former two temporal nominals in that it 
does not require the S node it introduces to be preceded 
by the conjunction /wi/; is not restricted in its syn
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tactic distribution to the Corap. A-position; and does 
subsume to the rule of (TL). It is in this respect that 
the temporal nominals /min hiina/ and /min ?ams/ form 
one group and /min ?awwal/ and /min baapir/ form another 
group.

The following sentences demonstrate that /min 
?awwal/ may be generated as the complement of a preposi
tion; the fact which verifies that /min/ in /min ?awwal/ 
is a fossilized part of its lexical composition ie /min/ 
has lost its property as a preposition.
(1) (i) /mahuub ciQiir/miQil min ?awwaj^

PP ̂
It (masc. sing) is not much as with in the past 
time and its tradition.

(ii) /mahuub ba^sal waa.j id/miQil min ?awwal//
PP

It is not as much onions as in the past. 
Sentences (1) not only demonstrate that /min ?awwal/ may 
be generated as the complement of a preposition but also 
its nominal status since both /min/ and /?awwal/ toge
ther form a nominal as verified by its capacity to be 
governed by a preposition ie /miQil/. Sentences (1) 
also demonstrate that when /min ?awwal/ is generated in 
the A-positions in S node, it is entity denoting ie it 
does not exercise time government on S node.
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2.4.1.1.3.1: /min ?awwal/ generated in the Comp, of the 
D.A.D. Nominal Sentence 

The following sentences demonstrate that /min ?aw- 
wal/ generated as the temporal NP of a nominal sentence 
is associated with the syntactic feature [+continuous]; 
does not require its S node to be preceded by the con
junction /wi/; and does subsume to the rule of (TL):

(1)
(i) /yinin ? awwal/ - -> innaas ishaah/

From first, people are healthy ie People used to 
be healthy.

(ii) //min ?awwal/ --> iddar£iyyah hilwah/
From first, Dar£iyyah is pretty ie Dar£iyyah used 
to be pretty.

(iii) /iddar£iyyah hilwah /min ? awwal/'
Dar^iyyah used to be pretty.

As can be seen from sentences (1) , /min ?awwal/ is 
associated with the syntactic feature [-hcontinuous] but 
with one that is set in the domain of the past. It 
differs in this respect from the temporal nominals /min 
hiina/ and /min ?ams/ since they are associated with the 
syntactic feature [+continuous] that starts in the past 
and goes on to the present.
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2.4.1.1.3.2: /min ?awwal/ generated in the Comp of the 
D.A.D. Verbal Sentence 

The following sentences demonstrate that /min ? aw
wal/ generated as the temporal NP in a verbal sentence 
is also associated with the syntactic feature ^conti
nuous] and that it subsumes to the rule of (TL):

(1)
(i) /min ?awwal/--> nihutt mi£aat/

From first, we are putting mishat 
We used to put mishat in our hair.

(ii) /min ?awwal/--> nijiibha min ilmahassad/
From first, we are bringing her from the harvest 
field.
We used to bring her from the field.

(iii) //min ? awwal/ - - > niVanniiha/
From first, we are singing it (fern. sing).
We used to sing it.

(iv) /min ?awwal/ --> yakluun lahim innajdiyyaat/
From first, we are eating meat of goats.
We used to eat goat meat.

(v) /nihutt mi&aat/min ? awwal//
We used to put mishat.
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As in nominal sentences, the syntactic feature 
[+continuous] associated with /min ?awwal/ is set in a 
past time domain* ie an S node introduced by /min?awwal/ 
conveys an action or a state that was characteristic of 
a certain time in the past. This again differentiates 
it from /min ?ams/ and /min hiina/ even though it is 
similar to them in that it requires the verbal S node it
introduces to have an imperfective, and not a perfective
verb.

2.4.1.1.4: /min baagir/ "from tomorrow onwards"
As with /min ?awwal/, /min baa^ir/ is not restrict

ed in its syntactic distribution to the Comp. A-posi- 
tion; does not require the S node it introduces to be 
preceded by the conjunction /wi/; and does subsume to 
the rule of (TL) . It also shares with /min hiina/ and 
/min ?ams/ its association with the syntactic feature 
[^continuous ] ; its having a fossilized /min/ preposi
tion; and the fact that it requires the verbal S node it
introduces to have an imperfective verb, and not a per
fective verb.

The following sentences demonstrate that /min 
baa^ir/ may be generated as the complement of a preposi
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tion; the fact which again verifies its nominal status 
and the fossilization of its preposition ie /min/.

(1)
(i) /mahuub giQiir/mi&il min baacir/ZPP

It is not much as with in the future.
It is not as much as will be in the future.

(il) /halhiin --> mahiyb rajiyyah/miGil min baapir//
Pp

Now, she is not bad as with in the future.
Now, she is not as bad as she will be.
As with /min ? awwal/, when /min baa^ir/ is gener

ated in an A-position in S node, it is entity denoting 
ie it does not exercise Time government.

2.4.1.1.4.1: /min baa^ir/ generated in the Comp, of the 
D.A.D. Nominal Sentence 

The following sentences demonstrate that /min baa- 
9ir/ may be generated as the temporal NP in a nominal 
sentence and that it does subsume to the rule of (TL):

(1)
(i) f̂flin_baa9ir/--> ilxeer maaSin fiddar£iyyah/

From tomorrow onwards, bounty exists in Dar^iyyah.
(ii) //min baa?ir/--> £indina xeerin <jieiir/

From tomorrow onwards, we have a lot of goods.
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(2)

(i) /ilxeer maasin fiddargjyyah/min baaqir/
(ii) /^tindina xeerin qiQiir/min baapip/

As can be seen from sentences (1), the [-{-conti
nuous] syntactic feature associated with /min baai^ir/ is 
set in a future time perspective. That is, the above 
states will start m  the future and carry on afterwards.

2.4.1.1.4.2: /min baagir/ generated in the Comp, of the 
D.A.D. Verbal Sentence 

The following sentences demonstrate that /min baa- 
g.ir/ may also be generated as a temporal NP in verbal 
sentences and subsumes to the rule of (TL):

(1)
(i) /min baagir/--> yik9ar ilxeer/

From tomorrow, bounty is increasing ie Bounty will 
be increasing in the future.

(ii) /min baaqir/ --> ni^ta^al 9ieiir/
From tomorrow, we are working much. We will be 
working hard starting from tomorrow.

(2)
(i) /yikBar ilxeer/min baaqir//

(ii) /ni^taJTal gi8iir/min baaqir/
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Sentences (1) and (2) also demonstrate that /min 
baagir/ does control the verb in the verbal S node it 
introduces ie it requires it to be imperfective, and not 
perfective. As for sentences (2), they demonstrate that 
/min baa9ir/ subsumes to the rule of (TL). Therefore, 
both /min baagir/ and /mm ?awwal/ form one subgroup in 
the group of temporal nominals that have the preposition 
/min/ and that are not introduced by a definite article. 
They form a distinct subgroup from /min hiina/ and /min 
?ams/ in that they do subsume to the rule of (TL) ; do 
not require the S node they introduce to be preceded by 
the conjunction/wi/; and may be generated in an A-posi
tion in S node as well as in the Comp. A—position,

2.4.1.1.5: /min issubih/ group of Temporal Nominals
The temporal nominals of this group not only have a 

fossilized preposition ie /min/ but also a fossilized 
definite article e.g. /is/ in /min issubih/ . The fos- 
silization of the definite article in /min iasubih/, 
/min itauhur/, /min ilgasir/, /min imma^aarib/, and /min 
il $ i U a /  is indicated by the fact that D.A.D. syntax 
does not have */subih/, */£uhur/, */£aSir/, */mayaarib/ 
and / f L & a /  as lexical items. It only has the forms 
/issubih/ /iffruhur, /il£asir/, /immaJ'aarib/ and /il£iga/
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as lexical items whose definite article is part of their 
lexical composition.! Accordingly, the preposition 
/min/ in /min issubih/ etc cannot be said to govern 
/issubih/ etc requiring it to inflect for definiteness 
since the definite article in these nominals is part of 
their lexical composition. Therefore, both the pre
position and the definite article in /min issubih/ etc 
are parts of the lexical composition of these nominals.

The /min issubih/ group of temporal nominals are 
similar to the /min hiina/ group of temporal nominals 
not only in their association with the syntactic feature 
[+continuous] and their having the fossilized preposi
tion /min/ but also in their requiring the S node they 
introduce to be preceded by the conjunction /wi/; in 
their being restricted in their syntactic distribution 
to the Comp. A-position; their not subsuming to the rule 
of (TL) and their requiring the verbal S node they in
troduce to have an imperfective verb, rather than a 
perfective verb. This is demonstrated by the following 
discussion in which the /min issubih/ group of temporal

iFor a di scussion of the /issubih/ group of tempo
ral nominals see pp.541-60.
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nominals are discussed together since they have the same 
syntactic behaviour.

2.4.1.1.5.1: /min ig_subih/ group of Temporal Nominals
generated in the Comp, of the D.A.D. Nominal 
Sentence

The following sentences demonstrate that the /min 
issubih/ group of temporal nominals may be generated as 
the temporal NP of the DAD nominal sentences:

(1)
(3-) fain issubih/--> wihuw naayim/

From the morming until now, and he is asleep.
(ii) fain issubih/--> wihum gaa£diin/

From the morning until now, and they are sitting,
(iii) fain issubih/--> winhin za£laniin/

From the morning until now, and we are sad.
(2)

(i) fain i~fr£uhur/- - > wi hum naaymiin/
From the noon time until now, and they are asleep

ing.

(ii) fain i&fuhur/ - -> winhin gaa£diin/
From the noon time until now, and we are sitting,

(iii) fain ijfahui/--> wihuw za^laan/
From the noon time unitl now,and he is sad.
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(3)
(i) /min ilgasir/--> wi huw gaa£id/

From the afternoon until now, and he is sitting,
(ii) /min ilffasir/--> winhin zajflaniin/

From the afternoon until now, and we are sad.
(4)

(i) /min immayarib/--> wi huw naayim/
From the sunset time unitl now, and he is asleep

ing.
(ii) /min immayarib7--> wi huw za^laan/

From the sunset time until now, and he is sad.
(5)
(i) //nin il$i£a/--> wi huw gaa£id/

From the dusk time onwards, and he is sitting.
(ii) /min il£i&a --> wi huw naayim/

From the dusk time onwards, and he is sleeping.
In sentences (1) , /min issubih/ is generated as the 

temporal NP in these nominal sentences. It sets these
sentences in a time perspective that starts in the
morning and continues onwards. The same applies to /min
ifrSuhur/ in sentences (2) except that the time perspect
ive starts at noon time and continues onwards. In sen
tences (3), the time perspective starts in the afternoon
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and continues onwards. In sentences (4), the time pers
pective is from sunset time and continues onwards; and 
in (5) it is from dusk time onwards. Therefore, the 
above sentences demonstrate that these temporal nominals 
may be generated as the temporal NP of nominal sentences 

These sentences also demonstrate that these tempo
ral nominals require the S node they introduce to be 
preceded by the conjunction /wi/, which in turn re
stricts the rule of (TL) from applying. It is in this 
respect that the following sentences are ill-formed:

(6)
(i) */wihuw gaa£din/min ilffjgâ

And he is sitting from the dusk time ie ever since 
dusk time.

(ii) */wihuw za^laanin /(nin immayaarib^
And he is sad from the sunset time.

(iii) */wihuw naaymin/min il?asir/
And he is sleeping from the afternoon time.

(iv) */wi hum za^laniin/min i££uhur/^
And they are sad from the noon time.

(v) */winhin gaafidiin/min issubit//
And we are sitting from the morning time.
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As the /min issubih/ group of temporal nominals are 
associated with the syntactic feature [+continuous] that 
starts in the past and goes on to the present time, it 
is similar to the temporal nominal /min hiina/, differ
ing only in the onset of this [+continuous] feature. In 
/min hiina/, it is way back in the past, in /min ?ams/, 
it is a day back in the past, and with the /min issubih/ 
group, it is several hours back in the past. And it is 
this association with the syntactic feature [+conti- 
nuous] that starts in the past and continues to the 
present that allows /min hiina/, /min ?ams/ and the /min 
issubih/ group of temporal nominals to require the S 
node it introduces to be preceded by the conjunction 
/wi-/ and not to subsume to the rule of (TL) even though 
they do differ in internal structure, ie the former two 
temporal nominals do not have a definite article whereas 
the latter group of temporal nominals do.

2.4.1.1.5.2: /min issubih/ group of Temporal Nominals
generated in the Comp, of the D.A.D. Verbal 
Sentence

Each of the /min is_subih/ group of temporal nomi
nals may also be generated as the temporal NP of a ver
bal sentence; in which case it governs the S node it
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introduces by requiring it to have an imperfective verb, 
and not a perfective verb. It also requires it to be 
preceded by the conjunction /wi/ and consequently it (ie 
the temporal NP) does not subsume to the rule of (TL) . 
These characteristics associated with the /min issubih/ 
group of temporal nominals generated as the temporal NP 
of a verbal sentence are illustrated by the following 
sentences:

1)
(i) /fmin issubih/--> wihuw yi&taXal/

From the morning onwards, and he is working.
(ii) ^min is_subih/--> wihum yikannisuun/

From the morning onwards, and they are sweeping.
(2)

(i) in i^uhur/— > wihum yikannissun/
From the noon onwards, and they are sweeping.

(ii) /fix in i~££uhur/ — > wahiy ti&taSfal/
From the noon onwards, andshe is working.

(3)

(i) ^nin ilgasir/--> winhin ni&ta^al/
From the afternoon onwards, and we are working.

(i-i) ^min il$asir/--> winhin nikannis/
From the afternoon onwards, and we are sweeping.
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(4)
(i) /min immafrarib/--> wihuw yi&ta^al/

From the sunset onwards, and he is working.
(ii) //min immafrarib/--> wihiy tikannis/

From the dusk onwards, and she is sweeping.
(5)

(i) /fain il£i§a/--> wihiy tiĵ tafral/
From the dusk onwards, and she is working.

(ii) /fain i!9i&a/--wahuw yikannis/
From the dusk onwards, and he is sweeping.
The above discussion of /min/ introduced temporal 

nominals has shown that they make the S node they intro
duce associated with the syntactic feature [+continuous] 
and the verbal S node generate an imperfective verb, and 
not a perfective verb.

It has also shown that the time reference of the 
nominal sentence is solely determined by the time asso
ciated with the temporal NP whereas the time reference 
of the verbal sentence is partly determined by the verb 
form and partly by the temporal NP, which in this case 
has the syntactic feature [+continuous] since it has a 
/min/ introduced temporal nominal.
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2.4.1.2: Temporal nominals with a Definite Article
The temporal nominals of this group are not asso

ciated with the syntactic feature [+continuous] because 
they are introduced by a definite article and not the 
preposition /min/. The temporal nominals that have a 
definite article also differ from nouns that are intro
duced by a definite article in that they are nominals of 
invariable forms that have a definite article. That is, 
whereas a noun of time designation introduced by a defi
nite article represents one of the variable forms of 
this particular noun and one that inflects for definite
ness, the temporal nominal with a definite article has 
an invariable form that has a definite article as part 
of its lexical composition; and therefore is not regard
ed as the inflected form for definiteness. It is in this
respect that the following are temporal nominals and not 
nouns of time designation:

(r} /issubih/ "The morning".
(ii) /fS&uhur/ "The noon".
(iii) /il <£asir/ "The afternoon".
(iv) /immatfaarib/ "The sunset".
(v) /il9i£a/ "The dusk".
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Their temporal nominal status is verified by the fact 
that they are not the inflected forms of */subih/, 
*/£uhur/, */£a£ir/, */maVaarib/ and */£i£a/, which are 
not acceptable lexical items in D.A.D. Therefore, the 
nominals in (1)have a fossilized definite article as part 
of their lexical composition and they are accordingly 
distinguished from nouns of time designation and have 
been classified as temporal nominals.

This group of temporal nominals also has the tempo
ral nominal /ilyoom/ "today" and it is to be distin
guished from the noun of time designation /ilyoom/ "the 
day". The former has an invariable form, and may be 
generated as the head of the temporal NP, in which case 
it exercises time government on the S node it intro
duces. The latter is a nominal of variable forms that 
inflect for definiteness, indefiniteness, possession, 
number and duality; therefore, it must be introduced by 
a preposition if it is to function as a temporal. That 
is, the syntactic behaviour of /ilyoom/ "the day" is the 
same as that of /illeel/ "the night" since they are both 
nouns of time designation. Therefore, despite the fact 
that the temporal nominals of this group have a definite 
and so resemble nouns, yet they nevertheless differ from
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nouns in that they have invariable forms that may be 
generated as temporals without the introduction of a 
preposition and in that they have a definite article as 
part of their lexical composition.

This group of temporal nominals also has the tempo
ral nominals /halhiin/ "this the time1' ie "the present 
time"; /falhiin/ "the immediate present time", and /$ii- 
kilhiin/ "that present time" ie "the more distant pre
sent time" . These temporal nominals not only have a 
definite article as part of their lexical composition 
but also a specifier ie in /halhiin/, there is the spe
cifier /ha(a-)/ ; in /halhiin/, there is the deictic spe
cifier /#a/; and in /^iikilhiin/, there is the deictic 
specifier /'̂’iik/ . It is the fossilization of these 
specifiers, along with the definite article, that indi
cates that these nominals are temporal nominals, and not 
nouns of time designation ie these nominals are also of 
invariable forms but these invariable forms not only 
have a definite article as part of their lexical compo
sition but also a specifier.

The temporal nominals /ha lhnn/, /halhiin/ and 
/"Jiik ilhiin/ are also important to us in that they 
demonstrate that the temporal nominal may be composed of
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a specifier, a definite article and a bound morpheme. 
On the other hand, a temporal nominal cannot be composed 
of a definite article, a bound morpheme and an adjec
tival ie the temporal nominal cannot have the internal 
structure where it is qualified by an adjective. This 
is why */ilhiin haa#a/ and */ilhiin ittaali/ are ill- 
formed. This restriction is not applicable to nouns of 
time designation ie a noun of time designation may be 
qualified by an adjective e.g. /fissaahir ittaali/ "in 
the month following". Therefore, the temporal nominal 
not only differs from the noun of time designation in 
that it functions as a temporal without the introduction 
of preposition but also in that it can have the internal 
structure where it is qualified by a specifier but not 
by an adjectival.

This group of temporal nominals also provides overt 
manifestation of the definiteness associated with the 
temporal nominals in general. That is, as these tempo
ral nominals have a definite article as part of their 
lexical composition, this indicates why they are asso
ciated with the syntactic feature [+definite]. It also 
verifies the nominal status of the temporals in D.A.D. 
syntax ie as the time expressions in D.A.D. are invari
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able forms that have a definite article as part of their
lexical composition, they are nominals. But they are
nominals that are different from nouns, adjectives, and
participles, and, consequently, constitute a separate 
subclass.

This group of temporal nominals differs from the 
/min/ introduced temporal nominals in that they are not 
associated with the syntactic feature [+continuous]; do 
not require the S node they introduce to be preceded by 
the conjunction /wi/; do not require the verbal S node 
they introduce to have an imperfective verb; and do 
subsume to the rule of (TL).

In the following discussion, each of the temporal 
nominals /halhiin/, /tfalhiin/, /tfiikilhiin/ will be 
dealt separately because each one exemplifies a distinct 
syntactic behaviour. As for the temporal nominals /issu- 
brh/,/i^uhur/, /il£asir/, /imma^aarib/ and /il$iga/, 
these will be dealt with together since they have the 
same syntactic behaviour. But /ilyoom/, on the other 
hand, is discussed separately since it has a different 
syntactic behaviour.
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2*4.1.2.1: /halhiin/ "This the present time":

This temporal nominal, as we have seen, is composed
of the specifier /ha(a)/; the definite article /-I-/;
and the bound morpheme /hiin/; all of which constitute 
part of the lexical composition of this nominal that has 
an invariable form. /halhiin/ has a wider syntactic 
distribution than /min hiina/. It may be generated in 
some of the A-positions in S node and in such cases it 
is entity denoting ie it does not exercise time govern
ment. The following sentences and their S-structures 
demonstrate that /halhiin/ may be generated as the sub
ject of a nominal sentence and the complement of a pre
position:

(1)
(i) /halhiin ?ak0ar xeer/

This the present time is more bountiful.
(ii) /halhiin ?in?aamin tammah/

This the present time is complete luxury.
(iii) /halhiin ?a£wa min ?awwal/

This the present time is better than the first ie
the past time.

(iv) /mahuub mieil halhiin/
It (masc. sing) is not as with this present time.
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(2)

Comp
I-Q NP subject INFL
temporal N

i
halhiin N

I
Comparative N

?ak0ar

Pred. P

Poss N 
\
N
Ixeer

neg NP
particle N
/ 1 „/ 1/ma...b/ pronoun

huu

INFL Pred. P

mi0il temporal N
)halhiin

As S-structure 2(i) demonstrates, /halhiin/ may be 
generated as the NP subject. When /halhiin/ is gener
ated as the NP subject, it is not followed by a pause. 
It differs in this respect from its being generated in 
the Comp A-position; in which case it is followed by a
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slight pause indicating that it is generated prior to S 
node.

In S-structure 2(ii), /halhiin/ is also shown to be 
generated as the complement of the preposition /mi0il/. 
Whether it is generated as the subject or the complement 
/halhiin/ in such cases is entity denoting. In the 
following discussion, we will have a look at /halhiin/ 
generated in the Comp A-position of nominal as well as 
verbal sentences.

2.4.1.2.1.1: /halhiin/ generated in the Comp, of the 
D.A.D. Nominal Sentence 

The following sentences demonstrate that /halhiin/ 
may be generated as the temporal NP in a nominal sen
tence and in such a case it sets the S node it intro
duces in the perspective of the present time ie it exer
cises time government on that S node.

(i)
(i) /halhiin/--> iddar^iyyah hilwah/

Now, Dar^iyyah is pretty.
(ii) //halhiin/ - -> mabih ilia-SSsuunah/

Now, there is not except the social insurance ie 
There is only the social insurance.
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(iii) /halhiin/--> zamanna zeen/
Now, our time is bountiful.
Taking sentence (l)(i) as an example, we have the 

following S-structure, in which it is shown that /halhi
in/ is generated in Comp. as a temporal NP and in turn 
controls the time reference of its S node. This control 
is called Time government and is registered in INFL.
(2)

^  INFL 
[+present 

time] 
AGR 

[fern, sing]halhiin/ /  N.
[+present / _______\

time] iddar^iyyah
hilwah

When the temporal nominal /halhiin/ generated as a 
temporal NP remains in Comp, (ie does not subsume to the 
rule of (TL)), the time reference of the sentence in 
which it is generated is not only emphasized but it is 
in its greatest degree of emphasis. On the other hand,
when it has been moved from Comp, down to an adjunct 
position in S node by the rule of (TL), it represents a 
lesser degree of time emphasis. This is because the
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temporal NP has been moved in S node and so the time 
government exercised on that S node is by way of the 
trace of the temporal NP since the trace is left behind 
in Comp. The following sentences and S-structure demon
strate that the temporal nominal /halhiin/ generated as 
a temporal NP subsumes to the rule of (TL) , in which 
case it is moved from Comp, down to an adjunct position 
in S node and in turn its time reference becomes less 
emphatic.

(3)
(i) /iddar^iyyah hilwah/halhiin/
(ii) /mabih ilia-SSuunah/halhiirT^
(iii) / zamanna zeen/halhiir^
(4)

S

Comp temporal NPI i-Q temporal N
variable 

[ie the /halhiin/] 
trace 

[+present time]"

INFL ^  
[+present 

time]
AGR 

[fem. sing]

time gov
A

N temporal NPI iN temporal N
hilwah halhiin
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The above discussion of the syntactic behaviour of 
/halhiin/ demonstrates that there are two different 
degrees of time emphasis in D.A.D. syntax. The greatest 
degree of time emphasis is represented by /halhiin/ 
generated as the temporal NP and not subsuming to the 
rule of (TL) . The lesser degree of time emphasis is 
represented by /halhiin/ generated as the temporal NP 
and subsuming to the rule of (TL) , in which case the 
time government of /halhiin/ over S node is indirectly 
achieved by way of its trace. However, in both cases 
(ie when the temporal NP is in Comp, or moved in S node) 
the time reference of the sentence is emphatic if com
pared with sentences that do not have a temporal. NP at 
all. Therefore, in the D.A.D. nominal sentence there 
are three degrees of time reference. The time reference 
of the sentence may be implicit and such is the case 
when the sentence does not have temporal NP and its time 
reference is deduced from the previous discourse. The 
time reference may also be fully emphatic and this is 
the case when a temporal NP is generated in the Comp, of 
that sentence and remains in Comp. But if the speaker 
wishes to decrease the degree of emphasis, the temporal 
NP is moved from Comp, down to an adjunct position in S
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node. Some temporal nominals allow both degrees of 
emphasis and these may be represented by the temporal 
nominals of this groups ie /halhiin/ etc. as distinct 
from temporal nominals that must be fully emphasized 
such as /min hiina/ etc.

Apart from being generated as the temporal NP, 
/halhiin/ may also be generated as the topic NP; in 
which case it is generated in the Comp. A-position and 
holds a relation with only one constituent in S node ie 
an NP. This is demonstrated by the following sentence 
and its S-structure:

(5)
(i) ĵha lhi in/ - - > fWhuw I zeen/

This the present time, then it is plentiful.
(ii)

Comp
ComjjT topic NP(1)
i i-Q temporal N

ihalhiin 
[masc. sing]

emphatic NP(2) INFL 
conj I [-time]J Nfa |

pronoun
Ihuw 

[masc. sing]

Pred.P
INP
i 
N 
I
N
Izeen

As can be seen from S-structure 5(ii), /halhiin/ con
trols NP(2) ie it binds NP(2) . Accordingly, /halhiin/
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does not exercise time government on the S node it in
troduces and in such a case, it is generated as a topic 
NP, and not as a temporal NP.

2.4.1.2.1.2: /halhiin/ generated in the Comp, of the 
D.A.D. Verbal Sentence 

When /halhiin/ is generated as the temporal NP in a 
verbal sentence, it allows the verb form to be perfect
ive or imperfective. This is illustrated by the follow
ing sentences:

(1) With Perfective Verb Forms:
(i) /halhiin/--> $ajizt/

Now, I have aged.
(i*i) /halhiir/ - -> hattu halbarpih/

Now, they have put this pond.
(iii) /iialhiin/--> jah/

Now, they have come.
(2) With Imperfective Verb Forms:

(i) /halhiin/ -- > yihuttuun raashum citfa/
Now, they are wearing their hair like this.

(ii) /halhiin/—  > yidrissun/
Now, they are studying.

The time reference of the D.A.D. verbal sentences 
that have /halhiin/ as the temporal NP is the net result
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of the time associated with /halhiin/ and the verb form 
in the S node it introduces. If the verb is perfective, 
then we have the combination of the perfective aspect 
with the present time associated with /halhiin/. And if 
the verb is imperfective, then we have the imperfective 
aspect in combination with the present time associated 
with /halhiin/. This is demonstrated by the following 
S-structures of (1)(i) and (2)(ii), in which it is shown 
that the time reference of both the verb and the tempo
ral is registered in INFL.

(3)
(i)

S

Coiup u t i iu p u r a J L  iN r NP INFL Pred
-Q temporal N

halhiin
[^-present

time]
pronoun
smal̂ L prc 
[1st pers 

sing]

N
[Perfective

aspect]
[+present

VP

time gov
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(ii)
S

Comp s
Comp temporal NP NP
I J_ _[_ t imperreceive Pred

-Q temporal N N aspect]
I [+present VP NP PP

halhiin time] | |

pronoun raashum
small pro 
[3rd pers. 

Pi]

yihuttuun

As can be seen from S-structures 3(i) + (ii), the time 
reference of these sentences is the net result of the 
temporal NP and the verb form, whose time references are 
registered in the head of S node ie INFL since INFL is 
an abstraction of the time reference in the sentence.

The temporal nominal /halhiin/ may also be gen
erated as the temporal NP of a verbal sentence that has 
an imperfective verb that has the /bi-/ prefix, which is 
a future indicating verbal prefix. This is demonstrated 
by the following sentences and its S-structure:

(i) /halhiin --> biyiruuh bibinti lihaayil/
Now, he is going to go ie intends to be going to 
Haayil with my daughter.

(4)
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(ii)

Comp
Cpmp temporal NP 

temporal N-Q
halhiin pronoun 
[+present |

time] small pro 
[3rd pers.

INFL 
[Imperfective 

aspect] 
[+future 
intention] 
[+present 

time]
AGR

masc. sing] [3rd pers.
masc. Pred

Future 
indicating 
prefix

Ibi

lihaayil 
bibinti 
V Imperfective

yiruuh

As can be seen from S-structure 4(ii), the time 
reference of this sentence is the net result of the 
Imperfective verb form; the /bi-/ prefix; and the tempo
ral NP. As a result, the time reference in this sen
tence is indicative of a near future progressive action 
that is colored with intention on the part of the speak
er. That the future action is near to the present is 
indicated by the presence of the temporal nominal /halh- 
iin/ generated as the temporal NP. The futurity of the
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action as well as the attitude of intention on the part 
of the speaker is indicated by the verbal prefix /bi/;l 
and the fact that the action is progressive is indicated 
by the Imperfective verb form. It is also to be noted 
that the verbal prefix /bi-/ is only carried by the 
Imperfective verb form.

As with the nominal sentence, /halhiin/ generated 
in a verbal sentence as the temporal NP subsumes to the 
rule of (TL) . This is demonstrated by the following 
sentences and S-structure:

(5) With Perfective Verb Forms:
(i) /ftaj izt/halhiii}/

I've aged, now.
(ii) / jah/halhiii/

He has just come.

The /bi/ verbal prefix in D.A.D. is future indi
cating but in Egyptian Arabic there is a homophnous /bi/ 
verbal prefix that indicates the progressiveness of the 
action. It follows that In D.A.D. futurity is indicated
by ibe temporal nominals /baacir/ "tomorrow", /min
baa^ir/ from tomorrow onwards", and the verbal prefix
/bi-/. But the verbal prefix is also associated with
the notion that there is intention on the part of the 
speaker. It may be translated in English by the "going 
to" future construction.
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(6) Verb Imperfective Verb Forms:
(i) / yihuttuun raashum gifia/halhiiry^

They are wearing their hair like this now.
(ii) /yidrisuun/halhiiry/

They are studying now.
(7)

Com
Comp temporal ~NP
I i

-Q temporal N
halhiin trace pronoun 
ie variable |
[+present 

time]

\
INFL 

[+present 
time]

[Perfective 
aspect]

| AGR
small pro [1st pers.
[1st pers. sing] 
sing] $ajizt

halhiin

Pred.

V temp NP
i

As can be seen from S-structure (7), /halhiin/ has 
been moved from the Comp. A-position down to an adjunct 
position in S node. As a result, it is the variable 
that exercises time government on S node since it is 
still in Comp, at S-structure. It is in this respect 
that a sentential configuration whether verbal or nomi
nal with the temporal NP moved from Comp is regarded as 
being less emphatic than that in which the temporal NP 
is in Comp. This is because when the temporal NP is in 
Comp, it itself exercises time government but when it
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has been moved to S node, it is its trace that exercises 
time government.

Despite the fact that /halhiin/ is a temporal nomi
nal that may be moved by the rule of (TL) when it is 
generated as a temporal NP, yet the following sentence 
is regarded as ill-formed:
(8) */biyiruuh bibinti 1ihaayi1/halhiin/
The il1-formedness of this sentence is because when 
/halhiin/ is generated as the temporal NP of a verbal 
sentence that has the verbal prefix /bi-/, it does not 
subsume to the rule of (TL). That is, it subsumes to a 
locality condition that requires /halhiin/ to remain in 
Comp, so that together the present time conveyed by 
/halhiin/ and the future time conveyed by the prefix 
/bi/ convey a near future time perspective.

The incapacity of /halhiin/ generated as a temporal 
NP in a verbal sentence with the verbal prefix /bi-/ to 
subsume to the rule of (TL) provides further evidence of 
the fact that the temporal NP in its base generated 
position (ie in Comp) is more emphatic than when it is 
lowered. This is because when it is in Comp., it itself 
heads S and introduces S node. Therefore, it directly 
governs that S node, and not by way of its trace.
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This direct government of the temporal NP is neces
sary when the temporal nominal is /halhiin/ and the 
verbal S node has the verbal prefix /bi-/ because it is 
/halhiin/ that sets the future action into the perspect
ive of the present, becoming a near future action. This 
direct government has also been shown to be required as 
regards /min hiina/, /min ?ams/ and the /min i^subih/ 
group of temporal nominals. This is also probably due 
to the fact that all these temporal nominals are asso
ciated with the syntactic feature [+continuous] that 
starts in a past perspective and goes on to the present 
time and this has been demonstrated by their requiring 
the conjunction /wi/ to precede the S nodes they intro
duce. Therefore, when the time reference of the sen
tence is the combination of the reference of the tempo
ral nominal as well as an element in S node (apart from 
the perfective and the imperfective verb forms) , the 
temporal NP does not subsume to the rule of (TL). It 
remains in Comp, where it can directly govern the S node 
that has the verbal prefix /bi-/ in the case of /halhi
in/ or the S node introduced by the conjunction /wi/ in 
the case of the temporal nominals /min hiina/, /min 
?ams/ and the /min issubih/ group of temporal nominals.
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2.4 *1.2.2: /cfalhiin/ "The immediate present time":
The temporal nominal /halhiin/ is composed of the 

deictic specifier /^a/; the definite article /-l-/; and 
the bound morpheme /hiin/; all of which form part of the 
lexical composition of this nominal with an invariable 
form. As the deictic specifier /<£a/ is part of a tempo
ral nominal, it acquires a temporal dimension, and not a 
spatial one. Accordingly, it makes /halhiin/ refer to a 
more immediate present time than that referred to by 
/halhiin/. This is demonstrated by the following sen
tence, in which it is shown that /^alhiin/ refers to a 
more immediate present time than /halhiin/ does not.

(1)
(i) /halhiin/--> ? ajiib i^'aahi/

Immediately, I am bringing the tea.
(ii) /halhiiq/ - -> ?ajiib iis&aahi/

Now, I am bringing the tea.
/halhiin/ also differs from /halhiin/ in that it is 

restricted in its syntactic distribution to that of the 
Comp. A-position and that it is only generated as a 
temporal NP, and not a topic NP. This is demonstrated 
by the following discussion.
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2.4.1.2.2.1: Malhiin/ generated in the Comp, of the 
D.A.D. Nominal Sentence 

As with /halhiin/ , /j^alhiin/ may be generated as 
the temporal NP of a nominal sentence. This is illu
strated by the following sentences:

(1)
(i) ^alhiin/--> iddar£iyyah hilwah marrah/

This immediated present time, Dar£iyyah is very 
pretty.

(ii) ^fcalhiin/--> ?ummi gaaditin binti/
This immediate present time, my mother is taking 
care of my daughter.

(iii) /halhiin/--> ^indi beet/
This immediate present time, X have a house.

(iv) /halhiin/ - -> fih beet/
This immediate present time, there is a house. 

Accordingly, /^alhiin/ exercises time government on the 
S node it introduces, setting the above mentioned nomi
nal clauses in the immediate present time perspective.

/ halhiin/ is also similar to /halhiin/ in that it 
subsumes to the rule of (TL) . This is illustrated by 
the following sentences:
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(2)

(i) /iddar<riyyah hilwah mar rah [ S alhi i.n//
Dar^iyyah is very pretty at this immediate moment,

(ii) /?ummi ^aaditin binti/5alhiiiy/
My mother is taking care of my daughter at this 
immediate moment.

(iii) /£indi beet^alhiir)^
I have a house at this immediate moment.

(iv) / f ih beet /£alhi iiŷ
There is a house at this immediate moment.

And in a similar respect, /£alhiin/ moved from Comp 
down to an adjunct position in S node has its time re
ference less emphatic than when it is in its base gener
ated position. That is, the time reference of /^alhiin/ 
in sentences (1) is more emphatic than that of sentences 
( 2 ) .

2.4.1.2.2.2: /halhiin/ generated in the Comp of the 
D.A.D. Verbal Sentence 

As with /halhiin/, /halhiin/ allows the verbal S 
node it introduces to have an imperfective or a perfect
ive verb. This is illustrated by the following sen
tences .
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(1) With Perfective Verb Forms:
(i) /^alhiin --> jaab i&&aahi/

This immediate present time, he brought the tea.
He has just brought the tea.

(ii) /tfalhiin --> jah/
He has just come.

(iii) /^alhiin --> raah libeetih/
He has just gone to his house.

(2) With Imperfective Verb Forms:
(i) A^alhiin --> yijibuun i^saahi/

This immediate present time, they are bringing the 
tea ie They are bringing the tea right this very 
moment.

(ii) /^alhiin --> niruuh lissuug/
Immediately, we are going to the market.

(iii) /^alhiin --> yimsituun/
Immediately, they are combing their hair.
Since /^alhiin/ allows its S node to have a perfec

tive or an imperfective verb the time reference of the 
sentence is the net result of the verb form (ie be it 
perfective or imperfective) as well as the semantic 
range of Malhiin/. Therefore, with the perfective verb, 
there is the notion that the completed act is a very
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recent past whereas with the imperfective verb, there is 
the notion that the present progressive action is to be 
accomplished in the immediate present.

As in the nominal sentence, /^alhiin/ generated as 
the temporal NP of a verbal sentence also subsumes to 
the rule of (TL). This is illustrated by the following 
sentences:

(3) With Perfective Verb Forms:
(i) /jaab issaahi/^alhiiry^

He has just brought the tea.
(ii) /jah/&alhiiry^

He has just come.
(iii) /raah libeetih/^alhiir}/

He has gone to his house.
(4) With Imperfective Verb Forms:

(i) /yij ibuun iMSaahi/jhlhiii^
They are bringing the tea, immediately.

(ii) /niruuh lissuug /&~alhiin/
We are going to the market, immediately.

(iii) /yimSituun/felhiiry/
They are combing their hair, immediately.
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2.4.1.2.3: /£iik ilhiin/ MThe distant present timeIT
The temporal nominal /<£iik ilhiin/ is composed of 

the deictic specifier /'S'iik/; the definite article ie 
/-l-/; and the bound morpheme /hiin/, all of which form 
part of the lexical composition of this temporal nominal 
with an invariable form. As the deictic specifier /£iik/ 
refers to far away objects, it acquires a temporal di
mension in /"£iik ilhiin/ and, therefore, makes the tem
poral nominal refer to "a distant present time” . It is 
in juxtaposition with /’halhiin/, which refers to "the 
immediate present time”. And together both /halhiin/ 
and / ̂ iik ilhiin/ more or less equate /halhiin/, which 
refers to all the present time that is viewed as incor
porating the immediate present time and may extend up to 
a period of forty years. The wide semantic range of 
/halhiin/ is due to the fact that it does not have a 
deictic specifier as part of its lexical composition, 
rather it has the /ha(a)/ specifier. As for /£alhiin/ 
and /^iikilhiin/, they have a more restricted semantic 
range because they have the deictic specifiers /<£a-/ and 
/fiik/ .

As with /halhiin/, /iJiik ilhiin/ is restrictd in 
its syntactic distribution to the Comp. A-position and
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to the generation of a temporal NP, and not a topic NP. 
This is demonstrated by the following discussion.

2.4.1.2.3.1: A&lik ilhiin/ generated in the Comp of the 
D.A.D. Nominal Sentence 

The following sentences demonstrate that /^iik 
ilhiin/ generated as the temporal NP of a D.A.D. nominal 
sentence sets that nominal S node in a distant present 
time perspective:

(1)
(i) <̂Fiik ilhiin/--> nafih madarris/

(In) That distant present time, there are no 
schools.

(ii) //&iik ilhiin/--> innaas ishaah/
(In) That distant present time, people are healthy

(iii) f/&Iik ilhiin/--> £indi £iylaan/
(In) That distant present time, I have children.

As with /halhiin/ and /ialhiin/, /£lik ilhiin/ sub
sumes to the rule of (TL). This is illustrated by the 
following sentences:

(2)
(i) /ma fih madaaris/friik ilhiir̂ /
(ii) /innaas ishaah/(friik ilhiiry/

(ii) /§.indi feiylaan/£iik ilhiiry^
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2.4.1 .2.3.2: /fiik ilhiin/ generated in the Comp, of the 
D.A.D. Verbal Sentence 

/£lik ilhiin/ may also be generated as the temporal 
NP of a verbal sentence. This is illustrated by the 
following sentences.

(1) With Perfective Verb Forms:
(i) /£iik ilhiin/--> ma ruhna willa jaana/

(In) that distant present time, we did not go or 
come ie We had not seen places.

(ii) ^iik ilhiiiy--> innaas £aharu/
(In) that distant present time, the people left.

(2) With Imperfective Verb Forms:
(i) ŷ ~i ik ilhi inJ - - > ma naakil dihin innajdiyaat/

(In) That distant present time, we do not eat the 
meat of goats.

(ii) !ftiik ilhiiiy--> yimgituun/
(In) That distant present time, they comb their 
hair in a special way that has "mishat".
As with the nominal sentence, / £iik ilhiin/ gen

erated as a temporal NP subsumes to the rule of (TL) . 
This is illustrated by the following sentences!

(3) With Perfective Verb Forms:
(i) /ma ruhna willa jaana/ffiik ilhiiry/
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(ii) /innaas l&aharuf i Iik ilhiir̂ /
(4) With Imperfective Verb Forms:

(i) /ma naakil dihin innajdiyaat/~£iik ilhiiry^
(ii) /yimSituun/£iik ilhiir^

2.4.1.2.4: /ilyoom/ ntoday11
The temporal nominal /ilyoom/ is composed of the 

definite article /iX-/ and the bound morpheme /yoom/; 
both of which form part of the lexical composition of 
this nominal with an invariable form. It has in this 
respect been differentiated from the noun of time de
signation /yoom/, which inflcts for definiteness, inde
finiteness, possession, number and duality. And this 
syntactic difference between /ilyoom/ as a temporal 
nominal and /ilyoom/ as a noun of time designation in
flecting for definiteness is also correlated by a seman
tic difference ie the former refers to "today” whereas 
the latter refers to "the day".

That temporal nominal /ilyoom/ ie "today" is indeed 
distinct from the inflected form of the noun of time 
designation ie /ilyoom/ "the day" may also be demon- 
strated by the former nominals incapacity to be quali
fied by an adjectival even when it is generated as the
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NP subject. This is illustrated by the following sen
tences :

(i)
(i) /ilyoon/ barad/ 

Today is cold.
(ii) /ilyoom/harr/

Today is hot.
(iii) /ilyoom ittaali/harr/

The next day is hot.
As shown in sentences (l)(i) and (ii)*the temporal nomi
nal ie /ilyoom/ is not qualified by an adjective.But in 
sentence (1) (iii) , we have a noun of time designation 
and so it is qualified by an adjectival ie /ittaali/.

Therefore, despite the fact that the temporal nomi
nal /ilyoom/ and the inflected noun of time designation 
/ilyoom/ are homophoneous, yet they differ in their 
internal structure and their syntactic behaviour. The 
noun of time designation has the syntactic behaviour of 
a noun ie it inflects for definiteness, indefiniteness, 
possession, number and duality as well as its capacity 
to be qualified by an adjective-. But the temporal nomi
nal /ilyoom/ has an invariable form that has a definite 
article and that may be generated as the temporal NP and
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the topic NP of both verbal and nominal sentences. It 
may also be generated as the NP subject of a nominal 
sentence and in all these cases, it is never qualified 
by an adjective because it is not a noun, rather it is a 
nominal that belongs to a different subclass in the 
general class for nominals in D.A.D. syntax.

2.4.2.4.1: /ilyoom/ generated in the Comp, of the D.A.D. 
Nominal Sentence 

The following sentences demonstrate that /ilyoom/ 
may be generated as the temporal NP of nominal sen
tences :

(1)
(i) /ilyoom/--> inti bizir/

Today, you (fem. sing) are a child.
(ii) /ilyoom/--> hiy ?umm/

Today, she is a mother.
(iii) /ilyoom/--> ?ummi#Saaditin binti/Today”, my mother is taking care of my daughter.
(iv) /ilyoom/--> ilmuyyah waajid/

Today, the water is plentiful ie there is a lot of 
water.
As the temporal nominal /ilyoom/ is associated with 

the present time, it governs the S node it introduces,
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making that S node register in its INFL the syntactic 
feature Opresent time]. This is demonstrated by the 
following S-structure of sentence (l)(i):

That is, /ilyoom/ generated as a temporal NP holds a 
relation with all of S node, setting it in the perspect
ive of the present time.

As with /halhiin/, /ilyoom/ subsumes to the rule of

You (fem sing) are a child today,
(ii) /hiy ?umm /ilyoonŷ

She is a mother today.
(iii) /ilmu'yyah waajid/ilyoony/

There is plenty of water today.

(2)
S

Comp Lemporai iNr 
- (| temporal N

NP' INFL Pred. P
N

[+present
time] NP

ilyoon
[+prese

time

bizir
N
N

(TL). This is demonstrated by the following sentences:
(3)

(i) /inti bizir/'ilyoon̂
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/ilyoom/ is also similar to /halhiin/ in that it 
may be generated as a topic NP, in which case it only 
binds an NP in S node and does not exercise time govern
ment on that S node. This is illustrated by the follow
ing sentences:

Today, it (masc. sing) is not cold.
Since /ilyoom/ as a topic NP binds an NP in the S 

node it introduces, this indicates that it does not hold 
a relation with all of S node and this in turn differen
tiates it from the temporal NP even though they are both 
generated in the Comp. A-position. This difference is 
demonstrated by the following S-structure of 4(i) and it 
is to be compared with S-structure (2):

(4)

Today, it (masc. sing) is very hot.
(ii) /ilyoom/ - -> majhuub barad/

(5) S
Comp

Comp topic NP(1)I 1- Q temporal N
ilyoom

emphacic 
conj 1

pronoun
huw

S
INFL Pred.P 

[-time] |
NP

[masc. 
sing]

harr marrah

binding
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/ilyoom/ in S-structure (5) controls the agreement fea 
tures of NP(2) ; that is, NP(1) binds NP(2) whereas /il
yoom/ in S-structure (2) controls all of S node and this 
control is registered in its INFL as time government, as 
shown by the syntactic feature [fpresent time] in its 
INFL.

2.4.1.2.4.2: /ilyoom/ generated in the Comp, of the 
D.A.D. Verbal Sentence 

As with the /halhiin/ group of temporal nominals, 
/ilyoom/ allows the verb of the verbal S node it intro
duces to be either perfective or imperfective. And the 
time reference of the sentence is, accordingly, the net 
result of the time associated with the temporal as well 
as the aspect associated with the verb. This is demon
strated by the following sentences:

(1) With Imperfective Verb Forms:
/ilyooffl/ - niruuh liddar£iyyah/
Today, we are going to Dar<J.iyyah.

(ii) ^ilyoom/--> yi^haruun/
Today, they are going out.

(iii) /ilyoom/--> tiruuh lissuug/
Today, she is going to the market.
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(2) With Perfective Verb Forms:
(i) /ilyoom/--> raah liddar£iyyah/

Today, he has just gone to Dar£iyyah.
(ii) /ilyoom/--> #aharu/

Today, they have just gone out.
(iii) /ilyoom/--> raahit lissuug/

Today, she has just gone to the market.
As the time reference of the verbal sentence is 

partly determined by the verb form and partly by the 
temporal NP generated in its Comp, the time reference of 
the temporal and the aspect associated with the verb 
form are both registered in INFL. This is demonstrated 
by the following S-structure of sentences (l)(i) and
(2)(ii):

(3)
(i)

S
Comp S

Comp temporal NP NI Pr ed
-Q temporal N

ilyo<
[+presi

time

I [+present
4  time] 

/  AGR 
A 1st pers. 

List pers/ pi]
niruuh

liddar£iyyah

N
[Imperfective 

aspect] 
[+present 
-ft time]

VP



Comp temporal NP NP INFL Pred
-Q temporal N

ilyoom pronoun 
[+present | 

time] small pro 
/ [masc. sing
I 3rd pers] y

N
[Perfective 

aspect] 
[+present 
^time]
/ AGR /VP
' [masc.

sing. 
3rd pers]

V PP

\raah

liddar^iyyah
S-structures (3) demonstrate that /ilyoom/ gener

ated as the temporal NP in the verbal sentence is asso
ciated with the syntactic feature [-hpresent time] but 
this syntactic feature along with the imperfective verb

plished within the domain of /ilyoom/ ie today. And in 
S-structure (3)(ii) this syntactic feature along with 
the perfective verb conveys an accomplished action that 
is within the domain of today. That is, the time refer
ence of the sentences in S-structures (3) (i) and (ii) 
are different even though they have the same temporal 
nominal generated as the temporal NP. This is due to 
the fact that the time reference of the verbal sentence 
is the result of the amalgamation of the reference of

in (3)(i) conveys a progressive action that is accom-
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the temporal as well as that of the verb, be it perfect
ive or imperfective.

/ ilyoom/ generated as a temporal NP also subsumes 
to the rule of (TL). This is illustrated by the follow
ing sentences, in which /ilyoom/ has been optionally 
moved from Comp, down to an adjunct position in S node: 

(i) /niruuh liddar$iyyah/ilyoom/
We are going to Dar^iyyah today.

( ii) /yi^haruun/ilyoon//
They are going out today.

(iii) /raah liddar^jyyah/ilyoon^
He has just gone to Dar£iyyah today.

Being a temporal NP, /ilyoom/ holds a relation with all 
of S node even when it has been moved by the rule of 
(TL). It does so by way of its trace, which is still in 
Comp, and, therefore, exercises time government on the S 
node it introduces.

As in the nominal sentences/ ilyoom/ may also be 
generated as the topic NP and in such a case it only 
binds an NP in the S node it introduces. This is demon
strated by the following sentences:
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(5)
(i) /ilyoon/--> ma ragadna fiijh}̂

Today, we did not sleep in it (masc. sing)
[masc. 
sing]

(ii) /'ilyoom/̂ -> fahum yirgiduun fiijĥ
Today, they definitely are sleeping in it (masc, 
[masc. sing]
sing]

It is to be noted the topic NP cannot be moved from 
Comp, because it binds an NP in the S node it intro
duces. This is demonstrated by the following S-struc
ture of 5(i) :
(6)

Comp
Comp topic ^NP(l)

i i
- Q temporal N

ilyoom 
[masc. 
sing]

neg 
particle

ma

INFL 
J_ [Perfective 
N aspect]
I AGR

pronoun [1st pers

Pred.

Ismall pro 
[1st pers.

pi

fiih

pronoun 
[masc. sing 3rd pers]
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S-structure (6) demonstrates that /ilyoom/ gener
ated as a topic NP binds the NP governed by the preposi
tion /fiih/; therefore, it does not subsume to the rule 
of (TL) , which is specific to temporal NPs. This S- 
structure also demonstrates that /ilyoom/, being a tem
poral nominal, has an invariable form that is not decom
posable into the definite article and the noun /yoom/. 
And being a temporal nominal and not a noun of time 
designa-tion, /ilyoom/ binds the NP governed by the 
preposition. That is, if we substituted a noun of time 
designation as the topic NP, it would not only be quali
fied by an adjectival but would also bind the NP that is 
governed by the verb. This is demonstrated by the fol
lowing sentence and its S-structure, in which the topic 
NP has a noun of time designation:

(7)
(i) /ilyoom haa'&a --> ma nirgidih/

The day this, we do not sleep it ie 
This very day, we do not sleep it.
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Comp topic NP(1) neg.
particle

NP INFL Pred 
J_ [ Imper- 

_ | N fective
AGR Adj N ma | aspect]
[masc. pronoun AGR

Det N sing]  ̂ | [1st pers.
I | deictic pronoun small pro pi]il yoom | yp
[masc. haa<fa
sing] [masc. sing] ^

[•fdefinite] [+definite] V proper NP(3)
NP(1) binds NP(3)

governor N
nirgidifw pronoun

\Local det |
— ^small pro 
[3rd pers. 

masc. sing]

Being a noun of time designation, /ilyoom/ in sen
tence 7 (i) and its S-structure 7(ii) is qualified by an 
adjective; decomposable into a definite article and a 
noun; and binds the NP governed by the verb. Therefore, 
despite the fact that both the noun of time designa
tion and the temporal nominal of the type of /ilyoom/, 
/hialliiin/, etc. may be generated as the topic NP, they 
nevertheless exemplify.a different syntactic behaviour 
from nouns.
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2.4.1.2.5: /issubih/ and its group of Temporal Nominals 
The temporal nominals /issubih/, /i^tuhur/, /il£a- 

sir/, /imma’&aarib/, and /il^iSa/ are discussed together 
because they have the same syntactic distribution ie 
they may be generated in some of the A-positions in S 
node and in the Comp A-position as a temporal NP or a 
topic NP. In S node, they may be generated as the NP 
subject, in which case they are entity denoting and may 
be demonstrated by the following sentences:

(1) In Nominal Sentences
(i) /issubih hilw/

The morning time is nice.
(ii) /i^uhur harr/

The noon time is hot.
(iii) /il^a^ir harr/

The afternoon time is hot.
(iv) /imma^aarib barad/

The sunset time is cool.
(v) /il^i&a barad/

The dusk time is cool.
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(2) In verbal clauses

(i) /ila jah issubih/1 ma yakluun ilia ha-nnawaa3if 
When the morning time comes, they not eat except 
these dry things ie uncooked food.

(ii ) /ila j ah igjfuhmjS nirgid/
When the noon time comes, we take a nap.

(Hi) /ila jah ilftasii/ gimna .nitagahwah/
When the afternoon time comes, we get up to have 
coffee.

(iv) //ila jah imma^arib/ cTaharna/
When the sunset time comes, we go out.

(v) /ila jah il^j^a/yirgiduun/
When the dusk time comes, they go to sleep.

Taking sentences (1)(i) and (2)(ii) as examples, we 
have the following S-structures, which illustrate that

_ ^The temporal nominal /ilyoom/ cannot substitute 
for /issubih/ because of semantic restrictions. However 
the noun of time designation /ilyoom/ may substitute for 
/is^subih/ eg /ila jah ilyoom hafalna/ When the day 
came, we celebrated. Therefore, /issubih/ has a wider 
syntactic distribution than /ilyoom/ as a temporal nominal .

^When a temporal nominal is generated as the NP 
subject of a verbal embedded clause that functions as a 
temporal in relation to the matrix clause, it is obliga
torily moved to the postverbal position by the rule of 
subject inversion.
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in sentence (1)(i) /issubih/ is the NP subject of a 
nominal sentence and in (2) (ii) /i 6~&uhur/ is the NP 
subject of an embedded verbal clause that functions as a 
temporal in relation to the matrix clause.

(3)
(i)

S
Comp

red. PNP' INFL 
AGR 

[masc. sing]temporal N NP
issubih Adj N

N
I

hilw
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(ii)

Comp

temp NP
pronoun
small pro 
[1st perspii

INFL 
[Imperfective 

aspect] 
AGR 

[1st pers. 
pl.]

Pred
IVP
I
V
[nirgid

temporal
particle

ila
pronoun

INFL 
[Perfective 

aspect] 
AGR 

[3rd pers. 
masc. sing] 

impersonal small pro 
[3rd pers. 
masc. sing]

Pred
IVP

VP A
i iV NP
temporal N

iMuhur
In both S-structures, /issubih/ and /ifoSuhur/ are shown 
to have invariable forms that are not decomposable into 
a definite article and a noun. In S-structure (3)(ii), 
A£Suhur/ *-s shown to be in a postverbal position because 
it has obligatorily been moved from preverbal position 
bY the rule of subject inversion. This demonstrates 
that the group of temporal nominals of /issubih/ may be 
generated as the NP subject of verbal embedded clauses
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that function as temporal clauses but in such a case 
they are obligatorily moved to a postverbal position. 
The obligatoriness of the rule of subject inversion in 
this case may probably be due to the fact that the 
clause is already introduced by a temporal ie the tempo- 
ral particle. As for S-structure (3)(i), it demonstrates 
that the /issubih/ group of temporal nominals may also 
be generated as the NP subject of a nominal sentence. 
Therefore, the /issubih/ group of temporal nominals may 
be generated in A-positions in S node such as the NP 
subject, as shown above.

2.4.1.2.5.1: The /is_subih/ group of Temporal Nominals
generated in the Comp, of the D.A.D. Nominal 
Sentences

The /issubih/ group of temporal nominals may be 
generated as the temporal NP or as the topic NP when 
they are generated in the Comp. A-position of nominal 
sentences. Xn the following sentences, they are gen
erated as the temporal NP because they hold a relation 
with all of S node, governing its time reference:

(1)
(i) /issubih/--> iddarjiyyah barad/

(In) The morning time, Dar£iyyah is cold.
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(ii) //is_subih/--> ? ummi Saaditin binti/
(in) The morning time, my mother is taking care of 
my daughter.

(fii) ^issubih/- - > ilmuyyah waajid/
(in) The morning time, the water is much.

(2)
(i) / / i M u h u r /  - - > iddar£iyyah harr/

(In) The noon time, Dar£iyyah is hot.
(ii) / uhur7 - - > hiy Saaditin binti/

(In) The noon time, she is taking care of my 
daughter.

(i-ii) //xS&uhur-f --> ilmuyyah waajid/
(in) The noon time, the water is much.

(3)
^as ir/ - - > iddar^iyyah harr/

(In) The afternoon time, Dar^iyyah is hot,
(ii) /ilgasir/ --> hiy £aaditin binti/

(In) The afternoon time, she taking care of my 
daughter.

-̂Iftasjlr/ --> ilmuyyah waajid/
(in) The afternoon time, the water is much.

(4)
(i) /immaXaarit/ - -> iddar^lyyah barad/
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(At) The sunset time, Dar^iyyah is cold/
(ii) //immaVaarib/ --> hiy Saaditin binti/

(At) The sunset time, she taking care of my
daughter.
 ^

(iii) //imma&'arib/- -> ilmuyyah waajid/
(At) The sunset time, the water is much.

(5)
(i) /il£i&a/--> iddar^iyyah barad/

(At) Dusk time, Dar^iyyah is cold.
(ii) /il5i§a/--> ?ummi Saaditin binti/

(At) Dusk time, my mother is taking care of my 
daughter.

(iii) /il$isa/-“> ilmuyyah waajid/
(At) The dusk, the water is much.

That the temporal nominals /is_subih/ etc generated 
as a temporal NP determine the time reference of the 
nominal S node they introduce is demonstrated by the 
following S structure of sentence (l)(i):
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(6)
S

Comp cemporai jNr NP INFL
[-present

time]
Pred. P

-Q temporal N N NP
issubih

[-present 
time]

iddar^iyyah
N

barad
This nominal S node is set in a time perspective that is 
not present because it has /issubih/ as the temporal NP. 
This is because the temporal nominals of /issubih/ etc 
refer to sessions of time within the day that do not 
refer to the immediate present time.

And as the /issubih/ group of temporal nominals 
refer to different sessions of time within the day other 
than the immediate present time, they may be set within 
a wider time perspective, which may be present, past, or 
future. This is demonstrated by the following sentences:

(7)
(i) ifTawwal /issubih/ > ilmuyyah waajid/

First the morning time, the water is much. 
Water used to be plentiful in the morning.

(ii) /halhiin/issubih/ > ilmuyyah waajid/
Now the morning time, the water is much.
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(iii) /baagir/issubih/ > ilmuyyah waajid/
Tomorrow the morning time, the water is much.

In sentence (7)(1), /?awwal/ sets the domain of time 
reference m  which /issubih/ is placed to be the past 
time. In (7)(ii) /halhiin/ sets /issubih/ in the domain 
of the present time and in (7)(iii), it is set in the 
domain of the future time. Therefore, despite the fact 
that the nominal S node introduced by the /issubih/ 
group of temporal nominals is associated with the syn
tactic feature of [-present time], this syntactic 
feature may be set in a wider domain of time that may be 
present, past or future and this is possible by the 
prior introduction of the temporal nominals /halhiin/, 
/?awwal/ and /baa^ir/, as shown by sentences (7).

As with /halhiin/ etc, the /issubih/ group of tem
poral nominals subsume to the rule of (TL) when they are 
generated as temporal NPs. This is illustrated by the 
following sentences.

(8)
(i) /iddar^iyyah barad /issubih/

Dar^iyyah is cold (in) the morning.
(ii) /iddar^iyyah harr/i&£uhur/

Dar£iyyah is hot (at) noon.
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(iii) /iddar£iyyah harr/il£as H 7/

Dar^iyyah is hot in the afternoon.
(iv) /iddar£iyyah barad/imma&aarib^

Dar^iyyah is cold at sunset time.
(v) /iddarftjyyah barad/il$igq//

Dar^iyyah is cold at dusk time.
And as with /halhiin/, the moved temporal NP exercises 
time government on the S node its trace introduces by 
way of its trace, which is in Comp at S-structure. And 
in a similar respect, the moved temporal NP is less 
emphatic than when it remains in Comp. This applies to 
all the temporal nominals that are generated as a tempo- 
ral NP and that subsume to the rule of (TL).l

The following sentences demonstrate that the /issu- 
bih/ group of temporal nominals may also be generated as 
the topic NP of a nominal sentence, in which case they
bind the NP subject.

(9)
(i) ^Lssubih/"-> fahuw| hilw/

•̂As a matter of fact, it even applies to any tempo
ral whether a PP or a clause that has been moved from 
Comp, by the rule of (TL). See Introduction of Chapter 
IV, Part II, pp. 450-72 for examples.
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The morning time [masc. sing], it [masc. sing] is
nice.

(ii) ^l^uhur/- - > fajhuw| harr/
The noon time [masc. sing], it (masc. sing) is 
hot.

(i-ii) /ilftasir/--> fahuw harr/
The afternoon time [masc. sing], it (masc. sing) 
is hot.

(iv) /immafraarih/ --> f ahuwl barad/
The sunset time [masc. sing], it (masc. sing) is cold.

(v) /il$i&a/--> fajhuwl barad/
The dusk time [masc. sing], it (masc. sing) is cold.

As can be seen from sentences (9), the subject pronomi
nal has the features masculine and singular because it 
is bound by the temporal nominals /issubih/, /ifr&uhur/, 
/il$asir/ , /imma^aarib/ and /il^tiSa/ generated as the 
topic NP. This relation between the topic NP and the NP 
subject is demonstrated by the following S-structure of 
sentence (9)(i):
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(10)

CoiI I-Q temporal N

S
empha'tic^ . p

conj AGR i
[masc. NP
sing] 1

Adj N
N

fa
is_sub ih 

[masc. sing] pronoun
hJiw

[masc. sing
binding hilw

That is, NP(1) binds NP(2)

2.4.1.2.5.2: The /issubih/ group of Temporal Nominals

This group of temporal nominals may also be gen
erated in the the Comp. A-position of verbal sentences, 
in which case it may be a temporal or a topic NP. If it 
holds a relation with all of S nodes then it is a tempo
ral NP, exercising time government on the S node it 
introduces. This is demonstrated by the folllowing sen
tences :

(1) With Imperfective Verb Forms:
(i) ^issubih/--> yaklih/

(in) The morning, he will be eating it (masc.

generated in the Comp, of the D.A.D. Verbal 
Sentence

ing) .
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(ii) /issubih/--> niruuh lilbarr/
(in) The morning, we will be going to the desert,

(iii) / / i t t u h u r / --> yaklih/
(At) Noon, he will be eating it (masc. sing)

(iv) /i#&uhur/ --> niruuh lilbeet/
(At) Noon, we will be going to the house.

(v) /ilgasir/ --> yaklih/
(in) The afternoon, he will be eating it (masc. 
sing).

(vi ) /ilfeasir/ --> ni£har/
(in) The afternoon, we will be going out.

(vii) /immaV a a r ib/--> niShar/
(At) Sunset, we will be going out.

(viii) //iminafraarib/--> yaklih/
(At) Sunset, he will be eating it (masc. sing).

(ix) //ilgjga/ --> yaklih/
(At) dusk, he will be eating it (masc. sing).

(x) /ii9iga/--> ni#har/
(At) dusk, we will be going out.

(2) With Perfective Verb Forms:
(i) /issubih/--> ?akalih/

(In) The morning, he ate it (masc. sing)
(ii) /issubih/--> ruhna lilbarr/
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(In) The morning, we went to the desert.
(iii) //i_$fchuv] - - > ?akalih/

(At) noon, he ate it (masc. sing).
(iv) /i^uhuiy - - > nimna/

(At) noon, we slept.
(v) /il$asir/ _-> gimna/

(In) The afternoon, we got up.
(vi) ^ilgasir/--> ?akalih/

(In) The afternoon, he ate it (masc. sing).
(vii) //imma #aar ib/--> ?akalih/

(At) sunset, he ate it (masc. sing).
(viii) /immaKaarib/--> Bahama/

(At) sunset, we went out.

A*) --> ?akalih/
(At) Dusk, he ate it (masc. and sing).

<x> ftigi sa/--> ’Bahama/
(At) Dusk, we went out.

The above sentences demonstrate that the temporal 
nominals /is^subrh/ , /i£̂ Tuhur/ , /il^asir/, /imma&aarib/ 
and /il9iSa/ may be generated as the temporal NP of 
verbal sentences. They also demonstrate that they allow 
the verb in the verbal S node they introduce to be 
either perfective or imperfective and that the time
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reference of these sentences, which are verbal, is the 
net result of the time associated with the temporal and 
the aspect associated with the verb form. This may be 
demonstrated by the following S-structures of sentences 
(l)(i) and (2)(i), in which it is shown that the tempo
ral nominal /issubih/ generated as the temporal NP gov
erns its S node making it acquire the syntactic feature 
[-present time] but the time reference of these sen
tences is also partly determined by the aspect of the 
verb:

(3)
(i)

S
Comp

INFL
S

n:
- Q temporal N N

[-present 
time]

issubih i
[-pres ent p ronoun 

time] I

[Imperfective
aspect]
AGR

[masc. sins] VP
small pro 

[3rd pers. V Imper-Imper- NP 
fective J[ 

N
masc. sing]

yaklih
pronoun

small pro 
C3rd pers.l 
Cmasc. singl
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(ii)

Comp temporal inf NP INFL • Pred
- Q temporal N

is_subih 
[-present pronoun 

time] i

N
[-present 

time] 
[Perfective 

aspect]
AGR

[masc. s*
small pro 
[3rd pers. 
masc. sing]

V PerfePerfect- NP 
ive J_ 

l N? akalih
pronoun

small pro 
[3rd pers. 

masc. sing]

S-structure (3) (i) demonstrates that /issubih/ 
generated as the temporal NP makes INFL acquire the 
syntactic feature [-present time]. It also demonstrates 
that INFL has the Iraperfective Aspect because the verb 
is imperfective. Together the syntactic feature [-pre
sent time] and the imperfective aspect either convey a 
future progressive time reference, as shown by the tran
slations of sentences (1) , or non-present habitual ac
tions, as sentences (1) may also be interpreted.1

^For example, sentence (1)(i) may be translated as 
"In the morning, he eats it" ie he eats a certain type 
of food during the morning, and not at night or in the 
afternoon, etc,
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In S-structure (3)(ii) /issubih/ also makes its 
INFL acquire the syntactic feature [-present time] but 
this INFL has the perfective aspect because the sentence 
has a perfective verb. The perfective verb along with 
/issubih/ generated as a temporal NP convey a completed 
action that has been accomplished at a specific time of 
the day which is that of "the morning". Therefore, 
/issubih/ in both S-structures conveys the specific time 
of the day in which the action took place and as this 
specific time is [-present time], it is set in the fu
ture time perspective when it cooccurs with an imper
fective verb but when it cooccurs with a perfective 
verb, it is set in a past time perspective. This pro
vides further evidence that the time reference of the 
verbal sentence in D.A.D. syntax is partly determined by
the verb form and partly by the time associated with the 
temporal NP generated in its Comp.

As with all the temporal nominals that have a fos
silized definite article, the /is^subih/ group of tempo
ral nominals subsume to the rule of (TL) when they are 
generated as temporal NPs. This is illustrated by the 
following sentences:



(4) With Imperfective Verb Forms:
(i) /yaklih /issubih/

He will be eating it in the morning.

(ii) /yaklih /ifr&uhur/
He will be eating it at noon.

(iii) / yakl ih /il $ as ir/
He will be eating it at the afternoon

(iv) / y akl ih / imma Xaar it//
He will be eating it at sunset.

(v) / yaklih/il^iSe//
He will be eating it at dusk.

(5) With Perfective Verb Forms:
(i) /?akalih/issubih/

He ate it in the morning.

(ii) / ? akal ih / i^uhur//
He ate it at noon.

(iii) / ? akalih /il£asir/
He ate it in the afternoon.

(iv) /? akalih/immatfaarib/
He ate it at sunset.

(v) /? akalih/il9i&$/
He ate it at dusk.
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On the other hand, if the /issubih/ group of tempo
ral nominals are generated as the topic NP , they must 
remain in Comp because they bind an NP in the S node 
they introduce. This is demonstrated by the following 
sentences, in which the bound NP to the NP topic is 
governed by a preposition:

(6)
(i) /issubih/--> ma nirgid fiijh]/

The morning, we do not sleep in it (masc sing) 
[masc. sing]

(ii) !j i jjuhur/ - - > nirgid fiijh|/
The noon time, we sleep in it (masc. sing).
[masc. sing]

(iii) /il$asir/--> nirgid fiijh)/
The afternoon time, we sleep in it (masc. sing) ie
take a nap during it.

(iv) /immayaarib/ —  ̂ joa^nlrgid fiijh)/
The sunset time, we do not sleep in it.

(v) /il9isg/ ma nirgi d fiijh]/
The dusk time, we do not sleep in it.

Therefore, the temporal nominals of /issubih/ etc. may
also be generated as the topic NP but they differ from
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nouns of time designation in that they bind an NP gov
erned by a preposition.1

2.4.1.3: Temporal Nominals without a Definite Article or 
a Preposition 

The temporal nominals of this group have invariable 
forms that do not include a definite article or a prepo
sition. This group of D.A.D. temporal nominals may be 
represented by the following:

(1)
(i) /?ams/ "yesterday”
(ii) /baa^ir/ "tomorrow"

(iii) /?awwal/ "first"
As with the group of temporal nominals that have a 

fossilized definite article, this group of temporal 
nominals is not restricted in its syntactic distribution 
to the Comp. A-position. That is, its members may be 
generated in some of the A-position in S node and may, 
furthermore, form coordinate structures with temporal 
nominals that have a definite article. This in turn 
demonstrates that they are associated with the syntactic

^A noun of time designation, as exemplified by 
/ illeel/, binds an NP that is governed by a verb, and 
not by a preposition ie /illeel --> ma nirgLh/ "The 
night time, we do not sleep it (masc. sing)". y
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feature [+definite] even though they are not introduced 
by a definite article. And finally the temporal nominals 
of this group are also similar to the group of temporal 
nominals that have a definite article in that they sub
sume to the rule of (TL), in which case the time refer
ence of the sentence becomes less emphatic than when the
temporal is in Comp.

2.4.1.3.1: /?ams/ "yesterday"
The temporal nominal /?ams/ may be generated in

some of the A-positions in S node, apart from the Comp.
A-position. That it is generated in A-positions in S 
node may be illustrated by the following sentences:

(1)
(f) //i-1 yoom/wi/?ams/ ?a£wa min baa^ir/

Today and yesterday are better than tomorrow.
(ii) m  ams/?azyan min ilyoom/

Yesterday is nicer than today.
(iii) /ilyoom ?agwa/min /?ams//

PP
Today is better than yesterday.

These sentences demonstrate that /?ams/ may be generated 
as the NP subject or as the NP governed by the preposi
tion /min/. Sentence (l)(ii) demonstrates that /?ams/
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is generated as the NP subject of the D.A.D. nominal 
sentence and, as shown earlier, the NP subject in D.A.D. 
is always associated with the syntactic feature Indefi
nite] . It is, accordingly, assumed that /?ams/ is asso
ciated with the syntactic feature [4-definite].

The assumption that /?ams/ is associated with the 
syntactic feature [+definite] is verified by the fact 
that it forms a coordinate structure with /ilyoom/, 
which is a temporal nominal that has a definite article 
as part of its lexical composition. This coordination 
is demonstrated by sentence (l)(i), in which both /il
yoom/ and /?ams/ coordinate to form the NP subject of 
this sentence. Therefore, despite the fact that /?ams/ 
does not have a definite article as part of its lexical 
composition, yet it is nevertheless associated with the 
syntactic feature Indefinite], which is a syntactic 
feature that is associated with all of the temporal 
nominals that the writer has encountered and that are 
being discussed in this thesis.

This syntactic feature, as mentioned earlier, is a 
syntactic correlate of the definiteness associated with 
the temporal nominals in meaning ie the temporal nominal 
generated as the temporal NP defines the time domain of
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the sentence, instead of leaving its time reference 
indefinite in the sense that it acquires its time refer
ence from its previous discourse.^- But of course the 
temporal nominal only exercises time government when it 
is generated as a temporal NP, otherwise it is entity 
denoting as in sentences (1)(i) - (iii).

Apart from also verifying the fact that /?ams/ is 
associated with the syntactic feature [+ definite], 
sentence (l)(iii) also demonstrates that /?ams/ may be 
generated as the complement of a preposition. This not 
only reinforces its nominal status but also its defi
niteness even though it does not have a definite ar
ticle. That is, as /?ams/ is a temporal nominal, it is 
already associated with the syntactic feature [ + defi
niteness] so that it is generated as the complement of 
the preposition without the prior introduction of a 
definite article. This also verifies the fact that 
/■ams/ is a temporal nominal, and not a noun, since it 
differs in its syntactic behaviour from that of nouns.

Sentence (1)(iii) is also of special importance as 
it demonstrates that /min ?ams/ is a PP and not the

1
See pp. 250-257 of Chapter III of Part I for a dis

cussion of the D.A.D. nominal sentence in relation to 
its previous discourse.
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temporal nominal /min ?ams/, described earlier. The 
internal structure of sentence (1)(iii) is demonstrated 
by the following S-structure:

"Today is better than (literally ie "from") yesterday."

structure (2) . And that it is a PP and not a temporal 
nominal is verified on the basis of the fact that it is 
not associated with the syntactic feature [+ continuous] 
and on the phonological evidence which requires a sus
tained juncture after the preposition. Therefore, the 
temporal nominal /?ams/ may be generated in some of the 
A-positions in S node; examples of which are the prepre
dicate A-position of nominal sentences and the A-posi- 
tion governed by a preposition.

(2)
S

-w NP INFL Pred. P
[- time]

temporal N
| comparative N PPilyoom

N
? aSwa temporal N

m m
? ams

Being a PP, /min ?ams/ is decomposable into the preposi
tion /min/ and its complement /?ams/, as indicated by S-
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In the following discussion, it will be shown that 
/.ams/ may also be generated in the Comp. A-position of 
both verbal and nominal sentences.

-3 .1 .1 ; /?ams/ generated in the Comp, of the D.A.D.
Nominal Sentence 

When /?ams/ is generated in the Comp. A-position 
and holds a relation with all of the S node it intro
duces, it is generated as a temporal NP, which deter
mines the time reference of the nominal S node it intro
duces. This is demonstrated by the following sentences:

(i)
(i) /• ams/--> £indina naas/

Yesterday, we had people ie guests.
(ii) /?ams/ - -> bih £irs/

Yesterday, there was a wedding.
(iii-) /Aams/ - - > il muyyah waajid/

Yesterday, the water was much.
(iv) //?ams/--> ?ummi saaditin binti/

Yesterday, my mother was taking care of my 
daughter.

Having the syntactic feature [+past time], /?ams/ 
makes the INFL of the S node it introduces acquire this 
syntactic feature and in turn it governs the time refer-
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ence of that S node. This is demonstrated by the fol
lowing S structure of sentence (l)(i):
(2)

S

Coifip temporal NP
f i

-Q temporal N
? ams 

[+past time]

INFL 
[+past time]

^indina

As with the temporal nominals that have a definite 
article as part of their invariable forms, /?ams/ sub
sumes to the rule of (TL) and in such a case it exer
cises time government by way of its trace left behind in 
Comp. This is demonstrated by the following sentences 
and S-structure:

(3)
(i) /^indina naasin/?ams//

We had people, yesterday.
(ii) /bih $irsin/?ams/

There was a wedding, yesterday.
(iii) /ilmuyyah waajid /?ams//

The water was plentiful, yesterday.
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(iv)

Corap
Comp temporal NP 
- Q temporal N

INFL
[+past
tira

Pred. P

N temporal NPvariable 
[+past £indina

time] s '  N Indefi-
| nite

marker _
1 tem- N 

-in poral
? ams

/? ams/ also resembles the group of temporal nomi
nals that have a definite article as part of their in
variable forms in that it may also be generated as a 
topic NP, in which case it simply binds an NP in the S 
node it introduces. This is demonstrated by the follow
ing sentences, in which it is also shown that the topic 
NP binds the NP subject when the sentence is nominal.

(4)
(i) //f ams/- - > fa Ihuwl harr marrah/

Yesterday, it really was very hot. 
[masc. sing] [masc. sing]

(ii) /• ams/ --> majhmijb harr marrah/

iThe indefinite marker is_ deleted when the noun is 
in a prepausal position.
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Yesterday, it (masc. sing) was not very hot. 
Therefore, /?ams/ may be generated as the topic NP of a 
nominal sentence and in such a case it controls the 
agreement features of the NP subject.

2.4.1.3.1.2: /?ams/ generated in the Comp, of the D.A.D. 
Verbal Sentence 

As in the nominal sentence, /?ams/ generated in 
Comp, and holding a relation with all S node is gener
ated as a temporal NP, in which case it exercises time 
government on the S node it introduces. This time gov
ernment is not only demonstrated in that it sets the S 
node it introduces in a past time perspective but also 
in requiring that S node to have a perfective verb, and 
not an imperfective verb. This is demonstrated by the 
following sentences and S-structure:

(1)
(i) /Tams/ - -> gifth/

Yesterday, I saw him,
(ii) //fams/ — > #aharu/

Yesterday, they went out.
(iii) ih ams/ - -> raahu lissuug/

Yesterday, they went to the market.
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(iv)

Comp temporal NP
Q temporal N

INFL Pred
[+past time] |
[Perfective V ?

aspect]
AGR V NP

[1st pers. J_
sing] N

Siftih I
pronoun

?amsI pronoun 
[+past time] I

small pro

small pro 
[3rd pers. 

masc. sing]
The time reference of the D.A.D. verbal sentence, 

as demonstrated by S-structure (l)(iv), is partly deter
mined by the verb form and partly by the temporal. It 
is in this respect that a verbal sentence introduced by 
/■ams/ conveys a completed action^ that has taken place 
in the domian of "yesterday".

/?ams/ generated as a temporal NP in a verbal sen
tence subsumes to the rule of (TL), This is demonstrat
ed by the following sentences:

^For the denotation of a past progressive action, 
the temporal nominal /?awwal/ in collaboration with the 
imperfective verb form are utilized in D.A.D. syntax, 
see pp. 584-590 of Chapter Iv of Part II.
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(2)
(i) /siftih/?ams^

I saw him yesterday.
(ii) /t£~aharu /?amsll

They went out yesterday.

The syntactic behaviour of /?ams/ is the same as with 
all the other temporals in the sense that it exercises 
time government when it has been moved by way of its 
trace, which is left behind in Comp. And again the 
moved temporal denotes a less emphatic time reference.

It was shown in the discussion of section 2.4.1.3.1 
that /?ams/ generated in the A-position in S node may 
form a coordinate structure with temporal nominals that 
do have a definite article as part of their lexical 
composition and it was on the basis of such evidence 
that /?ams/ has been regarded as having the syntactic 
feature [+definite] even though it itself does not in
flect for possession or have a definite article as part 
of its lexical composition. The fact that /?ams/ is 
associated with the syntactic feature [^-definite] may be 
verified also by looking at it while it is generated in 
Comp, as a temporal and by demonstrating that it may be 
qualified by a temporal clause which restricts it in the
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manner that a relative clause restricts its head. This 
may be illustrated by the following complex sentence and 
its S-structure of the temporal clause and its head 
nominal:

(3)

(i) h l  ?ams/yoom Sift irrijaal] gaalu ?ahu £indi£ banaat 
willa ma £indi<5/
Yesterday, day I saw the men, they said is it that 
you have daughters or that you do not.

(ii)

I gaalu . . .- Q N

temporal N S
nominal I 

? ams
yoom Sift irrijaal

As can be seen from S-structure (3)(ii), the temporal NP 
of this sentence is composed of the temporal nominal 
/?ams/ and the temporal clause /yoom Sift irrijaal/, 
forming a complex noun clause. The head of this complex 
noun clause is /?ams/ and so it is defined by /yoom Sift 
irrijaal/ in the manner that a relative clause defines
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its head noun. It is in this respect that the temporal 
NP as a whole acquires the syntactic feature [^-definite] 
and this also indicates that /?ams/is also associated 
with the syntactic feature [+definite]. Therefore, 
/?ams/ is associated with the above syntactic feature 
whether it is generated in A-positions in S node or in 
the Comp. A-position.

Sentence (3)(i) is also of special value to us as 
it demonstrates that the rule of (TL) , which moves the 
temporal NP from Comp, down to an adjunct position in S 
node, subsumes to the Subjacency Constraint as well as 
the A/A Condition.3 This is demonstrated by the follow
ing sentences; only the first of which is well-formed 
because it subsumes to the A/A Condition and the Subja
cency Constraint.

(4)
(i) /gaalu

willa ma ^indi^/

3lhe A/A Condition may be defined as nNo consti
tuent o£ a category A can be moved out of a larger con
taining constituent of category A.n (A. Radford, 1982: 
249) . The Subjacency Constraint may be defined as "No 
constituent can move across more than one bounding node 
in a single rule application (bounding nodes are S or 
NP, and perhaps also S)" (A. Radford, 1982:249).

7?ams/ yoom £ift irrijaal ?ahu Qlndic banaat
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They said yesterday day I saw the men, is it that 
you have daughters or that you have not.

(ii) /*/yoom Sift irrij aal/gaalu/? ams/? ahu ftindi9 
banaat willa ma cjindî /

(iii) /*/?ams/ gaalu/yoom Sift irrijaal/?ahu ftinditj 
banaat willa ma îmilic/ _ _____ ^

(iv) /* ̂ gaalu /? ahu Sindi9 banaat willa ma ft indie //?ams/ 
3X1) S (2) — .

yoom Sift irrij aalJ

(v) /*/Ly°om ^ift irrijaal//gaalu/?ahu S-indic banaat
S.T7—  — -1; M i )  . s(2)willa ma ftindi9 banaat /?ams//

Sentences (4)(ii) and (iii) are ill-formed because they 
violate the A/A Condition; that is, /?ams/ is moved by 
itself in (4)(ii) and /yoom Sift irrijaal/ is moved by 
itself in (4)(iii). Sentences (4)(iv) and (v) are ill- 
formed because they violate the Subjacency Constraint ie 
in both these sentences the temporal has been moved 
across two bounding nodes ie S(l) and S(2) . Sentence
(4) (v) is also ill-formed because it violates the A/A 
condition ie moving /?ams/ separately from /yoom Sift 
irrijaal/. Therefore, the movement rule of (TL), which 
moves the temporal from Comp, down to an adjunct posi
tion in S node, subsumes to the A/A Condition and the 
Subjacency Constraint and the moved NP leaves a trace
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behind in its extraction site in the manner shown 
earlier.

As with the nominal sentences, /?ams/ in a verbal 
sentence may also be generated as the topic NP, in which 
case it binds the NP governed by a preposition. This is 
illustrated by the following sentences:

(5)
(i) //?amsA--> ragadna fii|hj/

Yesterday, we slept in it (masc. sing)
(ii) /Aams^--> ?i^tayalu Jiil[h]/

Yesterday, they worked in it (masc. sing).
In its capacity to be generated as the topic NP, /?ams/ 
is similar to the temporal nominals that have a definite 
article as part of their lexical composition such as 
/halhiin/, /ilyoom/ , /is_subih/ etc; therefore /?ams/ 
displays a similar syntactic behaviour to the above men
tioned temporal nominals even though it does not have a 
definite article as part of its lexical composition.

2.4.1.3.2: /baaqir/ "Tomorrow"
As with /?ams/, /baapir/ may be generated in some 

of the A-positions in S node, in which case it is entity 
denoting. It may be generated as the NP subject of a
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nominal sentence and this is illustrated by the follow
ing sentences:

(i)
(i) //ilyoom/wi/ baaqir/?azyan min ?ams/

Today and tomorrow are better than yesterday.
(ii) //baaqir/ ? akQar xeer/

Tomorrow is more bountiful.
Despite the fact that /baatjir/ does not have a 

definite article as part of its lexical composition, yet 
it forms a coordinate structure with /ilyoom/ in sen
tence (1)(i) and both temporal nominals together consti
tute the NP subject of this nominal sentence. This 
demonstrates that /baa^ir/ is similar to /?ams/ in that 
it is associated with the syntactic feature [tdefinite] 
even though it does not have a definite article as part 
of its lexical composition. And as it is associated 
with the syntactic feature of definiteness, it may be 
genereated by itself as the NP subject of a D.A.D. nomi
nal sentence. This is demonstrated by sentence (1)(ii).

/baacjir/ is also similar to /?ams/ in that it may 
be generated as the complement of a preposition. This 
is illustrated by the following sentence and its S- 
structure:
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(2)
(i) /xaleet ba^iih libaa9ir/

I kept its leftovers for tomorrow.
(ii)

pronoun
small pro 
[1st pers. 

sing]

INFL 
[Perfective 
aspect]
AGR 

[1st pers. 
sing]

xaleet

baacir
ba^iih

As /baa^ir/ is already associated with the syntac
tic feature [-t-definite] , it does not require the prior 
introduction of a definite article when it is introduced 
by a preposition. Its syntactic behaviour in this re
spect is similar to /?ams/ and differs from nouns in 
D.A.D. syntax. This demonstrates another difference 
between the temporal- nominal and the noun even though 
they both share the fact that they may be generated as 
the complements of a preposition.

/baaqir/ is also similar to the /i^subih/ group of 
temporal nominals in that it may be generated as the NP
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subject of a temporal clause that is introduced by a 
temporal particle. This is demonstrated by the follow
ing sentences:

(3)
(i) y/ila jah baaqirj hafalna/

When tomorrow came, we celebrated.
(ii) ^ila jah baaqir/ ta£ageena £a&an £aad/

When tomorrow came, we had another supper.
The clause /ila jah baapir/ is a temporal clause that is 
introduced by the temporal particle /ila/ . Temporal 
clauses, as we have seen, are verbal clauses. In this 
temporal clause the NP subject is the temporal nominal 
/baapir/ and it is obligatorily moved from preverbal 
position to postverbal position. The temporal clause as 
a whole functions as a temporal in relation to the ma
trix clause, setting it in a future time perspective. 
As for the temporal nominal itself ie /baapir/, it is 
entity denoting because it is generated as the NP sub
ject in this verbal clause which is a temporal clause.
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2.4.1.3.2.1: /baaqir/ generated in the Comp, of the

The following sentences demonstrate that /baaqir/ 
may be generated as the temporal NP of the nominal sen
tence in D.A.D.:

Tomorrow, we have people (ie guests)
(ii) /baaqir/ --> fih £irs/

Tomorrow, there is a wedding.
(iii) ^baa^ir/ --> ?ummi 3aaditin binti/

Tomorrow, my mother is taking care of my daughter,
(iv) /baaqii/ - - > ilmuyyah waajid/

Tomorrow, the water is plentiful.
Being generated as a temporal N P , /baapir/ exercises 
time govenrment on the nominal S node it introduces; 
setting the above sentences in the perspective of the 
future time.

/baaqir/ generated as the temporal NP subsumes to 
the rule of (TL) . This is demonstrated by the following 
sentences:

D.A.D. Nominal Sentence

(i)
(i) /baaQii^ --> Gindina naas/

(2)
(i)
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We have people ie guests, tomorrow.
(ii) /fih $irsin/baaqii//

There is a wedding, tomorrow.
(iii) /?ummi Saaditin binti/baacir^

My mother is taking care of my daugther, tomorrow,
(iv) / ilmuyyah waaj id/baaqii//

The water is much, tomorrow.
Whether the temporal NP is moved from Comp, or not, it 
holds a relation with all of S node, exercising time 
government on that S node. Such is the case in sentences 
(1) and (2) as regards the temporal nominal /baa^r/.

This temporal nominal may also be generated as the 
topic NP, in which case it binds the NP subject. This 
is illustrated by the following sentences:

(3)
(i) baaqir/ - - > f ahuwl harr/

Tomorrow (masc. sing), it (masc. sing) is hot. 
(ii-) /̂ baaqir/ --> fahuwl harr marrah/

Tomorrow (masc. sing), it (masc. sing) is very hot
(iii) //baaqir/ --> ma|huu|b harr/

Tomorrow (masc. sing.), it (masc. sing) is not 
hot.
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And as the topic NP binds an NP in S node, it cannot be 
moved from Comp. This also differentiates it from the 
temporal NP.

2 .4.1.3.2.2: /baaqir/ generated in the Comp, of the 
D.A.D. Verbal Sentence 

The temporal nominal/baaqir/ may also be generated 
as the temporal NP of a verbal sentence. In such a case 
the verb of the verbal S node must be imperfective, and 
not perfective. This demonstrates the control exercised 
by the temporal NP on the S node it introduces ie it not 
only exercises time government on that S node but also 
controls the verb form that is generated in that S node. 
This is illustrated by the following sentences, in which 
/baa9ir/ is generated as the temporal NP:

(1)
(i) /baaqir/ --»> niruuh lihaayil/

Tomorrow, we are going to Haayil.
(ii) //baaqir/ --> tiruuh libeetha/

Tomorrow, she is going to her house.
(iii) ./baaqir/ --> yisalluun/

Tomorrow, they are praying.
(iv) /baacir/ --> yiftharuun/

Tomorrow, they are going out.
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As the time reference of the verbal sentence is the net 
result of the time associated with the verb form and 
that of the temporal NP, the temporal nominal /baaqir/ 
in sentences (1) sets these sentences in the perspective 
of the future time and the verb form conveys the imper- 
fective aspect.

/baa9ir/ generated as a temporal NP in a verbal 
sentence also subsumes to the rule of (TL) . This is 
demonstrated by the following sentences:

(2)
(1) /niruuh 1 ih a a y i 1 /b a agir//

We are going to Haayil, tomorrow.
(ii) /tiruuh libeetha/baacix//

She is going to her house, tomorrow.
(iii) /yisalluun/baaqii//

They are praying, tomorrow.
( iv) /yiSharuun/baagir//

They are going out tomorrow.
Therefore, the future time in D.A.D. is indicated by the 
generation of the temporal nominal /baaqir/ as the tem
poral NP and it may remain in Comp, or be moved by the 
rule of (TL).

i
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Futurity may also be indicated in D.A.D. by means 
of the verbal prefix /bi-/, which is affixed to the 
imperfective verb form, and not to the perfective verb 
form. This is demonstrated by the following sentences 
and S-structure:

(i) /biyi^ris $&la-laxrah/
He is going to marry the other one ie another wife

(ii) /biyiruuh lihaayil/
He going to go to Haayil.

(iii) /biyijiy liddar$iyyah/
He is going to come to Dar£iyyah.

(3)

(iv)

INFL
_l_ [imperfective
N aspect]
I [future time]

Pred
VP

small pro masc. sing] 
[3rd pers.

pronoun AGRpronoun
[3rd pers.

masc. sing]

prefix
V imperfective

bi-
yi£ris
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The time reference of the sentences in (3) is indi
cated by the verb form, which' is composed of the imper
fective form and the future prefix /bi-/. The /bi-/ 
prefix indicates futurity and the imperfective verb form 
conveys the imperfective aspect; therefore, the verb 
form does indeed play a dominant role in determining the 
time reference of the verbal sentence.

However, the future perspective conveyed by the 
prefix /bi-/ is different from that conveyed by the tem
poral nominal /baapir/. This is because /baapir/ con
veys a neutral future perspective whereas the /bi-/ 
prefix conveys a future perspective colored with inten
tion on the part of the speaker. Accordingly, verbal 
sentences whose imperfective verb has the /bi-/ prefix 
are not introduced by /baapir/, generated as the tempo
ral NP.

/baaqir/ shares with /?ams/, /halhiin/ etc. the 
fact that it may be generated as the topic NP. This is 
illustrated by the following sentences:

(4)
(i) //kaagir/-->^fahiy tirgid^fiijh^

Tomorrow masc. sing) / then she is sleeping in it 
(masc. sing)
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(ii) ^baaqir
Tomorrow (masc. sing), then she is working in it 
(masc. sing)

As can be seen from sentences (4) , /baa9ir/ generated as 
the topic NP binds an NP in the S node it introduces. 
This NP is the complement of the preposition /fiih/ 
since /baapir/ is a temporal nominal, and not a noun.

2.4.1.3.3: /?awwal/ "first11
As with /?ams/ and /baapir/, /?awwal/ is associated 

with the syntactic feature [-̂ -definite] even though it 
does not have a definite article as part of its lexical 
composition. Consequently, it may be generated as the 
NP subject of a nominal sentence and this A-position, as 
shown earlier, requires a definite nominal. The follow
ing sentence and its S-structure demonstrate that 
/?awwal/ may be generated as the NP subject:

(1)
(i) ifr. awwal/ ?azyan min halhiin/

First is better than the present time, ie 
The past time is better than the present time.

/--> fahiy tiSta^al fiifh]/
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- INFL 
[- time]

temporal N
? awwal

NP
_t_

comparative N
min halhiin

iazyan
That is, as /?awwal/ has the syntactic feature [+defi- 
nite], it may be generated as the NP subject, in which 
case it is entity denoting.

/?awwal/ may also be generated as the complement of 
a preposition. This is demonstrated by the following 
sentence and its S-structure:

(2)
(i) /halhiin ? a&wa/min/?awwaly^

PP
The present time is better than the past time.

(ii)

INFL 
[ - time]

temporal N
halhiin comparative N

temporal Nm m
? aSwa ? awwal
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As /?awwal/ Is a temporal nominal, it is generated as 
the complement of a preposition and it does not have to 
be preceded by a definite article prior to its introduc
tion by the preposition. This is one of the differences 
in the syntactic behaviour between a temporal nominal 
and a noun even though both are nominals and in turn may 
be governed by a preposition.

S-structure (2) (ii) also demonstrates that /min 
?awwal/ is a PP and is not the temporal nominal /min 
?awwal/, which was discussed earlier and was shown to be 
associated with the syntactic feature [icontinuous] . 
That /min ?awwal/ in sentence (2)(i) is a PP and not the 
temporal nominal /min ?awwal/ is also verified by phono
logical evidence ie in the pronunciation of the PP, 
there is a sustained juncture after /min/. That is, to 
distinguish between /min ?awwal/, /min baapir/ and /min 
?ams/ as PPs and /min ?awwal/, /min baapir/ and /min 
?ams/ as temporal nominals, we not only depend on the 
fact that the latter group is associated with the syn
tactic feature [+continuous] but also on the fact that 
the intonation pattern of the former group allows a 
sustained juncture after /min/.
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Apart from being generated in A-positions in S node 
and being entity denoting, /?awwal/ may also be gener
ated in the Comp. A-position of both the nominal and the 
verbal sentence as demonstrated in the following discus
sion.

2.4.1.3.3.1: /?awwal/ generated in the Comp, of the 
D.A.D. Nominal Sentence 

The temporal nominal /?awwal/ differs from /?ams/ 
and /baa9ir/ in that when it is generated in the Comp. 
A-position, it is generated as a temporal NP, and not as 
a topic NP. That is, generated in the Comp. A-position, 
/?awwal/ holds a relation with all of S node in the 
sense of governing its time reference, and not just 
binding an NP in that S node. This is demonstrated by 
the following sentences, in which /?awwal/ is generated 
in the Comp. A-position of nominal sentences:

(1)
(i) awwal/ --> innaas ishaah/

First, the people are healthy, ie 
In the past, people were healthy.

(ii) /?awal/ - - > inti bizir/
First, you (fem. sing) are a child ie 
In the past, you were a child.
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(iii) //? awwal/ - - > mahiyh hurmah/
First, she is not a woman, ie 
In the past she was not a woman.

That /?awwal/ sets the nominal S node it introduces in 
the perspective of the past time is demonstrated by the 
following S-structure of (l)(i):

(2)

INFL 
[+past time] 
-rt AGR
/  t+pl]? awwal innaas 

[+past time]

ishaah

As with /?ams/ and /baa£ir/, /?awwal/ subsumes to 
the rule of (TL). This is demonstrated by the following 
sentences:

(3)
(i) /innaas ishaah/?awwal//

People were healthy, in the past.
(ii) /inti bizir/?awwab/

You (fern, sing) were a child, in the past.
(iii) /mahiyb hurmatin/?awwal^
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She was not a woman, in the past.

2.4.1.3.3.2: /?awwal/ generated in the Comp, of the 
D.A.D. Verbal Sentence 

Generated in the Comp, of the D.A.D. verbal sen
tence, /?awwal./ requires the verb of the verbal S node 
it introduces to be imperfective, and not perfective. 
This is illustrated by the following sentences:

(1)
(i) l/lawwal/ --> innaas yakluun/

First, the people are eating ie 
In the past, people used to eat well.

(ii) j/?awwal/--> innaas yim^uun/
First, the people were walking ie 
In the past, people used to walk a lot.

(iff) /Aawwal/ --> irrajajiil yihattibuun/
First, the men were ploughing in the field ie 
In the past, men used to plough in the field. 

Again, as the time reference of the verbal sentence is 
the net result of the verb form and the temporal, the 
past time perspective is provided by /?awwal/ while the 
imperfective aspect is provided by the imperfective 
verb,
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/?awwal/ in the verbal sentence also subsumes to 
the rule of (TL) . This is illustrated by the following 
sentences:

Men used to plough, in the past.
As with all the other temporal nominals that subsume to 
the rule of (TL) , /?awwal/ is less emphatic when it is
moved than when it is in its base generated position.

With /?awwal/, we terminate our discussion of the 
D.A.D. temporal nominals that have invariable forms. In 
the following chapter, we discuss some of the temporal 
nominals that have variable forms.

2.4.2: Temporal Nominals with Variable Forms
The temporal nominals with variable forms that are 

to be discussed are:

(2)
(i) /innaas vakluun /? awwab^

People used eat well, in the past.
(ii) /innaas vim&uun/?awwal^

People used to walk, in the past.
(iii) /irrajajiil yihattlbuun/?awwal//

(i) /gubl + [pronominal suffix! / ’’before" 
Idefinite noun J
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The temporal nominals /gubl 4- pronominal suffix/ 
and /£ugb + pronominal suffix/ are associated with the 
nominal set of pronominal suffixes, which are character
ized by the form /-i/ for the first person and singular 
pronominal. And as the nominal set of pronominal suf
fixes function as the local determiners for the genera
tion of a possessive small pro; these temporal nominals 
are regarded as inflecting for possession. It is in 
this respect that they are associated with the syntactic 
feature [+definite] ie as they inflect for possession, 
they have the internal structure of a nominal construct, 
which is always associated with definiteness. Further
more, /gubl/ and /£ugb/ may also form a nominal con
struct with a definite noun. The fact which provides 
further evidence that those temporal nominals are asso
ciated with the syntactic feature [+ definite] . And 
finally, it is the fact that both /gubl/ and /£ugb/ only 
inflect for possession and not for definiteness, indefi
niteness and number that indicates that they are not 
nouns and demonstrates a fossilization of structure that
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is characteristic of the temporal nominal in D.A.D. 
syntax.

As for the temporal nominal /taww- /, it is also 
associated with the syntactic feature [+definite] even 
though it differs from the former two temporal nominals 
in that it does not inflect for possession. That is, 
despite the fact that /taww-/ is not associated with the 
nominal set of pronominals (which locally determine a 
possessive small pro), yet it is nevertheless associated 
with pronominal suffixes, which endow it with this syn
tactic feature. These pronominal suffixes with which 
/taww-/ is associated are identical in form with the 
verbal set of pronominal suffixes, which are character
ized by the /-ni/ form for first person and singular 
pronominal. But they differ in function from the verbal 
set because the verbal set of pronominal suffixes func
tion as the local determiners for a complement small pro 
whereas this set of pronominal suffixes functions as the 
local determiner for a subject small pro of the D.A.D. 
nominal sentence. It is in this respect that /taww-/ is 
not regarded as a verbal since it is not associated with 
the verbal set of pronominal suffix nor does it inflect 
for perfectivity and imperfectivity, as D.A.D. verbs do.
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Furthermore, as /taww-/ is associated with the 
syntactic feature t+definiteness] and is generated in 
the Comp. A-position exercising time government on the 
nominal S node it introduces, it is in this respect that 
it is regarded as a temporal nominal, especially as it 
is similar to the temporal nominals /gubl-/ and /£ugb-/ 
in that it is associated with pronominal suffixes when 
it does not introduce a definite noun. It is neverthe
less a different type of temporal nominal from /gubl-/ 
and /£ugb-/ since the latter two temporal nominals have 
more nominal characteristics, such as their capacity to 
inflect for possession and to be generated not only in 
the Comp. A-position but also in some of the A-positions 
in S node. All three temporal nominals, however, share 
the fact that when they are generated in the Comp. A- 
position, they are only generated as the temporal NP, 
and not the topic NP.
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2.4.2.1: /gubl + (pronominal suf f ix/y’before"
n o u ^  j

The temporal nominal /gubl + pronominal suffix/ has 
the following phonetic manifestations.

(1)
(i) /gubli/ nmy beforeness"

(ii) /gubla ha/ "her beforeness"
(iii) /gublih/ "his beforeness"
(iv) /gublihum/ "their beforeness"
(v) /gublina/ "our beforeness"
(vi) /gubi9/ "your (fem. sing) beforeness"
(vii) /gublik/ "your (masc. sing) beforeness"
(viii) /gublikum/ " y o u r ( p l )  beforeness"

The lexical item /gubl/ is regarded as a nominal in 
D.A.D. syntax because it is associated with the nominal 
set of pronominal suffixes, and not the verbal set of 
pronominal suffixes. It is in this respect that it is 
not a preposition because prepositions in D.A.D. are 
associated with the verbal set of pronominal suffixes. 
And as /gubl/ simply inflects for possession but not for

Iwhen the vowel of the suffix is [+high] , the epen
thetic vowel is [+high] and vice versa (ie when [-high], 
the epenthetic vowel is [-high]. But when the suffix is 
simply C, instead of CV, the epenthetic vowel has a free 
variation of [+high] ie we may have /gublih/ and 
/gublah/ as well as /gublik/ and /gublak/.
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p;
definiteness, indefiniteness and number, it exemplies a 
fossilization of structure, according to which it is 
regarded as a temporal nominal. This temporal nominal 
whether it inflects for possession or holds a possessive 
relation with a definite noun may be generated as the NP 
subject or the NP predicate of the D.A.D. nominal sen
tence. The following sentences and their S-structures 
illustrate its generation as the NP subject of the 
D.A.D. nominal sentence:

( 2 )  i
(i) /feubl iggita/ issiif/

The beforeness of winter is summer
(ii) /i&gita -->/gublih/issif/

The winter, its (masc. sing) beforeness is summer,
(iii) /ilbint --> /gublaha/ilwalad/

The girl, her beforeness is the boy.

\

1-Both /i&Sita/ and /is siif/ are also temporal nomi
nals because they have definite articles that are part 
of their lexical composition eg */&ita/, */siif/ are 
unacceptable in the lexicon of D.A.D.
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(3)
(i)

S

INFL 
[- time]

N Det N temporal N
gubl i§ §ita issiif»   »

nominal construct
(ii)

S

Comp topic NP(1)I i
-Q temporal N

INFL 
[- time]

N Poss N __
iS&ita I | temporal N
[masc. gublilhj pronoun |
sing] V | issiif

Vsmall pro
NP(i) binds NP(2) local [3rd pers.

deter- masc. sing] 
miner

nominal construct 
The following sentences and their S-structures de

monstrate that /gubl + pronominal suffix or definite 
noun/ may also be generated as the NP predicate of the 
D.A.D. nominal sentence:
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(4)
(i) /issiif/gublih/

Summer is its (masc. sing) beforeness,
(ii) /huw/gub 1 a.h.a/1

He is her beforeness.
(iii) /ilbint/gubl ilwalacĵ

The girl is the beforeness of the boy.
(5)

Pred. PINFL 
[-time]

temporal N
temporal N

issirf
Poss N

15gublih pronoun

nominal
construct

small pro 
[3rd pers. 
masc. sing]
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(ii)

INFL 
[-time]

Pred. P

temporal N Poss
bint

walad
nominal construct

As can be seen from the above sentences and S- 
structures,/gubl/ whether inflecting for possession or 
holding a possessive relation with a definite noun may 
be generated as the NP subject as well as the NP predi
cate of the D.A.D. nominal sentence. In either case, its 
NP has the internal structure of a nominal construct, 
according to which it is associated with the syntactic 
feature [+definite].

2.4.2.1.1: /gubl + fpronominal suffixl/ generated in the
“(definite noun 7

Comp, of the D.A.D. Nominal Sentence
When /gubl + pronominal suffix or definite noun/ is

generated as the temporal NP of a nominal sentence, it
sets the nominal S node it introduces in the perspective
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of the past time. This is demonstrated by the following 
sentences and their S-structures:

(1)
(i) //gubli/ --> huw max'Sin 0ala0 hariim/

My beforeness, he taken three women ie 
He married three women before he married me.

(ii) //gublihum/ - - > £indaha banaat/
Their beforeness, she has daughters ie 
She got daughters before them (ie sons).

(iii) //gublig/- f i h  bint/
Your (fem. sing) beforeness, there is a daughter 
ie There is a daughter before you.

(iv) /feubl ilwalad/--> huw max^in 0ala0 banaat/
The beforeness of the boy, he taken three girls ie 
He took three girls before the boy.
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(2)
(i)

Comp
Comp temporal NP 
- Q temporal

N Poss N
IgublJi pronoun

local X.small pro [masc ./sing
determiner [1st pers. 3rd/pers]

sing]
--------* * max^in

nominal construct

pronoun

INFL 
[+past 

time]
AGR 

[masc. sing]

Pred. P

passive N 
participle

[+past time]'^^,ov hariim

Conip temporal NP

Poss N

nominal construct 
[+past time]

pronoun 
huwD,et IjJ [masc.

il walad sing.
  ' 3rd.

pers]

INFL 
[+past time]
A r AG*[masc. 

sing] pred.P

N passive 
participle,
m

time gov

N
I0ala0
banaat
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The /gubl + pronominal suffix or definite noun/ 
temporal subsumes to the rule of (TL) . This is demon
strated by the following sentences:

(3)
(i) /huw max£in 0ala0 hariim/gubli//

He taken three women before me.
(ii) /^indaha banaat/gublihunyy

She has daughters before them.
(iii) /huw max&in 0ala0 banaat/gubl i walad/'

He taken three girls before the boy.

2 .4.2.1.2: /gubl + fpronominal suffix*)/ generated in the
'definite noun j 

Comp, of the D.A.D. Verbal Sentence
When /gubl + pronominal suffix or definite noun/ is 

generated as the temporal NP of a verbal sentence, it 
sets that verbal S node in the perspective of the past 
time. It also requires that S node to have a perfective 
verb, and not an imperfective verb. This is demonstrat
ed by the following sentences and their S-structures:

(1)
(i) //gublihum/--> jaabit ?awlaad/

Their beforeness, she got boys ie 
She got boys before them.
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(ii) //gubli/--> ga^adit/

My beforeness, she sat down ie She sat down before 
me.

(iii) /gublilbanaat/--> ga£ad/
The beforeness of the girls, he sat down ie 
He sat down before the girls.

(2)

I
pronoun

Confp temporal N
i ^  '-Q temporal

N Poss N

INFL 
[+past time] 
[Perfective 

Aspect] 
AGR 

[3rd pers.
gublihum pronoun small pro fern, sing]

| [3rd pers
small pro fern, sing] V
[3rd pers. 

pi]\ „ 1

nominal construct jaabit

Pred

+ past time]

NP
J_
N
I
N
i? awlaad



Comp temporal NP NP INFL
f [+past t[+past time]

Pred
, Q temporal N N [Perfective

Aspect]
N Poss N pronoun AGR
N
I Det 

gubl !
il

\ small pro masc. sing]
[3rd pers.

VP
N [3rd pers
| masc. sing]

banaat perfective V
v
nominal construct ga£ad
[+ past time]

As can be seen from S-structures (2), the time 
reference of the D.A.D. verbal sentence is determined by 
the time associated with the temporal and the verb form; 
both of which are registered in the head of S node ie 
INFL. Nevertheless, the temporal NP does exercise time 
government on the verbal S node it introduces and this 
is not only demonstrated by the fact that it sets the 
perfective aspect in the perspective of a past time 
reference but also by the fact that it requires that S 
node to have a perfective verb, and not an imperfective 
verb.

As in the nominal sentence, the temporal NP com
posed of /gubl + pronominal suffix or definite noun/ and
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generated in the D.A.D. verbal sentence subsumes to the 
rule of (TL) . This is demonstrated by the following 
sentences:

(3)
(i) /jaabit ? awlaad /gubl ihun//

She got boys before them.
(ii) / gag ad it /gubli/̂

She sat down before me.
(iii) /gagad/gubl/ilbanaat̂

He sat down before the girls.

2.4.2.2: /£ugb + (pronominal suffix') / "after"
■ —    i .Nr ■ ■ ■■11 J  H  ■■■»*■<■> "•*$     --■■ ■ i    V '     '  {definite n o u n j

The temporal nominal /£ugb + pronominal suffix/ has 
the following phonetic manifestations:

(1)
(i) /£ugbi/ "my afterness"

(ii) /^ugbaha/ "her afterness"
(iii) /£ugbih/ "his afterness"
(iv) /^ugbihum/ "their afterness"
(v) /gugbikum/ "your (pi) afterness"
(vi) /fugbip/ "your (fern, sing) afterness"
(vii) /£ugbik/ "your (masc. sing) afterness"
(viii) /gugbina/ "our afterness"
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/£ugb-/,as shown by (1), is associated with the 
nominal set of pronominal suffixes according to which 
it is a nominal, and not a preposition, in D.A.D. syn
tax. It is similar in this respect with the temporal 
nominal /gubl/. It is also similar to /gubl-/ in the 
sense that it may be followed by a definite noun with 
which it holds a possessive relation and in that it may 
be generated as the NP subject or the NP predicate of 
the nominal sentence.

The following sentences and their S-structures 
demonstrate that /£ugb + pronominal suffix or a definite 
noun/ may be generated as the NP subject of the D.A.D. 
nominal sentence.

(2)
(i) /gugbissiif/is&ita/

The afterness of the summer is winter, ie 
Winter comes after the summer.

(ii) /i^siif -->/feugbih/ iggita/
The summer, its afterness is winter.

(iii) /ilwalad -->/$ugbih/ilbint/
The boy, his afterness is the girl.

(iv) /ilbanaat -->/gugbihum/ilwalad/
The girls, their afterness is the boy.



?ugb is siif __ )

nominal construct
iSSita

(ii)

Comp
Comp^^topic NP(1) 
-Q temporal N

NP INFL
j_ (2) [-time] 
N temporal

Nissiif 
[masc. 
sing] $ugbih

NP(1) binds NP(2)

Poss N
pronoun 
small pro

nominal construct

Pred. P
I
NPI

temporal N
I

iS&ita
[3rd pers. 
masc. sing]

As can be seen from S-structures (3) , when /£ugb/ 
is followed by a pronominal suffix, it not only locally 
determines the generation of a possessive small pro but 
must also have a topic NP with which it is preferen
tial. / £ugb + pronominal suffix/ is similar in this
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respect to /gubl + pronominal suffix/.1 On the other 
hand, when /jugb/ is followed by a definite noun, it 
does not require a topic NP to be coreferential with it. 
/£ugb/ is again similar to /gubl/ in this respect. How
ever, whether /£ugb/ inflects for possession or has a 
definite noun with which it has a possessive relation, 
it may be generated as the NP subject and this is demon
strated by sentences (2) and their S-structures in (3).

The following sentences and their S-structures also 
demonstrate that /£ugb + pronominal suffix or a definite 
noun/ may be generated as the NP predicate of the D.A.D. 
nominal sentence:

(4)
(i) /issiif/gugbify/

Summer is its (masc. sing) afterness.
(ii) /issiif/gugbigSits^

Summer is the afterness of the winter.
(iii) /ilbint/ffugbilwalac^

The girl is the afterness of the boy.
(iv) /ilbint/ftugbihun^

The girl is their afterness.

^See p. 596.



£ugbih pronoun
I

small pro
[3rd pers.
masc. sing] \ , /

nominal construct

INFL 
[-time]

Pred. P

temporal N Poss

sita\ ^ _________ t

nominal construct
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As with /gubl/, /jugb/ Is entity denoting when it 
is generated in the A-positions in S node. Both tempo
ral nominals are also similar in that they either in
flect for possession or hold a possessive relation with 
a definite noun; therefore, they may be described as 
temporal nominals that inflect for possession, differing 
from nouns in that they do not inflect for definiteness, 
indefiniteness or number.

2.4.2.2.1: /£ugb + (pronominal suffix"!/ generated in the
[definite noun J 

Comp, of the D.A.D. Nominal Sentence:
Generated in the Comp. A-position of a nominal sen

tence, the temporal /£ugb + pronominal suffix or defi
nite noun/ is generated as the temporal NP, and not the 
topic NP. Accordingly, it sets the nominal S node it 
introduces in the perspective of a future time. This is 
demonstrated by the following sentences and their S- 
structures:

(1)
(̂ ) /£ugbi/ - - > fih banaat/

My afterness, there are girls.
(ii) ^§ugbilwalad/ --> fih banaat/

The afterness of the boy, there are girls.
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(i-i-i) feugb i£gita/ --> fih harr/
The afterness of the winter, there is heat.

(2)

^Comp 
Comp^ temporal NP 
- Q temporal

N Poss N
i |

£ugbi pronoun

INFL 
[+future 
time]

nominal construct 
[+ future time!L^

small pro [1st pers. 
------ ' sing]

Comp
Comff̂  temporal NPI , L- Q temporal^N 
temporal N Poss N

I
N Det

JLLNr
[4-future 
time]

£ugb
N

il
nominal construct 
[+future time]

Pred. I
f
NP
1
N
I
N
Ibanaat

Pred. P
I
NP
!
N
I
N

banaat
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/£ugb + pronominal suffix or definite noun/ gener
ated as the temporal NP of a nominal sentence subsumes 
to the rule of (TL) . This is demonstrated by the fol
lowing sentences:

(3)
(i) /fih banaat/ffugbj/

There are girls after me.
(ii) /fih banaat/£ugb ilwal acĵ

There are girls the afterness of the boy.
(iii) /fih harr/gugb iggitq^

There is heat the afterness of the winter.

2.4.2.2.2: /£ugb + fpronominal suffix!/ generated in the
jdefinite noun j

Comp, of the D.A.D. Verbal Sentence
The temporal /£ugb + pronominal suffix or definite

noun/ differs from /gubl + pronominal suffix or definite
noun/ in that it allows the verbal S node it introduces
to have either a perfective verb or an imperfective
verb. This is demonstrated by the following sentences
and their S-structures:

(1) With Perfective Verb Forms:
(i) //$ugbi/ —  > j aabit wileed/

My afterness, she got a baby boy.
(ii) /gugb/ ilbint --> jaabit wileed/
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The afterness of the girl, she got a baby boy.
(iii) ugbihum/--> <5aharit/

Their afterness, she went out.
(2) With Imperfective Verb Forms:
(i) ^£ugbi/--> la tax^iin ?ahad/

My afterness, don't you (fem. sing) take anyone,
(ii) //gugb irrijaal/--> yi£ifuun ilbint/

The afterness of the man, they are seeing the girl
(iii) ^gugbaha/--> yi&ifuun harrijaal/

Her afterness, they are seeing this man.
(3)
(i)

Comp
Confp temporal NPi 1-Q temporal N

I ^ ^ P cjss^N
| I

gugbi pronoun

INFL 
[Perfective 

Aspect]
I [+future

pronoun time]
AGR

Pred. P

small pro [3rd pers. 
small pro fem. sing]

j aabit

V per- NP 
fective j_

N

nominal construct [1st pers. 
[+future time] sing] wileed
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(ii)

Comp temporal NP
temporal N

Pred. P

N Poss N i
Ib Det N

NP INFL
[ Imperfective 

N Aspect]
| [+future

pronoun time] V Imper- NP
AGR | fective J_

yigifuun N
| small [3rd pers.

Ifijaal pro pi.] Det N
nominal construct 
[3-future time]

il
bint

As can be seen from S-structure (3)(i) and (ii), 
the temporal nominal /J-ugb + pronominal suffix or a 
definite noun/ may be generated as the temporal NP of 
verbal setences with perfective or imperfective verbs. 
These S-structures also show that this temporal nominal 
is associated with the future time reference, which is 
accordingly registered in the INFL of the S node it 
introduces. And as the time reference of the verbal 
sentence is the net result of the time associated with 
the temporal and the verb form, the time reference of S- 
structure (3)(ii) is a future progressive action because 
its temporal is associated with the syntactic feature 
[+future] and its verb conveys the imperfective aspect.
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As for S-structure (3)(i), its INFL has the syntac
tic feature [+future] and the perfective aspect. The 
former is due to the time reference of the temporal and 
the latter is due to the verb form ie the perfective 
verb. Together they make the time reference of this 
sentence to be a completed action that has taken place 
after the time referred to by the temporal; therefore, 
it combines both the syntactic feature [+future] and 
the perfective aspect; each of which partly determines 
the time reference of this sentence.

As with /gubl + pronominal suffix or a definite 
noun/ , /jiugb + pronominal suffix or a definite noun/
generated as the temporal NP of a verbal sentence also 
subsumes to the rule of (TL) . This is illustrated by 
the following sentences:

(4) With Perfective Verb Forms:
(i) /jaabit wileed/gugbill

She got a baby boy after me ie umy afterness”
(ii) /jaabit wileed/$ugbi ilbintrf

She got a baby boy after the girl.
’’The afterness of the girl1'

( iii) / ̂ aharit /$ugbihutr^
She went out after them ie ’’their afterness”
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(5) With Imperfective Verb Forms:
(i) /la tax^iin ?ahadin/^ugbi/

Dont you (fem. sing) take anyone after me ie 
nmy afterness"

(ii) /yisifuun ilbint/lpugb irrijaal^
They are seeing the girl after the man ie 
"the afterness of the man".

(iii) /yisifuun harrijaal/gugbah^/
They are seeing this man after her "her afterness"

2.4.2.3: /taww + (pronominal suffix' / "Recently fpro'
| definite noun [ n

The temporal nominal /taww + pronominal suffix/ has 
the following phonetic manifestations:

(
(i
(ii
(iii
(iv
(v
(vi

(vii

)
/tawwinij "recently I"
/tawwi[naV "recently We" 
/tawwijĥ  "recently He"
/tawwejha] "recently She"
/tawwihum/ "recently They"
/tawwijkum[/ "recently you (pi)"
/tawwifk)/ "recently you (masc. sing)" 

(viii) /tawwijî  "recently you (fem. sing)"
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Despite the identicality of the form of these pro
nominal suffixes with the verbal set of pronominal suf
fixes, yet they differ in function from the verbal set 
of pronominal suffixes because they locally determine 
the generation of a subject small pro whereas the verbal 
set of pronominal suffixes locally determine the genera
tion of a complement small pro. The following sentences 
and their S-structures demonstrate that the pronominal 
suffixes carried by /taww-/ locally determine the 
generation of a subject small pro for the D.A.D. nominal 
sentence:

(2)
(1) iftawwini/ - -> jaayibtin wileed/

Recently, I am bringing a baby boy ie 
I’ve just brought a baby boy.

(ii) /tawwaha/--> jaayibtin wileed/
Recently, she is bringing a baby boy.

(iii) /tawwifr/--> jaayibtin wileed/

Recently, you (fem. sing) are bringing a baby boy.
(iv) lltawwihum/ --> jaayibiin naas/

Recently, they are bringing people ie guests.
(v) y/tawwina/ - - > jaayiin/

Recently, we have come.
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(vi) //tawwaha/ - - > bizir /
Recently, she is a child ie She is just a child.

(3)
(i)

Comp
I

-Q

Comp 
temporal NP 
temporal N

tawwini 
[1st pers.\ pronoun

sing] small pro 
[+continous] [1st pers

sing]
time gov

INFL 
[+continuous] 
/K AGR 
[fem. sing]

active 
particle N

Pred. P

wileedj aayibtin

(ti)

Comp
Cotffp temporal NP 
- Q temporal N

Pred. PINFL 
[j-continuous] 

AGR 
[singular]

pronoun
small pro 
[3rd pers 
fem sing]

bizir

tawwaha 
[3rd pers^ 
fem. sing] 

[+continous]

time gov
S-structures (3)(i) and (ii) demonstrate that the 

pronominal suffix carried by /taww-/ locally determines 
the generation of a subject small pro in the nominal S
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node it introduces. It differs in this respect from the 
pronominal suffixes carried by /gubl/ and /£ugb/ since 
these pronominal suffixes locally determine the genera
tion of a possessive small pro. The pronominal suffix 
carried by /taww-/ provides the subject small pro gener
ated in the D.A.D. nominal sentence with the required 
local determiner for its generation since AGR of the 
nominal sentence, as shown earlier, is not a proper 
governor and so it cannot locally determine the genera
tion of a subject small pro. Therefore, the D.A.D. 
nominal sentence may have a subject small pro only if 
that small pro is locally determined by an element in 
Comp; one of which is the temporal nominal /taww + pro
nominal suffix/.

These S-structures also demonstrate that /taww + 
pronominal suffix/ introduces a nominal S node, and not 
a verbal S node. That is, this temporal nominal , as 
also verified by sentence (2) , is generated as the tem
poral NP of nominal sentences, and not of verbal sen
tences. This points to the fact that /taww + pronominal 
suffix/ not only controls the time reference of the S 
node it introduces but also the type of S node it intro
duces. It requires that S node to be a nominal clause
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and sets that nominal clause in a time perspective that 
is associated with the syntactic feature [-^continuous] . 
This requirement on the part of /taww + pronominal suf
fix/ to have the S node it introduces to be a nominal 
clause distinguishes it from all the other temporal 
nominals afore discussed since it is unique in this 
respect.

Despite this uniqueness of /taww-/, it has been 
classified with /gubl/ and /£ugb/ since all three repre
sent temporal nominals that have variable forms that 
introduce pronominal suffixes and that may also intro
duce a definite noun. But /taww-/j as we have seen, 
nevertheless differs from both /gubl/ and /£ugb/ in that 
the pronominal suffix it carries functions as the local
determiner for a subject small pro and in that even the
definite noun it introduces functions as the subject of 
the nominal S node it introduces. The latter difference 
is demonstrated by the following sentences and their S- 
structures, in which the definite noun it introduces is
the NP subject of the nominal S node.

(4)
(i) lltaww-/ innaas jaayiin/

Recently, the people have come ie
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The people have just come.
(ii) /taww-/ ilbint bizir/

Recently, the girl is a child ie 
The girl is just a child.

(iii) //taww/--> ilhurmah jaayibtin willed/
Recently, the womam has brought a baby boy.

(5)
(i)

Comp
Comp temporal NP 
- Q temporal N

IN Det T
taww- in naas

[+continuous]

INFL 
[+continuous]

AGR 
[Pi]

active N 
participle I 

N

Pred. P

j aayirn
(ii)

Comp
Comip temporal NP
-Q temporal N 

I
N
ltaww-

[•fcontinuous]
bint

INFL 
[bcontinuous] 

AGR 
[sing]

Pred. P
1
NP2 
N
IN

J  *brzir
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Therefore, despite the fact that /taww-/ is similar to 
/gubl-/ and /£ugb-/ in being a temporal nominal with a 
variable form and introducing a definite noun, yet it 
differs from these temporal nominals in that its prono
minal suffixes do not locally determine the generation 
of a possessive small pro nor does the definite noun it 
introduces hold a possessive relation to it.

Apart from the crucial difference between /taww-/ 
and all the other temporal nominals above discussed as 
regards requiring the S node it introduces to be a nomi
nal clause, /taww-/ also differs from the other temporal 
nominals in its application of the rule of (TL). That 
is, /taww-/ does subsume to the rule of (TL) but its 
application of this rule is different from the other 
temporal nominals above discussed. This is demonstrated 
by the following sentences and their S-structures:

(6)
(i) /ilhurmah/tawwaha/ - -> jaayibtin wileed/

The woman recently she has brought a baby boy.
(ii) /innaas/tawwihum/— > jaayiin/

The people recently they have come.
(iii) /ilbint/tawwaha/— > bizir/

The girl recently she is a child ie
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The girl, she is just a child.

(7)

AGR temporal N 
[+definite] i

topic
tawwajha]

il hurmah 
[fem. sing]

[+continuous]
NP" _'v? INFL

[+continous
N

pronoun

Pred. P

small pro<f 
[3rd pers. 
fem. sing]

tive N 
participle!

j aayibtin
wileed
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(ii)

- Q topic N AGR temporal N
[+definite] j

tawwejhajv 
[3rd pers. 
fem. sing]

[+continuous]
NJ INFL \ 0|> [+continous] 

AGR
[sing.]

pronoun
small pro^pc^ 
[3rd pers. 
fem. sing]

bizir

As can be seen from S-structures (7) (i) and (ii) , 
/taww-/ is not in sentence initial position, rather it 
is in the position prior to the prepredicate position in 
S node. This is contrary to the fact that whenever there 
is both a temporal and a topic, it is the temporal that 
precedes both the topic and its S node so as to deter
mine the time reference of both the S node and its to
pic. That is, /taww-/ in S-structures (7)(i) and (ii) 
is not in sentence initial position because it has been
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moved by the rule of (TL). But the application of the 
rule of (TL) to /taww-/ differs from its application 
to the other temporal nominals ie it is constrained 
from being moved down in S node. It is simply moved 
from sentence initial position to the position prior to 
the prepredicate position in S node. Therefore, sen
tences (6) are assumed to have the following D-struc
tures before the rule of (TL) applied to them.

3)
//taww-/ ilhurmah jaayibtin wileed/
Recently, the woman is bringing a baby boy.

(ii) //taww-/ innaas jaayiin/
Recently, the people are coming.

(iii) //taww-/ ilbint bizir/
Recently, the girl is a child.

In these D-structures, /taww-/ is generated as the tem
poral NP ie in Comp, but the nouns /ilhurmah/, /innaas/ 
and /ilbint/ are the definite nouns it introduces and 
that are generated as the NP subject. Applying the rule 
of (TL) to /taww-/, it is moved from sentence initial 
position and moved to the position prior to the prepre
dicate position in S node. This in turn requires these 
nouns to be generated as topic NPs and /taww-/, now not
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introducing a definite noun, must carry one of the pro
nominal suffixes with which it is associated. And as 
these pronominal suffixes function as the local deter
miner for the generation of a subject small pro, /taww + 
pronominal suffix/ cannot be moved beyond the position 
prior to the prepredicate position in S node ie it can
not be moved down in S node and differs in this respect 
from all the other temporal nominals afore discussed. 
This is because it is subject to a locality condition 
that requires it to be adjacent to the prepredicate 
position in S node so as to allow its pronominal suf
fixes to locally determine the generation of a subject 
small pro in this S node which it introduces.
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